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COMING ATTRACTIONS
I'm going to talk mainly about people, not
products, in this month's "Coming Attractions."
First, however, some news about the next issue:
the venerable.). Gordon Holt (in whose ears we
trust), Stereophile's Chief Tester, has written the
definitive guide to setting up and caring for
your turntable for our July issue Iknow, "shutting stable doors ..." —see 'As We See It."
Robert Harley celebrates his first year as a
full-time Stereopbile staffer this month, and for
anumber of reasons, not the least of which was
a70 mile—each way—commute to Santa Fe,
will be changing his areas of responsibility at
the magazine. Rather than continue his everyday activities as Technical Editor, Bob will work
from his home (where he has built asuperb
dedicated listening room) as afull-time writer
and reviewer. His new title of Consulting Technical Editor, however, reflects the fact that his
knowledge and skill will still be available to the
magazine on an ongoing basis.
Taking over the role of Technical Editor, and
therefore working in close harness with Bob,
will be Thomas J. Norton. Well-known to
Stereopbile's readers as one of the magazine's
three Senior Contributing Editors, Tom was
once a regular contributor to The Sensible
Sound. From 1975 to 1979, he was the editor
and publisher of the Florida-based StereOpus,
one of the more reliable "alternative" hi-fi pub-
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AS WE SEE IT

is fl

ng
John ill tkinson

"T

he ultimate in disc recording is to

along time. It is true that, last time around, the

make the reproduced sound as

new and compatible microgroove records

near as possible to the original ..."

established themselves very quickly; but there

(1950)'
"One of the important factors in the public

was not, then, arecord player in almost every
home. .." (1982) 7

acceptance of LP discs is the fact that they

"Just as Compact C2s.sette hasn't replaced the
LP. ..CD in the immediate future will join,
rather than replace, analog technology" (1982)8

can be played with atotal absence of surface
noise..." (1951) 2
-Digital audio recording promises to bring
us alevel of fidelity so far above that of both

the mechanical disc and the analog tape recording that it cannot be ignored by anyone seeking
the highest possible fidelity." (1979) 5
"It has become amindlessly parroted tru-

"You're looking at the extraordinary new
Compact Disc, the music format of the future"
(1983) 9
"It will take 10 years for the CD to replace the
LP" (1983)'°
"I have heard our hi-fi future, and ...
it is a

ism ...
that digital recording is the. ..wave of
the future. At the same time, there isn't asin-

clattering, clamorous cacophony." (1983)"
"I have not heard asingle compact disc that

gle audiophile-oriented equipment reviewer,

sounds as good as the identical recording."
(1985) 12

record producer or music critic who finds the
treble range of current digital recordings musi-

"It will probably be several years before the

cally natural and enjoyable." (1980) 4
"Our feeling. ..
is that [digital] doesn't offer

CD repertoire catches up with that of the LP
phonograph record." (1986)' 3

any significant advantages over the best that

"The existence of more than 3billion LPs

analog can do. But we expect that in time it certainly will." (1981), 5

would suggest that it will be some time before

"Most critical listeners. ..
bave agreed that

the flimsy little silver discs entirely obsolete the
LP" (1988) 14

there are certain things unmistakably wrong

"A 16-bit [digital] system with asampling fre-

with the majority of digitally-mastered analog
discs." (1982). 6

quency of 44.1kHz is of the most heavenly and
incontrovertible perfection (barring vulgar
hardware and software foul-ups. ..
)." (1988) 15

"Compact Disc. ..will not make the analog
disc obsolete. ..
Both systems will coexist for
IThe founder of Audio magazine, C.C.. McProud, in "Record
ing Characteristics," Audio Engineering, January 1950,
reprinted in The 2nd Audio Anthology, p.67, Radio Magazines,
1954.
2Maximilian Vkil in "Phone Pact.s," Audio Engineering, June
1951, reprinted in The 2nd Audio Anthology, p.62, Radio Magazines, 1954.
3Stereopbi
No.4, p.3.

founderj. Gordon Holt, in Sterropbile, VolA

4Iconoclastic audio critic Peter Aced in The Audio Critic, W4.2
No.3, Spring through F2Il 1980, p.18.
5Recording engineer Gerald Reynolds of Nimbus Records, who
ayear or so earlier had produced a45rpm LP set, Comparisons, where pianist Bernard Roberts had recorded Beethoven's
"Hanunerklavier" sonata direct-to-disc, on aIr Ampex analog
tape recorder using Dolby-A noise reduction, and via an early
Sony PCM- 1600 A/D convener.
is one of life's delicious honks that though Nimbus started the '8(1s furiously committed to direct -to-disc and to analog tape, they were one of the
first record companies to stop issuing LPs.) Quoted inifFN/RR,
January 1981, p.61.
6). Gordon Holt in Stereopbile, Vol., No.7, Siptsinbir 1982,
1
16 .
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"A properly dithered 16-bit digital audio stor7Sony's Roger Lagadec, then with Studer-Revox, in "Digital
Audio, the Studer View," Studio Sound, March 1982, and
reprinted in HEN/RR, May 1982.
8Myself in"Compact Disc, John Atkinson scratches his head,"
HEN/RR, NoecmIscr 1982.
9A Sony UK advertisement in March 1983.
10 Steven N. Harris of Tannoy, then Product Manager of
Mamma UK, commenting to me on the British launch of CD
In March 1983.
II Sacramento high-end retailer Keith Yates in "Slipped Discs,"
Sacramento, May 1983.
12 Music critic Edward Rothstein in "The Quest for Perfect
Sound," The New Republic, December 30, 1985.
13 Two widely mad mainstream audio writers, Hans Fantel of
The New }brie Times and Ivan Berger of Audio, in The New
Sound of Stereo, Plume Books, New American Library, February 1986.
14 Harry Pearson in answer to areader's letter in The Absolute Sound, #52, Spring 1988, p.22.
15 Iconoclastic audio critic Peter Aczel in The Audio Critic,
Issue No.11, Winter/Spring 1988, p.35.
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The Proceed CD. An original expression of
how technology can fulfill your desire for musical fidelity. Tvvo yea rs of research into the sonic
possibilities of the compact disc medium have
resulted in acomponent worth waiting for.
The Proceed CD. The world's most well
understood CD player.

PROCE ED
Proceede products are esigne an manu acture
y
UDIO LABORATORIES
P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

age system with accurate analog-to-digital and
digital-to-analog converters will outperform
any analog storage medium in existence. .."
(1988)16
"149,700,000 Total CD sales for 1988.
72,000,000 Total LP sales for 1988." (1989) 17
"We'll ...
carry turntables as long as they're
available. ..1 believe they'll be available for 10
years." (1989) 18
"We are living in the Golden Age of the Used
LP. ..
the non-audiophile music lovers of this

five years ago. Imiss many of the records.. ."
(1990)26
"Considered as sound, the early CDs were
perhaps the biggest scam in the history of consumer electronics." (1990) 27
"The record industry has been successful in
its pogrom of destruction of analog.. (1990)28
"Analog is finished." (1990) 29
"\l‘t ate selling the last of our record playets...
whether we start up production again [at the

collections at arapid rate. Though this reflects
the tragic demise of vinyl as aviable retail com-

end of 1990] depends on the market ...we are
hoping to manufacture a CD transport for
another company" (1990) 3°
"Unless people walk over records with golf

modity, it's abonanza for those of us who continue to love LPs." (1989) 15

shoes or let their lava lamps explode on them,
vinyl records will virtually always sound better

"It's arapidly declining market, but ...yes,

than aCD." (1990) 3'
"JA, TJN, and Iare just back from the record-

country are divesting themselves of their LP

Icould sell more [LPs] ...
[The major labels]
have cut out so many LPs and the ones they
haven't deleted ...
often take as much as 3-4

ing sessions for Stereopbile's second LP—if we
can get the master successfully transferred to
lacquer... the record will be something to

months to come in." (1989) 20
"Stop buying records and start getting CDs."

hear." (1990) 32

(1989)"
"lbmtables and scraping needles are as out

month's "As We See It" column, I'll leave it to

In response to the question that titles this

of style as aHyundai, the Berlin Wall, junk

these objets trouvés to convey what the world

bonds, Cabbage Patch dolls, and blackened

thinks the answer should be. (I assume it's
pretty clear how Stereopbile sees it.) While
compiling these quotations, however, Ifind it

redfish." (1990) 22
"6,500,000 CD players." (1990) 25
"CD player sales will still continue to grow
at afaster pace than any other category in the
industry." (1990) 24
"Vinyl records.. .
are all but extinct." (1990)25
"I sold off my LP collection (about 2500 LPs)
16 Stanley P. Lipshitz, erstwhile President of the Audio Engineering Society and, with his associate John Vandcrkooy, one
of the acknowledged "Fathers of Digital Dither: in "Are DIA
Converters Getting Worse?," AES Preprint 2586, presented at
the March 1988 Paris AES Convention.
17 "Broken Records," The San Francisco Exam iner, July 9,
1989.
18 Wayne Inouye of retail chain The Good Guys, quoted in that
The San Francisco Examiner article

hard to believe that almost exactly eight years
ago, Isat in on aseries of conferences where
the then Managing Director of Sony UK, one
Tim Steele, tried to hard-sell skeptical recordcompany executives on the benefits of CD to
their business. "Who needs it?" was the overwhelming reaction to that Sony presentation;
even in November of '82—after the Japanese
launch of the medium—a friend of mine who
was aclassical label manager at amajor record
company was asking my opinion on the longterm viability of CD. These days, Iwished I'd

S

19 Stereopbile Publisher Larry Archibald in "Get' em while
they're hot —before they're not," "The Final Word," Stereopbile, Vol.12 No.5, p.210.

been alittle less positive in my reply!

20 Specialist record store owner)irn Albright, Interviewed by
Richard Lehnert in Sterrophile,Vol.12 No.9, p.32. (His store,
Rare Bear, Santa Fe's last to stock an in-depth LP catalog, will
be selling exclusively cassette and CD by the time you receive
this issue.)

26 Charles C. White, Jr. In aletter to the editor, Stereopblle,
Vol.13 No.5, p.37.

21 Stereo Review Editor-at-Large William Livingstone in
"Goodbye LPs, Hello CDs," USA IVeekend, September 29,
1989.

27 Movie critic David Denby in Neu. }in* magazine, February 19, 1990, p.38.
28 Loudspeaker designer and recording engineer David Wilson, interviewed elsewhere in this issue of Stereopbfle.

22 An anonymous writer in "Current Samples," CD Review,
January 1990, p.I0.

29 A staternm made to me by Goldmund's Michel Reverchon.
over an excellent lunch one April 1990 day at Santa Fe's Comme
Chez Vous restaurant, explaining why Goldmund is no longer
manufacturing analog turntables.

23 The E1A's estimated sales to dealers of home and portable
CD players in 1989, quoted in This Week in Consumer Electronics, January 15-19, 1990, p.28

30 Gifted engineer and turntable manufacturer John Bicht of
Versa Dynamics, in atelephone conversation with me at the
end of April 1990.

24 Sony's director of hi-fi products, Bob Weissbunt, quoted
in that TWICE article. (LP turntables were not listed.)

31 TAS Senior Popular Music Editor Michael Firmer, quoted
in the Lozaw Boston Herald article.

25 Tristram Lozaw in "Is the CD boom good for sound or just
sound business?," The Boston Herald, March 30, 1990.

32 Larry Archibald in "The Final Word," Stereopbile,M)1.13
No.3, p.226.
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ES

For Sony ES,
redefining the
Compact Disc Player
means changing
more than abit.

Today, the entire focus of Compact Disc player devel-

converters the time-base inaccuracies called "jitter." By

opment appears to have been reduced to asingle bit. While

integrating our Direct Digital Sync' 0circuitry directly on the

this approach has some merit, to the engineers of Sony ES it

converter chip, jitter is automatically corrected.

is merely the starting point in redefining the CD player.
But then, the ES engineers have always charted their
own course. It was their independent thinking that created

Similar inspiration led to other pivotal developments
in rigid anti-resonant chassis design, linear motor transports,
and low-noise servo stabilizer circuits. Developments that

the world's first Compact Disc player. And their digital
insights have enabled them to engineer advances in every
aspect of digital technology, establishing an entirely new
benchmark in Compact Disc performance.
Aconverter with
apulse all its own.
Sony started with the High Density Linear Converter' 0
system. This pulse system replaces the typical converter's
sixteen or more switches with osimpler, more efficient

Extended playback meets an extensive technical resume
with the COP-C8SES five-disc carousel changer.

moved Stereo Review to exclaim, "Our test results leave no
doubt that the Sony (DP-X55ES represents the current state
of the art in (D players. Virtually every measurement surpassed
those of the best players we have tested in the past"•
Best of all, these landmark advancements grace
every ES single-disc player and both ES five-disc changers.
Not restricted to the deluxe CDP-077E5
shown opposite, Sony's new definition of the CD player
extends to the affordable CDP-033f S.

Each model is backed by athree-year limited parts and
labor warranty. (See your authorized ES dealer for details)

design, eliminating non-linearity, glitches, and crossover
problems. The HDLC system also operates at 45 MHz—the
world's fastest rate—to help substantially reduce harmonic
and intermodulation distortion.
As aresult, converter distortion measures an astonishing 0.001%. Dynamic range is 124 dB—exceeding the
theoretical maximum of the CO itself. You'll experience
music that is warmer and less clinical, with amore spacious
stereo soundstage

401

'

Nothing less than
atotal system approach.
We've matched the new HDLC system to our legend-

Spectrum analysis of a10 kHz signal with otypical pulse
converter dap] shows adchhonal non-harmonic distorhon.With
the Sony HDLC system (bottom) this distortion is negligible.

So call 201-930-7156 (Monday-Friday, 9,00 am-

ary CXD-1244 digital filter, aSony design that overcomes

5:00 pm EST) to locate an ES dealer. Then audition the

reguantizotion error through superlative calculating accuracy.

ES Compact Disc players. Just don't be surprised if other
players seem to fall abit short.

And Sony overcomes aprincipal source of error in pulse

ES

SONY"
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO

c 1990, Sony Corporation of America. Au rights reserved. Sony, Digital Sync, High Density Linear Converter, and the leader in Digital Audio
are trademarks of Sony. Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review, May1990. Quoted with permission.

LETTERS
We regret that resources not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice
about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge would have to be
assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and noted, only those of general
interest are selected for publication.

An uncut diamond!

tricks, magic, puzzles, games, and two sizes of

Editor:

Joke Books. Vlante's was ahaven unparalleled

JGH remains areal original uncut diamond, and

anywhere else in the City. The Nickel Joke

to me the most knowledgeable writer on the

books were wonderful; those for ten cents a

Stereopbile staff—I don't mean to demean your
other fine writers, but JGH is the Original!

many jokes, and these were even better, too;

true bargain, as they had more than twice as

H. McCauley, USAF Ret.

they were all "parlor stories." Another, more

Chula Vista, CA

costly joke book was frequently available, but
did not interest the youthful trade.

Editor:
Ihaven't even bought 'em yet! Can Iafford

luxuries of life disappeared. Inever thought

Mystified by Sam

But with the passing of time, all these little

them? Are my electronics up to them? What
else is out there? But the B&W 801s are on my
list of "must hears" whenever Iget back to the
US and can do some serious comparison lis-

that Iwould ever again see agood joke book,
until this past week. Afew days ago, the February '90 issue of Stereopbile arrived; the first
issue of my trial subscription. And, Lo & Behold, there in my hands was the End of the

tening...
By the way, my Polish friends really enjoy
Stereopbile, but are abit mystified by Sam Tel-

Century's perfect Joke Book. True, it cost far

hg's love affair with our eastern neighbor.
Douglas M. Berry

Llewellyn Bates Kelm

more than adime (inflation will have its ways),
hut, just the same, atrue Joke Book.
Lacey, WA

Amcongen, Krakow, Poland
Dept. of State, Washington, DC

Buckley & covers

Recommended Records

Editor:
Iwas surprised and delighted to see Richard

Editor:
A "Recommended Records" list would be very
helpful, or at least an index, so the appropri-

sues in your March issue. The section of the
piece devoted to Tim Buckley exhibited obvi-

ate review can be easily found in aback issue.
Ihave been subscribing to Stereopbile for two

ous love of this music and an understanding of
its historical context.

Lehnen's article on the Enigma/Retro CD reis-

years now and eagerly look forward to each

Imust correct Mr. Lehnert on one point

new issue every month. Ienjoy it and it has

though. While writing about the songs on Mr.

been very helpful to me. Keep up the good

Buckley's Blue Afternoon album, Mr. Lehnert

work.

Concord, CA

bemoans the supposed fact that ". ..
no one
ever sings them; no one ever did." This is not

A "Recommended Records" is planned for
early 1991. And, for the last three years, an

entirely correct. This Mortal Coil, aloose amalgamation of various artists on England's 4AD

index of recordings reviewed bas been included in the indexfor that volume/year—RL

label, has released two albums on which Buckley songs can be found. The first of these rec-

Wayne Sarchett

ords, It'll End In Tears, contains ahaunting

A true Joke Book?

reading of Buckley's "Song to the Siren." (Why

Editor:
During my early school years, one of life's great

no mention of this stunner in his article?) The
second, Filigree and Shadow, contains two

treats was to be had, if one had aspare nickel

Buckley classics: "I Must Have Been Blind" and
"Morning Glory." Search the import bins!

or dime in one's pocket to spend frivolously,
by hastening to East 42nd Street and Vanderbilt Avenue to visit the City's best store for
10

Thanks also for the mention of hipster/
comic Lord Buckley and hipster/painter/musiStereophile, June 1990

cian Captain Beetheart! (Retro, where's his Spotlight Kid?). ..While I'm at it, where are the

Lehnert & reviews

Incredible String Band and Pearls Before Swine

A Richard Lehnert review (eg, Vol .13 No.3) is
to reviewing as the best audio gear is to music
—it doesn't get in the way. Bravo.

CD reissues?

JohnJ. Potter
Oakdale, NY

Editor:

Burt Kirson
San Francisco, CA

Buckley & drugs
Editor:
Ienjoy Ste reopbile immensely. Ihave recently

Mr Kirson, thanks. Mr Pone; Iappreciate the

taken out atrial subscription (I subscribed for
awhile afew years back), and intend to renew.

information re. This Mortal Coil's covers of

Your publication has been of immeasurable

albums next time I'm in New York; alas, there
are no import bins in Santa Fe! Enigma bas

assistance in selecting some recent upgrades.
Now my reason for writing. Iwould like to
applaud the excellent work of Mr. Richard Lehnert in the March issue regarding the Enigma
Reissues. Just when Ithought that Captain Beefheart and Tim Buckley had been completely
forgotten, these CDs started to appear and
flushed out knowledgeable fans like Mr. Lehnert. Ithought my friend in southern Illinois
and Iwere the only ones out here into this stuff.
I'd like to make afew comments, however.

Tim Buckley material, and will seek out their

just reissued Captain Bee/heart's Shiny Beast
(Bat Chain Puller); as far as Incredible String
Band albums go—I'm a hard-core fan of
them, too—the only one currently in print is
The Hangman's Beautiful Daughteç on Carthage CGLP-4421 (LP only). And of 7bm
Rapp's Pearls Before Swing Schwann lists a
Best-Of twofer on Adelphi 4111.
Mr Baugber; you're rigbt —but Ithink I'm
right as well. Certainly one can overindulge

While it's certainly no secret that the vibrant

in the biographicalfallacy. Andperhaps Idid

Mr. Buckley suffered from asubstance-abuse
problem, Ibelieve that fact has been dispropor-

problem, when one thinks of all the thousands

tionately amplified via Mr. Lehnert's article.

of countiy- western love-bate songs about liq-

Unfortunately, I'm afraid that the reader/listener unfamiliar with the brilliant Buckley cata-

but from the articles I've read—and mostly

log would assume that he only wrote tortured,
drug-induced songs. The truth is: Tim Buck-

talk too much of Buckley's substance-abuse

uor and cigarettes. Inever knew Tim Buckley,
from the songs themselves—it seems that

ley's music was multi-faceted and dealt with

drugs played an even more important part in
bis life than in most people's, and at atime

awide range of subject matters and, like the
best art, transcended his personal plight. While
an awareness of Buckley's struggles certainly

think of doing so today. No, Buckley did not
write only "tortured, drug-induced songs";

casts anew light on his music, Ifeel Mr. Lehnert
has plunged into that dangerous abyss of "relational reporting" that can cause criticism to
hover on the edge of sensationalism.
Now don't get me wrong. I'm grateful that
Stereopbile has seen fit to cover these recordings and Mr. Lehnert's sincerity is hardly at

when many people took drugs who wouldn't

but no one can deny that be wrote a lot of
them, or that be migbt be still alive today bad
be not kept the inspiration for such songs so
readily to hand. And, yes, bis work did usually
transcend its origins. In thefinal accounting
I'm grateful we bave as much of his music as
we do.
—RL

question. In fact, I'd welcome the chance to
records and discussing them with such an obvi-

Something amiss in
Audio Land?

ously dedicated and intelligent fan. No, I'd just
like to warn that one not get too wrapped up

Stereophile has often made mention of the

spend an evening listening to Straight/Bizarre

in the details of an artist's life when evaluating
that artist's work. It's tempting, I'll admit, but
can cast an unrealistic shadow and falsely
influence the uninitiated.
Thanks for listening. Keep up the good work.
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Editor.
value in giving alocal stereo retailer one's business; namely, alevel of customer service unavailable when dealing through other channels.
These high levels of service enable adealer to

Carl Baugher

do two things: stay in business and grow, and
maintain customer loyalty.

Oceanside, CA

Something is amiss in Audio Land, however,
11

Do CD
SoundRings
Really
Work?
Here are afew people who say they do:
Ihave onb, two words to say about
the effect of Monster Cable CD
SoundRings...beyond belief? lam
certainly won over by SoundRings
and would recommend them as
an absolute must for any serious
CD collector.
John Oaldey
HI-11 Answers, England

Even uithout fancy instrument
tests, Ican unequivocally report
that sound rings do work—and
I'm not alone. the proof of this
pudding is in the listening. The
sound of the CD with the
SoundRing installed was more
focused, the bass was more
pronounced and the imaging
of the tririous instruments was
sharper.
Harry Somerlield
San Francisco Chronicle,
San Francisco, CA

Just put these rings on any of.your
CD's with any type of CD player
and it will improve the sound
stage. Ican't urge you enough to
go out and buy some and try it.
I'll buy any leftovers i[you don't
like them.
Bill Brasshigton
The Audiophile Society Journal,
Rye, New York

Amazing and true.
Ring adisc and hear for yourself
how good the music sounds.

UNDRINGS

Musical Color, Brought to Life.

MONSTER CRBLE`
Monster Cable Products Inc.
274 Wanks Way
So. San Francisco, CA 94080.6761
PHONE (415)871-6000
FAX (415)871-6555
Distributed in Canada by Evolution Audio,'
(416)847-8888

and Stereopbile has alluded to it many times
when offering its reasons for only reviewing

companies if these companies demonstrate, at

Makers of stereo gear, indeed everyone who
creates products for competitive markets, need

every opportunity, that they deserve the business: that they deserve to survive. Most manufacturers know their product extremely well.
If their customer-service ability matched their

to be aware that good customer service is just
as important aproduct as their amplifier/loud-

product knowledge, these companies would
be in much better positions to realize their busi-

speaker/cables. Iam always amazed at what
poor jobs some manufacturers are doing in this

ness goals.

components from established manufacturers.

Jerry Seigel
Aurora, CO

basic business function.
For example, Irecently called one of your
advertisers for information about his new
balanced interconnect. About six weeks later,
after Ihad purchased acompeting product, the
information arrived. Unfortunately, no mention of the balanced interconnect was included,

Something amiss in
Retail Land?
Editor:
About two years ago, Iceased selling Stereo-

just unbalanced cables. Another advertiser cur-

pbile magazine and removed all printed reviews
of products sold here which referred to Stereo',bile. In addition, Iadvised our suppliers and

rently runs afull-page ad asking readers to call
an 800 number for information. After waiting

fellow retailers against advertising in the magazine. The basis for my position was an article

three months for the information to arrive, I

written by. ..
Sam Telligl"The Audio Cheapskate," Veil No.7, July 1988] in which he

called again recently. No answer.
What do Ithink of these products? What is

decried the alleged profit margin of audio prod-

my opinion of these companies? Even though

ucts obtained by retail operations. It was quite
apparent that he expected the dealer to accept

Ihave not seen their products, I'm not even
interested in seeing if they have value. Though
they did absolutely nothing, these companies
made abig impression: they turned me off to
their own product!
As the president of aconsulting company

lower and unworkable margins [ST specifically
mentioned pickup cartridges and cables. —
Ed.] for the benefit [of] the consumer. It is
always politically expedient to make statements
to the general public saying "We demand lower

which routinely deals with these issues, Imay

costs for you." The problem is that in the pro-

be particularly sensitive to poor customer ser-

cess someone else is forced to pay the price. It
was the retailer. That article was total rubbish

vice. However, it is an awareness which is growing in the marketplace, as consumers continue
to demand higher levels of service. As amanufacturer, you need to be aware that your customers (and they include the consumer, even
if you sell only to dealers) make purchasing
decisions in acompetitive marketplace. There
is no requirement for aconsumer to totally survey the market to get the "best" product. The
"best" is whatever, whenever, and wherever
it happens to be.
"Don't waste my time" You invest considerable resources to bring word of your achievements to the public; je, adverts in Stereopbile.
Respond! Keep my name and address on file
somewhere so that if Icall again, it won't be a
surprise to you. It is very impressive when you
tell me my address. It shows you really care

because it totally ignored our costs of doing
business.
What made [Larry Archibald's "Industry
Update" article in Vol.13 No.3] interesting to me
was its concern for manufacturers and the
industry as awhole. The mistake LA made,
however, is assuming that the general public
is the customer of the manufacturer. The real
customer of high-end manufacturers is the
retailer. It is the retailer, the "private" of the
audio army, who has to carry out the work for
the retailer's benefit as well as that of the industry of which [Stereopbile]is apart. The fact of
the matter is that anumber of audio specialist
retailers are already in serious financial trou-

about me as acustomer, and you know how to

ble. Three dealers in Cincinnati have sought the
protection of the bankruptcy laws. Another
appears to be ailing. The word on the street is

run abusiness. That gives me confidence in

that other dealers in other cities are also near

your products, and greatly increases the likeli-

to that situation.

hood that Iwill buy what you're selling.
Customers will buy products from small
Stereophile, June 1990

In retail, as in manufacturing, there are certain fixed costs that cannot be avoided. Rent,
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finest performance Threshold
has achieved in aproduct:
—Nelson Pass

For music systems where
seamless fidelity is the goal, these
elegant components move beyond
prior boundaries of linearity.
coherence. and definition.

Founders Nelson Pass (right) and
René Besné with Threshold's
first preamplifier offering, the 1977
NSIO This particular unit, from early
1978. was still serving as control
center for its owner's system
in 1990.

Building upon original work with
parallel circuits Threshold has
perfected an ultra-transparent gain
-window: for the audio signal.
Not designed as op-amps, these
topologies were developed as
sonically invisible stages. with as
few components between input
and output as possible.
Absolute neutrality is further
preserved through uncompromised
isolation from power source
fluctuations both inside and outside
the system.
Signal output—and aselected
signal input—is provided in balanced
or unbalanced configuration.
Unlike the high impedance balanced
signal characteristics of some home
audio equipment, these preamplifiers
are capable of driving professional
600 Ohm balanced lines, or alternately
a300 Ohm unbalanced line.

Threshold
components are
exclusively
distributed by

Now, music re-creation of the highest
fidelity awaits your appreciation
at selected Threshold dealerships.

To receive detailed information on
Threshold e/series preamplifiers.
write: Threshold Corporation.
12919 Earhart Ave.. Auburn, California
95603. Or call: 1(800) 888 8055.

division ol
Threshold
Corporation

Threshold

Wore than ;Huth, exuclictice.

taxes, and the like are but afew. Other hidden
costs, for the mutual benefit of the dealer and
consumer, are things like liability insurance, the
tools necessary to provide specialty services,
and the trained personnel necessary to answer
questions correctly. Statements like "pay careful attention to supporting your local dealer"
set among statements like"the high-end industry has to offer even more to the consumer" are
very hollow, as Iam sure the manufacturers are
already doing everything they can. Thus, the

in an area on other business.) In terms of tbe
varying voices in the magazine, I'm happy
about that. !said what Ihad to say, Sam léllig
said what be bad to say, and, of course, we
accept ads from mail-order houses. It would
almost certainly be illegalfor us to reject such
ads, but whether or not it is, I
feel that our customers have the right to make buying decisions
on their own, without my effectively telling
them from whom they should buy.

desire for more from the industry places fur-

What Mr Hamilton seems to be asking for
is an unfree market. Yes, mail-order houses

ther burdens on an already struggling class of
retailers. Offer more value and service? How

make tbe lives of small retailers difficult in
high-end audio, just as tbey do in cameras,

can aspecialist retailer do this without in-

clothing and computers. Fortunately, Mr
Hamilton and bis ilk bave something to offer
that the mail-order houses can't possibly: on-

creased costs in an unquestionably deteriorating audio retail economy in amarket dominated by the likes of Circuit City?
LA says one thing, Stereopbile's reviewers (in

site, skilled service. Were Stereophile to disguise the fact that this is areal advantage in

the spirit of free speech) say another, and the
magazine does athird ...
Stereopbile is filled

buyingfrom abigh-end specialist, Mr Hamilton would have alegitimate complaint. But,

with ads from mail-order houses. Yes, these
offer lower prices (and allegedly no tax), but

in fact, we mention this regularly in our reviews (as well as in the column that prompted

for less service. The local retailer is then used

this letter). People are still free to buy on the

as ademonstration room for the mail-order
houses [while] the mail-order houses cause

basis of lower price

consumers either wittingly or unwittingly to

If those mail-order bouses put out false
advertising—offering products tbey don't

violate tax laws by failing to pay the required
state use taxes. (It is very common for mail-

have for instance or representing themselves
as franchised wben they
not—that's an-

order houses to ignore this issue to gain aprice

other thing. I'm always eager to bear about

advantage over the local retailer.) Mail-order
houses notoriously affect local dealers by

false advertising so that lcan take steps to prevent it.
—LA

depriving them of needed sales. Stereopbile
creates the opportunity to undermine local
dealers and encourage tax evasion in the very
same magazine in which LA says "support your
local dealer". ..
Criticism without an opportunity to learn
otherwise is senseless. To that end, Ibelieve LA
needs to see the real side of retail. Iinvite him
to visit my store, Audible Elegance, to see aretail
operation at first hand and to see how we
live. ..
Iwill offer him the best insight that !can
into our part of the industry. Ido not do so to
prove apoint and to continue agrudge, but to
give him abetter insight into the work done by
the little man. No army can win without
privates.

Louis G. Hamilton
Audible Elegance, Cincinnati, OH

Thanks for the CD
Editor:
Iam writing to thank you for the free CD and
to highly praise the duo of Bruce Dunlap and
Dan Kolton-1 hope they come out with arecord, CD, or tape—excellent music. ..
my cats
were bemused by the dog recordings!
Brian Paulsens
Grand Forks, ND

Tweeter & Woofer
Editor:
Ireceived the Stereophile Test CD yesterday,
and immediately had proof of its unmatched
fidelity. Our cat, Tweeter, was deeply asleep on
afavorite chair in the next room. When Ralph
the Christmas Dog began to identify the audio

Iappreciate Mr Hamilton's invitation to visit

channels, Tweeter came off her chair with a

his store and will take advantage of it when

bound and stalked warily, in full hunting stance,

my travels make it convenient. (I (14 by the

into the music room (she is the nemesis of all

way, visit stores as often as Ican when lam

neighborhood canines, utterly belying her
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Size, weight, heat,

performance,

distortion, downtime.

reliabiity, durability,

coloration, veiling,
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listening fatigue,

compatibility, value,

consumer regret

pride of ownership.

marhr>r.
evinson
Mark Levinson eproducts are designed arid rTldflUfactured by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 FAX 12031346-1540
lable

cour tesy

01 Fairhaven Woodworks

sweet and benign appearance). She examined
both speakers carefully, then walked cautiously
around each in turn (they are Maggies). Bewildered, she continued her search behind every
other piece of furniture, then extended her
safari to the whole house At length she decided
that Ralph was outside, investigated from a
handy windowsill, and then demanded out.
Her exterior search continued for several minutes. She gave up reluctantly.
The CD includes some gorgeous music—
especially the Chopin Scherzo and the Schumann flute music. EAR'S The Mic is certainly a
beautiful pickup, much superior to the other

sounded different, regardless of rings. And I'm
talking abig difference here. My CD of Grusin/Ritenour's Harlequin (GRP-D9522) sounds
about 3-6dB louder than my friend's CD.
Although Idon't really hear much difference
in sound quality, it still seems like the louder
one sounds better. But the real icebreaker was
comparing our copies of David Arkenstone's
Valley in the Clouds (Narada ND6200I). This
is when Ireally got upset, because it was no
contest. My friend's CD sounded so much better. The low end was incredible compared to
my CD. Even at asignificantly higher volume,
Icouldn't get the equivalent of low frequen-

microphones in the fascinating JGH reading.

cies from my CD (and there's some nice low

But the transfer to CD of Peter Mitchell and

end on that CD). Ambience and high frequencies, too, were better.

Brad Meyer's recording of the Bach Concerto
after Vivaldi is awful. Iam alifelong amateur
organist, Iknow the organ at Busch-Reisinger

Now for the really scary part. I've done this
comparison with only five pairs of CDs, and

quite well, Ihave heard that piece played on it,

two pairs had significant differences! Does this

and the reality bears little resemblance to the

mean that 20% of all CDs are of questionable

thin, overbright sound on the CD. Iheard the

sound quality? And why do they sound different? Are they from different masters, or just

LP when it came out some years ago, and that
was warm and convincing.
Thanks for this imaginative project—it's a
winner!

Kenneth LaFleur

East Vassalboro, ME
Although thefirst production run of CDs bad
the pre-emphasis flag correctly set on 7Yack
19, wefound out (bat the pressing plant bad
inadvertently omitted thisflagfrom the second run of 5000 CDs. This would explain

different pressing plants? Anyway, Ithink this
is definitely asubject that you and other readers
out there should investigate further.
Miro Svetinsky
Bellflower, CA

Painting the edges green
Editor:

what Mr Lafleur beardfrom Peter Mitchell's

Iread Dick Olsher's comments on the Las Vegas
CES in the March issue of Stereophile with great

organ recording We are sending replacements

interest, particularly those describing the Audio-

free of charge to everyone who has acopy of
the Stereophile CD, with this and other errors

Prism CD Stoplight.

corrected.

it really does work. Furthermore, there are
demonstrable scientific reasons why it works.

—JA

CD differences. ..

No, this isn't voodoo or "Beltism"; and yes,

The following is asimplified, nontechnical

Editor:

explanation of what is occurring and why Stop-

If there's one thing I've learned in tweaking

light does, in fact, improve the sonics of CDs.

around my audio system, it's that you always
discover things you don't expect to discover,

is contained within aspiral track of embossed

As everyone knows, the digital data on aCD

and that what you set out to try in the first place
probably wasn't worth the effort. Well, I've
tried the CD Rings, and I've tried Sam's Armor-

tracks and "reads" by sensing the time differen-

Ailing idea (oh, excuuuuse mmeeee, Armor
All! ...
that's "applied Armor All to"), and I'll
be darned if Ican hear any differences. But

tom of a"pit." In order to produce the most
accurate reading of the track, the laser and the

wait, there's more!
In the process of trying to find differences
between aringed CD and anon-ringed CD,
using two identical CDs of course Idiscovered
that the two pressings of the exact same CD
Stereophile, June 1990

"pits" which unwinds from the center of the
CD out to its periphery, and which the laser
tial between the light reflection from the bot-

disc must be perpendicular (at exact right
angles) to each other. This, of course, does not
occur in the real world of playing the disc,
largely due to the fact that the disc is spun at
speeds of 200-50Orpm, depending on the por17

The
Highest
Expression
of
Audio Cable
Art.
M/2SIGMA SERIES
SPEAKER CABLES
M12000 SIGMA SERIES
AUDIO INTERCONNECT

Smooth •Clear •Transparent •Dynamic
Exciting •Natural •Frequently Breathtaking
The New M Sigma Series Cables are an
accumulation of the most revolutionary audio
cable technologies ever designed to advance
the art of listening.
The musical results are pure magic.
Since its introduction less than one year ago,
the Sigma Series has already been established
as the audiophile standard for the finest
interconnect and speaker cable available
anywhere. At any price.
We invite you to audition the Mx2Sigma
speaker cable and the M12000 Sigma
interconnect cable in your system, in the
privacy of your own home. Available through
selected Sigma Series dealers.
For afree audition in juur borne, contad Monster Cable for
an Al Sigma dealer pura- loo

M E Sigma Series
non

OMonster Cable Products Inc. 274 Wants Way. So. San Francisco. CA 94080-6761 (415)871-6000
Distributed in Canada by Evolution Audio° (416) 847-8888

tion of the track being read. The variable speed
is necessary to maintain aconstant linear velocity of the track being read. Since the disc is
clamped and supported over only avery small
portion of its entire area, the disc's unsupported
area is free to wobble as it is spun due to irregularities in mass, etc. This wobbling phenomenon has been demonstrated using strobe
lights aimed at the periphery of the disc, and
the disc does in fact wobble quite abit as it is
played. This is why the Disc Dampers and CD
Rings improve the sonics: they operate to re-

CD and preventing it from interfering with the
laser beam. Now that the "scientific" community has been apprised of the mechanics of
what is occurring, perhaps the bumblebee will
be officially allowed to fly.
It would seem that an ideal solution to this
problem would be to manufacture CDs using
athick layer of green filter material the exact
subtractive primary shade of green for the laser
beam. This filter layer would be laid over the
aluminum strata, and be of such composition
that, when the aluminum layer is embossed,

duce or eliminate this wobble as the disc is

the filter material would be embossed through

played.

and eliminated rather than bouncing around

In addition, when the laser beam passes
through the "clear" layer of the CD on its way

within the protective outer layer of the disc and
degrading the signal.

to the embossed pit track, acertain amount of

Agreat many of the legitimate criticisms that

diffraction and refraction of the laser beam

have been leveled at CDs and digital audio are

takes place, as it does on its return back through

the result of mechanisms which we do not as

this layer. This is also exacerbated and added
to by any wobble in the rotating CD, as the laser

yet understand and cannot therefore take steps

beam will no longer strike the pit track at

to eliminate, but are definitely not intrinsic to
the medium, as has often been charged by the

exactly right angles; which results in further

contingent which feels compelled to defend

scatter, since the angle of reflection of alight

and protect their megabuck investments in analog playback systems, and therefore damn and

beam is equal to its angle of incidence. This
adds to the refraction and diffraction of light
waves within the protective "clear" layer of the
disc, which rapidly build in acumulative fashion to the point where they further adversely
affect the accuracy at which the pit track is
read. Iam sure that the reason the Armor All
treatment improves CD sonics (I tried it also,

excoriate the digital medium. To paraphrase J.
Gordon Holt (In whose ears we all trust) ". ..
is
there no hope of keeping high quality sound
from the Great Unwashed?" (read "those who
have not hocked their eyeteeth and family to
obtain ahigh-end analog system"). Walt Jung

and it does work) is that it improves the clar-

long ago took up the gauntlet, and has done
more to show the way toward what the CD

ity and transparency of the disc, which operates
to reduce the scatter, diffraction, and refraction

medium is capable of than anyone else involved in audio. He has, with total unselfish-

of the laser beam.
Enter CD Stoplight. It was mentioned that
the color green seems to work best in this
application, and was much more effective than
other "colors" such as Black. This is because
the lasers currently used in CD players are

ness, deposited that knowledge in the public
domain, where it has been adopted by most of
the high-end establishment totally without
attribution or so much as a"thank-you." Iam
sure that if it weren't for Walt's efforts, the CD
medium would have long ago been dismissed

AlGaAs (Aluminum Gallium Arsenide) and have
awavelength of approximately 790nm, which
is in the threshold of the infrared spectrum. As

as the low- fi medium it was initially accused

it happens, green is the subtractive primary of

player, outboard digital processors, etc.
Paul T. Kelly

the color red. If red light is projected upon a
green object, the green object, being the subtractive primary of red, will absorb all of the

of being. Without his efforts and revelations
there would be no such thing as ahigh-end CD

Fort Wayne, IN

red light and the green object will appear black

Painting the pages green

to the eye. This is obviously what is happen-

Editor:
We couldn't get asupply of CD Stop Light, but

ing when the rim of aCD is coated with an
opaque green color: it is absorbing (canceling)

we did treat the edges of the March issue of Ste-

all or most of the stray laser radiation bounc-

reopbfle with green magic marker, and your

ing around in the "clear" protective layer of the

writers do make alot more sense now. We plan
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Innovative precision work is the characteristic property of all WBT products.
Whether they be active spring contacts
for RCA sockets or collet chuck mechanisms for RCA plugs, our sophisticated
mechanisms always ensure optimum
contact quality.
WBT plug connectors are systematically
manufactured from asingle piece of primary

material.

Based on

more than
100 years experience and know-how in
high precision mechanics, WBT plug connectors head the field in the audio sector in more than 30 countries around the
world -only five years after the start of production.
WBT has been successful in further optimising cable connections through the
introduction of the crimping technique to
the audio sector. Proper crimping results
in cold-welding of the cable strands by the
application of high pressure. To achieve
the desired results, WBT has not only
developed special plug connectors and
sockets but also offers the necessary
accessories.
Should you require more detailed information, please contact us at the
Hi-End Hi -Fi Show in New York in the

For more information contact:

Penta Hotel, IVY suite, on April 27th,
28th and 29th.

may audio marketing inc.
P.O. Box 1048, Champlain, N.Y. 12919 •Tel.: 518-298-4434

on coating each other with 'Week for your

sening of any brightness. This obviously called

next issue.
Joseph Hayes, Richard Kortonia

for more investigation.
After two hours of "greening" one CD after

Harvey Electronics, White Plains, NY

another, Iheaded home knowing that my wife

The greening of the CD
Editor:
When one is afflicted with our particular disease (honesty requires Icall it that), one gets
used to more normal people smiling kindly
while we wax poetic to them over "The 'Weak
of the Week."
Then there are the friends who are almost
convinced that there may be something to this
audiophile stuff. The following is astory about
one of each of these people and agreen MarksA- Lot felt-tip marker.
As you are probably aware, there is arumor
out there that painting the outside and spindlehole edges of aCD green improves the sound.
Iwas made aware of this during one of my daily

would start commitment procedures as soon
as she saw me taking amarker to my CDs.
Waiting for me at the house was afriend who
Ihave been easing into the world of good
sound for the past couple of years. It would be
putting it mildly to say that Todd is askeptic
when it comes to tweaks. Combined with my
wife, who just thinks I'm alittle odd, Ihad the
perfect listening panel.
Todd told me straight out that Ihad finally
slipped off the deep end. With all the zeal of
the newly converted, Ilet the demonstration
begin. Dianne Schuur, Roxy Music, Van Morrison, Steve Winwood's frighteningly bright
Roll With It— they all were improved.
Each panelist noticed different things. Todd,
adrum player in high school, noticed for the

coffee and bull sessions at alittle-known oasis

first time that the snare drum springs were

called New Paltz Audio.

being rattled by the kick drum on one CD. My

With amischievous grin, Iwas asked if Ihad
"greened" my CDs yet. Iwas then shown an

wife, Anne, who played flute in high school and

article in International CD Exchange claiming
sonic benefits from the above-mentioned
procedure. After reading the article, and finding
out that no one had yet tried it, Iheaded up the
street to the art-supply store for agreen marker.

college, commented on how much more real
the flute sounded on another CD.
Itried Sam's Armor All tweak, and Ifind that
"greening" CDs is an even greater improvement. At $1.19 for amarker that will do zillions

The first experiment was carried out on Jen-

of discs, it's even cheaper than Armor All too!
Iwill leave it to greater minds than mine to

nifer Wames's Famous Blue Raincoat. Our test
system consisted of aConrad-Johnson PV7,

Audio correctly eq
. uated the improvement with

figure out why this works. Freddy at New Paltz

Kinergetics KBA-75 amp and KCD-30 player,

that heard when using the Aragon digital con-

and the excellent Glen Monitor Double 8speak-

verter. All Iknow is that I'm going to buy stock

ers. After playing afew well-known passages,

in marker companies.

we "greened" the CD.
Here comes the part where Istart to sound

In closing, Ijust want to say that Todd, the
skeptic, left my house saying that his four-year-

like Sam Tellig talking about Armor All. This

old daughter must have agreen marker around

already exemplary disc was fundamentally

the house somewhere.

changed. The bass sounded like someone had
taken awrench to it and tightened it. The bass
became individual notes, each one distinct and
with alife of its own.
The effect on voice was also immediately
clear. The focus of Jennifer Warnes's voice
improved markedly. On cut four, the quality
of Leonard Cohen's voice was transformed.
Instead of just ahead suspended between the
speakers, there was ahead connected to aneck
connected to achest. You could hear that those

Robert Outwater
Kingston, NY

The Radial Venetian Blind
Effect
Editor:
You can bet dollars to Darvons that Irifled the
kitchen junk drawer for agreen magic marker
after reading about the latest CD treatment in
the March Stereopbile. I, too, discovered some
interesting results when Idrew radial lines on
the bottoms of my CDs. Warble tones on my

parts were working together to create the voice.

test CD had enhanced pitch certainty, and

The top end was not ignored either. Things
became less edgy. There was asignificant les-

yodeling on my favorite Polka disc had much
greater Porn Pa Pa-ness! I've dubbed this phe-
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LISTEN UPA
BLUE STREAK
AudioQuest speaker cables will make you think you're
hearing all your music for the first time.

•

s

•

AudioQuest F-14 uses four solid
conductors in apractical and inexpensive configuration. Strand interaction
is eliminated, skin-effect and

•

Audio Quest F-14

resistance are kept
to reasonable levels, the
performance is glorious and
the price is practically free.

AudioQuest Cobalt uses Hyperlitz conductors. This patent pending
design virtually eliminates magnetic and
electrical interaction between strands
while allowing for alarge cross sectional
area (AWG) with no skin-effect induced distortion. Best of all, every strand has identical
geometry and electrical characteristics so that
no discontinuity is introduced to the music signal.
/

These two blue cables and all the AudioQuest designs
sound much more dynamic, dimensional and focused than
the competition's. The midrange and highs are sweeter,
more extended and less "confused"
sounding, while the bass is tighter and
better defined. All the AudioQuest cables
(speaker, interconnect and video) use very cost
effective designs which give you an absolutely
incredible improvement at aminimal cost.

The proof is in the listening — please listen
for yourself. When you do you'll replace your current
cables with AudioQuest cables and rediscover
your entire music collection.

Audio0uest Cobalt

Call today for the AudioQuest dealer nearest you.

audioquest
Tel: 714-498-2770
Fax: 714 .498 .5112
PO. Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92672 USA

-C

nomenon the Radial Venetian Blind (RVB)

wrong with saying so. But to undermine the

effect. Should other readers attempt this at

opinion of fellow reviewers, to question why

home, Iwarn not to use Day Glow markers as
they seem to trigger flashbacks! The strange
thing about all this is that Ican discern no

the company is so successful, and then to recommend other products, seems rather excessive.
Ihave been aVelodyne owner for four years

change after treating my LPs. Any theories?
Roger Artman

and find it one of the true values on the market today. Perhaps if Velodyne raised their

CODA Technologies, Inc.

prices, Mr. Olsher would embrace the product
with the same passion he shows for the rest of

Sacramento, CA

the high-end community.

Bull semen & the CD

Andy Rudolph
Ben Lomond, CA

Editor:
Following Sam Tellig's advice in the February

Woshed up?

issue, Iapplied some bull semen to some of my

Editor:

CDs and noticed an immediate change in their

Ijust finished reading the Kevin Voecks inter-

audio quality! The music assumed amore "well
rounded" quality and became more "ballsy"

view in your March issue.

in nature. Imay have lost alittle in delicacy and

Ottowa is? Is it perhaps somewhere near

Could you please tell me where the hell

inner detailing. Ialso noticed afew items mys-

Woshington, DC? Or is it closer to Lundon,

teriously broken in my china closet later. Keep

England; or Tokeyo, Japan?

up the good work.

Perhaps you could find an educated staff
member to check it out!
Graham Miles

Jerry Richards
Albuquerque, NM

Sharon, Ontario, Canada

Is Armor All safe?

Oops. Our educated staff member was home

Editor:
Question: Is Armor All safe? Been hearing con-

listening to Wagner and Zappa that day.
Sorry!
—RL

flicting reports since Iread your article. (Your
magazine is great!)

Adam Cypher
Dobbs Ferry, NY

Live Ends/Dead Ends
Editor:
Iwould like to help clear up what could pos-

Robert Harley examined the possible reasons

sibly be amisconception on the part of Mr.

for the improvement in Sound Quality wrought

Voecks (revealed in his interview in the March

by applying CD Stoplight to the edges of aCD

issue) and perhaps most of your readers.

in the May issue. It bas to said that while we

The real function of an LEDE (TM Don Dav-

would agree with Mr Kelly that damping the

is, Synergetic Audio Concepts) room is the

CD's inherent vibrations seems to lead to better

elimination ()featly reflections for at least lOrns

sound, this bas nothing to do with reducedjit-

so that they do not interfere with the direct

ter in the datastream nor with alowering of
error rate. Regarding the possibility that Ar-

sound. It takes the brain that long to discern a
stereo image. (A Reflection-Free Zone between

mor All might have adeleterious effect on the

the direct soundfield and the listening position

CD's polycarbonate base material, see the

[RFZ, TM Peter D'Antonio, RPG Diffusor

Audio Anarchist's column elsewhere in this

Systems].)

issue.

The creator of this concept, Don Davis, did
not intend it to mean you should just damp a

Velodyne bashing?

third of your listening room with absorptive

Editor:
Iwould like to comment on Mr. Olsher's CES

materials. The elimination of early reflections

observations in the March issue (Vol.13 No.3).
Iam at aloss to understand why he felt it
necessary to attack Velodyne Acoustics in such
an unprofessional manner with his snide commentary. It would seem to the casual reader that
he has apersonal axe to grind. If areviewer
does not care for aproduct, there is nothing
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can be accomplished by means other than
absorption.
An LEDE room can be accomplished (with
the exception of aserious bass problem) without absorption. Therefore no midrange or
high-frequency energy is lost. This seemed to
be Mr. Voecks's concern.
The use of RPG Diffusors and/or adjustable
23
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venetian blinds of differing blade widths, along

you report would be ahelp to those of us who

with mirrors, will do the job extremely well.

are not electronic engineers.

The venetian blind concept can be used with

Louis F. Bregy

or instead of RPG Diffusors. While not as exact
in their function as the RPGs, they are less
expensive, will not alienate one's spouse, and

Weston, CT

Doctoring the Carpenters

will work, Iassure you.
The mirror concept is used to re-direct early

Editor:
The Carpenters 1972 stereo album A Song For

reflections to alocation other than the listening

You turns gold (plated) on aMobile Fidelity

position (which should be an equilateral trian-

Sound Lab "Ultradisc" CD, just released, but

gle with the loudspeakers). This concept was

the new disc is much more than agold-plated

developed by Charles Bilello, a protégé of

compact disc. It is awhole new creation in the

Richard Heyser and astaff member at Syn-AudCon. Ihad the pleasure of working with

tradition of Richard Carpenter's arrangements

Charles for afew years applying these princi-

Carpenters' recorded performances with their

ples to home listening environments, until his

masterful combining of Richard's and Karen's

and over-dubbing that produced the original

voices to produce the choral and instrumen-

untimely demise (our loss).
As for Mr. Voecks's concern about degrada-

tal textures characteristic of their unique style.
When Ifirst started listening, Imentally

tion of reverberant fields, these fields should
return to the listening position in aminimum

started to do flips at the vividly changed sound.

of 10ms and should not be direct, but spatial.

Then, as the goosebumps penetrated to the

Once again, this can be accomplished with the

more rational parts of my brain, Irealized Ihad

use of RPGs and/or venetian blinds, along with
mirrors.

been bad. Newly recorded piano parts, artifi-

These concepts can be directly applied by

phony applied to the monophonic purity of

your readers to their rooms without the expense of room-analysis equipment. If there is

cial reverberation, and phasey, pseudo stereoKaren's pristine voice, became apparent.
Someone (presumably Richard, though I

any interest by Stereopbile in this concept, they

really don't know for sure) has perpetrated this

may contact me for ademonstration and an

artistic transgression upon the originals. The

elaboration of these principles so that they may

novice may be impressed, but those who love

pass it on to their readers.

these performances as they were first recorded

Sal DeMicco
Discrete Technology Labs, Inc.

and released on vinyl will want to hear those

Oceanside, NY

disc" to the unsuspecting. Twenty-four karat

Photographic fraud?
Editor:

records, or the A&M CD, and leave the "Ultragold-plated it is; acopy of the "original master recording" it ain't!
In fairness, the Mobile Fidelity booklet (in

The pair of optical photomicrographs on p.95

contrast to the folded-over sheet in the A&M

of your March 1990 issue does nothing to
reduce my skepticism about the benefits of

CD) includes all the lyrics, artwork, and photo
used in the original LP, plus new notes by

expensive audio cable. The micros purport to
show the benefits of stress-free ultra-pure cop-

made. Not a word, though, about the new

per in comparison with something else. What

cream-puff enhancements. Save your 30

ever the "else" is, it is not acomparable micro-

bucks!

Richard about how the original tracks were

Paul Maury

structure of annealed copper. Specious com-

President, Chaos Audio

parisons such as this only create the impression

San Francisco, CA

that the vendor has nothing to sell. The largegrain annealed structure of the wonderful new
wire can be created in almost any copper by

Goodman & Copland
Editor:

controlling the annealing temperature and

Re. the review of Copland works on Music-

prior cold work.

masters, Iwould like to correct Mr. Schneider's
comment with respect to the unavailability of

You have agreat magazine; keep up the good
work and ignore the hecklers. Aperiodic explanation of some of the specifications and tests
Stereophile, June 1990

Benny Goodman's 1949 recording of the Clarinet Concerto. In my CD collection, Columbia
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Generation II
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the very first Theta was officially introduced.
Still leading the field, Theta's ongoing research
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demand anew designation: Generation II
Using afaster, more powerful computer and a
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sophisticated programming and better
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Switchable Programming
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digital signal processor

MK-42227— Benny Goodman Collector's

ter and Beethoven Symphonies 2and 7. Musi-

Edition—features works by various composers
performed by Mr. Goodman, including the one
in question, Concerto for Clarinet and String
Orchestra (with Piano and Harp) (1947-48),

cally, it is amazing that these performances
cohere so marvelously; sonically, while tape
joins are well-managed, one can readily detect,

Columbia Symphony Orchestra, A. Copland,
Dir.

Jack L. Elias
Philadelphia, PA

This CD is worth gettingfor Bernstein's Prelude, Fugue and Riffs alone.

—

.IA

often within the same work or even movement, the distinctive acoustics of Kingsway
Hall, Abbey Road Studio No.1, and Salle Wagram in Paris. ("Test" CDs for ambience reproduction?)
As Mr. Stevens notes in connection with the

Stevens & Beecham

famous mono recording with Heifetz of the
Sibelius concerto, the conductor had aunique

Editor:
Denis Stevens's article on Sir Thomas Beecham,

feeling for this composer's music; it is greatly
to be hoped that, in addition to the two-disc

Bart. (in the March issue), who was one of the

CD he mentioned that is scheduled by EMI,
someone will reissue the famous live recording

20th century's three greatest conductors (the
other two: Furtwangler and Toscanini) was
most enjoyable, drawing Stereopbile readers'

of Symphony 2, taped at the Royal Festival Hall
with the BBC Orchestra. While mono only, this

attention to his many fine recordings which,

reading seems to me uniquely exciting and idi-

ironically in view of the fact that many were
made in excellent stereo sound, have in recent

omatic; every other performance Ihave heard
of this great score has left me wishing it were

years been poorly represented in the CD/LP

Beecham Iwas hearing.
The Berlioz Fantastique performance is

catalogs.
Since many Stereopbile readers will be interested in sonic as well as musical values, here is
abrief gloss on some of the recordings Mr.
Stevens refers to Considered as an example of
the recording art, Beecham's 1956 recording
of Scbeberazade has long been famous for
superb microphone technique, producing
exceptionally natural sound. The CD transfer,
however, is merely adequate: agood copy of
the ASD or SXLP British pressings offers amuch
truer picture of the ravishing sound Sir Thomas
drew from the RPO in this classic recording.

another tour deforce, as Mr. Stevens notes, calling it "vivid and colorful." But unfortunately
this CD transfer exemplifies the very disappointing results that so often mar such reissues.
An even stronger sonic caution signal needs to
be flashed at the two Haydn symphonies (101
and 102, in real stereo) on aCFP budget CD, as
well as another CD on the same level featuring
numbers 94,96 (mono), and 102 (stereo).
The New York City-made recording of La
Boheme is mono only, and while in some ways
the CD improves on the sound of the LPs (sing-

The two-CD Delius set, on the other hand,
sounds excellent in CD format. Irecently heard

ers are closer and clearer), in other ways it is
much less satisfactory, the orchestra sounding

portions of this recording played on the little
Celestion 3speakers mounted on Celestion

faint and dull. The Liszt Faust Symphony (a stereo recording) has come up reasonably well on

sand:filled stands spiked to the floor. The
Delius disc sounded superb (making allowance
for alittle audible tape hiss), as in fact did a
number of modern CDs with wide dynamic
range. Based on this experience, Iwould say
the Celestion speaker is even better than JA's
review last fall suggested.
The Grieg CD falls back to the satisfactory
level without really matching the LP versions,
while the Schubert collection (Symphonies 3,
5, and 6, awell-filled CD) is variable, in part no

CD, but apparently this issue has already been
deleted in the US: it turned up in the cutout
bins of Tower Records in New York some while
ago.

Steven Paradis
New York, NY

Járvi & Hesson
Editor:
To spend as much effort on acensorious response to Robert Hesson's review of Neeme
Járvi's recordings of Dvorák's Symphonies 1

doubt owing to the fact that these performances were stitched together from recording

and 8(February 1990)as Iam proceeding to do

sessions held in different places and over a
period of several years, as were the Mozart Jupi-

is, after all, an excellent publication at the fore-
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is, perhaps, somewhat unjustified: Stereopbile
front of high-end audio criticism, and its
27
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Its

attempt at music criticism is surely ancillary.

of NeemeJarvi's output over the last six years

However, it is precisely such secondary, less-

in these periodicals yields an undeniable fact:
With the exception of his Brahms cycle (four

than-knowledgeable criticism, as exemplified
by Hesson's review, that is of little value, at best,
for the classical record collector, and foolishly

discs) and his Schubert cycle (still in progress),

misdirected at worst. As such, it has no place
in aperiodical which attempts to be rigorous

mous applause and critical approval. On the
labels of Chandos and BIS, and, to alesser
extent, on Orfeo, Deutsche Grammophon, and

in judgmental standards. If nothing else, please

his recordings have met with virtually unani-

allow this to serve as awarranted apologia for

EMI, he has recorded over 120 discs of music.

Neeme Jarvi.
Since, for Western ears, NeemeJarvi began

He has lifted the Scottish National Orchestra,

his extraordinary recording career in 1984, he,
without hyperbole, has done more to promote
the cause of neglected and misunderstood late
19th- and 20th-century classical music than

and the Gothenburg, Bamberg, and Swedish
Radio Symphony Orchestras, to world-class
recognition.
His Prokofiev, R. Strauss, Dvorak, and Shostakovich (still in progress) cycles on Chandos,

any other living conductor. In addition, his
interpretations of many of the mainstays, such

his Sibelius, ibbin, Martinu, Gade, Stenham-

as Sibelius, Prokofiev, Shostakovich, R. Strauss,

and his Grieg on DG and BIS, have been lauded

Dvorak, and Rirnsky-Korsakov, have given new

around the world. Indeed, his recordings of

insight into these composers. Thus to read the
first sentence of Hesson's review is insulting to

Ein Heldenleben, and Sinfonia Domestica;

mer, and Alfvén (still in progress) cycles on BIS,

Prokofiev's 1-7; R. Strauss's Alpine Symphony,

the intelligence of the serious collector (and,

Dvorák's 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7; Shostakovich's 1, 3, 4,

of course, to NeemeJarvi's accomplishment),
and maddening in the depth of the ignorance

6, 7, and the many recordings of his tone

it reveals. Iquote: "The only signs of con-

sidered either the best or among the best available recordings, or are praised for their out-

sistency in NeemeJarvi's career seem to be the

poems; all of Gade; and all of Grieg, are con-

frequency of his recordings and the inconsistency of critical response to them." Hesson

standing pioneering value. This is only apartial

then calls what is to him obviously damning

composers such as Kalinnikov, Svendsen,

list: there are innumerable fine recordings of

attention to the negative reviews of his Brahms

Balakirev, Part, Schmidt, etc. Hardly an "incon-

cycle "at the hands of Mortimer H. Frank."

sistent" record!

Where has Mr. Hesson been, and with what
classical music criticism is he conversant?
It is true that his recordings of Brahms ,s 1-4,

In my personal collection Ihave well over
70 of these recordings and can attest to the
accuracy of the general critical response; in

and Schubert's 3, 5, and 6, are possibly not up

direct comparison to the other interpretations

to his usually high standard of providing unself-

of the works with which NeemeJarvi is, as it

conscious and idiomatic performances. After

were, competing, his recordings more than

buying Bratuns's Fourth and Second before the

hold their own.

critical response was registered, Imyself felt

The function of criticism, whether it be of

that these recordings were somewhat lacking

audio equipment or of classical recordings, is

when compared against the finest. But, on the

to guide and to educate. To serve as both a

other hand, Jarvi should be taken seriously
when he says, in the interview in the same issue

guide and ateacher, one must operate from a
secure base of factual knowledge; without such

of Stereophile, that the critics have not taken
enough time with his interpretations of these

knowledge, criticism too often flounders out
of perspective and can grossly mislead the

works.
As Stereopbile and TAS are to the audiophile,

uninformed. For Hesson to conclude his piece
by saying "The enigma of Neeme Jarvi con-

so Gramophone and Fanfare are to the serious

tinues unresolved by his Dvorak recordings.

lover of recorded classical music. In addition,
Stevenson's Classical Compact Disc Review

Whether future work reveals his banal or his

Guide provides an invaluable qualitative and

palpable accomplishment of this great Estonian

quantitative listing of all major reviews (even

conductor and reveals an unprofessional lack

including Stereopbile's) of most classical re-

of factual and judgmental acumen on the part
of the reviewer.

cordings. Even acursory scan of the reviews
Stereophile, June 1990

insightful side bears close watching" belies the
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Should one trust the comparative judgment

excellent, but 'prefer Kertész (I haven't beard

of such acritic? From my perspective, Isuggest

Rowicki). But regardless of one's opinion of

that it is suspect on the basis of his flippant

lârvi's performance bow RH's reasonable

comments about Jârvi. At first Hesson says Jârvi

response could be considered "unintelligent

should be "effusively flattered" for his reading

doubletalk or sloppy writing" escapes me—

of Symphony 1, for its "brilliance." However,

the passage you quote speaks for itself And,

in the next breath he says that Rowicici (nia) and

without exception, the opinion of every serious

Kertész "give much more rewarding views of

music listener; professional or no I've spoken

the work." This is either unintelligent double-

to re. jiirvi's work, is summed up in the open-

talk or sloppy writing.

ing sentence of RH 's review. RH hardly sav-

In the final analysis, the harm that is done by

agesjarvi, and is certainly informed enough

Hesson's piece is that some (or even many) of

to utter such opinions. As for myself, though

Stereopbile's readers are primarily audiophiles

kirvi's commitment to obscure repertory is to

without the abiding passion to follow the criti-

be commended and emulated, Itoo often bear

cism in periodicals such as Gramophone and

alack of matching musical commitment, as

Fanfare. They perhaps invest acertain amount

the works are insufficiently digested. I'm not

of trust in the few reviews of music contained

sure if RH would agree with this last state-

if

in your periodical, and will further, perhaps,

ment, but many others do. Mr Dorn, you write

form general judgments thereupon as they do

as ifrarvi is a musical saint who bas never

from your audio reviews. To suggest to these

received a negative review. He bas received

readers that Neeme Jârvi is enigmatic with a

many—most of them deserved, in my opinion.

banal side is not only an affront to the knowl-

It's hardly surprising—someone releasing 120

edgeable and to Neeme Jârvi, but can only
serve to misdirect these readers in their choice

pared to take a proportionate number of

of classical music when it comes time to choose

lumps. Someone as closely identified with his

recordings in just afew years must be pre-

work as you seem to be must, ¡suppose be pre-

among the many recordings available.
Thomas Dom

pared to share those lumps.

—RL

'Ricker, Georgia
I'm had! Mr Dorn is right. In the future, I

Bongiorno on GAS

promise to refrainfrom forming my own opin-

Editor:

ions until Iabsorb those of other reviewers. I

If, indeed, you did not receive my original

vow never again tofire off like aloose cannon

rebuttal response as you stated in the February

before Iam told what to think of amusical per-

issue (p.15), then Iaccept your apology and you

formance. Since I'll be relying on the thoughts
of others from now on, Iam relieved to an-

have mine. Enclosed following is the original
letter:
GAS Attack

nounce that the "depth of [myl ignorance"
should no longer present aproblem to Stereophile readers.

After reading Andrew Hefley's letter "Let-

Seriously, jiirvi has done some magnificent

ters," May 1989, p.35] and Ed Miller's rebuttal
(May 1989, p.181) and after receiving plenty of

work and his proselytizing for "unknowns"

phone calls regarding same, Iam compelled to

is admirable; but neither he nor any other

put in my own two cents' worth—even though

musician I've beard is the Second Coming. If

Iwasn't asked. After all, no one knows "less"

it's true, as Mr Dorn says, that jiirvi has

about the GAS Co. than Ido—pun intended.

received "virtually unanimous applause and

A lot of what Andrew says is, for the most

critical approval," why does the conductor bel-

part, quasi-accurate. However, he is absolutely

low so pitiably against reviewers who don't

and positively dead wrong concerning one

share his own high assessment of bis work

aspect of information. Iand no one else am the

(p.168, Voll3 No.2)? Ihope Mr Dorn will con-

sole creator of the Great American Sound Ca,

tinue to find sustenance in jiirvi's music. I

and especially the name "Arnpzilla" —period.

trust Iwill, too. But experience has taught me

Arthur Salsberg had nothing, and Imean abso-

not to expect it with every release.

—RH

lutely nothing, to do with that name. Icreated

Iagree with Robert Hesson's views on Neeme

anapkin in aDenny's Restaurant at one of our

"Ampzilla" originally in prehistoric lettering on
recording of Dvorák's Symphony 1: it's

Stereophile, June 1990

early meetings.
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mirage

Andrew is probably right about the company

Morris invited me into his office one day and

name, but he omits some important details. My

informed me that he and his advisors had
decided that SAE was going to go in adifferent

original suggestion for aname was "The Great
American Amplifier Co." However, it was suggested, and Iagreed, that the name was too nar-

marketing direction; therefore, he was no

row. Ibelieve that Andrew then suggested that
we change "amplifier" to "sound," to which

longer going to allow himself or SAE to pursue
this "side" venture. Obviously, Iwas very disappointed, because my neck and reputation

Iagreed, and thereafter the initials "G.A.S."
came into being. So he deserves only half the

were already out amile. The article was set for
print and couldn't be changed. But he had

credit. 1do believe achronological scenario is
in order here to substantiate my claim to being

made his decision and offered me the option

the sole founder of the GAS Co.

of dropping the project and staying at SAE or
of resigning to pursue the endeavor. Of course

In early 1974, while Iwas Director of Engineering at SAE, Art Salsberg called me from

Ichose the latter, and I'm sure Morris thought
that Iwould fall flat on my face and come

Popular Electronics magazine asking if Iwould

crawling, asking for my job back.

do ahigh-powered amplifier construction pro-

Since the project was so far along, he did

ject, ostensibly to compete with RadioElectronics, which was about to publish an arti-

agree to supply most of the parts and build the
chassis for at least the first few hundred units.

cle by Dan Meyer called "Tigersaurus" (in keeping with SWTP "Tiger" tradition). At first I

mally put together acompany. Since Ihad

refused, as Iwas happy at SAE, but Art kept calling and pleading for me to reconsider. So Ithen
went to Morris Kessler, owner of SAE, to dis-

It was at this point, June 1974, that Ihad to forresigned from SAE, Ed Miller had returned to
take my place: ironically, Ioriginally came to
SAE to take his place. Déjà vu.

cuss the matter. We agreed at that time that it

At this point, Iwant to make certain facts

might be nice to do aproject like this on the

patently clear. Iwas the only one who left my

side. What he meant was as follows: It would

job to form and build "The Great American

have to be atotally separate entity not con-

Sound Co." No one else had the courage to do

nected to SAE in any legal way—thus asepa-

this, and it was many, many months before any

rate company. It would be 50-50, jointly
owned by myself and Morris. SAE personnel

of the others joined the company as full-time
employees. As amatter of fact, Andrew was the

would provide engineering support services

very last of the partners to come on board, and

as well as parts, etc. It would thus be acontractual situation between the new company and

that was 8 months after Ihad resigned from

SAE. Now to the players.
Andrew Hefley was a17-year-old, impetu-

SAE.
In addition, Ialso want to make absolutely
clear that Iand no one else financed the com-

ous, rash technician Ihad hired afew months

pany in its entirety—period. In addition, for

earlier. He was, however, very bright and ex-

the three years Iwas with GAS, none of the

tremely intuitive—especially for his age.
Chuck Muir was also atechnician Ihired at
SAE, but he resigned after acouple of months.

other partners ever contributed one red cent

Adam Zareba was the graphics design engineer at SAE.
Bob Hefley, Andrew's father, became involved after the split with SAE. He was our

to the financing of the company. Ipaid for
everything—period. There are also other factors, but enough said.
In view of the foregoing, how does Andrew
(or anyone else) have the unmitigated audacity,

financial advisor.

nerve, and gall to claim that they were, in any
way, shape, or form, afounder of the GAS Co.?

Ed Miller was not originally involved, but
became involved after the split with SAE.

tially didn't contribute squat. All of the cre-

Idecided on the name, we approved the

ativity and original conception was mine and

They were merely along for the ride and ini-

Company name, the amp was sent to the mag-

mine alone. Yes, Idesigned Ampzilla, Thaedra,

azine, Ifinished writing the article, Iapproved

Ampzilla II, Goliath, and the Sleeping Beauty

the galleys, Iwas paid for the article (I don't
recall anyone else's name authoring the article),

cartridges. Ialso created all—and Imean all—

everything was all set to go. Then, bang, the
bottom dropped out.
Stereophile, June 1990

of the names for every one of the GAS products
until Ileft, with one exception—Ed Miller
created the name "Thalia."
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HIGH PERFORMANCE BY APOGEE
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As far as the "Son of Ampzilla," Thoebe, Thalia, and Grandson, Icreated the original concepts of circuitry, cosmetics, and functionality. Andrew was the project engineer for these
products. He seems to conveniently "forget"
the times he got into trouble with the circuits

company, the total debts were as follows:
$40,000 of unsecured bank debt and atotal of
half amonth's receivables due as payables. This
was afantastic financial situation to be in. Over
the ensuing three years, these people managed

and had to come to me for help. And finally,

to run GAS Co. right into the dirt, and had
amassed $1.5 million of debt when the doors

Dan Siefert was the project engineer for

closed. This was not due to any outside in-

"Grandson."

fluence or market conditions, but rather to a

Iam surely not trying to demean Andrew or

total, utter lack of fiduciary responsibility. Also,

shortchange his competence, but Ido believe
his ego is running away with itself abit. As far

unsecured creditors holding the bag for about

Ed Miller fails to point out that they left all the

as my leaving GAS Co., let me make it clear that

Y
4of amillion bucks. After being gone three

it was my problems and disagreements with
Andrew, and not the other partners, that made

years, the failure of GAS Co. had nothing to do
with me.

me leave. He became emotionally out of control and impossible to deal with. As amatter of

If Ed and Adam want to try to revive "GAS"
—lots of luck. There is never anything like the

fact, no one could deal with his refusal to comprehend running acompany—not even his

original—only poor copies. So, as far as what

father—and his temper tantrums were just

can never be another "GAS" under any possi-

was "The Great American Sound Co," there

unacceptable. Hopefully, over the years, he has

ble circumstances without the creative abili-

mellowed and matured—I don't know, as I

ties of myself and Andrew. Without us, there

haven't seen or spoken to him in over ten years.
Ihad hoped that Iwouldn't have to drag out
the dirty linen, but lam forced to do so to pro-

is no new Gas Attack—just abad case of hiccups.

James Bongiorno
Santa Barbara, CA

tect myself and the truth. As far as the demise
of GAS Co.—do not be fooled. When Ileft the

PS: Stay tuned. I'm not dead yet.

THE NATURAL CHOICE
Rogers products have earned a
worldwide reputation for fine
sound quality and high construction standards. Primary
design goals at Rogers have
always been tonal neutrality,
low colouration, transparency
and extended bandwidth. The
result is asmooth, effortless
sound that makes Rogers
"the natural choice."

WRITE OR ea FOR DEALER INFORMATION

Audio

Influx Corporation

IMPORTERS OF AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS
PO Box 381, Highland Lakes, N.J.07422 (201) 764-8958
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The Marque %
of aLifetime
The test of any great product comes
with time. with years of use and years of
reliably superb performance. When it
passes the test. the marque carried by
that product comes to signify something
very special to thousands of owners, and
to thousands more who hope to become
owners. The name itself becomes a
symbol of pride. of distinction.

preamplifiers were
seminal in the creation
of "high-end" audio.
Today. the sophisticated
hybrid technology of the
SP15 continues that same
passionate commitment to music. Most
recently. the LS1 line-stage preamp and
Classic 30 power amp have made leadingedge performance accessible to more musiclovers than any products in recent memory.

In audio, no marque comes so close to
this stature as Audio Research. which has
been defining and redefining the state of Excellence. Reliability. Integrity. Value.
the art for over two decades. Many
These are what come with every
of our products have become
41111%
Audio Research product. To be
collectors' items, earning extraclassic years enjoyed as long as you own the
ordinary resale values. Our first
marque—for alifetime.
1970 -1990

audio research
HIGH

DEFINITIONL

6801 Shingle Creek Parkway /Minneapolis. MN 55430 /Phone 612-566-7570 FAX: 612-566-3402

INDUSTRY

US: Peter W. Mitchell
Yamaha has doubled the warranty period to
two years on most of its CD players (excluding
those sold as part of arack system). The change
is retroactive, covering players bought last year
as well. Perhaps it is just acoincidence of timing that the extended warranty was announced
only afew weeks after the March issue of Consumer Reports identified Yamaha as having the
highest breakdown rate among the dozen most
popular brands of CD players. ,
The competition among 1-bit decoding
schemes is heating up, and dozens of new CD
players are likely to be introduced at the June
Consumer Electronics Show featuring either
aversion of the Technics MASH chip or the
Philips Bitstream decoder. Sony and JVC have
developed their own 1-bit chips; most other
players are likely to use either MASH or Bitstream (perhaps disguised under amade-up
name). To help keep things straight, here is a
preliminary list—based on information published in industry publications such as Audio
Week—of who is using what. The list will grow
rapidly during the months ahead. MASH: itchnics, Panasonic, Sansui, Harman/Kardon, Yamaha. Bitstream: Philips, Magnavox, Rotel,
Meridian.

The slow DAT waltz
Don't expect bills requiring SCMS copy-control circuits in consumer DAT recorders to pass
Congress any time soon. As expected, the
SCMS proposal was finally introduced in the
Senate at the end of March as bill S-2358. But
it was sponsored only by Sen. DeConcini (DAZ); the value of his support may have declined
since he was identified as one of the "Keating
Five" in the savings-and-loan scandal. Moreover, the bill has been referred to the Senate

ICanadian amplifier manufacturer Brysti in has also announced
an extended warr.uuy period, retnrartively covering all Bryston
products, this for an astonishing 20 years!
—JA
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JUST LISTEN

•••

And you have achance to listen again...
as B&W's guest at ABBEY ROAD STUDIOS in London, England.

T

ne world's most famous
recording studio, Abbey Road,
employs B&VV loudspeakers for
all classical music recordings, as
do most of the world's major
record companies.
B& W's Matrix 801 Series 2
monitor is the only moving coil
dynamic loudspeaker to be currently designated "Class A" by

Just visit your nearest author
ized B&iN dealer and experience
the sound preferred by the
worlds most demanding listeners
You may then qualify to win a
trip (for two) to London,
England and to receive a
special VIP. tour of Abbey
Road Studios as B&W's honored guest*

Stereophile magazine (Best
attainable sound. without any
practical considerations, the state
of the art")
Stereophde,
"Recommended Components;
Vol 12 No 10, Oct
1989
purchaSe necessary
Offer esrnres July 31
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See your autnoroed &SW Dealer lus marls

1990 yard where prohtated by last

The Abbey Road
Classical Collection—
B&W's special relationship with
Abbey Road and EMI
makes possible this
very special CD,
including some
of the finest
award winning,
classical selections ever recorded at Abbey Road It's yours for
just $500 (a $15 95 value), now,
only at your authorized B&W dealer
LISTEN AND YOU'LL SEE

al

PO Elos 653. Buffalo, N 1' 14240
in Canada 104 Carntorth Rd .
Toronto ON M4A 2K7
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Commerce committee, not to the Senate Copy-

ing on the consumer's choice of equipment:

right committee chaired by DeConcini. Sen.

1) digital, via new cassette decks equipped with

Pete Wilson (R-CA), who had been expected
to co-sponsor the SCMS bill, withdrew at the
last minute (after meeting with music pub-

ultra-narrow heads to pick up the ultrasonic
signal and decoders to handle it; 2) wide-range
analog, via new cassette decks equipped with

lishers) and issued astatement favoring royal-

Dolby-S noise-reduction; or 3) ordinary ana-

ties. Wilson is campaigning to become governor of California, and alarge part of the pop

log, using the large existing population of
decks with Dolby-B or no noise-reduction.

recording industry is now centered in Hollywood. So even if the SCMS bill passes in the

A little DAB'll do ya 3

House, which seems likely, it could become
stalled indefinitely in the Senate.

The next entry in the lexicon of audio will be

Meanwhile, hopes that DAT might become
apopular mass-market medium (essential if
DAT recorders are ever to come down to the
$500 price level) are growing dimmer as new
methods are devised to improve the quality of
prerecorded analog cassettes. First, the new
Dolby-S noise-reduction system for cassettes
is claimed to be remarkably compatible in play-

DAB (digital audio broadcasting)—a class of
radio broadcasts that avoid the limitations of
conventional radio by remaining in scrambled
digital form until you unscramble and decode
the signals at home. Three experimental systems for digital radio have been discussed
previously in these pages. One system, described here in Nov. 1988, operated in Boston

back with Dolby-B. Atape recorded with Dolby-

for about three years; WGBH-FM used aUHF
television channel to broadcast concerts and

Sis said to sound reasonably good when played

recordings that were encoded by aSony PCM -

back via Dolby -B, and even with no noise-

Fl digital prticessor Asecond system, announced

reduction in aboombox or Walkman player.

two years ago by International Cablecasting
Technologies (ICT), promised to distribute an

(This is in striking contrast to Dolby-C, which
provides about the same amount of noisereduction as Dolby-S but isn't even compatible

encoded package of 16 channels (8 stereo pairs)
via satellite to local cable-TV companies, which

with itself. The tracking of Dolby-C is so sen-

would relay the digital signal to subscribers on

sitive to head alignment, and to the signal level

avacant cable channel.
Asimilar system from Digital Radio Labora-

on the tape, that atape made with Dolby-C
machine and sometimes not even on the ma-

tories (DRL) promised to pack even more channels of audio into asingle cable-TV signal.

chine it was recorded on.) If Dolby-S is as com-

using an apparently superior method of dig-

patible as they say, record companies could
issue all music cassettes with Dolby-S encod-

ital bit-rate compression and scrambling. In the
demonstration Iheard, it transmitted the full

ing, avoiding the double-inventory headaches

dynamic range of CDs with no apparent change

that distributors and retail stores hate.

in sound quality. But DRL seems to be even
slower than ICT in signing up cable systems

often won't decode accurately on another

Better yet, Philips is widely rumored to have
developed amethod of adding digital encoding

and getting its broadcasts on the air.

to analog cassettes. How this is done is cur-

This spring ICT announced plans to expand

rently amatter for speculation; the best guess

its channel capacity, first to 18 and later to 27

is that high-coercivity metal tape is used, and

stereo programs, using anew modulation cir-

the 100kHz bias signal required for analog
recording is modulated with adigital code. To
keep the bit rate reasonably low, they could use
adaptive delta modulation to produce the digital code and FSK (frequency-shift keying) to
modulate the bias frequency, similar to the way
computer modems send data through aphone
line by shifting tone frequencies. ,
Assuming that the analog signal is recorded
with Dolby-S, retailers would then have a
single-inventory cassette that could be played
at any of three levels of sound quality, dependStereophile, June 1990

2Isuspect that some kind of data-compression algorithm will
be applied to the original 16-bit data to result in an effective
word length of just two or three bits. When later converted
to analog, such meager hit rates can result in surprisingly good
sound, to judge from examples that Ihave heard at various AES
conventions.
—JA
3If you don't recognize this phrase, you're under 30 or didn't
watch American TV during the early 60s. It was the advertising slogan for Brylcrram, ahair tn.-atment for men that, even
in small quantities, would attract women who wanted to run
their finger: through your hair.
4"...the gals'll all pursue yar —sung by achorus to the tune
of"Small Fry," an old song from the 30s.
—RL
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THE MO\OLITH III
The Monolith Ill stands alone. Powerful. Imposing. Thrusting you into aworld
of harmony and purity that both caresses and assaults you in its beauty, truth and
timelessness.
The challenge was to maintain the famous Martin-Logan electrostatic purity
and still deliver uncompromised levels of power and frequency response. This
was achieved by incorporating amassless transducer in aperfectly linear field
with no crossovers in the critical music range, yet dispersing energy in a
controlled wavepath.
By seamlessly integrating this advanced ESL technology to atailored superfast
subwoofer, anew standard has been achieved.
The challenge now is for you to determine our success. Go, hear, experience
the Monolith III for yourself.

MARTIn •
Locrin, LTD.
The electrostatic loudspeaker technology company

913-749-0133 •lawrence. kansas 66044

cuit that could eventually handle up to 288
channels, some of which might be used for
computer data instead of music. The company
has formed apartnership with Scientific Atlanta, a major manufacturer of satellite uplink/downlink equipment and cable-TV un-

full 70dB rated S/N ratio.
Since digital broadcasting requires only a
small carrier/noise ratio for reliable decoding
and full audio S/N, arelatively small transmitter
can cover alarge reception area. While FM stations require at least 10kW of transmitter power

scramblers, to produce the encoding and de-

to span a50-mile radius, and UHF transmitters

coding equipment. The latest prediction is that
ICT's Digital Music Network will finally begin

require 1MW or more, aDAB transmitter could
cover the same area with less than 100W! So,

broadcasting this fall via cable systems in Chi-

while the initial cost of aDAB transmitter may
be high, in the long run it would be offset by

cago, Seattle, Las Vegas, and the San Francisco
Bay area.
Another DAB system was unveiled at the
spring convention of the National Association

amuch lower operating cost for electricity.
(That's the fatal drawback of the WGBH

of Broadcasters in Atlanta, and it appears to

method of using aspare UHF-TV channel to
broadcast digital audio; even amodest UHF

have some compelling advantages. It was developed over the past three years in a$40 million

$10,000 or more.)

project sponsored by the EBU (European Broadcasting Union), with technical input from

Asimilar power-saving advantage is claimed
for Zenith's "spectrum-compatible" system for

Philips, Siemens, Grundig, and the BBC. On-air

high-definition TV. This is the proposal that the

transmitter runs up amonthly electric bill of

broadcast experiments began in 1988, with the

FCC is tilting toward in its present deliberations

aim of producing acost-effective all-digital successor to FM radio. Unlike the American experi-

on astandard for the next generation of TV. A
pure HDTV signal has abandwidth of 30MHz,

ments, which are designed to provide asingle

five times wider than today's TV channels.

set of programs to the entire country via anet-

Zenith's clever idea is to split the signal into two

work of satellite and cable-TV links, the EBU
system is also applicable to so-called terrestrial

parts. The high-frequency portion, which rep-

broadcasting via local transmitters.

of low amplitude (like the high-frequency har-

resents the fine detail in the picture, is usually

One of the great advantages of digital broad-

monic overtones in music), and such details

casting is that even avery weak signal may be

can be omitted from rapidly changing picture

enough for flawless decoding with full sig-

areas because the human eye doesn't notice
blurring in amoving object.i

nal/noise ratio. (This fact is essential to the
operation of space satellites and planetary

The high-frequency portion, being of low

probes such as the Voyager mission that sent

amplitude, is compressed and equalized for
transmission (the video equivalent of Dolby

pictures back from Uranus and Neptune before
leaving the solar system; the signal strength

noise reduction). Meanwhile, the lower- fre-

arriving at the Earth was less than atrillionth

quency parts of the video signal, including all

of awatt.) Digital audio, like satellite TV, is sub-

of the coarse picture outlines, color, and the

ject to avery sharp "threshold" effect. If the

powerful 60Hz pulse that resets the electron
beam to the top of the TV screen for each video

received signal and the noise are at the same
level, the error rate in decoding is so high that

frame, are coded as adigital signal. This digi-

no listenable signal can be obtained. But when
the received signal becomes just a few dB

tal signal can be decoded reliably despite alow

stronger, reliable decoding occurs and you

compressed, so both portions can be broad-

immediately get the full 96dB S/N ratio that the

cast satisfactorily from alow-power transmitter.
According to Zenith's engineering papers,

16-bit code is capable of providing.

C/N ratio, and the high-frequency portion is

This is very different from FM, where you

this system works so efficiently that HDTV

need about 1µV into 75 ohms for recognizable

could he broadcast on VHF channels that now

but noisy reception; above that level, the S/N
ratio of the recovered audio signal becomes
progressively better as the RF signal strength
increases. You need several hundred µV of
input signal—ie, about 50dB more than its IHF
threshold—before an FM tuner will deliver its
Stereophile, June 1990

Videophiles express doubts about this propreitit in, of course:
but nobody. not even the Japanese, seriously expects to broadcast HUD: without some comprombe. The Zenith Nr11.111 produced aline picture in one &ministration that Isaw. reproducing a35mm color slide with little loss of detail or texture Rut
the picture was stationary: how well it actually works with
full-motion video remains to he seen.

•
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Real power has
always been in the
hands ofthe few

A

dcom stereo
components have
earned areputation among
audiophiles, engineers and
musicians for extraordinary performance
at affordable prices. Now Adcom
introduces its newest amplifier, the no
compromise GFA-565, for those in pursuit
of absolute power and sonic perfection,
but who prefer not paying aking's ransom.
The Evolution of Adcom's GFA-565
Adcom's new mono GFA-565 evolves
from the design of the critically acclaimed
GFA-555, greatly extending its capabilities.
Representing brute strength, it delivers
300 watts at 8ohms, 450 watts at 4ohms
and an awesome 850 watts at 2ohms!,
Most significantly, it will accurately drive
even esoteric loudspeakers which present
loads as low as 1ohm.
Why Use Two Mono Amplifiers?
The ability to deliver very high power
into complex loads is aprerequisite for
superior sound reproduction. Power

supplies capable of delivering the energy
necessary for high power, high-current
amplifiers are massive. But there are
practical limits to the size and weight of
stereo amplifiers designed for home use,
as well as heat dissipation and reliability
constraints. Consequently, the use of two
Adcom GFA-565 mono amplifiers offers
optimum sound definition, detail and
dynamics, satisfying even the most
demanding perfectionist.
More Sound, Less Money
Like the GFA-555, the new Adcom
GFA-565 sounds superior to amplifiers
costinetwo and three times as much. It is
so powerful and pure that it may be the
last amplifier you ever buy, even if you
upgrade your loudspeakers several times
over the years. And that makes the GFA-565
an extraordinary bargain considering its
exceptional performance.

ADCOM
details you can hear

*C0IttilUlOill

power output. 20 Hz-20 kHz <002% THD, measured in accordance with PIC spececations.
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go unused because they are adjacent to chan-

ing fruit in other ways. Philips has announced

nels carrying regular TV broadcasts. (le, if chan-

anew version of its CD-I (CD-interactive),
which was conceived as amedium for video
games and educational TV in which the pro-

nel 7carries regular TV, channel 8could carry
the HDTV counterpart.) Normally adjacent
channels can't be used for over-the-air TV
broadcasts because full-power signals produce
too much adjacent-channel interference.
Zenith's low-power HDTV signal apparently
could tit in adjacent channels without causing
visible interference. And it would be cheap to
broadcast, unlike other HDTV proposals that
require pairs of multi-megawatt UHF transmitters.
The Zenith proposal for HDTV and the EBU
plan for DAB appeal to broadcasters because
they hold out the promise of local stations with
low operating costs. And they appeal to the

gram content would depend on the user's
responses. Originally, CD-I discs were to contain acombination of mid-fl audio, cartoonquality TV, text, and brief snippets of fullmotion video. Thus aCD-I encyclopedia entry
for "woodpecker" would include atext description, afew seconds of slow-motion video
showing awoodpecker drilling into atree with
its beak, and arecording of its unique sound.
The new FMV (full-motion video) CD- Iis an
ordinary-looking 5" CD that contains not just
afew minutes but afull hour of TV (up to 72

FCC because they are "spectrum efficient,"

minutes, in theory).
Compare this with CD-V, an unsuccessful

meaning that they wouldn't use up large por-

attempt by Philips to sell MTV-like music

tions of the already crowded broadcast spectrum. Still, it is not immediately clear what

videos to teenagers: the 5" CD-V contained
only five minutes of laserdisc-quality video

band of frequencies might be set aside for DAB.
Since the FCC will have to be involved, it prob-

plus 20 minutes of digital audio. In CD-V and
the 12" laserdisc, broadcast-quality video is

ably will take several years to launch digital

recorded on the disc as an FM signal. In the

radio on abroad scale Meanwhile, DAB will get

new FMV CD-I format the video is recorded

its start via cable-TV relays.

digitally. The bit rate is reduced by recording

It won't be practical to insert individual DAB

only alternate fields and only frame-to-frame

stations at blank spots on the FM dial. Like the

changes within each field. Extensive interpo-

uses adigital bit-rate reduction scheme to com-

back. The result is less than broadcast-quality,

Icr and DRL proposals, the EBU's DAB system

lation is used to reconstruct the picture in play-

bine 12 to 16 channels of audio (6 to 8stereo

but aworld that seems content with the medi-

programs) into acomposite multiplexed digital signal that occupies about the same band-

ocre picture from VHS videotape might be

width as aTV channel; ie, 6MHz. The FCC

happy to acquire 2-hour movies on atwo-sided
5" CD in place of the better but bulkier and

would have to allocate that channel to an um-

more expensive 12" laserdisc. If you are a

brella organization that would rent or sell slots
in the composite signal to individual program-

videophile, support the laserdisc while you
can. According to industry newsletter Audio

mers. At the receiving end, you would buy or

Week, Philips is working with Motorola and

rent atuner/decoder that would unscramble

Matsushita to produce ICs for CD-I players that

the composite signal and decode the program

could be on the market next year.

yoki want to hear.
•The EBU's DAB system is said to be remarkably resistant to multipath interference, aproblem that plagues stereo FM in the mountainous
regions of Europe as well as in cities. (It's no
accident that Tandberg in Norway and Revox
in Switzerland used to make some of the best
FM tuners around!) According to aspokesman
who heard ademonstration in Geneva, there
was no breakup of the DAB signal even in acar
driven through bridges, tunnels, and underpasses.
Meanwhile, research on how to reduce the
bandwidth required for aTV picture is bearStereophile, June 1990

US: Richard Lehnert
Binaural (two-ears) recording does not mean
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For once, an add-on sulnvoofer actually
delivers true sulyivoofer bass with high
quality and high quantity at the same
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10. Oct. 1989

asystems approach of redesigning the
driver and electronics from the ground
up, Ihave developed asystem that delivers high output levels with unprecedented low levels of distortion."
David Hall, President/ Founder
Velodyne Acoustics, In(

Velodyne is one of the hottest names in
today's audio/video industry Why?
Because whether you're upgrading a
current system or building anew one,
there is no other single component that
can boost asystem's overall performance like aVelodyne subwoofer.

All Velodyne subwoofers are complete
systems. Just plug one in to experience
the full audio spectrum: Cleaner mids
and highs with low frequency response
that you never thought possible. It's a
dynamic overhaul for your system.

"... the integration was seamless and
changed the overall character of the
system in asynergistic, beneficial
direction"
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

"Other subwoofers had not moved much
air and certainly hadn't coupled with the
room. .
.
.Not so with the Velodyne-1 was
there!"
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

What makes the difference? Velodyne's
patented High Gain Servo (HGS)
technology, which represents amajor
breakthrough in loudspeaker design.

Experience All The Music:
Experience Velodyne.

"1 determined that ahigh performance
accelerometer based feedback system
would be the only way to truly correct the
problems that plague low frequency
reproduction. Such asystem had never
been successfully built before. But through

Velodyne
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1746 Junction Ave., San Jose, CA 95112
408/436-0688 800NELODYNE

simple stereo. Binaural recordings are made

less imposing, too. Maybe the autumn of 1989

with two microphones inserted in the ear

will have marked the beginning of anew era of

orifices of adummy head "which replicates the

peace and prosperity (I said maybe; history has
taught us Europeans cruel lessons before,
which tends to give most of us aslightly sar-

folds of the outer ears as well as the facial features of atypical human head"; the only way
to ensure true binaural playback is via headphones. We're talking afull three-dimensional

donic view of progress).
One of the most moving experiences during

sound environment here, not the usual flat
soundstage. (For afuller discussion of binaural

about the pollution in Eastern Germany. Some

the past few months was seeing news reports

recording, see Tom Norton's 'A Matter of Taste

of those images were absolutely shocking, far

elsewhere in this issue.)
The Binaural Source has just released its first-

surpassing anything Ihad imagined possible.

ever catalog of binauaral recordings. The cata-

sages from Orwell's 1984, or maybe William

log, subtitled "Binaural Recordings for Head-

Gibson. 6 It will take very serious spending until

phone Experiences," is the single best US source

the ecological balance of certain parts of the

It was like aRidley Scott version of certain pas-

of binaurally recorded CDs, LPs, and cassettes,

GDR or Czechoslovakia will be restored to the

both domestic and imported. The Binaural
Source is the project of John Sunier, who twice

point where human life is worthwhile. People

ayear presents an All-Binaural Broadcast (next
one is July 29) over the 170 FM stations that
carry his weeldy "Audiophile Audition" program.
For more information about the broadcasts,
alist of FM stations that carry "Audiophile Audi-

killed their environment; now it kills them.
This experience co-instigated anew awareness of the ecological aspects of our hi-fi
hobby in me. How much energy does it take to
produce our equipment? Can the materials be

tion," the recordings, or for acopy of the free

safely recycled, or are they at least non-toxic
when they finally end up in some landfill? How

catalog, write The Binaural Source, Box 1727,
Ross, CA 94957, Tel: (415) 457-9052.

useful lifetime? Contemplating this last ques-

immose.elejwami
-11M'AzaMb
West Germany:
Markus Sauer
Normally, Iapproach writing this column for
Stereopbile with adegree of enthusiasm: it is

much energy do they consume during their
tion led me to the firm conclusion that Iwill
never buy aclass-A amplifier again. 7 Twenty
watts are fine if you use reasonably efficient
loudspeakers. Ibelieve that are-think of the
music-reproduction chain from an ecological
viewpoint must lead us to radically change the
way speakers and amplifiers interact with each
other. Ithink that we should go back to very

something Ienjoy doing. This time around,

efficient (95dB/W and up), high-impedance

however, Iwas alittle slow in getting started.

speakers. At the end of the road, we will discover that it also makes alot of sonic sense. For

Somehow, when the world around you changes
as rapidly and as profoundly as it has done
these last few months for someone living in

one thing, we could go back to simple ampli-

what is suddenly Central Europe again, hi- 11

fiers using direct-heated triodes (807, 845, 2A3,
VT52, 300B, etc.); hearing achain with one of

seems alittle futile and unimportant. Instead

these has been atruly ear-opening experience

of enjoying the sounds of my system, Ioften

for me. 1mention this because Ioften encoun-

found myself glued to the TV, discovering the
latest developments of the revolution taking

ter the belief that one must give up something,
something one enjoys, to behave in an ecolog-

place in the Eastern Block.

ically sound manner. Not so; ecologically com-

On the other hand, the current political climate (in Europe generally and in Germany
especially) shakes you up in your outlook on
life on amore general level, which Isuspect
will prove fertile in the most unexpected areas.
Isuddenly understand what happened in the
Renaissance period: when spiritual walls that
were held to be eternal start to crumble in one
area, other philosophical brick edifices appear
Stereophile, June 1990

6For those of you interested only in hi-, not in sei-fi, the American author Gibson is the inventor of Cyberpunk, the first truly
convincing vision of the future in along, long time; think of
the movies Blade Runner, Black Rain, or maybe Robocop for
avisual approximation of his universe.
7 Ihave exchanged my Musical Fidelity Al (20W, class-A)
against aNaim Nait 2(2(1W, class-B); musically. Iprefer both
of them, especially the Nairn, to many separates combinations
at much higher prices.

•C•USUICS

A New Reference: The AKG K 10

AKG has designed new reference headphones: the K 1000 It was
clear from the start that natural spatial reproduction is only
possible without any ear cushions that would change the sound
This was the idea
Based on unbiased studies of all transducer types, AKG chose the
proven dynamic transducer However, AKG has updated this concept by developing a new type of magnet assembly called the
VOL (Ventilated Linear Dynamic) magnet, using laser interferometry, and coating the diaphragm with an organic violin varnish
formulation that has been in use for centuries.
The way in which state-of-the-art audio technology has been put
to work in carrying out a revolutionary idea placed the K1000
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in the "Reference

class in all reviews that appeared to date.

Listen to Reference at the selected K1000 dealer nearest you.

patible technology is intelligent technology. In
the end, brain wins out over brawn every time.
Our systems will sound better!

vancements in binaural recording) and in speakerchassis manufacture (he used to work with
Podzus-Gürlich, yet another German chassis

Okay, enough of these quasi-philosophical
ramblings. Ihave sold my Rolcsan Xerxes; while
this analog turntable has just been formally
reviewed in Stereopbile, after three years continuous use, Iagree that it belongs somewhere

manufacturern, saw agreat potential in the use
of achitin-based compound for speaker mem-

near the top of Class C in "Recommended
Components." I'm telling you this not to tout

administration and marketing) to found GIA,
or Gesellschaft für Innovative Akustik (Gesell-

the virtues of this particular turntable, but
because, while I'm awaiting delivery of my new

schaft means company). GIA" now markets a

'table, I'm using aReg,a, aClass D design. The

branes. After more than ayear of research and
development, he teamed up in late '88 with
long-term friend Olaf Cremer (who handles

whole range of chassis using chitin cones —
yes, even the tweeter is acone, and it works at

difference this makes to my enjoyment of
reproduced music is buge. Gentle readers,
please believe what JA writes in "Recom-

of different chitin mixtures, all showing a

mended Components": every audiophile

greenish color. This gives ahighly rigid yet self-

least as well as most metal domes. The membranes are actually made from multiple layers

needs at least aClass C front end; if you use

damped characteristic (shades of Sumiko's and

anything below Class C, sell your amp separates

SME's constrained-mode damping), the mem-

and buy aClass C turntable and an integrated
amp. It's the only way!B

brane not having apronounced eigentone, as

With that off my chest, let me (finally) get to
the real subject of this Update. Germany seems
to be at the center of world-wide innovation

most other stiff cones. The nice thing about a
stiff membrane is that it converts less energy
into heat. Ihave never really understood why

in moving-coil drivers right now. I've already

soft plastics (polypropylene, Bextrene, TPX,
etc) are so popular as speaker membrane ma-

told you alittle about MB Quart (whose drivers,

terials. Their oft-touted internal damping and

along with some from Eton, another German

decoupling properties basically mean that not
all of the energy put into the speaker by the

speaker-chassis manufacturer, provide some
of the hardware for Thiel's impressive new CS5
flagship) and Thiel 9 Hochtechnologielaut-

amplifier gets reproduced as sound. This is

sprecher, manufacturer of ceramic-dome driv-

ularly of the low-level variety, and asevere

ers. In the endless quest for better speakers and

softening of transients. 12 Isuspect this is one

better speaker-chassis materials, anew development has been brought to market in the

of the reasons why so many "audiophile" speakers can sound boring and bland, while simpler

form of speaker chassis whose cones are made

and cheaper models from the same range, often

heard as aserious loss of information, partic-

from chitin. Chitin, in case you didn't know,

using paper cones, transcend their supposed

is the stuff of which insects' exoskeletons are

limitations and sound more involving. (Other
reasons include overcomplicated crossovers

made. Some sea animals also have chitinous
shells. It so happens that Californians eat an

and ill-applied tweeters.)

enormous amount of shellfish, leaving shells

Another advantage of stiff cones is that they

by the tons. These used to be dumped back

are less likely to introduce phase problems than
their softer counterparts. Ever since some
magazines started to suggest that phase anoma-

into the sea, but now end up mostly as afiller
material for cosmetics. Now, anew German
company has found abetter use for it: speaker

lies might be the cause of some of the less

cones.

enjoyable aspects of CD sound, phase has

Martin Küper, who has a background in
acoustic research at the University of Aix-la-

become anew audiophile buzzword—freely
used, little understood. Briefly, phase is one of
the three elements you need to define asine-

Chappelle (whence originate significant ad8Hello. Iam Hans, and Iam Franz, and ve are here t
opump
..ker-slap. .you up! Many people try to have apumped
up sound like ve have. Ya! But zey won't get it! No! Because
they think that amuscular sound comes from having lots of
%ram. Which it doesn't. Right. So listen to me now and believe
me later: if you want our level of pumpitudencss, avoid fake
muscles; real muscles come from the front end. )á!
9 No relation
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wave. While the first two, amplitude and fre10 Iintend this to bc the last piece on drive-units for at least
year; promise!

a

11 Rheydter Sir. 15-17, 4048 Grevenbroich I, W. Germany;
Tel.: 02181/62051.
12 I'm grossly simplifying here.
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The

THIEL CS5

loudspeaker system is
uncompromisingly
engineered to provide the
most realistic music
reproduction possible. It
provides extreme accuracy
of tonality, spatial imaging,
clarity of musical detail and
dynamic range. It is
designed for people who
want to experience all the
•,ubtle musical nuances,
every delicate shading of
musical timbre, and a
natural, three-dimensional
spaciousness ... afeeling of
complete musical realism.
The 5-way, electrodynamic design incorporates
TI-IIEL's unique Coherent
Source technology which
preserves all three types of
musical information:
amplitude, phase, and time.
The combination of the
Coherent Source design,
point source radiation
pattern and diffractionless
cabinet design provides the
utmost in natural spatial
imaging.
We believe the CS5s
provide amost realistic and
complete musical
experience. We invite you to
audition them with the
music you love most.

Suggested retail price: $9200 per pair
Call or write for product information, reviews
and the name of the THIEL dealer nearest you.

MIEL

• 1042

Nandino Boulevard

• Lexington, Kentucky 40511

• 606-254-9427

quency, are absolute qualities, phase is relative.

evaluation. This he intends to build into acom-

Zero phase describes two sinewaves crossing

plete computerized system, integrating hardand software All in all, this company looks very

the amplitude mean at the same point on a
scale. Since all waveshapes can be shown to
consist of several different sinewaves (this is the
basis of the Fast Fourier Transform, and is
another essential publicity buzzword), an ideal
transducer would reproduce all those subfrequencies in correct time to each other, or in
phase. This never happens. In fact, you will
never see aphase graph in aspeaker brochure,
simply because all such graphs look absolutely

promising indeed.

WM=
Canada: Robert Harley
In anondescript industrial park on the outskirts of Calgary, Alberta, research into the

shocking, with wild swings, hills, valleys, peaks,

human hearing mechanism is being conducted

and abysses. Given this state of the speaker art,
I'm not all that convinced that it will turn out

that may revolutionize the way we listen to
music. The result of this research is arecord-

to be phase which continues to annoy many

ing process called QSound that, according to

people in digital sound, at least not phase problems in the players (the encoding side may be

its inventors and promoters, can position aural
images anywhere in a320° soundstage from a

adifferent matter).
GIA has produced speakers intended for use

depth axis—without any decoding hardware.

single pair of playback speakers—including the

in studios as near-field monitors (the only area

When Ifirst heard about this potentially tran-

where the company intends to provide speakers rather than drive-units; GIA does not wish

scendental process, Idecided to visit the QSound
facility for ademo and to talk with QSound's

to compete with its clients) which are configured as two- or three-way coaxials, and

inventors. But before getting into how QSound
works and its ramifications, let's look at what

show shockingly good phase graphs. Iwas

QSound is.

given ashort demonstration, under slightly

QSound is an encoding process used most
often during the mixdown phase of multi-track

adverse conditions, and Ihave to report that
only very, very rarely have Iencountered such
stability and sharpness of imaging. Icould
"hear into amix" very clearly, which makes

recording. The portable hardware/software
package, called the QSystem, interfaces to a
standard recording console. The QSystem

these speakers excellent candidates for studio

replaces the console's pan pot (a knob that

use; their physical smallness makes them ideal
for being schlepped around, and they really

positions an instrument laterally between the
speakers) with amulti-axis joystick that allows

could give aproducer ahandle on the sound

an instrument to be positioned anywhere

coming off his console.
GIA is young, eager (it will provide drive-

within a320° field. Rather than limiting the
engineer to aleft/right spatial perspective,

units to specification), and flexible. Indeed,

QSound provides the engineer with the ability

founder Martin Küper takes considerable pride
in the flexibility of his firm, regarding himself

to place the audio event in three-dimensional
space, completely detached from the stereo

as aproblem-solver. His company is geared so

speakers. The sound image can be moved for-

that it doesn't need to build 10,000 units of the

ward or backward, and up or down in the

same chassis to be viable. Instead, lot sizes can

soundstage. In addition, image width and

be as small as 10 units. This is ideal for smaller

shape can be tapered at will. The aural cues that
make asound appear to emanate from apartic-

high-end speaker companies, who usually
don't buy chassis by the truckload, and several

ular location, generated by the QSystem, are

German high-end companies will soon introduce speakers using GIA chassis. On the
other hand, medium to large production runs

encoded on the two-track mixdown tape that
is used to make records, cassettes, and CDs.
When played back on aconventional stereo

are no problem, either.

system, from aboom box to ahigh-end system,

Finally, Küper is developing new methods
of measuring the performance of drivers and

obviate the need for decoding hardware or

complete speakers, claiming to have afew ideas

additional surround speakers. QSound can

on correlating measurements and subjective

manipulate an instrument's spatial position
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the localization cues, present in the recording,
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"A generation later, transistor
designs by such companies as
Levinson, Krell, and Threshold
have gained my respect as being
eminently musical despite their
silicon hearts. To this list Ican
now add Kinergetics Research."
Dick Gisher
Stereophile Vol. 13. No.
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"Those audio fanatics who want to
be bombarded by jet planes,
earthquakes, thunderstorms, and
even atomic bombs would
probably not like the Kinergetics
sound, but if they're searching for
music, here is an oasis."
Lewis Lipnick
Stereophile Vol. 10, No. 5.
"...Kinergetics offers its purchaser
more than aglimpse of what the
best CD sound is all about."
John Atkinson
Stereophile Vol. 13, No.
"...Kinergetics KCD-40 has
become an integral part of my
playback system. Irecommend it
very highly, especially to those
who have had monumental
difficulty coming to any terms with
the CD format."
Neil Levenson
Fanfare, Jan/Feb 1990.
"Kinergetic's KCD-20... the first
CD player to crack the Class 1
Sound barrier"
Peter Montcriatt
"International Audio Review",
Hotline #43-45.

We will continue to create
improvements in areas of
psychoacoustic that others
have yet to discover.

111;2 RESEA

RCH

CS

6029 Reseda Blvd., Tarzana, CA 91356

only when it is adiscrete signal —ie, an individual track of amulti-track tape recorder, live
microphone feed, etc.—thus precluding the
treatment of existing recordings. Once instruments are mixed together, they cannot be

sound appeared to have no connection to the
speakers. Sounds came from all angles and
heights, and moved in three dimensions around me. As astounding as this demonstration
was, Iwas nevertheless disappointed at not getting what Iconsidered to be aconvincing, full-

processed individually.
QSound is the result of eight years of research into the human auditory system initiated

blown test: Iwanted to sit at the console in
QSound's multi-track studio with the six-axis

by QSound principals Dan Lowe and John

joystick in my hand. Ihave, however, been in-

Lees. Musicians both, they first looked at classical dummy-head models, but soon became

vited to attend amixdown session with QSound
and will report the experience in afuture article

intrigued with the neural and muscular contributions to human hearing. Believing that

Although many of QSound's applications are
of little interest to the audiophile in pursuit of

realization of three-dimensional sound required going beyond traditional approaches,

promise in providing amusical experience in

they collaborated with neurologists and medical specialists to study the brain's role in determining sound localization. Lowe and Lees also
collected data from thousands of live-subject

realistic sound reproduction, it does offer
the home that more closely resembles the concert hall. My first thought on hearing about this
technology was to make a naturally miked
recording using Blumlein or MS techniques,

experiments and encoded this information in

but add additional microphones to capture the

the QSound software. This data base of 400,000

hall reverberation. The signals from these addi-

signals from all types of listeners is the foundation of QSound. Although QSound does rely

tional microphones could be positioned, using
QSound, within the soundstage at the point
they were placed in the hall, providing the lis-

to some extent on the pinna (outer ear) response, Lowe and Lees believe that the majority of localization takes place at the neuron level

tener with room reflections that emanate from
the correct side and rear positions. Because it
is adigital process, however, any QSound-

within the brain. The LEDR (Listening Environment Diagnostic Recording), developed at

encoded signal must make at least one pass

Northwestern University by Doug Jones, uses
pinna cues to achieve image position manipu-

attendant degradation. While QSound is un-

lation.13
The QSystem performs all signal processing
in the digital domain using alarge number of
DSP (Digital Signal Processing) chips in parallel.
The system accepts digital audio signals in the
AES/EBU format, or analog audio for conversion by the QSystem's integral 4x-oversampling
analog/digital converter. Output is AES/EBUformat digital audio, or analog from abuilt-in
DAC. Since some of the technical aspects of
QSound were discussed off the record, Ican't
go into greater detail. However, the amount of
computing horsepower in the QSystem is staggering.

through A/D and D/A conversion, with the
derstandably more concerned with promoting the technology to the widest possible audience, such aproject is an inevitable outgrowth
of the process.
The financial engine behind QSound is Archer International Developments Ltd., aCalgary
firm formed to provide financing and promotion of QSound. One of Archer's tactics to gain
acceptance within the professional audio community is to involve big-name producers and
engineers in the company. George Folsey, a
producer of such films as Pacling Places, Coming to America, and Michael Jackson's Thriller
video, became Chairman and adirector of

After an interesting discussion about human

Archer. In addition, Jimmy [ovine, producer

hearing and QSound with Dan Lowe, he placed

of many megahits, and Shelly Yakus, arecord-

avideog,ame mockup about the size of abook

ing engineer with many gold and platinum

in my lap and pressed abutton. Although the
simulated videogame's two speakers were each

records to his credit, joined QSound as Vice

about 2" in diameter and only 3" apart, the

tively. In addition, QSound is represented by
Creative Artists Agency (CAA), perhaps the
most influential talent agency in the world.
This is the first time CAA has represented a

13 See Bob Katz's article on this remarkable and invaluable
recording in Vol.12 No.12. The LEDR test is now available on
the Chesky Sampler and Test CD.
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President of Music and Consultant, respec-

technology instead of an individual.
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A '` IAIM FOR MUSKAt Naim Audio we believe in a basic truth.
You deserve ahi-fi system worth coming home
to. And there are sound reasons why proud
Naim owners have been coming home to us
for twenty years.
We never settle for less than the very best
in musical reproduction and we don't expect
you to either. From the start of the design
process to the last detail of production,
rigorous care goes into every piece of Naim
equipment
We utilize a unique combination of high
technology and skilled craftsmanship. Our
robot loads the circuit boards, then every item
of our equipment is hand-built with justifiable
pride. If you haven't seen the inside of a Naim
amplifier, send for our brochure or better yet,

NAIM AUDIO NORTH AMERICA
1748 NORTH SEDGWICK STREET
CHICAGO
IL 60614
USA
TFI
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see your nearest Naim dealer. This is our art
and we are proud of it.
We test our equipment in our factory, not in
your home. We measure distortion, stability,
bias, noise levels and over a dozen other
parameters, to ensure they fall well within our,
and your, demanding specifications. Finally
each piece of Naim equipment has to pass the
ultimate test -we listen to it. Think about that,
thousands of components every year, each
auditioned prior to shipment.
Most importantly, Naim is about music. We
have behind us a twenty year tradition of
excellence, craftsmanship and innovation.
Visit your Naim dealer and audition our full
range of electronics and speakers.

ALCYON ELECTRONIOUE
6818 ST DENIS
MONTREAL
HUS 252
CANADA
TrI
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QSound's largest single investor also hap-

ing hardware, it will have aprofound impact

pens to be abig potential end user: Todd-A0,
the largest film and television audio post-

on music recording and reproduction. Further-

production facilities in the world. Last October,
Todd-AO purchased 5% of Archer for 12 million. These figures imply that Archer, acom-

more, the sheer technical power required to
perform this feat makes astrong statement
about how rapidly scientific advances are
changing the world. Iam eager to hear afull

the company at $100 million. Interestingly,

demonstration, one that will reveal QSound's
merits and liabilities. However, Isuspect that
unless the technology is used with restraint and

most of the press Archer and QSound have
received has concerned the financial, rather

in sympathy with the musical intent, it will be
regarded as agimmick that the public will soon

pany with no revenue and no product to ship,
is worth $40 million. Another estimate valued

than the technological, aspects of QSound.

tire of. Whatever QSound's commercial fate

This is most likely aresult of the proprietary

(assuming the system works as described),
QSound is amilestone in the history of record-

nature of the technology and the remarkable
value of Archer, which has not even unveiled
aproduct, much less received any income from
it. Archer feels their technology is unique and

ed sound. Stay tuned for full reports. This is
one to watch.

the pending patents impenetratable.
Rather than sell the hardware outright,
QSound's marketing plans call for licensing the
system for specific recording projects. They are
entertaining the idea that record companies
will pass the additional cost to the consumer
by charging asmall premium at retail for QSoundencoded product. The first QSound-encoded
music (by a"major," but undisclosed, popular artist) should be in the stores by the end of
1990. However, previous time projections of
QSound's use on recordings and the availability
of the technology have been overly optimistic.
Besides recorded music, the applications for
QSound include film sound, television, amusement parks, simulators, and video games. In
fact, the video game market is QSound's first
customer. Nintendo has signed asix-year, $3
million licensing agreement with QSound to
provide the technology in its popular video
games.
There are many unanswered questions a-

UK: Ken Kessler
September is three months away, but you can
be sure that British manufacturers are working
hard on their autumn fashions for the upcoming round of European hi-fi shows. Knowing
what difficulties can be caused by being too
specific about future products, none really
want to be nailed down to anything even

bout QSound that will affect its viability as a

resembling apromise. And /certainly don't
want to be taken to task for attributing prod-

mass-market product and the technology's significance to the audiophile. While QSound cer-

ucts and/or delivery dates to manufacturers
which they cannot produce/meet. But with

tainly presents some interesting prospects for
ambience and hall-reverberation localization,

some guesswork, Ican allude to new goodies

it remains to be seen if the processing degrades

being deliberately vague.
Top of the list for me are the new models

musical values to the point that it becomes
undesirable. Iwas encouraged, however, by
Dan Lowe's attitude toward music and technology. He is abright man who shares many audiophile values: minimal miking, tube electron-

in the planning stages; Ican only apologize for

planned by British Built Audiophile Products.
Iwas knocked out by the BB100, the company's all-tube line-level amplifier. Built like

If the technological claims prove true, and

atank, powerful beyond the implications of its
50Wpc rating, and delightful in every way, the
BB100 is awinner; its amplifier section is to

QSound can in fact position sounds in a320°

serve as the basis for the BB100-M 100W mono-

field, including the height axis, without decod-

block. Pegged to sell for £2500/pair ($4000),

ics, and the recognition of analog's virtues.
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CAPTURE THE EMOTION.

Designs born of rigorous
scientific study and brilliant
insight, entirely handcrafted
to the most exacting standards, combine to create a
visually stunning and musically unequaled experience.
Capture it.

the BB100-M is only the first of aline of planned

pany after awell-known loudspeaker is beyond

power amplifiers. The range could top out with

me, but that's the word on the street. Judging
by Stan's track record, you can anticipate clever,
advanced digital technology, with ahot but

the 400W or 500W monoblock now in the
earliest stages of development.
Asecond BB product should also be launched
in September, in keeping with reniarks made
by the company to consumers needing aphono
section for the line-level-only BB100. The

affordable outboard D/A of outrageous specification or acost-no-object two-box CD player.
Unless, of course, Stan wants to continue the
tradition of out-"numbering" the competition

BB100-PH is the long-awaited phono section,

by producing a three- or four-box player.

with atarget price of just under £300 ($480).

(Don't laugh. All that anumbers-happy de-

Expect it to accept MM and MC cartridges with

signer would have to do is offer separate chassis

great flexibility. The burning question, then,

for the transport, the digital section, the ana-

is the launch of the company's first separate

log section, and every power supply, and you'd

preamplifier, possibly to be based on the line

be running enough mains leads to fill every wall
socket in the room. And remember: people

section of the BB100; the company is hoping
to have that one ready in 1991.
Still with tubes, Croft will unleash anew,
affordable transformer-coupled power amplifier for around £500 ($800). Judging by the

laughed when Ifirst postulated the idea of a
tube CD player. ..
)
Talk of CD naturally leads to bitstream technology, which seems to be far more of acause

latest offerings from that mysterious firm, it

célèbre in Europe than in, say, Japan or the US.

could be akiller. I'm still reeling from the sound
of the £200 Micro preamp, the £1000 output-

This could be because of our proximity to

transformerless power amp, and their top-end

American manufacturers of outboard D/A con-

Philips's headquarters, but it seems that the

two-box preamp. If the new power amp is on

verters, for example, are far less concerned

apar with its natural mate, the Micro, then we
could see amini-revolution in affordable high-

about leaping on the bitstream bandwagon

end systems.

than are the British makers. Meridian has already produced its first bitstream model, while

The date grows ever closer for Antony

Deltec has announced abitstream D/A. How

Michaelson's return to tube amp manufacture.

long before the rest follow? I'm willing to bet

The head of Musical Fidelity remains commit-

that Arcam will show abitstream Black Box at

ted to the tube technology which made his

the Hi -Fi Show, probably with aprice increase

previous company, Michaelson & Austin, so

of around 15% over the conventional unit. This

novel for the late 1970s; M&A's TVA series of

will set the wheels in motion, and Musical

amplifiers was responsible for putting tubes

Fidelity, Cambridge, Mission, and the rest won't

back on the map of Great Britain. It's antici-

be far behind with bitstream D/A converters
or whole players of their own. Quad, Isuppose,

pated that the company's tube electronics will
not carry the Musical Fidelity banner but will
instead be represented by anew label signifying

will leave it for awhile, having only just introduced their long-awaited CD player, which

high-end hardware. Expect aname like Michael-

uses the conventional 4x-oversampling, 16-bit

son Audio, and you can also anticipate asimilar

Philips chip set.

assault on loudspeakers. Just guessing, I'd

The Path Group, UK distributors of accesso-

expect Michaelson to deliver on his threats

ries, cartridges, and high-end makes like Stax,

with acone-type loudspeaker, partly because

Aragon, and Mark Levinson, has anew subsidi-

of his success with the current range of Musical

ary (as yet unnamed) which will produce all

Fidelity loudspeakers—all of which use dy-

manner of products. The first to be announced

namic drivers—and also because he's never

is described as "revolutionary," atwo-solution

been shy to admit his strong admiration for

kit for cleaning and treating plugs and sockets.

Vandersteen loudspeakers. Whatever happens,

Old hands will have gone through Cramolin,

Musical Fidelity will show something new at
The Hi -Fi Show at London's Heathrow Airport

'Week, Sonic Tonic, and others, but I've been

because it's become atradition.
Stan Curtis, late of Cambridge Audio, is ru-

tary substances with military applications) puts

told that this new system (said to use proprieeverything else in the shade. The two bottles

mored to have started anew company called

are said to contain enough to dean and treat an

Diva. Why Stan would choose to name acom-

entire system, the effects lasting for at least a
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Introducing the
Nat Great Wadia Decoding Computer
The Wadia DigiMaster X-32
itillt42661,7r.
I

We would all like to enjoy every bit

I

The Wadia DigiMaster X-32 ...embodying many of

the same leading-edge design imbues and commitment to sonic
excellence as the widely acclaimed 2000 and DigiMaster X-64.

of music, every bit of ambience
encoded in our CDs and DATs. But so much of that is lost in the digital filters
and digital-to-analog converters in our machines; many displeasing artifacts are
added. Likewise, "digiphobes" have despaired of ever finding afix for these
vexing problems. Until now.
As reviewers and sound professionals the world over have discovered, the
solution is called Wadia.
Advanced Design. The
DigiMaster X-32 introduces a
new CPU engine, cutting size
and enhancing performance by
means of two ultra-fast AT&T
DSPs and two giant programmable gate array chips. Software,
and now even hardware,
upgradeability is as easy as
replacing ROM chips!
Incredible!

Conventional brickwall filter impulse response deft) vs.
the response of the DigiMaster" software Iright). NOW
the interiranstent nnama on the left photo

lhn causes the transient

o In ‘mearal and tolored The ligtMaster response on the
nght n dean and tlw mtertransient sdetne is absolute

Revolutionary Software. Wadia's patent-pending DigiMaster" decoding
software is at the heart of the DigiMaster X-32. It is the only decoding
software available that is purposely designed to handle all dynamic music
structures — including both harmonic and inharmonic waveforms, plus attack
transients, without ringing and smearing. The DigiMasterim software is based
upon the LaGrangian and Spline algorithms, and is available only from Wadia.
The DigiMaster X-32 operates at 32X resampling and 18-bit resolution.
It is priced at $1,995.
Go With The Leader! To hear what the winner of
three prestigious international awards IIEEE, MUSE
& COTY) can do for your CDs and DATs, visit aWadia
dealer today.

DIGITAL

(

a

511 2nd STREET
HUDSON. WISCONSIN 54016
(715) 386 8100
FAX (715) 386 8116

year. Price in the UK should be under £20

in anumber of areas, especially in the recording

($32). Other new products due to be released

industry, but Iknew him through his work as

by Path's subsidiary include cartridges (possibly developed with Stilton Audio, who add

acontributor to Hi-Fi News & Record Review
Initially, it was only as aname on its masthead,

metal bodies and do tweaks on existing car-

but when—as an employee of that magazine
—I first met Donald in person, he greeted me
like an old friend. Modesty was the first quality

tridges) and aline of proprietary interconnects
and speaker cables.
Definitely not ready for the Hi -Fi Show, unless the designer is prepared to demonstrate an

he demonstrated, by describing himself as a
"scribbler," but equally impressive was his

early prototype, is the next ATC loudspeaker.
The company's new minimonitor, the SCM20,

tolerance of ageneration of audiophiles at odds
with the style of reviewing and reportage

turned out even better than ATC expected—a

which he helped to create.

small box with performance in aclass of its

Despite ill health in his later years, Donald
attended as many functions as he could, but we

own. Even so, it's abit larger than aCelestion
SL6s or other two-way systems in the popular,

knew just how bleak things were when he

set-them-on-tall-stands category It's alot dearer, too, than is acceptable for really widespread

missed the 1989 Christmas dinner held for
HFN/RR contributors. Ilast saw him at the

popularity, at just over £1300/pair ($2100). See-

1989 Hi -Fi Show in September, and was pleased

ing the need for something smaller and less

to note that I'd graduated from his traditional

costly,the company has embarked on apro-

greeting of "Hello, dear boy" to "Hello, old

gram to produce aspeaker at half the price of
the '20, one which should be closer in size to

man." I'd like to take this opportunity to mark
Donald's passing, and to express my condo-

an LS3 /5a. Although the target is 1992, ATC has

lences to his family and his many friends.S

in the past shown prototypes at hi-fi shows to
gauge response Maybe they'll treat showgoers
to an early audition. I'd expect the new baby

TÀ-

re,

e

to use the tweeter which appears in all ATC

e

o

f

models, with ascaled-down version of the
SCM20's woofer.
Other delights we could sample before next
Christmas might include a handful of new
products from Cambridge, many seen in prototype form at shows in the UK and the US; the
revised Cadence tube amplifiers with domestically acceptable styling; Roksan's phono amp;
the new London (formerly Decca) cartridge;
aradical multi-box speaker system using Ted
Jordan's famous 50mm metal drivers; more
Moth modules for their range of budget elec
tronics; TDL's pint-sized transmission-line
speaker, the Studio 0.5; and more.
But that's what's in store for the future. I'd
like to end this month's column with anod to
the past. Unfortunately, it's asad nod, and I'm
sorry that Ihave to echo JA's sentiments last
month about the passing away of Donald
Aldous, one of the Grand Old Men of British
Hi- Fi. Donald was one of those people who
made you wish you were born 50 years earlier,
or that he was your uncle. He was aman with
unflagging enthusiasm, patience, and an air of
gentility which is, sadly, an anachronism in the
1990s.
Donald's background included involvement
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COMPONENT RACK SYSTEM
•Adjustable
•Expandable
•Stackable
•Affordable
Be your own audio
housing
architect. Everything
is optional. .
shelves, isolation
platforms, record racks, etc.
Wide enough for
19" components.
Buy only what you
need when you
need it!
Priced from $150
Dealer Inquiries Invited
Made in U.SA. by

P0. Box 1502,
Ansonia Station
• New York, NY
Tele: (212) 724-6021
10023

ARCICI, INC

MUSIC.
ENGINEERING.
Camber loudspeakers are
engineered to sound like
music. The simple
appearance of these
loudspeakers belies this
advanced engineering.
Looking inside a Camber
enclosure you'll find a woofer
built around a cast aluminum
frame that is significantly
more rigid than sheet metal.
The voice-coil, wound to
exact tolerances, can handle
an astonishing 300 watts of
electrical power. The
crossover is designed with
the fanatical care usually
reserved for the best
amplifiers.
On the outside our
advanced materials research
is evident in the form of pure
metal dome tweeters, and
carbon-doped polypropylene
woofers with natural rubber
surrounds. We design and
build these drivers ourselves,
ensuring the highest quality.
We put years of
engineering effort into each
component of every Camber
loudspeaker. What you get is
pure music.

Plateau Camber, 4946 Bourg, Montreal, Quebec, H4T 1J2
Tel: (514) 738-3225 • Fax: (514) 73875797

THE AUDIO ANARCHIST
Sam Tellig
peakers are difficult," says Lars.
That's why he's held on to his
ESB speakers for more than five
years now. It's not that he thinks the ESBs are
perfect, or even necessarily the best speakers
he's heard. It's yust that he thinks all other available speakers fall considerably short of perfection, too. And in this Ihave to agree with him,
though Ihasten to add that the ESBs are not
speakers Iwould choose to live with.
Igo to CES —or to friends' —and hear
speakers that retail for $5000/pair, $10,000/pair,
or even more. Ithink they would have been
much better off spending their money on
something else—better amplifiers, for instance.
More records or CDs. Better yet, more concert
tickets.
Quite afew equipment manufacturers, who
wish to remain nameless for diplomatic reasons, agree with me that speakers are tough.
Said one maker of tube gear, "Igo to an opera
or aconcert and Ican't listen to my system for
days—the sound falls so far short of what Ihear
with live music."
When Imentioned the Spendor SIOOs to this
same manufacturer, he said, "Spendor. That's
aname from the past. Their speakers were
highly regarded in the '70s, early '80s—the

Spendor S100 loudspeaker

BCIs and BC3s."
It's true. Spendor speakers don't have ahigh
profile. But they never did. They've never run

had settled in with my pair of Spica Angeluses
(Angeli).

slick ad campaigns, à la B&W or KEF. Never

Now you know how Ilike the Spicas—one

hired any public-relations flack to get their
name in the mass- fi mags. Never flown Hans

of the best speakers you can buy for under

Fantel to the factory and, so far as Iknow, never

can buy period. If Itell you Ilike the Spendor

had amention in the New York Times.
What's more, Spendor speakers are some-

SIOOs even more, keep in mind you have to

what old-fashioned. No attempt to come out
with anew model every year. No metal domes,

$1500/pair, and one of the best speakers you

spend nearly twice the money for them.
The Angell image superbly well. In fact, if
you get them set up just right—correctly posi-

gold domes, ceramic woofers, or whatever. No
gimmicks of any kind.

tioned in your particular listening room, which
takes experimentation—then they can disap-

And the Spendor SIOOs even sound some-

pear. Not physically, of course, which is part of

what old-fashioned. You know, the way big
speakers used to sound—rich, smooth, sweet,

the problem since the unconventional looks

not at all strident on top, laid-back rather than

sonically.

turn off so many prospective purchasers. But

forward. Yet the Spendor SIOOs are up to date

Faults of the Spicas? Not very much deep

in terms of their detail—transparency, if you

bass. Plus, if you drive them too hard, they just

will. But I'm getting ahead of myself.

give up. My friend Rudi at Definitive Hi Fi was

The Spendors arrived afew months after I
Stereophile, June 1990
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There can be no standard of quality
without aReference.

This is especially true in the audio field where everyone, from studio engineers to
manufacturers and reviewers, needs asolid benchmark for accurate sound.
For twenty years, the KEF Reference Series has been astandard by which all
other loudspeakers have been judged. The latest benchmark for loudspeakers is the
KEF Reference Series Model 105/3.
The 105/3's draw upon KEF's ground-breaking research into
the interaction of speakers and room acoustics: coupled-cavity
bass loading for deep bass from the smallest possible enclosures;
conjugate load matching, which uses amplifier power to its full
advantage and KUBE, KEF's proprietary bass equalizer, which
produces the bass of cabinets eight times as large. The four-way
105/3's are the first Reference Series speakers to use Uni -O
technology.
Only the
KEF Uni -0
Uni-O: the first coincident-source drivers.

le

driver places the tweeter
inside the woofer's voice coil.

KEF Uni -O is an engineering breakthrough: the first truly
coincident-source driver.
Many audiophiles know that an ideal speaker would be apoint source;
unfortunately, multiple-driver systems often fall far short of this ideal. With
Neodymium-Iron-Boron, the most powerful of all magnetic materials, KEF has
created atweeter so small that it can be placed inside the woofer's voice coil. In effect,
every Uni-Ct driver is apoint source.
Moreover, the woofer cone acts as awave guide for the tweeter and controls its
dispersion. The entire frequency range arrives at the listener's ears at exactly the same
time, producing seamless sound no matter where the listener sits. Unwanted reflections within the room are actually reduced, and the music you hear is
less colored.
If you appreciate music, audition the Reference 105/3's. For any
audiophile system, they are "standard" equipment.

IN

KEF EkCIRIIIICS al America, Inc. I4120.K Sullyfirld Circle. Chantilly. VA 22021

The Speaker Engineers.

Angel. He cranked up his KreIls on the Wilson

smooth, sweet, and easy to take on top. The

Audio CD Winds of War and Peace. Along

SIOOs are in this mold.

came athwack of that 16' drum or whatever,
and the woofers gave asickening crack.
"Gad, what are you trying to do, blow up the
speakers?"
Death wish.
There's another problem with the Spicas.
The tweeter can seem a bit aggressive at
times—rather piercing. It particularly affects
the flute. Ifound that OCOS speaker cable,
which Ido not necessarily recommend with

Which means they aren't for audiophiles,
right? Not for you?
Well, maybe not. Certainly if you're looking
for quick thrills, you won't like the Spendor
SIO0s. They have asomewhat self-effacing
quality about them, and I'm not sure they'll
demonstrate well in the showroom—to audiophiles. Music lovers are another story. They
may take to the SIOOs instantly.
The first thing that strikes people who listen

your speakers, did much to diminish this, but
the piercing quality of the treble did become

to the SIOOs (and yes, Ihave talked with other

more and more annoying the longer Ikept the

range and the sweetness of the treble. These
are about the most ingratiating, least grating
speakers I've ever heard. While the S100s will

Angeli. Not afatal flaw, but aflaw nonetheless.
You have to consider all the good points of
the Angelus, though: the imaging, the soundstaging, the fact that you can place the speakers

people) is the smoothness through the mid-

not knock your socks off or blow you away, or
any of that audiophile crapola, they may just

far apart and still get decent centerfill, the free-

win you over. You can't audition these speakers

dom from upper-bass coloration which mars

quickly. Listen for at least an hour and Iam sure

the reproduction of male voices on many

the virtues of the SIOOs will come across.
For big box speakers—almost 28" high by

speakers—all of these things, plus the ability
to render extraordinary amounts of detail,

14r wide by 17" deep—these 90 lb. Spendors

make the Spica Angelus an outstanding buy at

are remarkably free of bass coloration. There's

51275/pair.

.
if you can overlook the looks.

alittle boxiness— the kind that makes pom-

Sonically, the Spendor SIOOs are something

pous WQXR announcers sound even more so.

else.
Not as great at imaging as the Angeli—might

I'm not aperson who likes the bass Ihear out

as well tell you that. No matter where Iput
them in the room, the Spendor SIOOs did not
quite succeed in"disappearing" like the Spicas,
though they did come surprisingly close when
Igot them in the right spot. But in all other
respects, Iprefer the Spendors over the Spice.
Indeed, Ishould. The Spendor SIOOs are

But overall, the SIOOs' bass is outstanding, and
of speakers.
The bass is less emphasized than it is on the
Vandersteen 2Cis, which are abit bass-heavy
in my opinion. But the bass is there on the
Spendor SIO0s— in ample measure, putting a
firm foundation under large-scale orchestral
works. Moreover, the bass is tight, taut, tune-

52295/pair. Add $175 for custom stands—

ful—no one-note boom. It's quite an achieve-

mandatory—made by Chicago Speaker Stands.
If you know the Spendor line, then maybe

ment to get this quality of bass out of abox
speaker without murking up the sound overall,

you'll find this observation helpful. Ifind that

and it's probably the main reason Ilove these

the SIOOs more resemble the SP2s (now the SP
2/2s) than they do the SP1s. The Spendor SPIs

speakers. Certainly, the person who purchases
apair of S100s should not be tempted to add a

Ifound alittle lean—not enough bass to match
the extended and beautifully articulated treble.

subwoofer.
The midrange is smooth and uncolored—no

The SP2s sounded quite different: less extended

nasty peaks or resonances. This may come as
quite ashock, because alot of speakers have

on top, alittle sweeter through the midrange
(perhaps aresult of being not so extended on
top), and subjectively richer in the bass. Or
"subyectively," as Lars used to say. (Some of us
watch our p's and g's. Lars watches his j's.) I

a somewhat forward midrange. The SIOOs
don't, and as aresult, the sound is more laidback —literally — than what you may be used
to. As for the treble, it's extended, but lacking

have put SP2s in many systems—mainly for

in that ultracrisp articulation you get from

non-audiophile friends—and I've had nothing but raves as aresult. People who aren't audi-

speakers with metal-dome tweeters. The Spen-

ophiles love the SP2s because they're so

frequently get with metal domes.
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dors are also lacking that metallic quality you
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THE EVOLUTION 2000
Brings Recorded Music to Li tu

•200 Watts/Channel (into 8ohniN)
•Zero Feedback
•Direct Coupled Output
•All-Tube Gain

2800R Dorr Ave •Fairfax, VA •22031 •703 698 8581

Finally, a transparent speaker that is
affordable. 'Highly Recommended by Robert Harley. Send

for a reprint of his review on the VORTEX SCREENS
from the July issue, Vol 12, No 7, of Stereophile
magazine and also receive a copy of our speaker
fact sheet/order form.

VORTEX
TRANSPARENCY FACTOR
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ACOUSTICAL MNSMC
TM

4272 Baggett Drive Riverside CA 92505
714 785 7713
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About cable. Idon't pretend to have spent

bass-heavy, knock-your-socks-off sound. It's

enough time with the Spendors to know which

made for people who like music.

cable is best, but it ain't OCOS—too rolled off.

The Spendor S100 is one of the finest products Ihave ever reviewed. Is it the best speaker

Naim NACA5 cable seems agood choice, and
it's reasonably cheap ($8.50/meter). Iintend

Ihave ever heard? Well, it ain't perfect, but what

to try other cables—as many as Ican get my

speaker is? Ican't think of another speaker

hands on without having to pay for them!—
but, as you can imagine, cable manufacturers

that's so safe to recommend. I'm confident this
speaker will work out for you as well as it has

are hardly eager to supply me with product! I

for me, and without an undue amount of hassle

wonder why.

with trick cables and the like. Spendors very

Incidentally, the S100 uses a12" Bextrenecone woofer, a6" polypropylene-cone mid-

definitely do not need to be tamed.

range unit, and a1" soft-dome tweeter. The
cabinet is constructed from medite, adense

speakers available for the same price as the

fiberboard. The technology strikes me as con-

der, people The power of public relations and

servative—not particularly innovative. The
accomplishment is the execution.

advertising hype, perhaps. More likely, though,

The speakers can be bi- or tri -wired, bi- or

else to explain the success of some of the best-

even tri-amped, although Idid all of my listen-

When Ithink of all the truly horrendous
SIOOs —or even more money—I have to won-

most people actually prefer bad sound. How
known speaker names in audio?

ing single-wired using aKrell KSA 80 with a
Krell KSP 7B. Ihope to try out some other inter-

Reliable processors

esting combinations soon—tubes on top, per-

I'm not ready to write about digital processors

haps, and something solid on the bottom.

at length just yet—I want to get some more

To be sure, the Spendor SIOOs lack that ultimate uansparency—that "see-though" quality—

units to try. But Ido want to inject one thing
into the debate: build quality.

you can get with such panel speakers as the

Before you buy an expensive processor, ask

Martin-Logan CISes, for example Other speakers

to look under the hood before you take atest

image better—Spica Angeli, most small-box

drive. You don't have to be an engineer to tell

Celestions, the Acoustic Energy AE- Is, the Epos

how well a Krell processor is made. And I

ES-14s. Quads and Martin-Logans (especially

haven't heard of aKrell unit's failing in the field.

the Logans) are quicker—transients have more

As for other brands, well. ..
all Ican say is that
Ithink there's adirect link between build qual-

speed, more snap.
Martin Collorns got it right, in HFN/RR. Martin said that the S1OO's strength lies in its "overall
balance of performance." The speaker does
everything well. It has no significant sonic

ity and product reliability.
Ireceived areview sample of an inexpensive
processor from amanufacturer of modestly
priced equipment afew weeks ago—I won't

flaws. It is full-range—no subwoofer needed.

mention the manufacturer's name because I

It is reasonably easy to drive, since its imped-

didn't listen long enough to write up areview.

ance does not drop below 5.5 ohms—even a

The processor actually wasn't bad for the

B&K ST-140, abit flabby in the bass, was not

money, but Ifound it lacking in resolution.

overtaxed, although aKrell KSA 80 showed its

What's worse, Ifound that it added acoloration

superior resolution and bean overall performance

to the sound of my system—unwelcome warmth,

The speaker is beautifully made—more like

overdone dynamics. Iwasn't particularly inter-

afine musical instrument than apair of massproduction speakers. (I am sure these are not

ested in the product, so Ireturned it to the
manufacturer and went back to the 16X Krell.

mass-produced.) Notice, for instance, how the

Imention this because you have to be careful

front and back panels of the speaker are screwed
into the cabinet, not glued on. And, finally, the

with processors. Some of them, Ithink, are being
tricked up to sound different—not accurate,

speaker here is almost as big abargain as it is

but different. You know, like certain moving-coil

in Britain. RCS Audio International has looked
after your wallet further by having stands pro-

cartridges which add awarm, fuzzy, phasey quality to the sound. Like certain turntables that used
to be favored by all the Brit crits until the Brits

duced in the US.
But be warned: this speaker is not for those

got a really good turntable in their home

audiophiles who seek hot, sizzly, hyperdetailed,

market—namely, the Rolcsan Xerxes, produced
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by aPersian who wanted produce a'table that
could "play Thelonious Monk."
Joe Sammut, of Krell Digital, said it best, with
words to this effect: Vkie back to having manufacturers produce devices with certain, cho-

it's glorious, it's glorious. But even with poor
recordings, the I6X Krell is almost always interesting and involving because of the sheer amount
of detail that gets through.

sen colorations—as with many cartridges. Pick

Armor Off?

your favorite flavor, doesn't matter whether it's

In last month's column Iflashed an urgent caution that Armor All Protectant, applied to CDs

accurate.
Right on, Joe.

and left on for several years, may permanently

This is what Ifind with the 16X Krell. It does

fog the disc—this according to Scott Nixon, of
Analogic Design Group, among several others.

not editorialize—that is, it does not impose its
own sonic signature on arecording, the way

Iphoned Scott and he explained that he used

certain other, euphonically colored processors

Armor All Protectant several years ago to make

tend to do. If arecording is lousy, it's lousy. If

certain discs playable on atwitchy early Denon

remarkable!
Every once in agreat while
aproduct comes along that
offers performance which rises
above the current variety of
clever designs and marketing
hype When this occurs the
new level of performance
achieved can be readily heard
by both the ardent audiophile
and the novice listener
Paradigm is abreakthrough
loudspeaker that provides a
level of musical truth that
simply must be heard.
Oh yes, the price for such
glorious performance? Well
that's even more remarkable
•
mmi

Al11111...a»

AIM. IBM.

retil r
music ...above all.
AudioStream Corporation, MPO BCD( 2410, Niagara Falls, NY 14302
• Paradigm Electronics Inc., 4141 Weston Rd .5, Weston, ON M9L 298
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machine. He applied the Armor All and the discs
miraculously played—no skips. As Scott and

treated each of my discs with Rain X, after removing the Armor All—four drops applied to each

countless others have found, Armor All Proteccant does indeed "work" —apparently makes
the bits in the pits easier to read. At least immedi-

disc, rubbed in with one cotton ball, rubbed
off with another. Actually very easy to apply—I
recommend you use amedicine dropper. That's

ately after treatment. Long-term is the question.

If
decide to use the Rain X. The stuff is said
(on the label) to be suitable for use on polycar-

Inot only recommend that you stop using
Armor All Ptotectant immediately, until this question can be definitely resolved, but Ialso rec-

bonate surfaces. Ican tell you this: there is no
grease, no dust. Rain X makes adisc squeaky-

ommend that you remove Armor All from your

clean and restores ashine. More important, it

treated discs. Here's how.

seems to restore the sound quality you lose

lake asmall container and make asoapy solu-

when you remove Armor All.

tion of Dawn Dishwashing Detergent and warm

I'm deeply sorry about this—I had no way

water. The brand of detergent is important —

of knowing at the time But Idon't believe you

Dawn. Wash each disc by hand vigorously and
rinse it thoroughly under running water. Put

will lose any discs if you carefully remove the
Armor All now. Remember: Wash each disc in

the wet disc label-side down on apaper towel

Dawn by hand, dry with atissue, and apply

or acloth towel. Take facial tissue and pat the
play side dry. Examine the disc visually. If you

isopropyl alcohol (or Rain X, if you so choose)
with cotton balls. If you've told your friends to

notice any residue, use cotton balls to clean it

use Armor All, tell them now how to remove it.

off with isopropyl or grain alcohol—not rubbing

It's possible, of course, that there's no reason

alcohol. (Remember to wipe from the center

to panic. But better be safe and get the stuff off

to the outside, noealong the track of the pits.)

now than be sorry later when you may have a

This appears to remove the Armor All Protectant, but unfortunately you also remove whatever sonic benefit the Armor All gave you. Ihave

film you can't get off and your discs are rendered unplayable.
The sad thing is, Armor All really works —
sonically. If Ithought this was the greatest thing
ever to happen to CD, that's exactly how Ifelt.

"EJOURNEMIND„,
A technology so powerful it will
allow your present record collection to exceed all available music
sources for your high end system
today and in years to come. Don't
settle for a second class musical
experience, experience the
SHADOW today.

For me, Armor All was arevelation—the first
thing to make the medium listenable—although
the CD Stoplight green-paint treatment does
even more Well, there's still Rain X—for those
of us who choose to use it.
The more cautious among you may wish to
forego putting anything on the disc (and putting up with inferior sound as aresult) until
there are more proprietary products on the
market intended for the purpose of polishing
CDs; not only to clean them, but to improve
the sound. But how can you be certain that
even these proprietary products are safe over
time? It's absolutely impossible to simulate precisely the conditions of aging. Heat, yes. Cold,
yes. Humidity, yes. But time, no.
For that matter, how can you be certain that
untreated discs will remain playable over time?
I've already encountered one disc that became
unplayable after having no treatment at all
(print bled through from the label—an early

Dealer & Consumer inquiries invited.

CALL

(718) 343-3127

or WRITE: SHADOW PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 431 •Floral Park, NY 11004
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IMP disc, pressed in England). I've also noted
blotchy marks on the aluminum backing of
other discs—also untreated—as if the bonding agents are staining the aluminum. So far, all
of the discolored discs are playable.
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ORIGINAL

MASTER

RECORDINGSTM

ULZ3LID!XTM
A*s7P9 AECOAQ,M,
VOletv

The Sound with
the Midas Touch.

77ie 24K gold answer in the quest for optimal
compact disc reproduction. Original Master
Recordings that demand Intelligent
Engineering and Proprietary Mastering
Technology. Exacting Technical
Specifications satieed by aprocess that
qffers acompact (lise with the highest
longerjr .
y.
Current releases ou ULnitD5C.:
The Beach Boys, Sting, The Moody
Blues, Steely Dan and more.
I'prom i
frig releases on

uLaaa5c:

Boz Scaggs,

The Jefferson Airplane,
Elton John and Pink
Floyd.

ULMIDLIC:
plyacciireill
parkaell iii
thy "Li.11-Lark jefril bar

_

'

:::a»braillert"

For a complete free Original
Master Recordings catalog, call
toll free 800-423-5759, or write:
Mobile Fidelity Sound Lab.
1260 Holm Road
Petaluma, CA 94954

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
RECOMMENDED RECORDINGS

UDCD 501 Jazz Sampler $25.00
UDCD 503 Joe Jackson IWill Power $25.00
UDCD 504 Power & the Majesty, Vol. 1 $25.00
UDCD 505 SuperTramp ICrime of the Century $25.00
UDCD 506 David Crisman IHot Dawg $25.00
UDCD 507 Blind Faith IBlind Faith $25.00
UDCD 508 A Very Special Christmas $25.00
UDCD 509 Huey Lewis & the NewsISports $25.00
UDCD 510 Jethro Tull IThick as aBrick $25.00
UDCD 511 The Police /Synchronicity $25.00
UDCD 512 Moody Blues IDays of Future Passed $25.00
UDCD 513 Allman Bros. IEat aPeach (2:1) $30.00
UDCD 515 Steely Dan /Aja $25.00
UDCD 516 Elton John /Madman Across the Water $25.00
UDCD 517 Pink Floyd IDark Side of the Moon $25.00
UDCD 518 Pink Floyd IMeddle $25.00
UDCD 519 Cat Stevens /Tea for the Tillerman $25.00
UDCD 520 Def Leppard IPyromania $25.00
UDCD 521 The Beach Boys /Surfer Girl ISurfin' USA (2:1) $30.00
UDCD 522 John Klemmer ITouch $25.00
UDCD 523 Jefferson Airplane ICrown of Creation $25.00
UDCD 524 Jethro Tull /Stand Up $25.00
UDCD 525 The Carpenters IASong For You $25.00
UDCD 526 Elton John IGoodbye Yellow Brick Road (2:1) $30.00
UDCD 527 The Band /Music From Big Pink $25.00
UDCD 528 Sting IDream of the Blue Turtles $25.00
UDCD 529 After the Hurricane $25.00
UDCD 530 Hall & Oates /Voices $25.00
UDCD 531 Jeff Beck /Wired $25.00
UDCD 532 Rod Stewart IEvery Picture Tells aStory $25.00
UDCD 533 The Who ITommy (2:1) $30.00
AVAILABLE LABELS IN LPS AND CDS

MOBILE FIDELITY-REFERENCE RECORDING-SHEFFIELD LAB-CHESKY-WILSON-PROPRIUS-HARMONIA MUMBIS-HUNGAROTON-OPUS 3-M & K-CONCORD JAZZ-GEMINI-WATERLILLY-ODIN-DORIAN-CHANDOSTBM -DMP BAINBRIDGE-EAST WINDJAPANESE & BRITISH PRESSINGS-AIR MASTERCUT-SUPER ANALOGUE-LINN RECUTAMERICAN GRAMAPHONE-CBS MASTERSOUND-RCA LIVING STEREO-MERCURY LIVING PRESENCENORTH STAR-LYRITA-CRYSTAL CLEAR-NAUTILUSSUPER DISKSUMBRELLA-ATHENA-EMICASINO ROYALNIMBUS-CMP-QUARTET-KLAVIER-TELARC-DEWS-HYPERION-NITTY GRITTY-LAST-AUDIO QUEST-TARGET
For our latest, most up to date and descriptive catalog ever send $3.00 if U.S., and
$5.00 for Canada and overseas and receive adiscount certificate worth $4.00 in U.S.,

VISA

$6.00 overseas good for your next purchase.

SHIPPING

CALL:

1"ORDER

Continental U.S. $3.00 for the 1st item & $0.40 for each additional.
Call us for shipping costs outside the Continental U.S.

1-800-525-1630

FAX: 1-913-825-0156

INFORMATION: 1-913-825-8609

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS •2651 KEY AVENUE •SALINA, KS 67401 •USA
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Ihomas JNorton attends a
Fo il Yoursellers Sound Off

he high-fidelity industry began as a
tinkerer's enterprise. In those longgone days, hobbyists couldn't just
their favorite audio emporium, high-end or

T

acoustic-suspension loudspeaker, resulting in

otherwise, and select the latest in ready-to-use

sion design except for one little detail—appropriate drivers were virtually unavailable to the

electronic gear. Amplifiers, perhaps—the first

adramatic reduction in loudspeaker enclosure
size. It would have been relatively easy for the
home builder to assemble an acoustic-suspen-

"home" component amplifiers came straight

hobbyist. Shortly thereafter, the introduction

out of the professional public-address world.

of stereo and the resultant need for two loud-

But purchase of aloudspeaker invariably meant

speakers in the listening room made loud-

buying awoofer and atweeter (the latter almost

speakers of reasonable size anecessity for most
audiophiles—loudspeakers which they couldn't

certainly ahorn) and building some sort of
baffle" or "bass reflex" enclosure.

build themselves because they couldn't buy the

As the years passed and the industry grew,
more and more manufacturers brought out

parts. And lastly, audio developed into amass-

assembled loudspeaker "systems." Acombination of factors finally conspired, by around
1960, to nearly kill off the do-it-yourself loudspeaker market in this country. The seminal
change was probably the development of the
68

market industry; do-it-yourself speaker builders
were an insignificant percentage of all potential
buyers. The DIY loudspeaker business never
died out completely (it remains strong overseas,
especially in the UK), but it was decidedly lowkey for many years.
Stereophile, June 1990

Somewhere along the line the situation

aloudspeaker system from these parts, it dwarfs

changed for the prospective loudspeaker hob-

the choices available in the assembled-loud-

byist. Restrictive patents on the acousticsuspension principle expired. Bass-reflex alignment became more precise with the work of

speaker market.
Last year one of those raw-driver suppliers,

Thiele and Small. Magazines catering to the

A&S Loudspeakers of San Francisco, held its
first Audiophile Sound-Off. It invited home

audio builder came into being (see sidebar).
And, perhaps most important, distribution
channels for the growing number of quality

speakers for competition against other submitted designs. The winning entries (two loud-

raw loudspeaker drivers were set up, channels
open to the general public.' Today, the selec-

speakers tied for first place) were shown at the
1989 Stereophile High End Iii -Fi Show in San

tion of loudspeaker drive-units available to the
hobbyist is mind-numbing. When you consider the permutations possible in assembling
1The demand for raw drivers by the custom and do-ft-yourself
car stereo industry —a market far larger than that for home
audio—was amajor factor in this.

builders to send in their homebrewed loud-

Mateo, California. It was there that Ifirst learned
of the Sound-Off. The event intrigued this onetime do-it-yourself speaker builder of more
than alittle 2 distinction; Iresolved to try to
make the 1990 event.
2But not much more than alittle.

Abreak in the action for the iudges
Seated. Ken Kantor. Elizabeth Cohen,
standing far right. Tom tiolman.
standing far left A& Sproprietor, Arthur Rosenblum

e

Left to right

e11) Ken Kantor with hand on
12) winning entry

11 runner up

Karen Rosenblum. age 12

Another high finisher

Winner: rear view
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The Pursuit of Musical Truth.
Distributed by Response Audio Marketing
76 St. Clair Ave. W., 4th Floor, Toronto. Ontario, Canada M4V 1N2
Tel (416) 967-1622 Fax (416) 967-1441
Dealer Enquiries We/con
See us at the Chicago C.E.S.; McCormick North, room L14

.
from Euphonic Technology

AccuPower

Tri

...an affordable answer to the degrading effects of
power line pollution! AccuPower can recover losses
in transparency, detail, imaging and dynamics
caused by RFI, EMI and equipment interactions
...our audio-optimized and patented* AccuPower
Isolating Line Filter will restore
all your audio and video components to their
optimum level of performance!
Call or write for details.

EUPHONIC

technology
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19 Danbury Road, Ridgefield, CT 06877
(203) 431-6434

• FAX (203) 431-3660

Model AP-4, $549
•US Pat. No. 4,259,705
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It was thus that Ifound myself on aSaturday

on the faculty of Stanford University. Each

morning in late March at A&S's San Francisco

brought along anumber of recordings to use

headquarters. Ialso dragged along my friend

in the judging. The ground rules were simple:
It was decided that the initial elimination ses-

Russ—whom Ihad last seen at that same Stereopbile show. Russ has himself been moderately active in loudspeaker construction over

sions would be mono, single-channel listening. This would allow easier analysis of overall

THE PERMUTATIONS POSSIBLE IN ASSEMBLING ALOUDSPEAKER
SYSTEM FROM PARTS DWARF THE CHOICES AVAILABLE IN THE
ASSEMBLED LOUDSPEAKER MARKET.
the years: in the late '70s he built abumongous
subwoofer from plans in an article published

tonal balance—judged to be the most important consideration—without the distractions

in Audio. His present loudspeakers are home-

of stereo. The finalists from each group of con-

built, though not by him. Ever on the lookout
for a "good deal," he bought them from

testants would be judged against each other in
stereo. The sound-off was expected to take all

another do-it-yourselfer who, in turn, built

afternoon—there was, after all, a$500 first

them from plans and parts purchased from a
supplier in England. 3 In any event, his interest

prize at stake this year.
As we began, Itook up aposition just behind

was such that he didn't have to be dragged very

the three judges, who alternated seats fre-

hard.

quently during the sessions, especially in the

A&S's demo area was 2 fairly large room with
an acoustical tile ceiling, carpeted floor, and

stereo auditions. The first set of four went
rather quickly; elimination of three of the
entries was not difficult. As we retreated to a

Sonex-covered rear and side walls at the loudspeaker end. Their normal demonstration
loudspeakers were pushed back out of the way.
The contest entries were set up about athird
of the room length from the rear wall—the forward extent of the Sonex covering the side
walls. The eleven contest entries were to be

lounge area upstairs while A&S personnel set
up the next batch of entries,' it looked like it
might be aquick afternoon.
But the next group of four proved more
evenly matched. It was difficult for the judges
to pick asingle "winner" out of this group; two

auditioned in sets of three to four pairs at atime.

of the four were therefore held over to the

A thin, frameless screen of acoustically transparent grille cloth 4 was placed in front of the

finals. In the last group (of three this time) asingle winner emerged. We were thus down to

loudspeakers. While an occasional glimpse of
clues were available to allow appearance to

four finalists and ready to incorporate stereo
into the auditioning.
Up to this point, the level matching had been

sway the judging. The loudspeakers were connected to aBoulder 500 amplifier with what

done by ear. With acouple of possible exceptions, the spectral-balance problems and other

appeared to be standard Monster Cable. The

shortcomings of the non-finalists had been
very apparent, and ran the gamut from exces-

adriver here or there could be seen, no other

front end consisted of aMusical Concepts CD
chemist preamp. A manually operated switch-

sive or ill-defined bass to excessive or too little
treble to avariety of midrange colorations. In

box was used to fadlitate loudspeaker selection.

several cases acontestant would do well in

player (all program material was CD) and an Al-

The three judges on hand were Tomlinson
Holman of Lucasfilm and the faculty of the University of Southern California, Ken Kantor of
Now Hear This loudspeakers, and Elizabeth
Cohen, arespected local acoustical consultant
3Falcon Acoustics, perhaps the best-Imown such supplier in
the UK.
4No cloth, of course, is perfectly transparent to sound, but
the cloth chosen here was apparently as good as is available
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most areas, only to be undone by too much
bass or ahonky midrange. But the best of the
batch were quite respectable, and for the final
showdown the listening levels were matched
using pink noise and an spi meter. The level settings for each were marked on the Boulder
5While Iwas not acting 25 a judge, Iwanted to retain my impartiality to see howl agreed (or disagreed) with the judges. Itherefore refrained from peeking behind the screen until we were
finished.

71

amp, and thereafterprogram levels were adjusted via the preamp volume control, while
levels were adjusted at the power amp when

popular, with asingle soundtrack thrown in
(two cuts from The Mission—the only selection with which Iwas intimately familiar). It

changing speakers. Contestants were elimi-

was interesting that there were no radical dis-

nated one at atime in the final showdown.

agreements among the judges on any point

THERE WERE NO RADICAL
DISAGREEMENTS AMONG THE JUDGES
ON ANY POINT ALONG THE LINE
When one model was eliminated, the others

along the line. Ifound that my own impressions

were rearranged (sometimes the numbers were

also tracked those of the judges quite closely.

shuffled) to optimize their stereo positioning
(the first faceoff—with all four finalists—was
done primarily in mono). The judges also

Although my favorite of the last three entries
proved to be the eventual winnet 6 Icould have

accelerated their game of "musical chairs" at
this point, giving everyone achance at the
"sweet spot."
Program material ranged, as it had all afternoon, about equally between classical and

gone either way on the last pair.
And finally we had awinner. The judging
had taken about four hours, not including a
6The entry numbers were scrambled in the final pairing, but
my friend Russ, who by that time had been unable to resist the
temptation to look behind the semen, told me 21 the end which
way they had been scrambled

Speakers, Sawdust, and Dreams

Can you build it yourself? Should you try?
Your salivation over that Thiel CS5, Duntech Sovereign, or (gasp) Wilson WAMM is
smearing the ink on your checkbook, but
no matter how fuzzy it gets, you can't come
up with abalance to fulfill your fantasies.
Nor is the bank loan officer likely to look
kindly on arequest for an S80,000 mortgage on apair of loudspeakers. What's an
audiophile to do?

likely to end up as an expensive flop, at least
to the impartial observer; it's anear certainty that you will think it the greatest
loudspeaker in existence, unless you have
an iron-willed impartiality toward your
own creations. The biggest risk in building
home-brew loudspeaker systems is in not
knowing with any degree of certainty what
your results will sound like until you're fin-

If you're like most of us, you make do

ished. Your chances of success, as in any

with something considerably less expensive, content in the knowledge that you can

endeavor, depend largely on the knowl-

closely approach the quality of the best systems for a lot less money, thanks to the law

edge and judgment you bring to the whole
process. Designing from scratch is not for

that hearty bunch of pioneers, the do-it -

the faint of heart, but substantial rewards
are possible. You might even turn out to be
one of the next generation of profe

yourself loudspeaker builders, you pull out
your handy parts catalog, paper, pencil, cal-

loudspeaker designers.
In the process, you'll pick up asmattering

culator, and perhaps a computer program

of engineering; you don't have to be a

of diminishing returns. But if you're one of

rtwo, and start to design the loudspeaker

rocket scientist to understand the theory

of your dreams from the ground up. It
might be an attempt to duplicate acommercial design of which you're especially fond,

needed to build agood loudspeaker, but it
helps not to be intimidated by mathematical equations and the use of an engineering

or your own sterling creation. With alittle

calculator. You might also learn athing or

,.luck, it'll be aknockout.
.Or so you tell yourself. In truth, that

two about computers: computer-aided

a

dream loudspeaker might turn out to be a

design, while not arequirement, is making
dramatic inroads into loudspeaker design

bad nightmare—your efforts are just as

and saves huge amounts of wear and te

à'
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break for sandwiches thoughtfully provided

stock A&S crossover selected for nominal

by A&S. The winning entry was sent in by Steve

driver impedance and the desired slopes-

Burgess, from an FPO (Fleet Post Office) some-

6db/octave on all legs except for the 12dB/
octave slope on the tweeter high-pass—were
just two of its surprising design characteristics.

where, apparently, in Japan. By aconsiderable
margin the most bizarre-looking of the group
(see photo), the speaker consisted of aFocal

The midrange and tweeter were padded down

120K (Kevlar dome) tweeter, Morel MDM85NE
3" dome midrange ("NE" stands for no enclosure—the rear of the dome vents to the out-

considerably to match the sensitivity of the
woofer, making the winner one of the least sensitive designs in the group—certainly far less

side), and two Eminence DR1038 10" woofers
per side in acompound configuration (in addi-

so than the runner-up.
An Audio Precision test set was on hand

tion to the woofer visible in the photo, another

courtesy of Ken Kantor, and after the listening

woofer inside the enclosure was mounted faceto- face with the outside unit). The cabinet

sessions the only measurement of the day (spi

was ported. The top enclosure for the mid-

checks excepted) was done: acheck of the winner's and runner-up's impedance characteris-

range and tweeter, which rested on the outer

tics. If either had had an impedance judged to

woofer's basket (the latter's magnet fit into a

be abizarre load to drive, it would have been
eliminated. Neither did, and neither was.

cutout in the bottom of the mid/tweeter enclosure), was open-backed. The use of an open

\I
ythumbnail sketch of the sounds of the

back with no internal damping for the midtweeter enclosure, plus the employment of a

winner and runner-up (my impressions alone;
Ican't speak for any of the judges) was as fol-

on that calculator, not to mention your
nerves. If you don't already know some-

back copies of Speaker Builder, abimonthly magazine devoted to the subject at hand 2

thing about woodworking. this will also be

—it even includes occasional electrostatic

your big chance to excel in that field as
well—or at least the chance to show your

any specialized journal, you may find it a

loudspeaker construction projects. As with

stuff in directing your local cabinetmaker,

difficult "grasp" until you've been through

and riding herd on him or her until the job
is done right. You will, hopefully, already

afew issues (and, perhaps, worked your
way through the Cookbook), but it is the

bring to the effort good musical and sonic
judgment. Despite the important assistance

speaker hobbyist. And third, find the book

best source of information Iknow of for the

of computer-aided design, loudspeaker

How to Design, Build, and Test Complete

design remains largely an art; the final

Speaker Systems, by David Weems (Tab

tweaking is still done by ear. But while the

Books No. 1064). Mr. Weems has published

professional can go back and remeasure the

articles on homebrewed designs in com-

"by-ear" tweaks to insure that the design

mercial journals for as long as anyone can

does not deviate significantly from area-

remember, and was particularly active in
Popular Electronics back when that mag

sonably linear response and remains objectively accurate, the amateur without test

was still interesting. There is aconsidera-

equipment is dependent on his or her ears

ble amount of practical, easy-to-follow

to stay out of left field.

information in this book—information dif-

Amateur loudspeaker designers, like their

ficult to find in one place elsewhere. My

professional counterparts, are almost invariably self-taught. Where do you begin get-

(which make up about aquarter of the

ting such an education? Ican recommend
three good sources. First, get acopy of The

His listing of supply sources in the appen-

only complaint is that Mr. \Weems's designs
book) tend strongly to the cheap'n'cheerful.

Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by Vance

dix is also woefully out of date (I have an

Dickason. ,Second, investigate current and

early edition—things may have improved

IAvailable from Old Colony Sound Lab. P.O. Box 243,
Peterborough. NH 03458, 121:16031924-63/1, for $19.95
plus $I P&H.

2$20/year. Speaker Builder, P.O. Box 494. Peterborough,
NH 03458, Tel: (603)924-9464. Old Colony is commerdaily affiliated with Speaker Builder. Our own Gary Gatti
is afrequent contributor to this journal
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We Like One Kind of Music: The Best
If only superior quality satisfies
you, send for our catalog of more
YOU CAN HEAR THE DIFFERENCE!

With more than 20 years serving

JAZZ COMPACT DISCS —
128 TIMES OVERSAMPLED
Johnny Frigo with Bucky & John Pizzarelli, Live From
(JD1)
Clark Terry

Portraits

Phil Woods

Here's To My Lady

tt,d,.

Rio After Dark

Non-Stop To Brazil

(JD3)

20 labels, whose standards define

(JD28)

Club De Sol

recording excellence today.

(JD29)

(JD33)

Tico! Tico!

Whether Classical, Jazz, Big Band

(JD34)

Jazz Sampler and Audiophile Test Compact Disc

(JD37)

CLASSICAL AUDIOPHILE COMPACT DISCS
Earl Wild plays Medtner

quality your system can reveal.
We stock every title available from

Ana Caram

David (leaky

audiophiles, we promise all the

(JD2)

Luiz Bonfa

Paquito D'Rivera

than 1400 high-end CDs and LPs.

(all digital)

& Swing, Popular & Vocal, or Rock,
each performance is first class, and
the recordings do them justice.

(AD1)

Rachmaninoff: Piano Concerto No. 2 Earl Wild, Jascha
Horenstein/Royal Phil. Orch. (CD2)
Sibelius: Symphony No. 2 Sir John Barbirolli/Royal
Philharmonic Orch. (CD3)
Brahma: Symphony No. 4 Fritz Reiner/Royal Philharmonic
Orch. (CD6)

For our catalog and ayear of our
New Releases Newsletter, send $5 —
refunded with first purchase; $24.00
in discount coupons with catalog.

Bizet: Symphony in C Charles Munch/Royal Philharmonic
Orch. (CD7)
Tchaikovsky: Violin Concerto

Itzhak Perlman, Alfred

Wallenstein/London Symphony Orch.

(CD12)

Tchaikovsky: Piano Concerto No. 1 Earl Wild, Fistoulari/Royal
Philharmonic Orch. (CD13)
Mozart: Symphonies 35 "Haffner" & 41 "Jupiter" Rene
Leibowitz/Royal Phil. Orch.

(CD16)

ORPHEU S

Beethoven: Symphonies 2tir 5 Rene Leibowitz/Royal
Philharmonic Orch.

(CD17)

Respighi: Pines of Rome
(CD18)

Kempe/Royal Philharmonic Orch

Brahms: Symphony No. 1 Horenstein/London Symphony
Orch. (CD19)

AND

NINE

Just what the Muses had in mind.

F
ORPHEUS AND NINE

Dvorak: Symphony No. 9 Jascha Horenstein/Royal
Philharmonic Orch. (CD31)

1947 Juniper° Serra Blvd.
Colma, CA 94014

Earl Wild Plays Transcriptions•of Gershwin

Please send me your current catalog of more
than 1400 high-end CDs and premium vinyl
discs. I enclose $5 to be applied against
my first purchase, now or later. Also send
$24.00 in discount coupons with my catalog.

(CD32)

Strauss: Der Rosenlcavalier Suite (RCA Sym. Orch.)/Ravel:
Bolero (Royal Phil. Orch.)
(CD35)

Charles Gerhardt, conductor

Brahms: Piano Concerto No. 2 Gina Bachauer, Antal Dorati/
London Symphony Orch. (CD36)
Order by m'ail $14.98 plus $1.50 shipping.

SAME

aDDRESS

rcA

L".

STAII

ZIP

Satisfaction guaranteed without exception.

ORPHEUS Iat Serra Stereo • 4947 Junipero Serra Boulevard • Colma, CA 94014 • 415-992-2282

AND NINE

at Hermary's •386 El Camino Real (at Holly Sl.) •San Carlos, CA 94070 • 415-593-1111

lows: the winner had aslightly less sweet high

among others. Overall, the runner-up was quite

end than the runner-up but was more neutral

ait:six-cable design whose main flaw was asub-

and open in the midrange, particularly when
driven hard; voice was especially good. It also
had atighter and deeper bass. Both threw a

tly "shouty" midrange—a result, Ifeel, of
stretching an 8" driver beyond its optimal

good soundstage, at least from my slightly non-

operating range.
The cost of the drivers and crossovers of the

optimal listening position.
The runner-up, submitted by Gary Bowser

winning entry totaled about S450/pair by current A&S prices; amanufactured loudspeaker

of Cheswick, PA, had the advantage of amuch

system with parts of similar quality would
likely sell for over $2000/pair. So our intrepid
winner, with his $500 prize, recovers his mone-

simpler and less expensive design—certainly
aconsideration for the home builder. It resembled the winner physically only in its use of the

tary investment, more or less. What does A&S

same tweeter. (The fact that the systems did not

Loudspeakers receive? They get to give out

sound identical in the high end probably re-

copies of the winner's and runner-up's plans
for free and, hopefully, sell parts to those who

lated to the designers' choice of driver-todriver balance—or perhaps to the different

would try to duplicate them. 8And the judges

crossover slopes. 7)The second-place finisher's
bass/midrange was handled by another Focal

and yours truly? We spent apleasant afternoon,

driver, the 8" 8N411DBE, and the design was
built around the use of a preassembled,

got afree lunch (one of an audio journalist's
favorite things, don't you know), and were
exposed to some truly impressive hobbyist

veneered enclosure readily available from A&S,

loudspeaker systems.

7The runner-up used 18dB/octave on the high-pass leg.

8AEU Loudspeakers, 3170 23rd Sutter, San Francisco, CA 94110,
(415)641-4573.

by nglf you're really into the subject,,

take heart. Building your own equipment,

the same organization (run by the enterpris-

including loudspeakers, is definitely a

ing Ed Dell, Jr.) which publishes Speaker
Builder 3 also publishes Voice Coil, a

hobby within a hobby, and will never

monthly newsletter aimed at the industry

audiophiles. It takes not only persistence

and priced accordingly—no construction
articles here, just information on new driv-

toward the ultimate goal, but enjoyment of

ers, parts, cabinet techniques, and measure-

building from scratch, the ability to endure

ment devices. 4
The simplest approach to building your

the endless urge to "tweak" your creation.
And you thought turntable setup was agas.

I
kiwn loudspeaker system is through akit;

«. this is generally the route followed by the
first-time builder. A number of suppliers
provide them; the pages of Speaker Builder

appeal to more than asmall percentage of

the journey as well; plus, in the case of

But we're fortunate that there are some
among us who do enjoy building equipment; if there weren't, there would be nothing in the shops for the rest of us. Most

generally carry advertisements for most of

loudspeaker manufacturers, and not afew

these firms. Building from plans, as would

manufacturers of other components, began

be the case if you chose to duplicate the

as brainchildren of dedicated hobbyists

winners of the Sound-Off or one of Dick

who decided to turn passion into liveli-

Olsher's Dahlia designs from our own
ges, is an intermediate step. You avoid the

hood. That's why Iapplaud and encourage
the audio builder. An increase in their num-

nging-by-your- fingernails excitement of

bers can only guarantee asteady stream of

he from-scratch builder, but you can't
turn it if you don't like it—as you can
with some kits. If none of this intrigues you,
3And also two other do.it yourself audio hobbybt journals, Audio Amateur and Glass Audio, the latter devoted
to tube projects.
4 Audio Amateur Publications, P.O. Box 576, PeterNH 03458 SSG/year.
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future Vandersteens, Thiels, Wilsons, and
Nudells, to name but afew, to fill our audio
future with interesting products capable,
with any luck, of bringing us closer to our
ultimate goal: reproducing music in the
home with ever-increasing faithfulness to
the live experience.

A revolutionary
sound delivery:
You might call us unconventional. Rebellious.
Or even— "radical." Because at Audio
Advisor, we sell high-end, audiophile-quality
equipment direct, right from our door to yours.
You say you're worried about buying
expensive equipment through the mail? When
you buy from us, there's no need to worry.
We package your purchases as if they're
travelling to China (and some do, too).
Concerned about service? We're always
concerned about it, so we have atoll-free
number that connects you with expert tech-

nicians, audiophiles who actually live with
the equipment. You'll get intelligent advice,
correct answers, and considerate service on
every product we sell.
And then there's price (no small issue).
Because we deal direct and buy in bulk from
the best manufacturers, we offer the best
prices. Really. Exclusives, too, because when
we find great bargains, we buy all of it. Every
last one.
So go ahead, call us radical. Most great
ideas are. But call us.

FOR ONCE, GET MORE THAN YOU
BARGAINED FOR.
re
"The VTL 225VW monoblocks a easily
most musical nd enjoyable amplethe
as 1have heard. a
They have an exquisitel
liquid and tonally pure presentation thaty
puts the listener closer t,o thetereophi
musical ,
expetience." Hobert Harley, S
le
Vol. 13, Ne. l, January 1990.

So often, you pay too much and get too little.
Sound familiar? But here's an amp that
delivers more than you bargained for: VTL
Monoblocks. Reviewers love them so much
they keep them. They even pay money for
them (unheard of!).
And they rave about them. They say VTL
amps sound better than amps costing twice
the price. Some even say VTL amps are better
than any other amp in the entire world.
Can so many be so wrong? No, they 're
right! VTL amps sound unbelievably fantastic. And there's aVTL amp to suit any budget
and any system; each one is built to last 20
years or more.

Call us today and order yours. We'll inspect
them thoroughly before we ship them. We'll
pack them with care so they arrive ready to
spoil you. And we're so sure you'll agree
these amps are more than you bargained for,
an unheard of value—that we'll give you your
money back if you're not completely satisfied.
VTL Stereo 50/50 $999.95 ($19.95)
VTL 80 Watt Mono Blocks $1990. ¡pr. ($39.95)
VTL 150 Watt Mono Blocks $3100. ¡pr. ($49.95)
VTL 225 Watt Mono Blocks $3999.95/pr.
(Shipping FREE) More models available. Just call and ask!

VTL 225 Watt Mono Blocks

*dea in
ail order.
HOW TO THINK BIG ON ASMALL BUDGET.
Introducing the VTL Integrator Line Stage
preamp. It's made for CD-based systems, but
you can plug in tape and tuner, too. It's
compact, but filled with some remarkable
circuitry. Like dual-mono power supply. High
quality caps and resistors. High quality tubes
from RAM Labs, for ultra-low noise. Gold
RCAs. 'Pape out, too.
But what's most important about the VTL
Integrator is the sound. It's fantastic! Brilliant highs. Liquid midrange. Great bass. It's
the sound every music lover dreams about,
but thought he or she couldn't afford.
Until now, that is. The VTL Integrator is
just $399.95. With $6.95 added for shipping,
that's just $406.90 delivered anywhere in
the U.S.
How do we do it? We keep things simple.
VTL builds each one like atank (a compact
tank). Then Audio Advisor sells it direct. And

that simple formula keeps cost way down, but
quality way up.
You'll get fast, friendly service after the
sale, too. Because at Audio Advisor we service what we sell.
So call and order your integrator today. If
you don't agree its alot of preamp for alittle
money, we'll give your money back. Radical!
VTL Integrator Line Stage Preamp
$399.95 ($6.95)

Join the revolution!
CALL

1-800-942-0220
TODAY

Use your charge card (Amex, Discover,
MC, Visa). And ask for our complete catalog.

Not astore.
More.
225 Deices SW
Grand Rapids
MI 49503
616-451-3868
FAX 616-451-0709

WAMM
WATT

0,Aire
(8k
T

THE

i French have aphrasefor it: plus ça
he

change plus la même chose, which can
be roughly translated as

the more

things change, the more tbey stay the same."
1was reminded of this when recently reading
through the December 1980 issue of The Absolute Sound. There on p.368 was the statement
that "Dave Wilson (Virgo) bas joined the
staff.. .to construct a testing program that
will allow us to determine if some of the
peculiarities and anomalies we bear in evaluating equipment can indeed be numerically
measured." Ten years later; both TAS and Stereophile are still expending agoodly portion
of their creative energy budgets toward that
apparently chimeric goal. In tbe meantime
David Wilson, who ten years ago, that 1980
editorial entry noted, was "attempting to
design aprofessional recording monitor system.. .
of astronomic cost. .." has become one
of the major figures both in high-end loudspeaker design and in musically honest recording as well as serving time as an influential member of the TAS reviewing staff (1 still
remember with awe bis herculean cartridge
survey in TAS #26.) That "recording monitor
system" metamorphosed into the

wow Wil-

son Audio Modular Monitor system—the
WAMM—which, shownfor thefirst time at the
1982 Winter Consumer Electronics Show
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L
OUDSPEAKER DESIGNER &RECORDING
ENGINEER DAVID A.
W ILSON
TALKS WITH J
OHN ATKINSON

PUPPIES!)
(WCES), is now in its sixth incarnation, while

about ayear since I'd seen this gentleman, so

tbe last few years bave seen Wilson Audio,
which David runs with bis singer wife Sheryl

this gave me an opportunity to see him and to

Lee, introducing the WATT and WATT 11

JA: How does the Series 6WAMM differfrom
the earlier versions?

minimonitors, the POW- WHOWpowered sub-

set his system right.

woofer; and most recently, the Puppies, aste-

DAW: WAMM needs to be considered as an

reo woofer system to extend the low-frequency

architecture rather than as aspeaker per se.

reach and dynamic range of apair of WATT
Hs.

Some elements of the system haven't changed

David visited New Mexico earlier this year

system in terms of loudspeaker towers consists
of four 6W towers. ltvo of them are subwoofers

to fix a WAMM system that the owner bad in-

at all in almost 10 years, and others have. The

advertently damaged with what David de-

which operate below 55Hz and the other two

scribed as some -overexuberant, rambunc-

are what we call full-range arrays. These have
amidbass module which, if you run it without

tious Linda Ronstadt mariacbi yelps!" He took
some time out to visit Stereophile publisher
Larry Archibald and me in Santa Fe; our conversation started with my asking him bow
many WAMM systems bad been sold since
1982?
David A. Wilson: There are now 25 WAMM
systems in various parts of the world.
John Atkinson: Ong of course being in New
Mexico.
DAW: The midrange drivers had gone on one
channel, so it was asimple matter to replace
them. And Iget to know the people that own
WAMM systems personally because I've calibrated all of those systems. Ilike to visit them
just socially from time and time. It had been
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low-frequency rolloff, has response to 27Hz;

THERE ARE NOW 25 WAMM
SYSTEMS IN VARIOUS
PARTS OF THE WORLD
1111111111111 .

WAMM NEEDS TO BE
CONSIDERED AS AN
ARCHITECTURE RATHER
THAN AS ASPEAKER PER SE

conradjohnson
is
Musicality

the
conradjohnson
group
2800 R
DOIT Avenue
Fairfax,
Virginia
22031
703-698-8581

Your NEW Source For Audiophile, Import,
Independent &Major Labels. ALL LABELS.
FOR ORDERS OR FREE CATALOG, CALL:

1-800-833-5133
WE KNOW MUSIC !

SPEEDY DELIVERY

3203 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67218
FAX (316) 685-1133 INFO (316) 681-2025
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but we roll off the response to that full-range

However, Ihad reached adecision point

array at about 40Hz. There is some intentional

with the Series 5as to whether to continue the

overlap between the responses of the sub-

WAMM as aproduct or to discontinue it. We
were terribly busy with the WATT, and you

woofer and the midbass module.
Above the midbass module, quite literally, is
atower, amachined unit consisting of two midrange modules which flank an electrostatic
high-frequency module. Each of these mod-

can't bank on WAMM sales. But Ifinally decided, let's go for it—full speed ahead. The
Series 6is adramatic change from the Series 4:
it has the M6 midrange modules; it has an

ules are adjustable back and forth to achieve
time-domain alignment relative to each other.

extensively re-engineered interior structure for

That architecture has not changed. The system
also includes an electronic crossover and an

have anew power supply; it has all new crossovers; it has extensive changes in the equalizer;

equalizer which starts life as aCrown EQ2; we

and its level of finish has gone up substantially.
JA: Iassume the time alignment of the WAMM

do extensive modifications to that unit. Over
the years the modifications have increased to
the point where I'm beginning to think that we
ought to just build our own. John Curl and I

the midbass module; the electrostatic modules

must be critical, which is presumably why the
WAMM purchaser gets your help in setting up
the system.

have talked about that quite abit, and he has

DAW: Well, the setup of the WAMM system is

abasic design which, if we build it, will allow

an interesting procedure. Generally, before

balanced throughputs for applications that
require that.
JA: What range does tbe electrostatic unit
cover?
DAW: It operates above 5kHz. And it operates

building the system Ihave agood idea of the
room that it's going into, the associated equipment, and the listening tastes of the owner. In
most instances I've had extensive discussion
with the owner and Iknow what that person's

at avery low level. It functions primarily to pro-

feelings about music are. And of course the

vide part of the leading edge of high-frequency
transients.

woods have been selected.. .
the gestation
period for aWAMM is anywhere from four to

The original Series 1and Series 2WAMMs

seven months.

had as midrange modules compact speakers

When the WAMMs are delivered, Ilike to

that were sourced from Braun. These had metal

arrive the day before and inspect the room —

enclosures, a4" woofer, and a1" dome tweeter.

they're all, incidentally, located in homes; there

The crossover network within those midrange
modules was of good but not great quality; the

are none in studios or anything like that, as

tweeter, very smooth, very predictable. The lit-

make sure that the associated equipment is
installed properly, and to be there to inspect the

they're quite overbuilt for studio use. Ilike to

tle woofer had very good rise time and transient response. By the Series 3, which occurred

WAMMs for any damage when they arrive. After

in mid-'83, Ihad gone over completely to the

general placement of the speakers in the room,

M3 midrange module which we built our-

Ido an acoustical analysis of the room using

selves, whose enclosure material was asand-

pink noise and impulse information, just to

wich, if you will, of acrylic materials. We started
using the SEAS 11FM midrange driver in place

give me an idea, afingerprint if you will, of the
room and of how the system's interacting with

of the Braun unit, which was quite an improve-

the room. Over the years, since Ihave installed

ment. We went to abetter crossover unit but
we retained the Braun tweeter.
By Series 5—which was an experimental

the system in many different types of rooms in
many locations, that has become fairly predict-

prototype only—I was looking at ways of mak-

able. You can tell from drawings, the dimensions, the materials used, pretty much what it's

ing the midrange module more like the WATT,

going to sound like. Also, in most instances, the

so that it had better time-domain behavior. The
enclosure would be essentially maximally

owner has had experience with other speaker

inert; the crossover unit also would be elec-

THE GESTATION PERIOD FOR
AWAMM IS ANYWHERE FROM
FOUR TO SEVEN MONTHS

tromagnetically shielded. The elements within
it would be electrostatically aligned, and the
whole structure would be potted for maximal
vibration-damping qualities. ..
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Mod Squad Introduces
Two CD Players
New Component Feet Also Join Expanding Product Line
Leueadia, CA—The Mod Squad has
announced three important new products. The Signature CD Player, Prism II
CD Player and Soft Shoes are now on display at Mod Squad Dealers worldwide.
According to Mod Squad Designer
Steven McCormack, "This step completes our transition from modification
service to high-end audio manufacturer.
We are very proud of this evolution and
of the new products we are launching."
The Signature represents McCormack's concept of how atop-quality player should sound, look and function.
"Hearing the Signature will stop you in
your tracks," McCormack claims. "It delivers the performance approached by only ahandful of the world's very best players and the others all cost alot more." Its
remarkably natural sound is complemented by acomprehensive array of features,
such as remote volume control via motorized potentiometer and remote absolute
phase inversion.

The Prism II replaces the well-respected Prism CD Player which is widely recognized as the best player available below
the $2000 price level. The Prism II's new
look echoes the sleek, contemporary styling of the Signature. New features include remote volume control, fixed and
variable signal outputs, display control
switch and coaxial digital output.
Soft Shoes join The Mod Squad's classic Tiptoes to round out their component
platform line. These unique damping feet
deliver just the right balance of low reactance and resistive loss to maximize lucidity and transparency while minimizing
sonic "grunge" and smearing. Soft Shoes
create sonic improvements in awide variety of sensitive equipment when used
either with or without Tiptoes.
For more information on these exciting
advancements in natural musical reproduction, visit your local Mod Squad
Dealer, or contact

'TAP
Tfiedey_tLad
(619)436-7666
Australia: Sound Design, Brisbane •Canada: May Audio Nlorket mg, i.on gucui I•Finland: Os Sannu Eng., Helsinki
•France, Belgium, Luxemburg di The Netherlands: C2R Haute Fidelite • Hong Kong & Singapore: The Sound
Chamber •Indonesia: Music Gallery, Surabaya •Italy: P.F.A., Pisa •Mexico: Audio, Guadalajara •New Zealand:
Denco Audio, Ltd., Christchurch •Norway deci Bel 141E1,1:isle •South Korea: Tac Woo Trading Co., Seoul •Spain
& Portugal: Electronica Surte Audio Elite, SI., Valencia • Switzerland & Austria: Ensemble, Inc.. Muttenz •
Taiwan: Sound Ray Electronics, Taipei • Thailand: Audio Corn, Lid ,Bangkok • United Kingdom, The Moth
Group, Bedford, England •West Crermany: Audio Electronic GMBH & Co., Dusseldorf

The Mod Squad, Inc., 542 North Hwy. 101, Leucadia, CA 92024
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systems in that room, so we pretty much know

being used to make fine-tuning adjustments

what we're facing. But the first real process that
Ido is the time alignment. And that's atotally
objective process that could probably be done
by aproperly trained chimpanzee! [laughs]
The next process is general equalization

between the modules within the array and to
match them to the particular sonic characteristics of the aççoriated electronics and cables. ..
The WAMM was originally intended as a

using recordings that Ihave donc As you know

ments are very critical: if changes are made in
the system, you can clearly hear the effect of
those changes. That's particularly true in the

from your personal experience, there are insights that you can have into the sound if you
use your own recordings, that frankly no one
else can have. They allow you adeeper level of
analysis.
And then for me, the most exciting part of
the process occurs, and Iusually do this the
next morning. Iallow agood long night's sleep,
then Ido the process called "voweling," where
Iuse arecording of Ragtime Razzmatazz. Iuse
the left hand of the piano, which has along harmonic series, and Iadjust the octave centers

reference tool, not as aproduct, so its adjust-

focal point of the system, which is adefined
listening area that the user has identified and
chosen to use for doing the most critical listening. With the earliest WAMMs, the Series Is and

THE WAMM WAS ORIGINALLY
INTENDED AS AREFERENCE TOOL,
NOT AS APRODUCT.

and the phase angles within the octave centers
in both channels. By first adjusting the 1.25kHz

Series 2s, that usually was the place where the

octave, you subjectively create anarrow window of extraordinary transparency whereas

system really truly sounded the best. Indeed,
in some instances it was the only area where

before it was somewhat vague—tonally cor-

it sounded really good. For some reason with

rect, but vague. And everybody who has been
with me when I've made this adjustment has

the Series 6s, what we find is that the system
indeed sounds its most accurate at that point,

clearly heard this effect. Then, as you go back
octave, then down two octaves, then up two

but it sounds quite good anywhere in the
room, which is the way Ilike it to be. Ican't
exactly explain why this should be. It could

octaves, you extend that window, you open
that window of transparency and focus wider

also improved over that 9-10 year period. Dra-

and forth, first down an octave, then up an

and wider and wider until finally it encom-

possibly be that the associated equipment has
matic improvements.

passes the entire spectrum.
JA: Are you making very big adjustments?
DAW: Very subtle adjustments. Now this is

JA: Particularly in amplification.

something Idon't understand exactly why it

systems today? And yet at the time, that was

should be so. With the Series Is through the

considered the best. And hideously expensive

Series 4s, there was arange of adjustment of 2

at $4 afoot! The good old days! [laughs]

or 3dB from WAMM to WAMM in different
rooms. So the assumption could be reasonably

JA: With the way the WATT bas evolved and
with the development of the Puppy, is it fair

made that what was happening was that the
system was being equalized to match the characteristics of the room (which is what most

to say that you tried to make aspeaker system
that would allow its owner to get agood sound
with amuch wider range of matching equip-

people think equalization is for). As it turns out
with the Series 6, of which there are probably

ment and conditions?
DAW: Yes. The WATT, like the WAMM, was

14 or 15 in the world today, all of those systems

originally designed as areference loudspeaker
tool, because, believe it or not, Wilson Audio

—regardless of the room, regardless of the

DAW: Amplification and cables: who would
seriously put Fulton Gold speaker wire in their

is primarily arecording company.
associated equipment, regardless of the listener
—are within 1dB of each other over the full 11 - JA: }bu wanted to be able to bear exactly what
you were doing with microphones.
octave range of the equalizer. (This is one reaDAW: Primarily in the areas of transparency,
son why John Curl and Ifeel that it's appropriate to build asimpler equalizer which will have
balanced throughputs for the Series 6.) What
Ithink is happening is that the equalizer is now
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of image placement, and of dynamic shading.
Ihad determined that those three areas were
the most important things that Ineeded to hear
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Interested in a 200 Watt Amplifier?
May We Suggest Something More Powerful...
A 100 Watt Aragon.
Interview with Anthony Federici —Mondial Designs Ltd
Q. How can a 100 watt Aragon be more powerful than a 200 watt
amplifier?
A The amount of watts has become a security blanket for the consumer.
Wattage and power can be measured by many different methods. A method
was adopted as a standard to otter the consumer a reference for one of the
many methods of measuring power. That is why it is possible for amplifiers to
measure as 200 watts by this one method of test, but for the Aragon to
measure more powerfully by several other methods of test.
Q. Can you give an example of how the Aragon is more powerful?
A. The standard test is a guideline for amplifier power into an 8ohm resistive
load. Many 200 watt into 8ohm amplifiers are less powerful than the Aragon
into 6 ohms, 5ohms, 4ohms, 3ohms, 2ohms and 1ohm. This includes some
that are far more expensive than the Aragon 2004.
Q. How is this accomplished?
A. There's no trick to doing it, you need a large power supply. The most expensive
amplifiers you can purchase all have one thing in common, a large power
supply. In tact the 2004 has a larger power supply than the vast majority of
200 wall amplifiers.
Q. If the 2004's power supply could produce an ampWier of over 200
watts why did you create a 100 watt amplifier instead?
A Because we'd rather produce good sound than useless specifications. The
uneducated consumer will look at the power rating into eight ohms and buy
the amplifier with the higher rating. The educated consumer will listen to the
amplifiers on high quality speakers to make a decision. How the amplifier
powers and controls the speaker will influence his decision, not some
misleading specification.
Q. Doesn't a "200 watt into 8 ohms" specification mean something?
A. Yes—if you own speakers which are mostly resistive, and the impedance
remains at 8ohms throughout the bandwidth. Under those conditions a 200
watt amplifier with a smaller power supply will play louder before clipping.
However, the overwhelming majority of quality speakers are not 8ohms
throughout the bandwidth, and are not resistive.
Q. Is a large power supply the only thing that matters in an amplifier?
A. No, of course not. The amplifiers' sound quality, through a wide variety of
speakers, is of paramount importance. Achieving the highest sound quality
level requires a large power supply, excellent circuit engineering. the finest
quality components, and the highest level of manufacturing.
Q. Does the Aragon satisfy this criteria?
A. The Aragon's circuits were designed by an internationally acclaimed
engineer, designing some of the world's finest amplifiers. From the Tiffany
input connectors to the tightly matched output transistors only the finest
components are employed, and the 2004 is manufactured by military and
medical electronic contractors to the highest standards.
Q. How much more does the Aragon cost compared to typical 200
watt ampWiers?
A. At $1150 the 2004 is a bit more expensive than some, but far less expensive
than most
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JA: But without losing its utility as atool?

BELIEVE IT OR NOT,
WILSON AUDIO IS PRIMARILY
ARECORDING COMPANY.

DAW: Right. Peter McGrath uses Series 2

as Iwas listening to amicrophone feed. Lowfrequency response extension and quantity

JA: lunderstand that tbe WATT/Puppy is not

would have been nice, but it is physically im-

tem but rather should be regarded as afullrange three-way design. The whole problem

WAT'lb, Joseph McGee uses them with the Los
Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra, Sean Murphy
and James Homer use them exclusively in film
scoring and editing work.

possible to get large quantities of great-quality
bass out of asmall enclosure. So Idecided to
forget it, not even to go for it with the WATT.
The Series 1WATT was overdamped. When
Idesigned it in the fall of 1985, the test equipment that Iused didn't allow me to do the level
of analysis that Ican now do in terms of reflections off of internal structures and things like
that within the enclosure. My approach was
therefore "when in doubt, damp it," and the

aconventional satellite-and-subwoofer sys-

with subwoofers, as Isee it, is that with tbe
exception of the Celestion System 6000 and
now the WATT/Puppy, they 're not designed
and installed by the designer of the main
speaker If you did bave asubwoojer which
was optimized by the designer to mate with bis
own full-range loudspeaker; then that would
ensure that the system would work as awhole
that it didn't feature what Ricardo Franas-

Series 1WATT was quite lean in its tonal bal-

sovici of Absolute Sounds in are UK refers to

ance. It had the very pronounced impedance

as the 'fat potato sound," the lumpy bass

dip at 2.1kHz—which is necessary to control

dragging along behind the mids and highs.

adustcap resonance in the woofer—which
Martin Colloms had found in his Stereopbile

DAW: The Puppy is designed to take what was

report several issues back.' The Series 2WATT
addresses the impedance dip so that it is about

originally intended to be ahighly compact,
location reference speaker and convert it into

one third what it was in the Series 1. The im-

athree-way system which can be put into a
domestic or professional environment and not

pedance dip is down to about 1.6 to 1.8 ohms

be moved around. It is intended to extend the

instead of less than half an ohm. Amplifiers can

low-frequency response of the WATT, expand
its dynamic capabilities, flesh out in ahighly

be alittle more comfortable with it. (I still don't
know if it would be acceptable to the British
sensibility of linear impedance curves.) The
overall sensitivity of the system is slightly
higher. The electrostatic and the electromagnetic alignments of the crossover elements are
more elegant than they were with the Series 1.

coherent way the lower midrange, the "warmth"
region, and to actually improve the linearity of
the overall system.
It should be noted that the Puppy is awoofer,
acompact, high-speed woofer, not asubwoofer. Ispend alot of time in the design of aprod-

over allows almost twice as much current to be

uct visualizing. Ispend more time, Ithink,
visualizing the product—what Iwant it to

delivered to the woofer, and we've been able
to reduce some of the acoustical damping in

sound like, what Iwant it to look like, how I
want it to be perceived—than Ido actually

the enclosure, so that the enclosure is working

designing it. And one of the decisions that Ihad

The response is simply more linear, the cross-

more now to support the low frequencies;

to make was, okay, how much low-frequency

there are also more low frequencies to begin
with with the Series 2.

extension do you really need in asystem like

The Series 2WATT, after ayear and half to
two years of experience with it, is amore com-

using other brands of woofers with the WATIb,
with mixed results: sometimes very good and

plete, amore accurate reproducer than the
Series 1was, while, Ibelieve, retaining all of its
virtues.? It's simply abetter device.

other times not good at all. It was avariable sit-

1In Ni31.11 No.2, February 1988.
2David Wilson assuted me that all the Series 1WATIk can be
updated to Series 2. Overseas, Wilson Audio sentis akit of parts.
In the lit, the owner returns the speakers to Wilson Audio; the
modification is done, the speakers recalibrated, and then.
returned with anew warranty .
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—JA

that? As you know, alot of people had been

uation, and while there was apart of me that
was content to leave that situation alone and
focus more on recordings and on other things,
another part was looking at the bottom line on
the accounting sheet and saying, "you know,
some of our dealers are not able to sell the
WATT because they can't sell an acceptable
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O NNOUNCING THE BRYSTON
TWENTY YEAR WARRANTY

Bryston 4B amplifier.
Power amplifiers range from
50 to 800 watts.

For over aquarter-century Bryston has been committed to designing
and producing audio products with musical accuracy, reliability and
value as our primary focus. It is widely known the Bryston's policy
on the warranty of our products has always been extremely generous
if ever required. To further enhance our long term commitment
Bryston is instituting a 20 year warranty program as of January 1,
1990. This, as far as we know, is afirst in our industry and as such
will further demonstrate our continuing dedication to our products
and customers.
This new twenty year warranty is also retroactive. It includes all
audio products previously manufactured and sold under the Bryston
name. This warranty is also fully transferable from first owner to
any subsequent owners. Bryston has always been dedicated to
designing and producing audio power amplifiers, crossovers and
pre-amplifiers that deliver uncompromised performance,
outstanding reliability and exceptional value. We believe our new 20
year warranty is one more example of our continuing commitment
to this ideal.
Bryston Marketing Ltd.
Tel: (416) 746-0300 Fax: (416) 746-0308
Brystonvermont Ltd. Tel: (802) 223-6159

WATTs, and recording engineers on the ques-

THE PUPPY IS AWOOFER,
NOT ASUBWOOFER.
woofer with it. Either because they don't carry
the line, or because whatever manufacturer it
is, they can't supply, or whatever." One of the
problems that we had seen was that the WATT,
by its nature, is very fast and articulate, lean but
very fast. But the woofers that had generally

tion of how low do you have to go for most
listening? For asensitive listener to achieve
musical satisfaction out of awide range of
music? The consensus was that if you could
achieve 40Hz with absolute authority, then that
probably would be enough. So in my mind, I
established 40Hz as an acceptable low-frequency extension. Meaning, of course, that it's not
asubwoofer. It's awoofer. (We already make
asubwoofer, the WHOW.) And if our premise
was correct, if that 40Hz is going to be enough

been employed with the WATT tended to be
much more sluggish. They had their own
character, which might work well with another

for 95% of the people, then that'll be fine and

system; or, if crossed over low enough, could

of bass.
JA: That's quite acost per octave. ..

serve very well as asubwoofer. I'm not criticizing these woofers, it's just that they were the
Jones and the WATTs the Browns.

they don't have to worry about spending the
extra $10-13,000 to get that extra 20Hz to 25Hz

DAW: Lots of dollars per hertz—but it only
hurts for alittle while! So the development of

The number-one sonic priority therefore

the Puppy proceeded, the final configuration

became to achieve aseamless blend with the

being two Dynaudio woofers—the units with

WATT. The number-two priority was almost
not even in sight, it was so much less impor-

the large magnets—in an enclosure which basically encloses four other enclosures; aported

tant. Of course, if you do manage to produce

design, with arear-firing port; extreme rigidity

awoofer which is fast enough to blend seam-

to cut down panel readout so that it doesn't

lessly with the WATT, whose harmonic struc-

color the sound in the upper bass/lower midrange; acrossover point high enough so that

ture and amplitude response meels up perfectly with it, then you've gone along way

it really can take the ball from the WATT up

toward achieving your final goal. What remains

there where the WATT is still dynamically lin-

is, how loudly do you want it to play? How efficient do you want it to be? How low do you

ear, and carry that ball on down into the lower

want it to go in frequency?

pression; to do it simply, elegantly, and ruggedly. What we finally ended up with was the
Puppy, which has its -3dB point, measured at

So Istarted looking at the question of lowfrequency extension. Well, to get 20Hz—let's
just pull 20Hz out of the hat because everybody else does—to get 20Hz out of abox the
size of the Puppy. ..We knew that it would be
that size because the WATT likes to be at acertain height for most listening environments,

regions; and to do it without dynamic com-

the port, of around 30Hz. 35Hz is no problem
with it. 32Hz is quite reachable in most rooms.
We don't get the 20, we don't get 24, but we get
areal nice 30—more than we had originally
bargained for—and the overall performance
envelope is broader than we had expected.

and you don't want the woofer to be grossly
wider than the WATT, you don't want it to be

JA: }bu were saying at the WCES that perhaps

grossly deeper; basically, your size is pretty

one of the things which has restricted the com-

much established. To get 20Hz out of asystem

mercial impact of higb-end audio is the tweak

that size, you'd probably end up using asingle,

factor that seems to be synonymous with the

small, very-high-compliance woofer with a

words "high end." Is it correct to say that with
the WATT/Puppy, you've tried to take all that

fairly massive cone, afairly small magnet, and
what you would get would be ameasured
20Hz output at low levels. It would be sluggish,

out of it? That you've tried to make it extreme-

inefficient, and wouldn't have good power-

DAW: Mm hmm. All other things being equal,
Ithink that simplicity is avirtue. The compo-

handling capacity; its dynamic characteristics
would not at all match those of the WATT.
Iconsider that too high aprice to pay for
20Hz. So for about the first half of 1989 Ihad
several conversations with dealers, users of
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ly accessible to non-audiophiles?

nent that doesn't exist doesn't break. So by
reducing the number of components, you theoretically increase the reliability of the product.
By incorporating apassive crossover of extra87

W HO SAYS CABLES
HAVE TO BE AS EXPENSIVE
Ac THFy
C(1

Not us. Oh no, no, no! We at Audio Advisor believe great sounding cables can
actually be quite inexpensive. You'll find the proof listed below. Our cables are
made by the best manufacturers. They deliver great sound. And—here's the
clincher—they're really low-priced. You get our exclusive guarantee too .
Try the cables we recommend for your
Charge it! Order toll-free:
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Md•Ief
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DI,. \
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Shipping costs. for 1-3 pa r: $5.95 in US.
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Speaker Cable
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3h. p
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Interconnect from
Cardas Audio
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great for CD players!
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3h. pr
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5h. pr

$79.95
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$95.00
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Not astore. More.
225 Oakes SW

Grand Rapids MI 19;o3
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$59.95
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_
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ordinary quality into the Puppy, it's no longer
necessary to use aseparate electronic crossover
with the woofer. It's therefore unnecessary any
longer to use aseparate power amplifier for the
woofer; it's therefore unnecessary to use more
interconnects; it's unnecessary to use an additional pair of speaker cables. So right away, consumers wanting high-quality sound in their
home can have twice as much space released

THE COMPONENT
THAT DOESN'T EXIST
DOESN'T BREAK
more people. Not just from the standpoint of
sales volume, but from the standpoint of building the credibility of the industry.
JA: Ialso think that 's very important. Ifyou

for family use. It's asystem that's going to be
more reliable Overall, it's going to cost the consumer less because there's less assneiated para-

look back at the high-end products that were
around 10 years ago there were preamplifiers

phernalia and equipment that's required.
For people who are terminally tweak, we do

fiers that were both unreliable and were so
badly finished, you cut your fingers on the
beatsinks. Perhaps it didn't matter then be-

provide the option of direct inputs so they can
use their separate amplifiers and crossovers. I
will tell you this—that it is virtually impossible for such acombination to match the performance of the built-in crossover in the Puppy. One reason is that the built-in passive crossover rotates capacitive-reactance phase angles
acertain number of degrees in the lower midrange, which preconditions the signal for the
WATU so that the final acoustical phase linearity is more correct. lb my knowledge, no existing separate electronic crossover has that fea-

which continually broke, and power ampli-

cause of the hobbyist nature of the high end in
the mid to late '70s. But now you bave amature industry which, as Isee it, is the real
American consumer electronics industry: indigenous manufacturers making products
that still bave real valu4products that arefar
removedfrom being disposable It is blinkered
thinking for these manufacturers to restrict
themselves to the hobbyist mentality.
DAW: This comment about high-end audio
becoming the American consumer electronics

ture. The series inductor in the Puppy is a
heroic design. It will not saturate at any volt-

audio industry reminds me somewhat of the
Swiss watch industry, which for decades was

age/frequency combination above 25Hz or
below 1000V. That's volts, not watts. It's amas-

built on this magnificent foundation of accu-

sive, magnificent device, and it's expensive. But

racy, precision of manufacture, elegance, and

we don't use many devices in the crossover, so

durability, with aconcomitant high price And
then the Japanese come in with their digital

each one of them can be absolutely the finest

watches, and it looked for awhile llice, no more

quality available.

analog watches. Imean, who would buy one
of those things that doesn't give you the num-

It's also asystem whose footprint, if you will,
in the room is no larger than that of the WATT
itself. So in terms of usable floor space, it just
isn't taking that much. In working with interior
designers over the last six years, we have found

ber right there? But then people started to realize acouple of things. Number one, digital and
analog watches tell you two completely different types of information. And two, people are

that there has been amove toward smaller and

not so much interested in knowing exactly

smaller living rooms and dens, and larger master bedroom suites in new homes. So people

what minute and second it is as being able to

are paying more attention to what they put in
those rooms. They don't want to waste space.
And what they put in those rooms also has to
be consistent with the decor that they've cho-

read time relationsbips—"Do Ihave alittle bit
of time before I've got to be in that meeting?" You
can tell that at aglance with your analog watch.
What has happened is that the Swiss are now
back in the analog watch business. The Japa-

sen. Therefore, if you can combine that kind

nese too, with Seiko, of course, but the Swiss

of decor friendliness with superb sound quality, that's got to be the best approach, and cer-

are now very secure in having asmall but fanatically dedicated market which wants fine-

tainly the one that's going to be the most

quality Swiss watches. And which will not

acceptable to awider range of consumers.
That's avery important thing for our industry

tolerate digital watches. Isee an analogy there
between the Swiss and their analog watches

to succeéd in doing, getting the qualities of

and the United States and its high-end audio

high-end audio into the homes of more and

industry. And to acertain extent Switzerland,
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"I SIMPLY MUST HAVE
THE STEREOPHILE
TEST CD"
Nearly 71 minutes of music and test signals for
just $6.95! (plus S/H)
Purist recordings from Stereophile contributors
JGH, JA, RH, and PVVM
128x-oversampling digital conversion compared with
the industry-standard Sony PCM1630
The sounds of 18 professional microphones compared
Absolute Phase test
And guest appearances from J. Gordon Holt, The Audio
Anarchist, and Stereophile's own Ralph the Christmas Dog.

STEREOPHILE TEST vCD
ORDER FORM
Name
Address
State
copy(ies) of the Stereophile Test CD

City

Please send me
(x)

Zip

$6.95 each

(+)
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$2.00 per CD Domestic (US and Canadian) S&H
$5 00 per CD for Foreign orders (surface delivery)

(=) $
Total this order
L.1 Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile in US dollars)
(or) Charge my

Ell MasterCard

O Visa

Ill Am Ex

Credit Card Number
Signature

Exp. Date

Return this form to: Stereophile
Record Department
P.O. Box 364
Mt. Morris, IL 61054

Credit Card Orders: 1-800-435-0715

Allow 4-6 weeks delivery

France, Great Britain. (I don't see too much of

ing hole is getting fished out. As the equipment

it in Japan.) Isee most high-end coming from

is frankly getting genuinely better in many

those four countries, but with the largest amount
from the US. Ifeel that high-end audio is a
peculiarly American industry arid that it's away

ways, people are no longer feeling that they
need to go to abetter preamplifier every year.

of enhancing the prestige of the US overseas.

SP15 may be very nice, but maybe they'll wait
for an 51320.

I'm delighted to say that the market in Japan for
WATTs and Puppies has begun to take off. We
figure one Toyota per WATT/Puppy. [laughs]
We've got along way to go.

HIGH-END AUDIO IS A
PECULIARLY AMERICAN INDUSTRY

You know, they quite like their SP11 Mk.II; the

JA: There are alot ofpeople who still like their
SP10s, putting to one side the tube-replacement costs.
DAW: Exactly. Yes! For reasons which are very
valid. So the industry has, Ithink, two directions it can take. One is it can continue to produce products which, in spite of any sonic

JA: Iwonder if this maturing of the bigb-end

excellence, are acceptable only to fanatics. I'm

industry bas perhaps taken place without the

thinking, for example, of enormous full-range

industry itself realizing it. You can draw a

electrostatics that cover the width of the listen-

parallel with the high-end magazines. Al-

ing room. Or they can turn around and say, let's

though many people still do so, it's amisno-

look at the top 2% of the American population,

mer these days to refer to The Absolute Sound

socioeconomically. Let's assume that, of this

and Stereophile as "underground" maga-

population of 225 million people, the top 2%

zines because, in fact, they are not under-

can easily afford this equipment if they were

ground. They are professionally produced,

aware of it and if they enjoy music that much.

bave high production values, are centered
witbin amature industry, and have achieved
respectable circulations, without, Ithink,
changing their etbos from what it was when
either magazine was started. But ifyou com-

PEOPLE ARE NO LONGER FEELING
THAT THEY NEED TO GO TO A
BETTER AMPLIFIER EVERY YEAR.

pare the current status of The Absolute Sound

We're no longer talking 100,000 people, only

and Stereophile with the problems suffered by

asmall percentage of whom can afford really

what was once a "real" hi-fi magazine High

the best, we're talking millions of people now.

Fidelity then Ithink you have an exact parallel

But these are people who have to be educated.

between that and what bas happened to the

They have to become aware of it. And one way

American high-end companies and to the

that they can become aware is by having prod-

mass-market bi-fi companies wbo, of course

ucts which fit their lifestyle. They can look at

are mainly Japanese or Far Eastern.
DAW: If you look at circulation figures for Ste-

acompact amplifier and say, "Yeah, that really
is beautiful and it'll fit anywhere. It doesn't

reopbile and The Absolute Sound, then mul-

generate too much heat, it doesn't make any

tiply that by the number of people who read
them but don't subscribe, in my own mind
the number that Ikeep coming to is around

ket has become increasingly important over the

100,000. There are 100,000 audiophiles in the
US who are serious enough about this hobby,
this passion, to want to read specific literature
about it. That 100,000 base has been the fishing

noise, it just plays. And it's reliable." That marlast two years to Wilson Audio with the WATT,
and now the WATT/Puppy. Iwould say that,
at this point in time, probably afourth of the
people that buy the WATT and the WATT/
Puppy are music lovers, not magazine-reading

hole, if you will, that all of these little high-end

audiophiles.

manufacturers have been fishing in for years

JA: What source do these people listen to

and years and years and years, kind of confi-

predominantly?

dent in the knowledge that, well, there are

DAW: CDs. Absolutely. You and 1share agreat

plenty of wealthy people in there that are hook-

enthusiasm for the felicities of good analog

ed on this hobby. Even though they bought a
$5000 preamplifier last year, we all know that's

sound. Although it's mixing metaphors in a

obsolete now so they'll buy a$7000 one this

Luke Skywalker's light saber, an obsolete but
incredibly elegant device. But the LP has be-

year. What is happening, however, is that fish-
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way, Iconsider my Goldmund my light saber,
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come aspecialty item. Ithink that the record

Don Alley was really the vector that infected me.

industry has been successful in its pogrom of

JA: Have you bad any experience since then

destruction of analog. Even if more and more
people demanded analog, it's too late for the

reproduced sound was live?

where you've been fooled into thinking that

major labels. On the other hand, it creates a

DAW: That's fairly rare, and Iguess the more

marvelous opportunity for the small indepen-

jaded you become, the harder it is to be fooled.

dent labels—Wilson Audio's sales of CDs and
LPs are roughly equal. I'm not sure at this point

when, in fact, you're kind of predisposed to

But it tends to happen in unexpected places,

how those numbers are for Reference Record-

thinking it won't happen, which adds credibil-

ings and Sheffield and some of the other in-

ity to the phenomenon. When we did the

dependents, but we have areal need to con-

recording session back in 1987 at Mills College

tinue to produce analog.
JA: Which camefirst: the WAMM or the Wil-

Concert Hall for our Brahms/Debussy sonata

son records?
DAW: Our first recording, concert organ music

recording with David Abel and Julie Steinberg,
we had on the stage a9' Hamburg Steinway,
and of course David We playing his Guarnerius

performed by James Welch, was released in '77

violin. At the edge of the stage, we had apair

JA: What gave you the impetus to get involved

of Series 1WATU (driven by aSpectral DMA-

in recording?

50), using the front edge of the stage as a2-pi

DAW: Well, Ithink everybody who is passion-

steradian supporting surface.

ately involved in audio has at one time or another heard somebody's system produce a
sound which they didn't think astereo system
could da It's not just arecord player, it's wonderful. It's a moment of magic, [following
which] you view asound system as something
more than an appliance. It's special. You love
what it will do for you. You might need vacu-

The recording was made with me standing
at the Ultramaster recorder maybe 40' away
from the musicians. We'd record afew takes,
then they'd come back and sit in the audience
area, maybe six/seven rows out away from the
WATTs, and we'd play it back. Now, my trepidations before the recording session were that

um cleaners and washing machines, but you

the WATB couldn't play loudly enough in that
room to be of any value. Our previous experi-

don't love them.

ence had always been in small rooms. Iwanted

My Road-to-Damascus experience occurred
in 1957, on Christmas Eve. Four doors down

even though that hall seats 500 people, that if

there was agentleman named Bob Wills who,
acouple of years earlie4 had journeyed to Hope,
Arkansas, and, with his friend Paul Klipsch,
built the Klipschorn. He was one of the orig-

to try it anyway, and what we found was that,
you were back as far as the 10th to 13th row, the
playback immediately after hearing the real
thing sounded very satisfying.
The moment of being fooled occurred in a

inal high-end audiophiles in Sacramento, Cali-

very biologically natural way. The restroom

fornia, this Bob Wills was. On Christmas Eve,

was across the hall and, after finishing, you'd

he had put his Klipschorn out onto his front
porch and powered it with this 50W Fisher

Question: Is it live or is it the recording? If it's

vacuum-tube mono amplifier and aWeathers
FM cartridge on aWeathers turntable—you
know, all the good stuff of the day—and he was
playing Christmas carols. Now, Ididn't know
that. Iwas a12-year-old boy who wanted to

come back and you'd hear music playing.
being recorded at the time, you don't want to
open the door. So you had to make that decision, you had to analyze the situation. You
couldn't even open the door acrack because
it would make noise. It was very difficult to tell

hurry up and get to sleep so that Icould wake

whether it was live or if it was the playback.

up and open my chemistry set. But Ikept hearing these people singing Christmas carols outside my window. After awhile, Ithought these

What Ifinally ended up using as clues was if
somebody started talking, then Iknew that they
were listening to playback.

guys would stop and walk on down the block,
but they just kept on and on and on. Iopened

JA: That's asituation where you bave total

up the window: of course there was nobody

the microphones; you made the recording;

control of everything in the chain: you chose

out there. It was later on that Ifound out what

with the exception of the amplifier; you design-

it was, and that really made aprofound impres-

ed the playback equipment. One of my argu-

sion on me. And then afriend of Bob Wills,

ments with a reviewer attempting to use live

92
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NOW, MORE THAN EVER
The Counterpoint SA-4 Monoblocks are designed for the
handful of people who consider that, of all the attributes a
power amplifier may possess, none is more important
than sonic purity.
In the four years of the SA-4's existence, many new
power amplifiers claiming this or that technological
breakthrough

have

appeared,

only

to

disappear

[sometimes along with their parent company]. The SA-4's
classic, all-tube, output transformer and capacitor -less
direct

drive

design

remains

the

standard

for

transparency.
We warmly invite you to audition the lâtest improved
version of the Counterpoint SA-4's against other high
performance amps. Then, own a classic; the differences ,
we assure you, are not subtle.
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NOTHING BETWEEN THE MUSIC AND YOU
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is anew Phased
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window on the soundstage for which
Dahlquist is famous.
Images come to life
with a vivid, three
dimensional feel that
truly suggests live
sound sources.
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shape of the mid-top end baffle.
In addition, millions of electrostatically aligned fibers adjacent
to the tweeter diaphragm control
high frequency diffraction at
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sound as an absolute reference to make value

might be that amore accurate component is

judgments on components is tbat be or sbe
doesn't have access to all that information. We
tried to show some of the problems with this

letting through more of arecording's intrinsic
brightness.
DAW: There is avery small number of people

philosophical approach with the Stereophile

who are really qualified to make subjective

test CD: one track reveals bow microphones
act like colorizingfilters, another bow the A/D

value judgments of the absolute subjective

converter can change the sound. As arecord-

those people have to have direct recording
experience. There is no substitute for it. None.
Larry Archibald: Is it correct, then, to say

ing engineer listening to your own recordings,
you can compensatefor the presence of all the
sound-and-music-changing equipment in the

accuracy of apiece of equipment. And Ithink

that you are more interested in capturing the

middle of the chain. But bow does the ordi-

most exquisite sound you could getfrom that

nary person compensate for it?

instrument rather than capturing what aper-

DAW: You frequently hear regular concertgoers complaining, "Well, I'm listening to this

son sitting in the 6th row would be hearing?
DAW: Yes. Yes. I'm trying to capture—and this

recording, and Iattend concerts at least once

is where some aesthetic value judgments have
to come in—lam imposing what /believe that

amonth. I've heard hundreds of concerts in my
life, and Ihave never heard violins sound this

instrument should sound like. Now, in doing

bright. Therefore, the recording is bad, or the
playback equipment is inaccurate." They'll

that, let me tell you one of the criteria that Iuse

criticize it because of that. Yet violins, like loudspeakers, have radiation patterns. They radiate
their high frequencies at right angles to the

Ilook at the type of music. In this instance,
we're talking about chamber music. This hall
seats 525 people It really is not an ideal hall for
chamber music. Chamber music, in my opin-

strings. So, if you consider the violinist bow-

ion, after talking with several musicians about

ing the instrument in aplaying position, and

it, is intended to be performed in small rooms,
surrounded by arelatively small number of

if you do as Ido—have aladder [and put the
microphone] above the violin, where the

people If the room is too large, then the people

sound is the most focused and the most har-

further away are hearing ahighly dynamically

monically complete, and where there's the
most timbrai delicacy—you'll have asound

compressed, non-involving sound, asound
that leaves out alot of the musical nuances that

which is definitely brighter than it would be
if you were down in the audience below the

I'm sure the composer intended to be there So
Ihave to decide how to mike the recording so

level of the stage There's adramatic difference.
The only standard that Ican use is to be

that the musical intent of the literature is best
served.

aware of the sound that went into the micro-

JA: But really, you're making valuejudgments

phone and try to reproduce that sound. Ican't

as you capture the sound which remove the

try to reproduce asound that Ihear out in some
hall or anything like that, because you then

happened.

have to filter high frequencies, you have to add

DAW: But you have to ask yourself the ques-

more low-frequency energy. As you know,

tion: Is the sound that you hear in the 6th row

recording one step away from what really

there's awhole chain of processes that you

more accurate than the sound that you hear in

would have to do to tailor that sound, which

the 10th row? Peter Moncrieff once wrote that

would then distort it for everything else. So I his experiences at Davies Center in San Francisco indicated that there's only one perfect
just try to make it as accurate as Ipossibly can,
relative to the sound that Irecall going into the

seat in that hall. Now, how he found that out,

microphone. And always, at every session, I he never divulged—maybe it's the seat that he's
got! So rather than try to create ahypothetical
make apoint of standing near the microphones
listener out there, based on value judgments
and trying as much as possible to memorize
that sound, to memorize anumber of clues
about the sound.
JA: You have to try to break the loop of automatically assuming that if the sound is too
bright, it must be the equipment that is making
it too bright. You have to remember that it
Stereophile, June 1990

and assumptions, Iinstead go for the most
involving sound from the instrument. Now I'm
not amusician, and Ifrankly never intend to
be one, one reason being that musicians that
Irecord will know that I'm not competing with
them, I'm not critiquing them musically as I'm
95

TIFFANY

THE CRITICS' CHOICE

TRANSPARENT SWITCH BOX
AND AUDIO LEVEL CONTROL
As music lovers, we have all reaped the benefits of technological and material advances
made in audio connectors, wire and cable, transformers, etc., giving us the ability to utilize
passive components to amuch higher degree than ever.
With adecade of R&D in connector design and technology, we understand the knowledge
required to pass a musical signal without altering its context. Based on this expertise, we
introduce two new passive components for the home audio enthusiast: the TRANSPARENT
SWITCH BOX (TSB-10) and AUDIO LEVEL CONTROL (TVC-10).
Did you know that most high level source signals (CD, DAT, VCR, LVD, etc.) have enough gain
to drive apower amplifier without any intermediate line stages? This is the perfect opportunity
to eliminate an unnecessary active component from the audio chain.
The TSB-10 is afive-position input selector utilizing TIFFANY CM-4F connectors and wired
internally with aspecially formulated six-conductor, high resolution cable. The TVC-10 utilizes
the same complement of TIFFANY components, serving as the master level control for any
high level input.
For information on this and all other TIFFANY PRODUCTS and the name of the nearest
dealer, please call or write.
1990-7
IN

CANADA: Deumer marketIng, 5109 Harvester, Un 108, Bur longton, Ont. L7L 579 PH. (116) 333-0017 EX. (416) 333-0984

MBI
01V. OF IC

TIFFANY ELECTRONICS GROUP

PH 12121704.0056

FAX 12121 700.5276

INDUSTRIES. INC 8011 0 GRACIE SIA NEW TORS. NV 10028

TIFIOR215

"YINUOQ IS 3IMEEESS"

YOUR NEXT TURNTABLE SHOULD BE YOUR BEST YET!
When you think music, think THORENS
Reproducing music from records Is not the same as making dots and dashes like morse code
(i.e. CDS), it is not just ascience of plus and minus like digital signals. Reproducing music from
records takes love.
Just as records are the creation of music lovers and CD's the creation of scientists, turntables
must be made by music lovers.
Since 1883, THORENS has been building music reproduction products, from music boxes
to turntables.
Enjoy your music even more with aTHORENS turntable, by selecting one of our ten models:
all models are belt-driven by a2-phase synchronous motor with special constructions for
isolating the turntable and tone-arm from each other and the motor, with auto lift and shut-off,
available with or without the THORENS tone-arm.
Buy aturntable made and designed by music lovers in Switzerland, the home of precision
manufacturing.
For technical specs on all ten THORENS turntables, with and without tone arms, from $300
to $12,000, write to:
BLR ELECTRONICS, INC.: 84-03 Cuthbert Road, Kew Gardens, NY 11415
Phone: 718-441-2696
Fax: 718-849-7698
© 1990-6
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think, serve the music that Irecord. Ultimately,

I
AM IMPOSING WHAT /
BELIEVE THAT INSTRUMENT
SHOULD SOUND LIKE.

Ithink you have to use your experience and
judgment, and you have to make acommitment to asound that seems right to you. If
listeners accept it, fine. If they don't accept it,
then find out why and see if there's something
wrong with your premise.

IHAVE DECIDED HOW TO
MIKE THE RECORDING SO THAT
THE MUSICAL INTENT OF THE
LITERATURE IS BEST SERVED.

JA: What recording projects are you currently
working on?
DAW: Wilson Audio is asmall company: we're
forced to make decisions as to what things are
most important, because we can only do basically one thing at atime. Wilson Audio right

IS THE SOUND THAT YOU HEAR
IN THE 6TH ROW MORE ACCURATE
THAN THE SOUND THAT YOU
HEAR IN THE 10TH ROW?

now is 15 employees, up from four employees
three years ago. We are growing, but we're still
asmall company. So over the last six to eight
months we've focused our attention on the
WATT/Puppy and on general manufacturing
procedures, to make them more efficient and
to ensure amore uniform level of quality. And
that hasn't left us anything for recordings. Now

listening. I'm listening to the sound, they are

in 1990, Iintend to do another large-scale sym-

listening to the music, and we coexist very

phonic wind recording. There is aproject that

nicely that way. My art is capturing the sound.

we're working on with asolo pianist, and then

And Ithink over the last 31 years, since Ibuilt

there's another with a large jazz group. My

my first loudspeaker system, Ihave some ideas
about the kind of sound Ilike and which, I

intention is to do three recordings in 1990.
All analog-based, of course!

The new Encore DL2010 Preamplifier achieves straight wire gain
performance by eliminating all switch and potentiometer contacts
from the signal path and minimizing path length The DL2010 is
also available without the phono section as model 0L2010-L

ENOORE
For more information
call or write:
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Electronics, Inc.
(816) 763-8057
7105 East 132nd, Grandview, MO 64030

We've Got Great Plans
WE'VE MOVED TO A
THE MOST
COMPREHENSIVE
SELECTION of highend CDs, records,
cables and accessories in New York.

2'-6

90
THE WORLD'S FINEST
AUDIO SYSTEM—featuring Krell Reference and Krell
Digital components and
Martin-Logan Statement
Loud Speakers.

2 MEDIA ROOMS with
front and rear projection
television, full surround
sound and custom audio=
video cabinetry.

NI»

FE'

AUTHORIZED DEALERSHIPS: •Accuphase •Acoustic Energy •Adcom
Apogee •Aragon •Audible Illusions •Audio Access •Audioquest •Audio

2

Research •Benz Micro •Boston Acoustics •Cal Audio Labs •Classe •
Convergent Audio Technology •Creek • Day-Sequerra •Duntech •Epos •
Grad° •Hales Audio •Heybrook •Krell •Krell Reference •Krell Digital •
Martin-Logan •Meridian •Micromega •Mod Squad •Museatex •NAD •
Nitty Gritty •Onix •Pioneer Elite •Primare •Proac •PS Audio •
Quicksilver •Rega •Revox •Roksan •RPG Diffusors •Snell Acoustics •
Soundstream •Tera •Theta Digital •Tice Power Block •Vandersteen •
Vendetta Research •Versa Dynamics •VPI •Wadia Digital •Wilson Audio
WATT and PUPPY
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in Store For You.
NEW LOCATION
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BIG PLANS TO CELEBRATE THE
OPENING OF OUR NEW STORE— a
much bigger store, over 6,000 square
feet—all the room we need to demonstrate for you the very finest in audio
and video systems.

ON-PREMISES
SERVICE for
all components.

• Two spacious media rooms.
• Nine audio/video demonstration
MOMS.

• A professional staff ready to answer
your questions and help you select
the right system.
• On-premises service for all
components.
• Custom remote control, multi-room
audio/video systems designed and
installed.
And to help you learn more about the
latest in high-end audio systems, we're
hosting aseries of very special seminars. Seminars featuring designers and
engineers from Krell, Martin-Logan,
Wadia, Duntech, Classe Audio, Theta
Digital and many more.
So come by and see our new store.
Come by and hear how close to live we
can make recorded music sound.

SOU NDBY

1/

10'

DIMENSION PLAIN,
HIGH-END AUDIO GOES

New York, New York 10003

free copy of the recent
Magazine!

High-end Audio Done Right.
18 East 16th Street

PUBLIC. Write for your
article featured in New York

-U" SINGER

T:

(212) 924-8600
A C/v.son of Sound by Snger Ltd
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-oving is generally atraumatic experience, though I've done enough of

it over the years to become more or
less numb to the experience. Moving to Southern California produces aunique combination

of excitement and horror. Since this is the third

Zsa Zsa —not necessarily in that order. And the
Audio section of the Sunday Los Angeles Times
is now apale reflection of its former self.
Isuspect that only denizens of other California cities, New York, and perhaps Alaska and
Hawaii would fail to be shocked by housing

time I've moved to this area, both reactions
were muted by adegree of familiarity. Some

prices in Los Angeles. With a remarkable

things change, some remain the same. Freeway

condominium Iwas barely able to afford in

traffic now seems to be moving abit slower —
there's talk of converting the LA River basins

1979 and moved out of in 1982. 1

degree of foresight, Ikept, and rented out, the

into freeways (don't ask, but it makes more

As Iwrite this, I'm still in the process of setting up my new (old?) listening room. It was,

sense than it seems when you realize that the
LA River is only ariver about three days ayear).

The vital statistics are shown in the diagram.

The big news items last summer were, in typical
El Lay fashion, auto insurance, guns, gangs, and
100

as Irecall, asatisfactory listening environment.
New wall-to-wall carpeting covers the floor—a
fairly dense, closed-loop Berber pile on top of
Stereophile, June 1990

artificial jute padding. The room is moderately

of the equation can be dismissed as aprojec-

live; experimentation with sound treatment is

tion-TV salesman).
Other problems with my new listening
environment? Only one big one—a problem

planned. Vertical blinds cover the windows and
sliding glass door. The room is actually slightly
larger than my last listening room 2 except in

shared, I'm certain, by many readers: neigh-

height—the high, sloped ceiling of the earlier

bors. We're talking, after all, about a con-

room is now replaced by afiat, 9' ceiling. The
large, pass-through opening to the kitchen,

dominium, in contrast to my prior abode—a
detached house Inever got complaints the last

combined with the opening to an adjoining
hallway, should significantly reduce the room

time Ilived here, but Inow have different
neighbors—who knows what may happen? I

modes otherwise resulting from the 25' pri-

have no problems to the sides, but do have peo-

mary length of the room. The room's 18'+

ple above me. Fortunately, I'm on the ground
floor on aconcrete slab, so floor-borne vibra-

width should make it possible to move the primary listening position away from the rear

tions will be nil. But late-night listening ses-

wall—the source of my main dissatisfaction
with my previous listening space. When funds

sions are out, and Saint Saëns's "Organ Symphony" will not be a common reference

permit, Iintend to replace the large, heavy
couch that provides the primary seating with

good article on solving such problems.

recording in the future. We need, perhaps, a

something more easily moved about—to provide for reorienting the listening axis when

Potpourri

desired without risking aslipped disk.

Reviewers occasionally come up with the odd

Though my new residence is only about
two-thirds the size of my prior one (despite the
slightly larger listening room), Inow have an
alternate "listening" area. This small, 12' by
13.5' by 8' space will be primarily dedicated
for use as avideo room, but may see alternate

item or two that just can't be squeezed into a
review, but which might be of use to areader,
sort of an audio Hints by Heloise. You're probably aware that the best way to check your
antiskating adjustment is by using agrooveless
disc. That is not strictly true. See sidebar.

service in evaluation of small loudspeakers and

About five years ago Ipurchased the sound-

other suitable items. BS and JGH are not the

track album from Star 7kek Ill (Capitol SKBK

only members of the staff interested in the marriage of audio and video. My present video

disc contained a totally dispensable pop

equipment—built around a25" Sony Profeel

12360). It was atwo-disc album. The second

monitor (a larger video monitor is on my wish-

arrangement of the main theme on side one;
its second side was completely blank, from the

list) and an older Pioneer Laser Videodisc

outside bead to the label area. Perfect for anti-

player—was never properly set up in my previ-

skating adjustments. Unfortunately, the rapid

ous home. Irefused to let it interfere with the

disappearance of LPs from many record stores

primary audio setup—but Ihope to remedy

may make this hard to find—a recent check of

this now that Ihave adedicated area for it. The
audio portion of this setup will likely be amod-

my local Tower records failed to turn up acopy.

est one, more oriented to the spatial and lyri-

Capitol may have come to their senses on the

cal qualities of the best soundtracks than to
sheer volume. Ihave less need for the gutwrenching dynamics of the best audio-video
setups now that 1have ready access to the best
first-run movie theaters in the world. If anyone
tells you that it is now possible to duplicate the
best theater sound in the home, that person is
badly misinformed. 3(Anyone who makes the
same statement with respect to the video side
IActually, the home sales market was very flat in the 1982
recession. Also Iwas moving to Germany for two ran in 1982
and planned to move back to California in 1984. It didn't work
out quite according to schedule.
2See "A Matter of lkste," Von() No.3, p.182.
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If you do locate one, be sure it's atwo-disc set;

3 The best home equipment is, by all accounts, decidedly
superior to the best pro gear in reproducing the nuances of
high end it-prtxfuction. But these nuances are relatively uncrplored in film soundtracks. No home system can yet duplicate
the full impact ola properly produced, top-quality 7firnm sixtrack print shown in atheater with first -fate, properly set -up
and adjusted equipment. Such theaters are, unfortunately, rare
outside of three or four major metropolitan arras. There are
more of them in Las Angeles than anywhere else on the planet;
if you pass through LA on vacation or business. Irecommend
the Mann National in Westwood (THX system; see Tomlinson
Holman's excellent article on THX in the Scpa.iiiisi 1989 issue
of Audio) or the Chen= Dome in Hollywood. The latter has,
to my knowledge, the largest screen in town, that of the IMAX
theater at the Museum of Science and Industry excepted, and
the best sound system, though it's flot THX. (The dialog and
sound effects at the Dome don't bite or glare at you in the midrange when they get loud—a common flaw with many theater setups). All of this said, the best home setups arc miles
ahead of your typical shoebox multiplex theater experience.
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•
Swiss Report:
"Inexpensive High End Treasures"
Parasound P/FET-900

"We had to measure TIM twice because initially
we didn't trust the unbelievably low value of 0.0004%.
Exact checks revealed this astonishing value was correct."
Parasound HCA-8001I

"We found amaximum output of 2x 184 watts at
2ohms. This power amp is totally suited to drive even
very difficult speakers with low and complex impedances."

"The sound reproduction is incredibly
spacious, pleasantly rounded, yet precise.
Mids and high are faultless."
"A pre-power amp combination which

should cost twice as much."

Parasound
800 822-8802; in CA 415 397-7100
950 Battery Street, San Francisco, CA 94111

These raves from
High End Hifi Video Test
Switzerland October, 1989
We welcome your inquiry.

musical worth of the drivel on side three and

holes in your carpet's backing. Or your house-

gone to a standard issue. The soundtrack

mate may be abit uncooperative (punching

itself, by the way, is above average in musical

holes in the carpet is not high on the WAF
scale). I've heard it suggested that screws (or

interest, though it's hardly aclassic of the
genre—James Horner in one of his better John

bolts, if your loudspeakers or stands have

Williams moods; on ascale of one to ten, a

threaded inserts for spikes) can be used—the

seven. The recording quality is better than passable but also far from audiophile caliber—give

screw heads penetrate the carpet pile without

it asix. Let's just say that you get ablank disc

snag some types of carpet (carpet with an

for five bucks and an interesting, moderately
well-recorded soundtrack album thrown in for

uncut loop pile) if the speaker is slid across the

another five.

tion: Thick screw eyes (or eye bolts for those

penetrating the backing. But screw heads will

floor even afew inches. Ihave abetter sugges-

Mankind has been looking for apractical

threaded inserts). Just make sure they're large

replacement for the loudspeaker spike for years
now. Well, OK, let's not put quite such acos-

enough to support the desired weight —#6 or
#8 screw eyes should be sufficient for most

mic spin on it. But the standard spike does have

applications. Igot abit infatuated with my own

one disadvantage—it punches holes in your

discovery. Having just sunk several Sk on new

carpet. For most people that's unlikely to be

carpeting, Ideveloped abad case of "new car"

aproblem. If you only move your speakers

syndrome. You know what heavy furniture

around acouple of times ayear it's not amatter

does to carpets? Remember that screw eyes slip

for concern. But suppose you're experiment-

through the pile without mashing it down? Get

ing to find the best location for your loudspeakers. Or perhaps your domestic situation

every piece of heavy furniture in sight—book-

the picture? That's right, Iput screw eyes under

requires that you move your speakers back

shelves, equipment and record cabinets, over-

against the wall when they're not in use. You

stuffed furniture—you name it. Ican now rear-

might be reluctant to punch hundreds of little

range the heavy seating in the listening room

Correct Anti -Skate Setting
Setting the anti-skating correctly is amore
complex process than it might at first ap-

component from pivoted arms, and the fact
that ablank disc will have some friction

pear. The simplest alternative is to use your
tonearm's calibrated anti-skating control,
if your arm provides such an option. Most

against astylus (though definitely less than

such controls are miscalibrated, however,

skating. It will not indicate avery low skat-

usually indicating too low asetting. Cer-

ing force. Using such adisc with the SME
V tone-arm, for example, on aflat, level

tainly better than nothing, but not optimum. Using test instruments to equalize the
distortion in both channels is fine, but not
an option for most audiophiles. Only one

amodulated groove), ablank disc is, Ifeel,
areasonable alternative for setting the anti-

platter, with no anti-skating, the arm slides
across the disc toward the center spindle so

test record that Iknow of provides aspe-

rapidly that you'll find yourself grabbing for
the cueing lever to keep the stylus from

cific means of setting anti-skating by ear—

smashing into, and possibly jumping

the iblarc Omnidisc Absent that, Istill find

beyond, the leadout groove. Amaximum

afiat, level, blank (grooveless) disc to be the

setting (3) on the SME's anti-skating guage

best method for the typical user.'
it is not true that the force of stylusgroove friction is the only (or even the primary) cause of the skating force. Equally
important is the geometry of the tonearm.
(Straight-line-tracking tonearms have stylus-groove friction also, and thus a"skat-

is required (with the Krell KC-100 pickup
tracking at just under 2grams) to (barely)
balance out the skating force, using the
same, blank disc. If the additional friction
of a modulated groove were added, a
slightly higher force might be required—a

ing force," but this has no component

force which is not possible with the SME
arm.

toward the center spindle, thus requires no
compensation.) Because of the geometrical

11pm-fie to set antiskate by adjusting for equal mistracting
in both channels on ahigh-level midband tone. —JA
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The Studio 1speaker is an unprecedented addition to the range of
TDL transmission-line speakers, easily accommodated within the domestic
environment. The TDL Studio 1is asmaller, more affordable speaker that
occupies no more floor space than aconventional speaker placed on astand;
yet its bass performance extends through the bottom octaves with the ease and
authority for which the transmission-line is renowned. Similarly, the treble
employs the same metal dome tweeter technology as in the professional
TDL Reference Standard transmission-line speaker. Providing an aural illusion
of afar larger sound source, the TDL Studio 1places within reach,
an authentic transmission-line speaker.

TDL

ELECTRONK

transmission line speakers

Transducer Developments Limited
652 Glenbrook Road Stamford Connecticut CT 06906 USA

Tel: (203) 324 7269

Fax: (203) 324 7027

TC Electronics 87-A Brunswick Blvd. Dollard Des Ormeaux Quebec H9B 2J5 Canada
Tel (514) 683 7161 Telex: 05-822847 Fax: (514) 683 9951

without putting fumidents all over the place. 4

have the potential for awhole new sensory

Paranoid? Perhaps. Idon't, at present, have to

experience. My only previous exposure to
quality binaural reproduction was by way of
The Sound Space CD Dummy Head Recording, made in West Germany and available from

answer to anyone else for combat damage to
anew rug. But if you do, tell your housemate
that you have adynamite idea made possible
by high-end audio R&D. If that doesn't generate the right reaction ("at last, apractical, inexpensive idea from the hi-fi money pit"), try
mentioning that you read it in Stereophile.

A book review (sort of)
Ifeel abit reluctant to recommend abook that
Ihaven't had the opportunity to read yet, but
Iwould at least like to bring The Master Handbook of Acoustics—Second Edition (1989) by
F. Alton Everest to your attention (Tab Books,
$18.85, Trade paperback). And thanks to Bob
Harley for bringing it to mine.
In arecent telephone discussion, Ibrought
up my pending acoustic experimentation with
my new listening room, and mentioned the
diffusors marketed by RPG Diffusor Systems,
Inc. He mentioned that there was agood discussion of these systems in Everest's book
Acoustic Techniques for Home and Studio. In

Stax. It was striking when heard over topquality phones (I used Stax Lambda Pros).
Ihave recently discovered another example
of the binaural art, one that more dearly demonstrates the dramatic possibilities of the medium.
It actually predates the West German CD by
three years, having been recorded in 1984, but
has received no attention in audiophile circles.
And no wonder. It's published as abook-ontape, on cassette no less, and is found in bookstores, not record stores. Irefer to afully dramatized version (not areading) of Stephen King's
novella The Mist (Simon and Schuster Audioworks 62138-6 995). It's astriking recording,
as heard on my old Nalcamichi 582 cassette
deck with the Stax headphones. The sense of
depth and space is startling; the ambient feel
of the "environment," combined with the
sense of movement and positioning of the dialog and highly effective sound effects, makes

my search for the book, Ifound that the discus-

for amemorable experience. The musical score

sion was actually in Everest's Master Hand-

is the only weak point, merely electronic punc-

book. The resourceful reader could even build

tuation, but it doesn't detract. The quality of

his or her own diffusors from acareful reading
of the text, though it would be atedious pro-

the (Dolby-B encoded) recording is excellent,

ject. But there is agreat deal more of interest

dence of overloading, dynamic squash, decapi-

in the book, written in abreezy, easy-to-follow

tated high end, or any of the other flaws common to the prerecorded cassette medium.

style—just technical enough to keep from boring the rocket scientist or losing the less mathematically inclined.

The Mist

with only the slightest tape hiss and no evi-

Someone evidently forgot to tell Simon and
Schuster that cassettes aren't supposed to
sound this good. You won't be surprised to
hear that the sonic result was less impressive

We live in an intensely visual society. That's not
surprising. It's also responsible for the video

on more modest equipment (even over aWalk-

explosion. But suppose television had never

the experience was nowhere near as riveting).

been invented. Audio entertainment in the
home, in addition to its musical applications,

But it's afascinating experience, nonetheless,
unless you're completely turned off by Stephen

might well have evolved into amedium for
presenting drama—early radio programming

King's brand of suspense. Listen in adarkened
room for the maximum impact. If you can't

brought up to date. Stereo, of course, could add
immensely to the dramatic impact. But combine this with the largely untapped potential

copy at B. Dalton), you can get it directly from

of binaural sound (which is recorded with
microphones embedded in adummy head and
must be listened to over headphones) and you
4 Do Isee a light going on over some enterprising audio
entrepreneur's head? "Special audiophile-grade eye hooks!
Put them under your listening chair and improve the sound!
Package of four for $99.95!"
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man, some of the spatial effect survived, but

find this in your local bookstore (I bought my
Simon and Schuster ($9.95 +$2.95 P&H, (800)
678-2677).

my knowledge, this is their only

title recorded by this method, but if you like
what you hear, write them and encourage them
to do more. Their marketing department has
completely missed the boat in targeting this
tape to the books-on-tape community and
ignoring the audiophile market.
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Advertisement

"The M-200 power amplifier is a
smashing success by any standard,
and an absolute steal at the price."
Kent Bransford
Hi-Fi Heretic, Autumn 1989

Highlights of the review:
Over the years, B & K Components, Ltd.
has become one of America's leading manufacturers of affordable, high-quality audio
electronics. B & K has done an admirable
job of providing musical, reliable preamplifiers and power amplifiers within the budget of virtually any music lover.

"I was floored by the
M-200's sense of pace
and drive."

atop the power supply caps. A plastic panel
bearing asilkscreened schematic of the
amp covers this board. As with B & K's
other power amps, the M-200 utilizes
MOSFET output transistors. In keeping
with the M-200's beefy design, no less
than twenty of these devices are fastened to
the amp's external heatsink. Quality (Corning or Dale) I% metal film resistors and
premium film caps are used throughout the
active circuitry. A gold-plated premium input jack is included, with gold-plated fiveway binding posts handling speaker cable
connection.
A good power amplifier will let you appreciate the rhythmic drive of Tommy
Shannon's bass guitar, but it takes an outstanding amp to make the pitch of the instrument clear. The M-200 is such an amp.

Impressed as 1am by the MC-101, Ifind
the Sonata M-200 monoblock power amplifiers on test here even more remarkable.
The M-200 is John Beyer's effort to build a
power amp that can drive virtually any
loudspeaker load in existence. Rated at 200
watts into 8ohms and 400 watts into 4
ohms, the M-200 can drive loads as low as
.75 ohms and still pump out its rated 200
watts! Rated peak current output of the
M-200 is an incredible 150 amperes. This
might come in handy should you need to
jump-start your Peterbilt on afrosty mornAll too often extremely powerful amps
ing.
Internal construction is most impressive,
excel on bombastic symphony works, but
with amassive, shielded toroidal transform- fall down when it comes to conveying the

"I was bowled over by
its combination of
smoothness
(a B & K hallmark)
and detail."

er centrally sited within the steel chassis.
Four filter capacitors, each roughly the size
of the oil filter on my Honda, combine to
offer nearly 70,000 mfd of storage capacitance. The input and driver circuits are carried on asingle glassfibre board that sits

subtlety and nuance of "smaller" music.
The M-200 proved to be aglorious exception. Yes, the massed brass and great
whomping bass drum shots in "Uranus, the
Magician" were appropriately startling, but
equally satisfying were the quiet flute and

Advertisement
violin passages that weave through this performance. Delicate instrumental shadings
and nuances that are so important in communicating the emotion of the music were
never glossed over or homogenized. The
M-200 had that essential ability to draw me
further and further into the music, rather
than hurling it in my face. Equally impressive was the M-200's soundstage width and
depth, as the size and power of the orchestra were communicated to great effect.
The M-200 was superb in its
capacity to capture the (real
and artificial) reverb on this
track [Iggy Pop's New Values],
helping to convincingly communicate the mood and tension
of the composition. Pop's vocals were rich and resonant,
while the synthesizer lacked
the slightly harsh, piercing
character imparted it by lesserquality amps.
Obviously, Iwas extremely
impressed by the B & K
M-200. While offering the tonal naturalness that characterizes all B & K products, the M200 goes far beyond previous B & K amps
in its outstanding bass quickness and definition, as well as its excellent retrieval of
low-level detail and recording acoustic.
There is afundamental quickness and alacrity to the M-200 that makes music more
immediate, more compelling.
John Beyer tells me one of his competitors pays three times as much as B & K
for the same Noble volume pot. These additional costs are passed on to the consumer
in the form of higher retail prices. Of
course, those small-volume manufacturers
committed to meeting aspecific price point
may have to employ inferior-quality parts
to stay within budget: their inability to
make large parts purchases means they may
actually pay more for parts inferior to those
used by high-volume manufacturers like B

ment. B & K's profit per unit may be modest compared to that of the typical "High
End" component, but the company has
achieved unit sales (and consequent profits) that are quite astounding for aspecialist manufacturer. Equally impressive is the
fact that Beyer hasn't compromised his
products' integrity to achieve commercial
success.

The above is aroundabout way of explaining the significance of B & K's new
Sonata series. Beyer has now committed
B & K's manufacturing efficiency and
economies of scale to producing audio
components that challenge the best "High
End" marques.
Reprinted by permission of Hi-Fi Heretic. Annual
(four issue) subscriptions are $15 ($18 outside
U.S.). available from: HI-FI Heretic. P.O. Box
2019, Yorba Linda, CA 92686.
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
THIEL CS5 "COHERENT SOURCE"
LOUDSPEAKER
John Atkinson & Larry Archibald
Floor-standing, five-way, six-drive-unit, "Coherent Source," moving-coil loudspeaker. Drive-units:
two 8" Keylar-cone subwoofers, 8" Kevlar-cone woofer, 5" Kevlar/foam-cone lower-midrange
unit, 2" metal-dome upper midrange unit, 1" metal-dome tweeter. Crossover frequencies: 50Hz,
400Hz, 1kHz, 3kHz. Crossover slopes: first-order, 6dB/octave. Frequency response: 23Hz20kHz +1dB. Phase response: minimum +5°. Sensitivity: 87dB/2.83V/1m (equivalent to around
82dB/W/m, given the low impedance). Impedance: 3ohms (2 ohms minimum). Recommended
power: 100-400W. Dimensions: 64" H by 13" W by 17" D. Weight: 180 lbs each. Price: $9200/pair.
Approximate number of dealers: 40. Manufacturer: Thiel, 1042 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington,
KY 40511. Tel: (606) 254-9427.

John Atkinson opens

music—and you have to take on extra secretar-

I've said it before and I'll say it again: awould-

ial staff to cope with the demand for plans.

be loudspeaker designer shouldn't even start
to think about the possibility of maybe design-

regard for that soft-spoken Southern gentle-

ing afull-range, multi-way loudspeaker until

man Jim Thiel. It was more years ago than Icare

Ithink this is why I've always had ahigh

he (and they do all appear to be men) has cut

to remember since Ifirst sipped some of his

his teeth on asmall two-way design. There is
still as much art as science in designing asuc-

special whisky (the kind the people in Ken-

cessful loudspeaker, even with all the computer-aided this and Thiele-and-Small that,

his loudspeakers at aChicago CES. Iwas im-

tucky keep for themselves) and heard one of
pressed, however, that all his designs seem to

that even atwo-way design requires adesigner

have had their emphasis placed on extracting

either to be possessed of amonster talent or of
the willingness to undergo months, even years,

the maximum performance from asmall number of ingredients rather than trying to bully

of tedious and repetitive work—or of both. For

problems out of existence by adding complex-

awould-be speaker engineer to start his career
with awide dynamic-range, multi-way design,

ity or to disguise them by featuring large amounts

intended to cover the entire musical spectrum

the "Gee, look at all those drivers!" syndrome

of perceived value. (There isn't even ahint of

from infra-bass to ultra-treble, seems to me to

with aThiel loudspeaker.) He also seemed

be aperfect case of an admittedly well-inten-

determined not to attempt to run before he had

tioned fool rushing in where any sufficiently

duly learned the rules and skills of walking, the

self-critical angel would fear to tread.

result being a small but high-performance

Which stops no one! Consumer Electronics

product line for the company that he runs with

Shows are noteworthy for the large number of
large, complex, multi-drive-unit first fruits

Kathy Gornik and his woodworker brother
Tom.

from would-be high-end loudspeaker designers. And when Iwas Editor of the UK's Hi Fi News & Record Review, amagazine that

working on a"flagship" design was extremely
stimulating, therefore. This would be one to

regularly featured DIY loudspeaker designs, I

watch for. And, indeed, when Ifirst heard the

noticed that these designs' popularity among
readers was in direct proportion to their com-

at Stereophile's 1989 San Mateo show, aspeaker

plexity, not their sound quality. Publish ade-

that embodied every little thing Jim had ever

The news in late '88 that Jim was finally

prototype CS5 in the Audio Excellence room

sign for an excellent, musical-sounding two-

learned and understood about loudspeaker

way minimonitor and only afew readers take

design, it is no exaggeration to say that Ifelt I

notice; but publish adesign for afour-way

was in the presence of potential greatness. Iwas

transmission line the size of an armoire that

understandably impatient to get apair into my

sounds like nothing on Earth—especially

own listening room.
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As large (and heavy) as the CS5s seem when
you are unpacking them from their shipping
crate, they take up asurprisingly small area in
the listening room. Indeed, for such alarge
speaker, they are along way from visually
dominating the listening room. One reason for
this is their slim profile; another is the glossy
black, gently curved, sloped-back baffle, cast
from synthetic marble and said to be five times
as stiff as aconventional fiberboard baffle. At
the base of this marble casting are aligned three
8" woofers, their ICevlar cones painted black.
Closer inspection reveals that the top and bot
tom differ from the middle by having pads of
some rubber-like material applied to their
cones, presumably to roll off their upper-range
response rather earlier than would otherwise
be the case. The central woofer is actually
loaded by asub-enclosure separate from that
for the two subwoofer units and is intended to
cover adifferent range: the two subwoofers
handle just one low-bass octave and start to roll
out by 50Hz; the middle woofer starts its highpass rollout above 50Hz and covers the two
octaves to 400Hz. The result is alow-frequency
drive-unit that can be "fast" enough to reproduce much of music's fundamental tones with
out coloration, yet has sufficient support in the
low bass to convey all of music's weight
Presumably because the mass added to the sub
woofer cones lowers their efficiency,' the CS5's
impedance is arranged to drop to 2ohms in the
low bass so that more current can be sucked
from the driving amplifier to compensate ac
cordingly.
The middle woofer crosses over at 400Hz to
a5" Kevlar-coned unit, this time with the cone
left virgin yellow—any coating at all apparently
degrades this unit's performance. A mere
octave and a half higher, at 'kHz, this unit
hands over to asecond midrange unit, this a2"
convex aluminum-dome type from MB that
uses a wide roll-surround to increase its
dynamic range The final drive-unit carries the
acoustic load from 3kHz to above 20kHz, this
an aluminum-dome unit custom-made for
Thiel by VIFA. (Its shallow-flared magnesium
faceplate features the miel name badge.) All the
CS5 cone drivers use copper rings around
either the center pole or the inside of the mag1Drive-unit efficiency is inversely proportional to the square
of the sum of the cone and voice-coil mass and the air-load
mass. Thus, doubling the cone mass in effect lowers the efficiency to one quarter of what it was before.
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Jim Thiel with the CS5's heroic crossover
net to reduce distortion due to the modulation

achieve perfect phase coherence, no time

of the magnetic drive field by the field gener-

smear, uniform frequency response, and uniform power response" Which is perfectly true.

ated by the voice-coil. In addition, the pole
pieces are shaped to minimize any change in
frequency response as the coil moves within
the magnet gap.
Why so many drive-units? The answer lies
in Thiel's registered "Coherent Source" trademark. The only crossover filter slope that

However, the drive-units for use in such asystem must be heroic indeed, as they must be
well-behaved well above and below their passbands if audible colorations are not to be the
result. They must also feature high power handling because of the lack of protection.

allows natural, in-phase integration of the out-

The CS5 crossover is itself also heroic, as can

puts of two drive-units adjacent in passband

be seen from the photograph'. Constructed on

is the first-order type. This kind of filter, how-

asingle hard-wired board, it incorporates 87

ever, only offers ameager 6dB/octave rolloff

elements realized with 114 components.

of out-of-band signals, which means that, even
two octaves away from its passband, adriver's

Only—only-55 elements are directly related

output has only been reduced to astill audible

tions, the rest being used to fine-tune the sys-

quarter of what it was before Such crossovers
therefore result in considerable overlap be-

for example, are electrically "moved back-

tween drive-units, which can lead to severe
lobing or directional problems, and as they are

tively, to bring their acoustic centers into the

not effective in suppressing out-of-band signals, they do very little in protecting atweeter,
say, from life-threatening low-frequency garbage
"Yes, but ..." Ican hear Jim Thiel arguing, 2
"a first-order system is the only type that can
Stereophile, June 1990

to the first-order high- and low-pass filter functem's time response. The two midrange units,
ward," by the equivalents of )4" and %" respeccorrect alignment. All coils apart from one are
air-cored, and the capacitors are polypropy2Quoted from the White Paper "itchnical Information Thiel
CS5 Coherent Source Loudspeaker," available from Thiel at
the address given in the specification heading.
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lene and pure polystyrene types, the latter
custom-made with tinfoil plates and copper
lead-out wires. The internal wiring is apolypropylene-insulated solid-core type.

In addition, Icouldn't rid the sound of a
slight chestiness, afeeling of congestion in the
upper bass. What was happening, Ican now
conjecture with 20/20 hindsight, is that with

It might be expected that aloudspeaker at

its relatively lightweight construction and large

this price level would be supplied ready for

windowed area, my listening room acts as
though it is much larger to low- to midbass fre-

biwiring or bi-amplification. Not so, however,
the CS5 featuring just the one pair of five-way
binding posts on its base. The reason why is

quencies, the result being that extreme LF per-

ments convinced us that the speaker would

formance is over-damped when compared, for
example, with aroom that is of solid brick construction. As aresult, speakers that have true

sound better with one better amp than two

20Hz extension and are even slightly too full

lesser amps. ..
Secondly, if the speaker had
been made bi-ampable, the connecting straps

in the lower midrange can easily sound unbalanced in exactly the manner Inoted with the

required for normal, single-amp operation
would result in degraded sound in single amp

CS5s. (I became convinced of this hypothesis
thanks to Paul Hales of Hales Audio, whose

operation. Thirdly, the amount of sonic im-

excellent full-range, two-way speakers also
suffered from the same problem in my room.)
But persist Idid in trying to get the CS5 to

explained in the Thiel "White Paper": "Experi-

provement that can be attained by using two
of the very best amplifiers instead of one is a
very poor cost/performance value. For the
additional...say $10,000, much more improvement could be had by spending this money on
the speaker. ..
mucb better results can be obtained by using two pairs of CS5s, the second
pair placed directly behind the first, pointing
backward ...
Fourthly, providing bi-amp, bi-

sing in the bass and lower midrange, because
Iwas experiencing some quite astonishing
things, particularly in the area of imaging and
soundstaging. On my own recordings, Iwas
hearing—no, seeing—things that other speaker systems had only hinted at. As described in

wire capability would also make possible the

the March issue's "As We See It" column, the
CS5s enabled me to perceive images, when

improper use of external crossover systems,
which would drastically degrade the perfor-

appropriate, well to the sides of the speaker
positions. During the sessions for the next Ste-

mance of the speaker and make Jim Thiel sick."
Setting up the CS5s is atwo-person event,

reopbile LP (of Canadian pianist Robert Silver-

the speakers being awkward to move easily,
particularly once their carpet-piercing spikes
have been fitted. (Hex-head bolts are also
provided for those who do not want to dam-

man turning in atruly man-sized performance
of the Brahms F- minor piano sonata) Ihad
recorded Larry Archibald "mapping" the
soundstage by talking and clapping as he

age their wooden floors.) My 21' by 16' listening

walked from one side of the church to the other
and from the rear to the microphone position.

room is of wood-frame construction, with a
tile-on-concrete floor (covered with athick

With ICavi Alexander's Bhunlein microphone
configuration we were using, when Larry was

carpet), and has 9' ceilings. The walls are slightly

well off to the sides, the out-of-phase signals

unparallel —all walls in Santa Fe are "slightly
unparallel" —and there is a7' by 6' alcove

he produced in the two microphone capsules
should result in an image that was to the out-

adjoining one of the long walls. This wall is also

side of the speaker position. Listening to this

heavily windowed (it is normally covered with

recording via my usual Celestion SL700s, as

blinds), so that the only way to obtain asymmetrical environment for the loudspeakers is

Larry walked across to the side, he could be

to position them along the other long wall,

heard to move along aU-shaped path; ie, as his
image reached the speaker positions, it then

which is faced with books and LPs. With the

moved back behind them rather than continu-

CS5s, this meant that the maximum distance

ing to their sides. Via the CS5s, however, his

Icould sit from the speakers with them placed

image mapped out awide, lateral path well to
the sides of the speakers, as predicted by

away from the rear wall was just 8', which is
Thiel's minimum recommendation. Even

theory.
This palpability, solidity, of imaging applied

then, Ifound that slight speaker movements
resulted in adrastically different low-bass/

to every record Icould throw at the speakers.

upper-bass balance.

The only speakers Ihave found to even come
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near the CS5s' accuracy in image placement

Larry Archibald relieves

are the Quad ESL-63s. The Steinway on my

It's both an honor and afascination to review

own recording of Chopin's Op.31 Scherzo on

the best work someone's ever done, no matter
what the field. This is all the more true when

the Stereophile Test CD was, well, just there,
hanging between and behind the CS5s with a

that person has spent over four years in the

feeling of vivid reality that Ihave not experienced since Ilistened to the mike feeds over

development of that work. Not only is the
result likely to be something special (especially

LS3/5as at the sessions. Isay the speaker "positions" carefully, for there was nothing within

when the designer really knows his stuff—and

that souncistage that would indicate the pres-

stuff), but the reviewer gains unusual knowl-

ence of physical objects at those positions. All

edge of just what matters most to the designer.

the listener hears is the stereo stage captured
by the recording engineer, wide or narrow,

regard. It is ademanding product, one that

no one would deny that Jim Thiel knows his

The Thiel CS5 is no disappointment in this

deep or shallow.
But Ijust couldn't get the speaker to sing in

requires the right room, alot of patience in

the bass.
Nor, ultimately, in the midrange and above,
despite an astonishing lack of any coloration.

and the utmost in associated equipment. As

terms of finding the speakers' ideal location,
with the Infinity IRS Beta, you will need the

My reference amplification and cables are the
Mark Levinson No.25/26 preamplifier and a

help of askilled and devoted dealer. When his
and your labors are finished, however, you'll
have an instrument that does quite afew things

pair of Na 20.5 power amplifiers, connected

better than any of its competitors.

with AudioQuest Lapis balanced interconnect

My first exposure to the CS5s came at Stereo-

and AudioQuest Clear speaker cables. With just

pbile's High End Hi -Fi Show in San Mateo in

about every high-quality moving-coil speaker

April '89; it was, in fact, their first exposure to

Ihave used in my current room, this setup gives

critical auditioning outside of Lexington, Ken-

the best balance between midrange bloom and

tucky. Iwas even able to audition them at the

bass control, between treble clarity and sound-

Show in two situations, one arranged by dealer

stage perspective. Yet with the CS5s driven by

db Audio of Berkeley, the other by Audio Excel-

this combination, everything seemed just too

lence of San Francisco. These auditions, using

damned polite too much of the time. Iwas

Rowland and Audio Research electronics, were

reminded of something the Audio Anarchist

most impressive, but not exactly revealing. A

had said in the August 1989 issue of Stereophile

good demonstration is, in fact, designed only

following his auditioning of the CS5s at the
1989 SCES: "The speakers sounded processed

to reveal aproduct's strong points and disguise

...
as if there were alot coming between the

the weak points. (Distorted, steely recordings
are one of the best kinds of test since they

signals and the drivers." Now negative first
impressions at shows aren't worth the paper

quickly highlight aproduct's exacerbative ten-

they usually aren't written on, in my experience. But this is exactly what Iwas hearing,

them at agood demonstration.)

even Bonnie Ftaitt's delicious Nick of Time

last summer's CES, where both Madrigal and

dencies in these areas, but you'll never hear
My next exposure came in two locations at

album sounding too restrained, too much

Thiel were using CS5s. The general consensus

Eisenhower-era, narrow-lapel cool and not

(see Vol.12 No.8) was that Madrigal's much bet-

enough 1990s baggy-shirt boogie.

ter room at the Nikko Hotel showed the

Changing cables to the Straight Wire Maestro

speakers off to great advantage, while Thiel's

equivalents recommended by Jim Thiel
brought back asignificant amount of life, but

own room at the McCormick Center Hotel,

Ibegan to realize that there was abasic incom-

entire side wall, considerably quieted audi-

patibility between the constraints of my room

tioner enthusiasm.
Finally, after much delay, apair was ready to

and the needs of the CS5s. To persist in the
review under these circumstances seemed
unwise, even irresponsible. Iphoned Larry
Archibald: "How'd you like to take over the CS5
review?" We haggled. Iagreed to loan him the
magic Stax DIA processor. The deed was done.
Stereophile, June 1990

unfortunately with windows occupying an

come to Santa Fe. We were all quite keyed up,
as both our other experience with Thiel products and the product's positive presentation in
public had prepared us for great things. Setting
up the speaker in JA's listening room, however,
115

didn't meet expectations. Not only was one of

sitive to overall geometry within the room, but

the midrange dome-drivers' voice-coil rubbing

not to excruciating exactness of individual

(kindly replaced by Jim Thiel, on hand to make

speaker placement—movements of a few

sure the speakers were, in fact, functioning

inches one way or the other didn't make huge

properly), but the general impression was one

differences, though Iwas superstitiously fastidi-

of restraint—excessive politeness, if you will.

ous in observing exact setup symmetry.

Nothing brought this home more than asterile,
emotionless presentation of Bonnie Raitt's Nick

Associated Equipment: Sources were, on

of Time, an album with alot of get up and go,

phono, the now-familiar SOTA Star Sapphire

if not admirable sonics. So disappointed was

with SME IV and AudioQuest 7000 running

Ithat Iimmediately went home and played

into the VTL Ultimate preamplifier. CD came

Bonnie on my Mirage M- Is to see if my mem-

from both the CAL Tempest II and the Stax

ory was failing me—at such an early age! For-

DAC-Xlt digital processor driven by aJVC XL-

tunately, though Bonnie wasn't as good on the

Z1010 player's digital output; this latter setup

Mirages as she had been live last summer in

delivers the most musical sound from CD I've

Santa Fe, she could still get the blood a-stirrin'.

ever heard. It's the first CD source that's made

At JA's house, the CS5s just didn't start up, on

me wish some of my LPs were on CD—though

Bonnie Raitt, or, in my experience, on anything

extended listening to even this setup revealed

else.
My first comment, then, would be to look
carefully into your heart to see if the room you
intend for these $9200,380-1b, flat-into-the-

greater intimacy from LP Still, Iwas impressed.
The CS5s are very evenhanded, showing no
strong preference for either LP or CD, though

20s speakers will support their need for breath-

the less detailed and less involving sound from
the CAL Tempest II CD player consistently lost

ing room. If not, take alisten to them well set

out to LP before Iswitched to the Stax/JVC.

up at adealer's (with some of your favorite
room measures 20' by 35' and has an 11W ceil-

The most disappointing CS5 news, after
you've had to give up on them because your
room is too small, is that you'll probably

ing, and in terms of setup Iwas stretching its

want/need to buy anew amplifier. Though the

limits to accommodate the CS5s, though I'm
sure they will work acceptably in smaller en-

CS5 doesn't discriminate against amplifiers the
way the IRS Beta does (if you remember from

vironments (16' by 24' sounds like apractical

my article in Vol.12 No.12, Ifound that only

music), then buy something else. My own

minimum). Mike care, though—this is aspeaker

VTL 300W and 500W amplifiers worked well

with almost-live music capabilities; you don't

on the upper sections of the Betas, other excel-

want to choke them down in the wrong room.

lent amplifiers being simply unpleasant), I

The Thiels also demanded nontypical setup

found several very good amplifiers wanting.
The best one Iheard was the Krell KSA-250

within my listening room. They ended up 9y
from the 20' back wall (farther away than us-

(their latest product—though by the time you

ual), 10' apart center-to-center (farther apart

read this there will be aKMA-600), followed

than any speakers have tolerated to date), about

not too far in second place by the older Krell
KSA-200. The newly arrived Threshold SA/12

5' from the side wall (closer than usual), and
9' from my listening chair (typical). Istarted

monos had plenty of overall power, but lacked

with them afew feet closer to the back wall and

the drive at the low end possessed in such

closer together, but the sound didn't quite lock

quantity by both Krells, and had arefined, neu-

in. The radically wide spacing gave stunningly

tral upper range that seemed to leave the Thiels

coherent imaging and soundstaging, well-

lacking in sparkle. Until now, my favorite over-

integrated mid- and low bass (which hadn't

all amplifier has been the Mark Levinson

quite made sense in their previous position),
and, to my surprise, never any problem with

No.20.5, but it simply didn't have the low-end

"hole in the middle." All other speakers I've
tried this far apart would deliver anomalous
center imaging on at least some recordings.
The setup in your room will certainly be different; don't be afraid to try something different
from what you're used ta Setup was quite sen116

punch necessary to bring the CS5 to life, and
its "forgiving" upper range seemed to leave the
speakers asleep.
The Manley 500s, which Iheld off hooking
up for along time, were, as nearly as Icould
determine, simply unable to deal with the CS5's
cruel 2ohm impedance at the low end.
Stereophile, June 1990

(David Manley, when told of my experience

Betas), but potentialities awaiting just the right

with the CS5s, informed me that the 5005

driving force for them to become actualized.

could be restrapped for 1- or 2-ohm operation,
still supplying their standard 500W, although
with one quarter the voltage swing, of course.

This is most true at the low end. The Thiels will
deliver awesome amounts of sound from the
midbass on up, and prodigious levels of low

Iquestion whether even this would suffice,

bass. (In case this distinction confuses you,

however; Ifelt that even the thousand or so

"awesome" is greater than "prodigious"; the
very low bass capabilities of the CS5 are one

watts available from the KSA-250 at 2ohms
could have been improved on with two of

of its limitations, though not one that ordinary

them! No doubt this will inspire David Manley
to design an even larger tube amplifier—the
man generates new designs with the speed that

program material reveals.) The mid- and upper

insects display in modifying their genes.)
My previous auditions of the Manley 500, on

which is still an amp that sounds great in other

speakers as diverse as the Mirage M-1 and the

bass of the CS5 can, however, sound furry, muffled, and abit thick with the wrong amp—
systems.
Iwill have to leave it to engineers to account

IRS Beta, had led me to think of it as the tube

for this low-end amplifier sensitivity. JA's mea-

equivalent of the Levinson 20.5—an amplifier

surements reveal the CS5 to be asimple load

that allows any speaker to give of its best. Not

from an impedance standpoint, but acruel one.

with the CS5; in addition to asomewhat over-'

My hypothesis is that the rubber "pads" that

full mid- and upper bass, the mid-treble of the
500 sounded unpleasantly hashy, almost like

are stuck to the cones of the two lowest-

amildly mistracking cartridge (the sound was
similar, however, on both LP and CD). Don't

frequency drivers, presumably to control
resonances, load down those drivers so that
they just require one helluva lot of current to

take it as acondemnation of this superb tube

make them work under complete control. In

amplifier, though; it just won't work into this
impedance strapped as it normally comes from

addition, nothing in the crossover rolls off the
speaker at the low end, which leads not un-

the factory.

commonly to up-to-1" excursions of the
woofers as they try to reproduce the few hertz

Idon't quite know what to make of what
seems to be this pretty severe amplifier sensi-

of record warps.

tivity. Thiel certainly doesn't want to be known
as acompany whose products only work with

seems most related simply to tonal balance (and

Krells (as Apogee once was), vacuum tubes (as
Infinity still is with their IRS line), Thresholds
(the amp used in CS5 development), or Levinsons. In fact, prior to the CS5, Thiel was one
of those companies recommending their products for use with "any excellent amplifier." Nor
do Ibelieve that the product simply "ruthlessly" reveals that which precedes it in the
component chain. The amplifiers Itried and
found at least somewhat lacking are truly excellent products, ones which will find very happy

The upper-frequency sensitivity is one that
could, probably, be accommodated simply
with gentle use of an excellent equalizer). J.
Gordon Holt has always been one to point out
the mildly laid-back character of solid-state
amplifiers. As often as I've listened with him,
this character has never been particularly evident to me, swamped as it was by the muchmore-irregular sound of whatever speaker it
was we were listening to. As usual, JGH was
right—it just took aspeaker as fiat as the Thiel

homes in other systems.

for me to hear it. UGH is able to hear these kind
of mild tonal aberrations even through the col-

Nevertheless, your choice of amplifier can
determine whether the Thiels deliver adra-

orations of his favorite horn speakers!) Given
that the CS5s aren't bi-ampable—so you don't

matic, almost unexceptionable, reference-class

have the option of solid-state on the bottom

sound or one which keeps making you think

and tubes on the top—I have to recommend

that perhaps Jim Thiel should finish the last

this as aspeaker which needs solid-state amp-

20% of his work on the CS5 design—definitely

lification, but it should definitely be solid-state

a disappointing result with a 59200/pair
speaker! What seems to be happening here is

of the forward and lively character; in my expe-

the revelation of needs the CS5s have—not

rience, the Krells gave the best sound Iheard
from the speakers.

defects that need to be corrected or mollified
(as you might interpret is the case with the IRS
Stereophile, June 1990

Spectral Balance: Iforego the traditional
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review category of "The Sound" in favor of

speaker's amplifier sensitivity tells you that its

"Spectral Balance," "Dynamics," "Imaging and

tonal balance is perhaps flatter than that of

Soundstaging," and "Resolution" simply be-

some amplifiers (particularly into this load).

cause, longwindedly, Ihave something particular to say in each of these areas.

Iam, in fact, at aloss to come up with an
adjective to describe the CS5, other than "in-

It will come as no surprise, to those who

formative." Not only are the changes intro-

have followed Thiel products over the years,

duced by amplifiers substantial compared to

that flat frequency response was aparamount

the contribution of the speaker; the recording-

design desideratum for the CS5. Jim Thiel has

to-recording variations are mammoth. Thiel's

ever-more-resolutely pursued flat tonal bal-

CS5 Owner's Manual contains the following

ance, even when the flaws of systems (and of
the drivers he had available) led to criticism in

introduction to the speaker: "The CS5 is aprecision instrument designed to translate, as

the press and commercial limitation in the field.

accurately as possible, electronic information

Basically, asignificant group of critics and con-

into musical sound." Iwould say that Jim Thiel

sumers heard Thiels as "bright," which was

is justified in his presumption; the CS5 can

often inaccurate since it was the speakers'

most closely be characterized as alarge-scale

response in the range from 8kHz-201cHz which

musical viewing lens for hearing what you have
on record.
At the conclusion of such glowing praise I

was more extended than the competition—far
above the brightness region.
The CS5 is the first Thiel which, to my ears,

must insert some qualifications. The Thiel is

completely sidesteps these criticisms, while
retaining extraordinarily flat perceived and
measured frequency response. Just yesterday

as wide-range in frequency response as I've
had in my listening room, matching both the
IRS Beta and the Waveform in its ability to reach

Iwas discussing with JA the various sound-

down into the 20Hz region and up beyond the

stages available from the CS5, through different
speaker positioning (see discussion below), and

range of audibility (the Waveform is, actually,
slightly more extended at the bottom, but

commented that Icouldn't really hear any tonal
shifts while varying speaker angle up to 20°. No
wonder! The frequency responses between

below-20 is not aregion of great interest to
me). In spite of the fact that asubstantial part
of the CS5's cost is devoted to the range below

on-axis and 15° off-axis only vary significantly

100Hz, this area remains its weakest—though

(je, by more than IdB) above 16kHz (not a

to adegree that Imight not even make this criti-

region where my still-youthful ears hear a

cism were the upper frequencies less good.

thing).
Playing music, you will find the CS5s telling

Low frequencies are produced with great
power down to the midbass, but with less pre-

you new things about almost every record you

cise rendition of detail than is available from,

own in terms of the precise character of voices

say, the Sound-Lab A-3s that JGH so loves. Of

and instruments. This is adifficult characteristic

course, the CS5s go alot lower than the Sound-

to quantify, or even to describe. It would appear that, when every frequency is handled

Labs, and will play alot louder. Keep in mind,
though, that this is the region where amplifier

with precise evenhandedness (from an amplitude standpoint), their relationships lock to-

selection makes such adifference—the criticism Imake here would have been much more

gether to create amuch more realistic repro-

severe with some of the amplifiers Ihad on

duction.

hand. It's even possible that apair of bridged
Krell KSA-250s would remove some of the lack
of definition Iheard.

Equally important is the smoothness and
cleanness of this frequency response. Not only
are no regions unnecessarily emphasized, there

The other exception Inoted to the general

are almost no peaks or resonances to stand out.

euphoria concerns atendency for upper-range

You will note that I've so far disdained the stan-

notes in the range of female voice to "pop out,"

dard audiophile adjectives: warm, boomy,

particularly when sung loud. The same charac-

midrangey, bright, tipped-up, dark, lively,

teristic can be heard on orchestral crescendi,
particularly if the recording is abit bright. I'm

sweet, or dry. The CS5 is the first speaker I've
heard whose apparent frequency response

not complaining, Ithink, about hearing what's

approaches that of an amplifier, and, in fact, my

actually on the recording—the CS5s are capa-

discussion under associated equipment of the

ble of presenting other recorded aggravations
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with better evenhandedness. You hear the
problem, you note that it's aproblem, but this
doesn't distract your attention from the music

pended tremendous effort. One of the purposes of the CS5's total of six drivers per
speaker is to ensure that each driver covers a
limited enough range to be able to play very

This upper-midrange, volume-related problem
jumps out at you too much to ignore, but it

loud comfortably, even using 6dB/octave

only happens infrequently, requiring the right
combination of frequency and volume; the

slopes which inevitably stress drivers to the
max. The tweeter, for instance, is only 9dB or

best recording I've found for demonstrating

so down at IkHz, an area of great musical
energy; the midrange driver, whose lower

it is the Dorian Greensleeves CD, with Julianne
Baird (a favorite test disc of Dick Olsher's, and
reviewed in this issue). Iwould lay the responsibility for this problem at the feet of the metal-

crossover is at 400Hz, still produces quite abit
of the energy from bass guitar below 100Hz.
The result of this work is aspeaker whose

dome midrange unit, or perhaps at the midrange cone unit above its crossover point.

most notable characteristic is the ability to
move effortlessly from soft to medium loud,

Speaking of bad recordings, though, you will
be interested by how much information the

or medium loud to quite loud, an ability pro-

CS5 provides about the non-musical features

foundly lacking in most sound-reproduction
systems. You end up turning down the volume

that we take for granted in our hobby: tape hiss,

frequently, since you're used to more muted

record noise, tube noise, record pops and ticks,

musical peaks. The CS5 will also play very loud
(105dB, say), but without quite the same effortlessness. Iwould say the IRS Beta betters the

microphone colorations and distortions. All
these accompaniments are laid bare for your
examination, exactly as in front of alarge lens.
You will find that the character of tape hiss
varies from recording to recording, for instance;
I'm sure if you wanted to take the time you

CS5 in this area, though marginally. The WAMM
more significantly outdoes the CS5, and the IRS
Vcan play alot louder; these latter two speakers, however, are rare, immensely expensive,

could learn the character of different tape
recorders, discriminate between recordings,

and visually overwhelming.

and learn to pick out tape recorders according
to the sounds of their hisses.

er at very high volumes, which exacerbates the

There is atendency for the CS5s to get brightsame tendency in microphones, tape recorders,

Please also observe that the CS5 cannot be
characterized as sweet, or even, on its own, as

climaxes (or extra-loud cymbals on rock

musical—which may be why JGH, audition-

recordings) are sometimes not entirely com-

ing the CS5s in astrange environment and with
unfamiliar recordings, found them ultimately

fortable. I'm actually criticizing the CS5s indirectly because of one of their virtues. Their
tremendous cleanness, lack of distortion, and

underwhelming, despite his being impressed

vocalists, and ears, so that very loud orchestral

by their neutrality and the excellence of their
imaging. His preference is clearly for the Sound-

effortlessness at lower volume levels lead you

Lab A-3, aspeaker with awhole different menu

effect—you wouldn't want to do it on alesser
speaker.

of priorities and excellences (see JGH's reviews
of the A-3 in Vol.9 No.6 and Vol.11 Nos.6 & 11).
Ifound the CS5's lack of sweetness and tonal
character-of-their-own refreshing—I may be
the reviewer at Stereopbile most sympathetic
to their virtues. My recordings varied all over
the place: some were rivetingly dynamic,
others were musically compelling, some were
dry, others bright. All were enormously detailed; in most cases, the music captured my

to really crank up the volume for maximum

The CS5's dynamic capabilities are particularly evident in the mid- to upper bass. This is
an area where many products are both sluggish
and inherently limited; they won't play too
loud and they take their time getting even to
their limited output levels. Not so the Thiels.
They surprised me over and over again with
the dynamics available from ordinary recordings. On rock guitar, for instance, they're the

interest more than the recording and reproduc-

only speaker which has reminded me of what

tion artifacts, and in every case Icame away

good guitar amps can do live. Perhaps in areally

from the experience with more information
than Ihad before.

loud mix the Thiels would begin to limit (or
bottom out), but Icouldn't find their limits in

Dynamics: This is an area where Thiel ex-

my room at volume levels Icould stand. Iwas
sufficiently impressed that Iinsisted Stereo-
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pbile's Shipping and Receiving Engineer,
Danny Sandoval, take a listen to the CS5s.

say—the CS5s are imaging champs. No one

Danny is abass guitarist himself, and has found

who heard them failed to be enormously
impressed. Instrumental and vocal images are

every speaker Stereophile has reviewed to be

very sharply defined, both laterally and in

wimpy at the low end, even the IRS Betas; he's

front-to-back depth. Imaging position and

our toughest critic of low-end reproduction.

relationships varied dramatically from record

Danny really liked the Thiels; they had the
impact he was missing from other domestic

to record.

speakers.
One area of dynamic capability escapes the
CS5s: loud volume levels at very low frequencies (below 30Hz). Since my Waveform review
last November, I've insisted on hearing how

In terms of soundstaging, which differs from
imaging in that you're talking more about the
setting than the performers, the Thiels offer
precision and, again, lots of information. Some
of this you'll find troubling. Most of the

other speakers do on the Mussorgsky Pictures

speakers I've used in my current listening room
have been di- or bipole radiators: for every

at an Exhibition transcription for organ on

acoustic wave projected forward, an equiva-

Dorian CD (DOR-90117). Played soft, the CS5s

lent (either in-phase or out-of-phase depending on whether the speaker is dipole or bipole)

do fine; the very low pedal tones are reproduced clearly, and all musical lines are well
defined. At anything approaching realistic live

is projected to the back. This delayed rear wave

levels (100+dB), though, the low notes, which

soundstage (if you're lucky, only minimal

can have akind of massive solidity, get thick
and ill-defined, and the rest of the music suffers
as well. In truth, only the Waveforms repro-

character is imposed on tonal quality): in fact,

duced this disc realistically, but Ihear similar

Now, spaciousness is no bad thing—all acous-

problems from the CS5 very occasionally on
other extremely wide-ranging orchestral mate-

tic events have it, unless you're in an anechoic
chamber. And many recordings are made with
only alittle, which on good systems sounds

rial. More typical, at very low frequencies, was
its response to the drum drop on Reference
Recordings' Daps. (You know I'm going deep
into my record collection when Ilisten to
Dittos—this was my first audition in two years.)

inevitably imposes its own character on the

the raison d'être of bi- and dipoles is the pleasing nature of this speaker-created ambience.

unnatural. Bi- and dipoles tend to correct for
this problem; the penalty you pay is less realistic space, less fidelity, on those recordings
which correctly capture the original ambience.

Dies, overall, was reproduced with great real-

The CS5s suffer not from this problem. You

ism and sense of being there, with no dynamic

will hear avery detailed character to the am-

limitations on heavy drum passages, except for

bience on all your records, whether that's

the moment during "Gates of Dâfos" when

reverberant, dry, artificial, multi-miked, or
what have you. You will find lots of anomalies,

Mickey Hart knocks over "The Beast," producing ahuge low-frequency transient. In response

too—strange repositionings of the performers

to this, the CS5 woofers simply bottomed out,

in mid-song or mid-record, lopsided or trun-

which Jim Thiel assures me they can do all day

cated recording sites (presumably through odd

with no damage. In my opinion, this is no
defect, simply alimitation—one Ican put up
with when it happens every two years!

mike placement or pickup patterns), aper-

Ifeel some ambivalence comes through the

Ole Folks at Home). On good records, such as
Stereophile's Poem LP (he said modestly—but,

above discussion. In resolution, Iwill say simply this: from the midbass on up, and at levels

former singing in the left speaker and playing
his guitar in the right (this from Taj Mahal's De

really, the ambience is superbly picked up, even

below 102dB, the CS5s are dynamically superb,

if you don't like flute and piano music), the

and they will surprise you; Iwant them to do
better at lower frequencies and higher vol-

soundstage reproduction can be uncanny. The

umes, but Iunderstand why they can't. Iwill

stereo; the soundstage is in front of you, not

continue to yearn for the same excellence up

around you as in real life, but you observe that

to 108 or 110dB that they display so convinc-

soundstage through ahuge window—more

ingly below 102dB.

like agarage door!

Soundstaging and Imaging: What can I

the soundstage is frequently smaller than the

CS5s do not defeat the inherent limitations of

This is the first loudspeaker I've heard where
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angle subtended by the speakers. Normally, the

ences between speakers make it impossible to

soundstage stretches from speaker to speaker,

compare simply the presence or absence of

and sometimes outside With the CS5s, Iheard

phase coherency between different ones. 3
The kind of resolution offered by the Thiel

soundstages that were very narrow (usually on
mono records), about two-thirds the width
between the speakers, and, occasionally, wider
than my listening room (sounds would appear

CS5, however, argues the case of phase coherency so forcefully as to beg the question.
Not only is it very good; I've never heard anything like it before Never has any component

to come from beyond the side walls of the
room). Ican only interpret this much greater

introduced in any system I've had set up told

level of discrimination as increased accuracy;
in any case, Ifound it very interesting.

me so much Ididn't know about the recordings Iplay. This degree of added resolution

Some hints on obtaining this kind of perfor-

could be compared to that available going from

mance: Space the speakers as wide apart as you

the naked eye to amicroscope, or from an opti-

can, while still maintaining some distance from

cal microscope to an electron microscope This
may be aslight exaggeration, but Imean to say

the side walls; sit fairly close to the speakers to
minimize the percentage of sound coming
from side-wall reflections (though not closer
than 8'—that's the minimum distance at which

that the CS5 gives you detail about your recordings that no other device Iknow of can. You
hear into the sounds of instruments, and into

the drivers' radiation patterns integrate to a

the texture of voices, much more than you have

coherent wavefront); aim the speakers so their

before. You hear alarge number of sounds on

axes intersect about 30" behind your listening

records that you never heard before, little

position. Thiel recommends aiming the speak-

details that were there but covered from your

ers straight ahead, but in my experience this

attention by the obscuring effects of inaccurate

yields awider, shallower soundstage with less

speakers.

of the interesting record-to-record variation

It adds up to greater realism. Isay that the

described above (which makes sense: with

challenge is for those who maintain that phase

very flat off-axis radiation it helps to keep

coherency is of little importance to match the

the side walls out of the picture by aiming the

achievement in resolution ofJim Thiel—then

speakers away from them). As noted under

the debate will have two sides.

"Spectral Balance," the tonality of the speakers
varies remarkably little within reasonable

Music: Generally speaking, speakers are not

changes of horizontal axis. Of course, if you try

laboratory instruments; only reviewers and

what worked for me and don't like it, experiment!

ences between amplifiers or cables. And detail

I've heard speakers that provide more realis-

about your recordings is afine thing, but in fact

tic souncistages, but only under certain circum-

most people buy speakers to listen to music,

fanatics use them primarily for hearing differ-

stances. The WAMMs, for instance, will more

not to the medium that carries the music to

convincingly tell you that you're in alarge

them. If all the CS5s allow you to do is to evaluate the different colorations of different micro-

church, if that information is on the record.
The IRS Betas can also do the same thing, but

phones, or the differing character of tape hiss,

on occasion they will add that large soundstage

it is ahollow achievement.

to recording sites where it's inappropriate.
Resolution: Jim Thiel's "White Paper" on the
CS5 makes much of the importance of phase
coherency, and JA's measurements verify that
Jim has been unusually successful in satisfying
his design criteria in this respect. How important is phase coherency? No one's produced the
same speaker in both acoherent package and
anon-coherent one—in fact, it would probably turn out to be impossible to produce even
the same tonal balance in both coherent and
non-coherent forms—and the tonal differStereophile, June 1990

3Actually, apaper by Richard Greenfield and an old mate of
mine from HFN/RR days, Dr. Malcolm Hawksford, that was
presented at the 88th AES Convention in March (full report
next month), discussed this very test. Acomputer applied a
pair of digital amplitude-response correction filters in real time
to the signals being reproduced by apair of Celestion 51700
loudspeakers, resulting in speakers that were flat on-axis to
avery tight tolerance above their LF rolloff. Although the
speakers' phase responses were still not minimum-phasc. these
were equivalent to an appropriate amount of excess phase being
added at each frequency to aminimum-phase response Asecond pair of digital all-pass filters operating in real time could
therefore be designed to compensate for that excess phase.
Listeners compared the stereo sound of the flat -amplitude-andphase loudspeaker) with that produced by loudspeakers that
had the same flat amplitude response but that were non time-coherent Interestingly, the listening panel st.siikd to prefer the latter!

—

JA
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For some people, in fact, the Thiel CS5s will

John Atkinson measures

provide too much information. This can sound

Looking at the CS5's impedance (fig.1), it can

like acondescending remark—after all, what

be seen that the CS5 presents an amplifier with

self-respecting reader of this magazine doesn't

apretty severe load, dropping under 4ohms

want to know everything that's on his or her

in the lower midrange and below, as well as at

records?—but it's true: depending on your

2kHz. In fact, disregarding the slight phase lag

nature, and on the kinds of records you have,

in fig.] in this region, the speaker pretty much

you may be much happier with a speaker

approximates a2ohm resistor throughout the

which covers up faults or creates beauty where

bass, which means that the amplifier with

there was little.

which it is used must have ample—to say the

The noble hobby of high-fidelity sound

least—current capability if the sound is not to

reproduction, however, contains in its name

become anemic. In addition, if the preamp

the answer to the question—the higher the

doesn't have some sort of subsonic high-pass

faithfulness to the original, the greater the achieve-

filter on its phono input, record warps could

ment. Ifound the Thiels to be immensely Amer-

cause amplifiers with limited current delivery

ican (at least, in our highest aspiring) in their
willingness to accept all comers. Beautifully

potentially disastrous effect on dynamics. In

made recordings sounded just that; old record-

addition, it is to be expected that the effect of

to become starved in the low bass, with a

ings sounded scratchy, but the music rang

cables on the speaker's sound will not be

through (many of my favorites date from the

trivial; the overall rise in impedance with fre-

early '60s and are not in such good shape); old
RCAs sounded bright, but the dynamics of
recording and performance overcame my aver-

quency also suggests that amplifiers with

sion to brightness; the power and beat of rock

up in the treble with the CS5.

music, not normally afavorite of mine in home

Miming to the speaker's time-domain performance (synthesized by the DRA Labs

highish output impedances—a typical tube
design, for example—will tend to sound tilted

reproduction, overcame the inevitably screechy bright tonal balance and compelled me to

MLSSA—pronounced "Melissa"—system): the

listen (and even be moved). Ifound myself loving the sound of asinger's voice more than 1

output of the CS5 70" away on the lowermidrange axis (38" off the floor) when fed a

had before, especially those favorites Ilisten

very narrow rectangular unidirectional pulse,

to all the time and have become accustomed to.

is shown in fig.2. (Though Jim Thiel is adamant

As Isaid earlier, the CS5s were remarkably

that the CS5 should be measured at adistance

evenhanded in accepting CD or LP as asource
(I, alas, am without open-reel tape). For the first

of 3m or 10' to get the correct balance between
the lower midrange and the treble, this was

time Ihave been able to appreciate CD as hav-

unfortunately impossible in my room or even

ing real musical advantages over LP in some

in Larry's. 4)Though overlaid with ultrasonic
ringing from the metal-dome tweeter, the sharp

areas—though, to be honest, Isuspect the Stax
DIA processor is more responsible for this than

up/down shape with minimum time smear

the CS5s. Nevertheless, the Thiels allowed me

suggests that although the speaker is afive-way
design, the contributions from all five drivers

to hear those subtleties of soundstage information which can peek out from behind the black

do arrive at that point in space at effectively the

veil of CD silence when you're using some-

same time, thanks to the sloped baffle and the

thing as good as the Stax. They also could toler-

use of first-order crossover filters. For compar-

ate the sharpness of CD high-frequency
peaks—which can be acharacteristic of live
music—with no off-putting exaggeration. LP,
of course, was excellent, though I'm used to
that. The differences between the early, 155gm
3-step version of our LP and the just-nowavailable I82gm 1-step version were dramatically apparent to me, as were the differences
within each record in microphone usage. Most
important, the music came closer as the
medium got better.
122

4The problem with trying to look at the anechoic section of
aloudspeaker's impulse response in anormal room is that the
further away you move the microphone from the speaker, the
smaller the time window between the moment the pulse
reaches the mike and the first reflection of that pulse from the
nearest surface., usually the floor. Normally. Iuse stands to raise
afloorstanding speaker some 48" off the ground to make
MELISSA measurements, as frequent) resolution is inversely
proportional to the length of the reflection-free time window
Given, therefore, that the 180-lb CSS could not easily be raised
off the floor, placing the microphone at the full Sm demanded
by fiel would unfortunately reduce resolution to the point
of vanishing returns. All these measurements, therefore, represent to agreater dcgrtc than normal anecessary compromise
lxiween the demands of absolute precision and the inadequacies of the real world.
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Fig.2 Thiel CS5, impulse response at 48"
on lower-midrange axis, 38" from
ground (3ms window)

Fig.1 Thiel CS5, modulus of impedance
(solid line) and phase (dotted line)
(2 ohms/vertical div.)
ison, moving the microphone down 5" gives
the impulse shape shown in fig.3, where the
output from the lower-midrange unit can now
be seen to precede the higher-frequency
drivers.
The CS5's acoustic phase response at the
original microphone position is shown in fig.4.

Fig.3 Thiel CS5, impulse response at 48"
below lower-midrange axis, 33" from
ground (3ms window)
•10.•

Though this can be seen to lag alittle at high
frequencies at this mike position, reaching afull

-7/0.•

180° at 15kHz or so, this is still excellent performance as can be seen by comparing it with
fig.5, which shows the phase response of the
two-way Acoustic Energy AE2 loudspeaker I
reviewed in the February issue (These "wrapped"
responses show -180° phase lag to be equiva-

Ice

-

Fig.4 Thiel CS5, phase response on lowermidrange axis at 70" (corrected for
time taken for sound to reach mike)

lent to +180° phase lead, thus allowing the
entire response to be conveniently plotted on
a ±180° scale.) In effect, the AE2's phase response lags by 540° at 20kHz compared with
the CS5's 255°.
The MLSSA system can also calculate the
departure of the phase response from that of
aminimum-phase system, which is one that
has the "correct" amount of phase error for its
particular amplitude response. This "excess"

,1•••••••cy -

Fig.5 Acoustic Energy AE2, phase
response on listening axis at 48"
(corrected for time taken for sound to
reach mike)

phase is shown in fig.6: the -160° excess phase
at 20kHz is trivial in that it means the effective
source position at this frequency is just under
1
/
3",

or 8mm, further away from the micro-

0
-413
-00.0

phone at its particular position. It is not inconceivable that this small amount of excess phase
could be removed by even aslight change in
microphone position—the mike position is
incredibly critical at this too-near measuring
distance—meaning that the CS5, as implied by

,us

-

Fig.6 Thiel CS5, excess phase,
200Hz-20kHz, on lower-midrange
axis at 70"

its specification— ±5° excess phase—is truly
awideband, minimum-phase loudspeaker.

the exact position in space where all the drive-

This excellent phase performance means
that the CS5 should have no trouble produc-

cult in areal room. Fig.7 shows the best that J.
Gordon Holt andl were able to do with aIkHz

ing an acoustic squarewave. However, finding

squarewave without the benefit of areal-time
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unit outputs arrive coincident in time is diffi-
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'scope display to give us instantaneous visual
feedback of what we were doing. (For reference purposes, fig.8 shows the 1kHz squarewave produced by that superb time slicer, the
Quad ESL-63, also at a48" distance.) Some
ringing is apparent on the tops of the CS5 waveform, and the slope of those tops suggests a
lower-midrange suckout at that too-near point
in space as predicted by the Thiel "White

Fig.7 Thiel CS5, typical 1kHz squarewave
(measurement bandwidth 30kHz)

Paper." However, note how beautifully sharp
the leading edges of the waveform are, confirm-

•.•

ing what is really asuperb impulse response for
amoving-coil loudspeaker. It is said that such
time coherency is not subjectively important,

-II.•
.411.1

particularly given that its achievement is so
dependent on listening/measuring position.
(One of life's ironies is that Quad's Peter Wallcer,
designer of aspeaker which can very easily
produce acoustic squarewaves, is one of those
who holds that it is not important.) Yet, along
with Larry Archibald, Ican't help but suspect
that it must contribute to the exquisite sense

Fig.8 Quad ESL-63, typical 1kHz
squarewave (but note that
measurement bandwidth is now
15kHz, which both increases risetime
and eliminates some HF spikiness
and ringing)

of image space and depth wrought by the CS5s
when listened to on the optimal axis.

1 111
11111

1 1II11111

1 11111111

1 11_

'Riming to the frequency domain, the righthand side of fig.9 shows the CS5's on-axis frequency response, averaged across a30° horizontal window on the listening axis, calculated
by MELISSA from the anechoic (reflection-free)
portion of the speaker's impulse response and
plotted from 250Hz to 20kHz. The microphone was moved nearer than before, to 48",
to try to get alittle more midrange resolution
—the speaker's bulk meant that it was not possible to raise it far enough from the floor to get
reliable data much below 700Hz—and at this
particular mike position, asuckout appears in
the midrange, presumably due to interference

1813111

Ugh

Rik

Fig.9 Thiel CS5, anechoic response on
lower-midrange axis averaged across
30° lateral window with nearfield
response of mid-woofer and upper
subwoofer plotted below 400Hz
(Level matching is approximate.)

between the 8" woofer and 5" cone midrange
unit. The treble region will also be boosted a
little at this distance. Apart from these problems, however, which are related not so much
to the speaker but to the measurement tech-

idi

nique and will not exist at the suggested 3m
listening and measuring distance, note how
smooth the response trend is throughout the
entire treble. On the appropriate listening axis
and at the correct distance, the CS5 will beflat.
Jim Thkl's use of first-order crossover filters,
however, does mean that this listening axis is
critical vertically. Fig.10 plots the responses 3"
below the lower-midrange axis (rear), on the
lower-midrange axis (second to rear, same as
fig.9), on the midrange-dome axis (second to
124
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Fig.10 Thiel CS5, family of anechoic
response curves at 48": below
lower-midrange axis (rear); on
lower-midrange axis; on uppermidrange axis; and on tweeter axis
(front)
Stereophile, June 1990

front), and on the tweeter axis (front), all taken
at a48" mike distance. Sit alittle too low, and
the low treble becomes accentuated, the sound
becoming rather bright (this was something
JGH, who is hardly ICareem Abdul Jabbar,
noted during his auditioning); sit slightly too
high and the mid-treble lacks energy; sit very
high or stand up, and the sound will be thin in
the highs and lean in the midrange. As with the

stand at the back without sitting down, as
many critics (who should know better) are

1 II I
IIIII

I II_

1 I1I
11111

I 111
1
1111

1 11

sll
-21X1

48

1 11111111
1111:

Spica TC-50, therefore, the worst way to form
ajudgment on the CS5's sound is simply to
walk into aroom where they're playing and

111;1
e.EaL

lià

Ilk

Fig.11 Thiel CS5, difference in anechoic
response captured on lowermidrange axis (second to rear
response in fig.10) made by moving
microphone 15° off-axis laterally

wont to do. Ialso suspect that part of the reason
for the relative lifelessness of the CS5s in my

fier has enough current reserve in this region

listening room is due to the nature of these

to allow the sound to develop fully.

responses vertically off-axis. In a smallish
room—and that term has to be relative, my
room still being reasonably generously sized
compared with those possessed by many of
Stereopbile's urban readers—I conjecture that

Finally, MELISSA's post-processing capabilities allow you to examine, in effect, how the
frequency response of the speaker changes as
the sound dies away, revealing the presence of
resonances as "ridges" parallel to the time axis.

the reverberant soundfield in the room will
feature alack of energy in the regions which

The resultant "waterfall" plot for the CS5 is
shown in fig.12, and is remarkably clean. The

would otherwise contribute to asense of subjective "life" to the sound, even though the

sharp-peaked ridge at 26kHz is due to the

CS5's on-axis response is as flat as atypical

tively innocuous, though the slight ridges in

power amplifier's.

tweeter's "oil-can" resonance and is subjecthe treble—at 3460Hz, 5060Hz, and 9410Hz

On the other hand, the CS5 features excel-

—might correspond with the slight hardening

lent lateral dispersion. Fig.11 shows the difference between the anechoic response measured

of the sound that LA noted at very high play-

on the speaker's lower-midrange axis at a48"

All in all, the CS5 is both the most thoroughly worked-out speaker design Ihave ever

measuring difference and that 15° laterally off

back levels.

that axis. Note that, apart from aslight lack of
energy in the top two audio octaves, the on-

come across and perhaps the best-measuring

and off-axis responses are essentially identical. This will mean that although the reflections

makes it all the more galling that Icouldn't get
it to sing in my own listening room.

of the CS5's sound from side walls will not be

loudspeaker Ihave yet experienced. Which

as colored as they are with conventional loud-

Larry Archibald closes

speakers, its wide dispersion means that these
reflections will be stronger in high-frequency

This review has discussed various people's
reactions to the CS5, as well as my own, and

content and will probably, therefore, have a

has detailed shortcomings: places where the

greater disturbing effect on imaging integrity.

CS5s don't live up either to the standards they

With the speakers placed close to the walls, it

set in other areas, or to mine. This diversity of
opinion, combined with some recommenda-

will be essential to toe them in to the listening
position.

tions for improvement, should not distract

Returning to fig.9, the lefthand side of the

readers from my central point: the CS5 is an

graph shows the individual responses of the

extraordinary achievement in speaker-making.

mid-woofer and the upper of the two sub-

In quite afew respects it is the best loudspeaker
Ihave heard: by awide margin in resolution

woofers measured in the nearfield. As specified, the crossover between the units can be

and preservation of detail, significantly in terms

seen to occur at exactly 50Hz. In-room, these

of dynamics and evenness of tonal balance, as

measurements translate to flat extension to
25Hz or so, provided, of course, that the ampli-

imaging. Its various excellences are combined
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well as in communication of soundstaging and
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Fig.12 Thiel CS5, MELISSA cumulative spectral-decay plot
into aconvincing whole. Both JGH and DO
were amazed that aspeaker with this many
drivers, and with such convincing dynamics
from the midbass on up, could paint such a
convincing sonic picture JA simply said, "Boy,
can they do space! Wuuhh!" (This last exclamation is the highest praise JA can heap on any-

been had Inot had the particularly wellmatched (to the CS5) Krells on hand? And what
if there's an even more auspiciously capable
amplifier as yet unauditioned? In spite of the
concreteness of my conclusions, you must realize that Iwill continue to try for the best from
this product, and I'm sure I'll find more.

thing, but you have to hear it live—or, maybe

The CS5 is agreat speaker, one for the few

we could put it on our next test CD—to get the
exact character.)

rather than the many, even were it financially

One of the problems of reviewing is that

accessible to the many. Compared to arecent
favorite of mine, the Mirage M-1, the CS5 is a

you're given alimited amount of time—one to

collection of many excellences combined with

three months, basically—to make ajudgment

afew flaws—flaws that may really bother some

about something someone has worked on for
areally long time, frequently several years. That

people. Ironically, the excellences of the CS5
will also bother people: they won't want to

person's knowledge of the product is inevitably

hear that much about what's on their records.

much greater than your own. Every little prob-

The Mirage is more readily appealing to many

lem and discrepancy the critic hears is prob-

people, and less revealing. Isuspect Iwill find

ably, in the case of the best designers, the tiny

it strongly lacking when to it Ireturn. (Couldn't
resist that turn of phrase—I'm listening to

still-protruding tip of what had originally been
an entire iceberg. The designer knows in great
detail what compromises had to be made and
how inevitable compromise itself is; the reviewer only guesses.
I, along with most of our reviewers, can hear

Julianne Baird sing Elizabethan songs as Iwrite
this conclusion!)
Please use this review to examine whether
the CS5's excellences are ones that you value
highly, and whether you're willing to put out

70 to 80% of aproduct's problems and poten-

the effort in choosing associated equipment

tial in amatter of hours, once the product is

and effecting room setup that will allow them

correctly set up. Usually the one- or two-month

to shine Ihope that Jim Thiel can take my criti-

review process uncovers another 15 or 20%.

cisms as signposts on the road to creating fur-

In the case of the CS5, Ifeel that there's more

ther greatness, either in the form of anew

left undiscovered than usual after the review

speaker or in the form of subtle improvements

process; unfortunately, Ithink my discovering

to this one. I, in the meantime, will be work-

what's left will take the next three to six

ing my way through my entire record (and CD!)

months, and it could take ayear. What, for
instance, would the result of this review have

collection, auditioning them through the greatness he has already achieved.
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ENSEMBLE PA-1 8( REFERENCE
MINIMONITOR LOUDSPEAKERS
Dick Olsher

Ensemble Reference loudspeaker
Type: Two-way with passive radiator. Free-field frequency response: (pink-noise on axis at 1meter),
PA-1: 60Hz-20kHz, +2.5dB; Reference: 60Hz-20kHz, +2dB. Sensitivity: PA-1: 89dB/1m/1W,
Reference: 90dB/1m/1W. Recommended amplifier power: 35Wpc minimum, 80Wpc maximum.
Impedance: PA-1: 6ohms nominal; Reference: 4ohms nominal. Dimensions: 13.8" (350mm)
H by 9" (230mm) W by 8.25" (210mm) D, tapering to 5.9" (150mm) D at the top. Weights: PA-1:
15 lbs each; Reference: 16.5 lbs each. Maximum spi (per pair at 2m): PA-1: 104dBA; Reference:
105dBA. Harmonic distortion (at 90dB spi, 150Hz-16kHz): PA-1: 2nd harmonic, 3°/o max; 3rd
harmonic, 2% max); Reference: 2nd harmonic, 2% max; 3rd harmonic, 10/0 max. Prices: PA1: $2640/pair; Reference: $4390/pair. Approximate number of dealers: 4. Manufacturer: Pawel
Acoustics, Switzerland. Worldwide distributor: Ensemble AG SA, Ltd., Inc., H. Annoni-Strasse
23, CH-4132, Muttenz, Switzerland. Fax: 41 61 619325. US Distributor: Graham Engineering,
Inc., 1Baron Park #33, Burlington, MA 01803. Tel: (617) 270-0094.
Ten seconds to ignition. Relax, buckle in, and

tion issues from both sources. To reduce this

welcome to Stereopbile's Good Times time
machine. Flux capacitors fully energized. Igni-

effect to aminimum, the overlap region must
be confined to avery small range which requires

tion. Not to worry, that slight tingling sensation

an elaborate electric filter system for allocating the frequency bands of the units. The

is perfectly normal. Roll back your calendar
to. ..June 28, 1933. We're at the Eighth Annual
convention of the Institute of Radio Engineers

greater space required for the two loudspeakers
is another important factor. The cost of two

in Chicago. Harry Olsen is on the podium, describing anew wide-range cone loudspeaker

separate field structures and vibrating systems

for high-fidelity sound reproduction. Quiet,

unit."

will be considerably greater than that of asingle

please, Mr. Olsen is about to describe the dis-

You see, the average radio receiver in those

advantages of multiple-drive-unit systems.

days was saddled with asingle cone driver covering afrequency range of, say, 100Hz-5kHz.

The radiating surfaces must be separated by
afinite distance, with the result that this system

Harry was offering the multitudes an inexpen-

will exhibit peculiar directional characteristics
in the overlap region where the sound radia-

sive alternative: a 60Hz-10kHz bandwidth
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driver in the form of asingle corrugated cone.
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How did it sound? Pretty good, apparently.
Harry Olsen, one of the great audio minds of

handling upper-mid information, and, just as
important, facilitate the use of asmall enclo-

all time, concluded with: "Listening tests are

sure. Of course, asmall rigid box is much easier

the ultimate criteria of the performance of any

to build than alarge rigid box. But even if the

sound reproducing system. Comparison listening tests of this loudspeaker with amaster refer-

large box were just as rigid and just as well
damped as the minimonitor, asmall box has the

ence system capable of reproducing the range
from 35 to 16,000 cycles indicates that the re-

panel surface area. Thus, it radiates less of its

production of speech and music employing
this loudspeaker compares favorably for all

in the bass octaves, alittle box actually offers

practical purposes with the master system."
Amen, Harry! Many of us, no doubt dazzled by
the latest acoustical measurement wonders,

inherent advantage of considerably reduced
panel resonances. By physically staying small
more by producing less. When it comes to
communicating low-frequency vibrations (in-

have forgotten this basic truth. When it comes

cluding panel resonances) to air, big means
more efficient. All other things being equal, the

to the evaluation of sound quality, the ear must

bass quality of asmall box exceeds that of the

reign supreme.

big box. Here, I'm not talking about bass extension or punch, but bass detail and pitch defi-

Genus Minimonitorus

nition. Midbass and upper-bass information

Despite Harry's reservations concerning two-

can be greatly relieved of what have been charitably called "boxy colorations."

way systems, the proliferation of inexpensive
woofers and tweeters brought about an explo-

Another often-overlooked advantage of a

sion of such systems. How many 8" -woofer/
1" -tweeter speakers have come and gone? I'm
sure that all of us at some point in time have

small box is that it more closely approximates
apoint source of sound. Every enclosure has

owned or own such asystem. The trend in the
US has been toward largish cabinets of about

on its shape and size. Spherical or egg-shaped

Ma volume with minimalist crossover networks—generally first-order filters. Just be-

its own unique diffraction pattern that depends
enclosures possess the smoothest diffraction
patterns. Abox, even if its edges are filed down,

cause I've used and favor fourth-order filters,

still generates quite afew frequency-response
glitches. The point is that, for the small box,

should not be construed to mean that I'm

cabinet reflections are better integrated with

biased against shallow-sloped networks. The

the primary sound radiation. Front-baffle re-

reality of most off-the-shelf drivers dictates

flections are typically delayed less than about

more frequency-selective types of filters. A

0.5ms—which is important for imaging pre-

first-order network produces significant over-

cision. Abig box generates later-arriving reflec-

lap between the woofer and tweeter and

tions, which disperse image focus. No wonder
that, as afamily, minimonitors have earned high

pushes most drivers at least an octave outside
of their comfort zone. The woofer is forced to

marks for their ability to delineate asoundstage

contribute energy through the upper mids and
lower treble while operating in its breakup

and resolve spatial nuances.

mode, while the tweeter is forced to operate
too close to its low-frequency resonance, with
aresultant increase in harmonic distortion even
at moderate volume levels. Typically, what you
end up with is lots of grain, harshness, and

So far I've extolled the generic virtues of
minimonitors. Are there any other disadvantages besides the lack of deep bass? Unfortunately, for the average minimonitor, the answer is abig fat yes because of non-linear
distortions. Paul Klipsch lists minimal distor-

soundstage confusion—a veritable sonic

tion as one of the eight cardinal points of a

headache.

good loudspeaker. Following his line of reason-

The British finally did get it right. Irefer, of

ing, it's easy to see why he logically ends up

course, to the BBC spec LS3/5a minimonitors.

with ahorn-loaded design. A horn greatly

This was aseminal product that showed the

reduces diaphragm excursion, which is the key

way. The fact that it is still in production (JA

player in the distortion game. Asmall direct-

owns apair) attests not only to its commercial
success but also to its status as aclassic. The

radiator woofer works much harder than abig
woofer. Life is already tough enough, even for

basic strategy was to forget about the deep bass,
use asmall woofer that was more comfortable

a12" woofer. Excursion demands quadruple
with every halving of the frequency. On an
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acoustic watt output basis, a5" woofer has to

Pawel Acoustics in Switzerland, does not get

work much harder than its 12" counterpart. It

involved in the marketing of the line. That's

pumps and pumps and then runs into its excursion limit. Small woofers are definitely excursion-limited, which is akind way of saying that

handled by Ensemble, Inc. (also aSwiss Company). The PA-1 was distributed some years ago
in the US by Goldmund as the Goldmund Pro-

the suspension and voice-coil are driven into

logue. The speaker has been improved since
then and is now available here through the
auspices of Graham Engineering.

anon-linear region of operation. This is an
"Alice in Wonderland" region where the output
is not proportional to the input signal. The end

When Iran into Bob Graham at the Winter

result is the generation of distortion products:
the appearance in the output of frequencies not

CES, Inot only got the latest scoop on his
tonearm, but he could hardly contain himself

originally present in the input. There's awhole

about this wonderful little Swiss speaker he's

zoo of them: even- and odd-order harmonics

importing. He confessed to initially being

of original frequencies, and sum and difference
products of two input frequencies—the so-

dragged into the whole affair "kicking and

called intermodulation products.
There's another distortion animal, abit more
exotic and afavorite of Klipsch; namely, fre-

screaming." But once he heard the Ensemble
PA-1, he became abeliever. He kept comparing it to his Martin-Logan CLS Is in alight that
made it clear that he actually preferred the

quency modulation (FM). Beers and Belar
introduced FM to the world in a1943 paper.

PA-1.

The basic idea here is that awoofer undergoing

speaker on apar with ahigh-grade ESL did me
in—I had to have apair! The PA-1 arrived first,

alarge bass excursion is doppler-shifting, or

That did it. The possibility of adynamic

causing flutter in, the high frequencies that it

the almost visually identical Reference amonth

is trying to reproduce at the same time. The

later. Because of obvious family similarities, it
seemed reasonable to combine the reviews

interesting thing about FM is that it increases
with the modulated frequency. For example,
awoofer undergoing an excursion of 0.125"
produces FM sideband distortion of 1.2% at

under one umbrella. But to be fair to each of
these products, I'll relate my sonic impressions
in chronological order.

300Hz. At 3kHz, the FM distortion climbs an
order of magnitude to 12%. The audible result

Technical details

of FM, as with most forms of distortion, is a

Pawel Acoustics was established in asmall Swiss

rough and grainy sound quality riding along
with the music program. If you can see the

village in 1981 to produce high-end audio
equipment for both the consumer and profes-

cone pumping chronically, you're likely to be

sional markets. Aphysical examination of the

in trouble because of FM—especially with a

product makes it clear that the Ensemble loud-

woofer-midrange running fairly wide open.

speakers are crafted in the tradition of Swiss

On the basis of the above, you might con-

perfectionism. Designer Harry Pawel and his

clude that the average minimonitor will lose

brother Markus are described as "well-known

its cool when driven fairly hard with wide-

Swiss electronics wizards." Harry is in his 30s,

range orchestral music. You'd be right. Cer-

sings in achoir, and is also active in professional

tainly, the LS3 /5a has to be treated with kid

recording. Iwas abit reluctant to accept the

gloves, or you'll be paying for anew woofer in

"electronics wizard" label until Ifound out that
at age 17 Harry built his own ESLs with direct-

ahurry. The Celestion SL600 is much better in
this regard—it can thermally sink quite abit of
power without fear of aChernobyl-like melt-

coupled tube amps—both of which are still
working today. Not bad for ateenager.

down. However, when the music really gets
going, the SL600 does not. It congests and

very similar and consists of a5" woofer run-

The driver complement of each speaker is

generally sounds strained as the music signal

ning fairly wide open, a3
4 "soft-dome tweeter,
/

pushes it to the wall. The Ensembles do much

and aKEF SP139 passive radiator. In fact, the

much better in the area of dynamics, but Isee

passive radiator takes up almost the entire back

that I'm letting the cat out of the bag.

Ensemble and Pawel Acoustics
The manufacturer of the PA-1 and Reference,
Stereophile, June 1990

panel of the enclosure Both woofer and tweeter
are custom-made for Pawel Acoustics the oldfashioned way—by hand. The tweeters are
claimed to possess very linear characteristics,
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excellent dispersion, and alightning-fast rise

surfaces while using alighter and weaker mate-

time of 12 microseconds. The woofers are

rial for the core, the sandwich ends up being

made of asynthetic foam material sandwiched

far stiffer than the same total weight of either

between afew-micron-thick aluminum foil

material used separately. Such asandwich can

and paper. The diaphragm is thus ultra-rigid yet

be hundreds of times stiffer than asimilarly

extremely light. The exact composition of the

sized paper cone. Leave it to the Germans to be

synthetic foam is atrade secret, but the manu-

in the avant garde of driver technology. Barlow

facturer insists that it has nothing to do with

mentions aGerman driver, the "Zellaton," vin-

ordinary Styrofoam. As Bob Graham puts it,

tage 1957, that already used ametal-foil cone

it's good to know that the woofers are not

backed with foam plastic and varnish, while

"reconstituted coffee cups."

Barlow's diaphragm first made its appearance
in the Leak "Sandwich" loudspeaker.

The quest for diaphragm rigidity is not based
on esoteric considerations, but on afundamen-

To take full advantage of the very rigid dia-

tal understanding of the mechanical stress that

phragm, the voice-coil former should also be

awoofer undergoes. This stress has been com-

very rigid. An aluminum alloy former is used

pared to that of asupersonic aircraft coming

in the Ensembles to achieve mechanical stability and provide agood heatsink. The voice-coil

out of apower dive. Let's calculate the maximum acceleration awoofer is subjected to

is made up of high-purity edge-wound copper

while undergoing sinusoidal motion with a
peak excursion of only 0.1mm at IkHz. Iget a

wire. Alarge magnet is used to increase acceleration factor and efficiency. The woofers are

peak acceleration of 1078ft is 2.Dividing by
32ft/ 2(which is the acceleration at sea level due

in very much the same way that "Stradivari

to gravity, or 1g), we arrive at 33.7g worth of

tested as they come in to the factory, apparently

acceleration. That's enough to black out even

chose his violins" —by listening. It is on the
basis of voicing that the quality of the woofer

the most experienced jet pilot. The peak acceleration is linearly related to the peak displace-

is determined by an experienced listener.
In the Reference, the woofer is further en-

ment. Thus, a lmm peak excursion for this

hanced. The woofer "cone" construction is a
pure geometric cone. There is no dustcap; the

woofer corresponds to an acceleration of 337g.
And at 3kHz, ahrim displacement yields apeak

cone keeps receding to apoint. It is well known

acceleration of 1011g. No wonder diaphragms

that the strength of avibrating surface depends

break up!
Ifind it intriguing that the Ensemble woofer

on its contour, and aconical vibrating surface

emulates the principles put forth by Barlow

tional paper and plastic diaphragms are not usa-

is stiffer than that of aplane. In fact, conven-

over 30 years ago (Wireless World, December

ble in aplane geometry; there's little stiffness

1958). Barlow essentially attributed the poor

to reduce lateral flexure. The figure I've seen

performance of conventional speakers to the

is that acone is about 140 times stiffer than a

sorry state of drive-unit development. He goes

disc of the same diameter and thickness. The

on to say that "The unsatisfactory performance
of the direct-radiator moving-coil speaker has

Reference extends the philosophy of the PA-

recently stimulated interest in other types of
transducer, such as the ribbon, electrostatic,
Ionophone and corona-wind speakers. In
these, the driving force acts over the whole of
the diaphragm (whether of metal, plastic, gas

1to its logical conclusion. Its woofer is more
rigid yet, with better linearity, and there is also
less noise from the voice-coil coming through
the cone.
The crossover is placed around 2.5kHz and
uses impedance-compensated first-order high-

molecules or ions), so that diaphragm breakup

and low-pass filters. The layout and positioning

does not occur." He makes the following pro-

of the crossover have been optimized to avoid

phetic prediction: ". ..
if the diaphragm of the
moving coil speaker could be made more rigid,

magnetic interference. Crossover parts are individually tested and matched for the tightest

its performance might compare with those of

tolerance.

other systems." Barlow proposed asandwich
construction of expanded polystyrene with

eral layers of high-density wood in order to

aluminum skins, because, in bending, the max-

damp panel resonances. The speakers are fin-

The cabinets are made of asandwich of sev-

imum stress occurs at the surface. Thus, by

ished in either awood veneer (my samples

concentrating astiff and heavy material at the

were Swiss cherry) or amulti-layer lacquer.
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The input connectors are recessed banana
jacks. This was the only aspect of the finish I

tions interfering with the direct speaker

don't much care for—t would prefer highquality binding posts, especially considering

radiation.
While the Celestion stands offered the op-

the cost. There is abi-wiring option available

timal listening height and, being filled with a

with Neutrik Speakon connectors, which I
have not tried. This option has to be ordered
with the speakers—it is not retrofittable.

mixture of lead shot and sand, are inherently
quite inert, there was the problem of firmly

According to Ensemble, Inc., the basic design

At about 15 lbs each, the speakers tend to rattle

idea was to make aloudspeaker that excelled
in the areas of tonal neutrality, transparency,

or dance on top of the stands when the enclosure resonances are excited. It would be far

precision suffers—probably due to floor reflec-

coupling the enclosure to the top of the stand.

harmonic integrity, dynamics, and soundstage

preferable to have this energy coupled to the

reproduction. Toward these ends, designer
Harry Pawel opted for asmall two-way system

stand and dissipated either in the stand or the

because it represents apoint source. Consider-

floor. This could be done most effectively by
rigidly anchoring the enclosure to the stand.

ations of time alignment and pulse response
were taken into account, as were the practical

enclosure. One way to do this would be to

considerations of good sensitivity and unprob-

screw the stand to the enclosure itself. The

lematic impedance.

I'm afirm believer in integrating the stand and

importer, Bob Graham, is hard at work on a
stand that would intimately mate to the Ensem-

Setup

bles. To complete the perfect union, it would

Because the Ensembles are designed for afull-

also offer an appropriate listening height.

bodied balance while mounted on stands, they

As an interim fix, Iplaced acinderblock atop

will integrate well with awide variety of rooms.

each enclosure to weigh down the speakers

However, as with all minimonitors, abasic

and thereby secure atighter box/stand coup-

tradeoff must be made between deep bass

ling. It doesn't look pretty that way, and sev-

extension and imaging excellence. Placements

eral visitors have either verbally or visually

close to the wall will provide deeper bass, but

expressed puzzlement over the presence of
ugly bricks atop the speakers. But one of the

at the cost of deteriorating spatial resolution
because of increased early wall reflections. For
most folks, as for me, the interest in aminimo-

advantages of having alistening room that isn't
in one's home is the freedom to adopt utilitarian

nitor is based to alarge extent on imaging, so

solutions without much argument.

the decision to optimize for soundstage repro-

Most of my listening sessions incorporated

duction was an easy one, in my room translat-

the Air Tight ATM-2 power amp. At 80Wpc, the

ing into aplacement about athird of the way

ATM-2 provided an ideal power rating. But,

into the room from the front wall.

even more important, it allowed the full spatial-

The classic isosceles-triangle stereo config-

resolution capabilities of the PA- Is to bloom.

uration worked well with both the PA-1 and

Lately, I've gotten in the habit of feeding the

the Reference. The speakers were positioned
at two corners of the triangle, with liberal toe-in
so that their listening axes crossed over in front

output of my Theta Pro Basic digital processor
directly into the ATM-2's front inputs. These
inputs are provided with volume pots so that

of the listening seat.

aline-level signal maybe fed into the amp—

The listening axis is defined as the center line
of the front baffle, and the manufacturer rec-

bypassing the preamp's line stage. With the
Ensembles, it was readily obvious just how

ommends that it be at the same level as the

much signal degradation an additional gain

listener's ears. Of course, the listening height

stage, additional connections, and cable intro-

is going to depend on the stands one uses, and
with most stands it's quite easy to end up with

duce. The direct feed was reproduced with
greater transparency and clarity, and more low-

the listening axis well below ear level. Iexperi-

level detail was apparent.

mented with several stands before JA loaned
me apair of 24" Celestion SL stands. These

Listening impressions

turned out to be the match for the Ensembles.
With too low astand, the balance becomes

Even after aquick listen, it was obvious that the
evolution of the Ensemble has progressed to

tilted toward the lower registers and imaging

the point where it was now competing for best-
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sounding minimonitor —cost no object! The

Deux Violoncelles (Harmonia Mundi HM -

one striking aspect of its performance that

901043). Roland Pidoux and Etienne Peclard

immediately endeared it to me was its full-

are positioned left and right within the sound-

bodied tonal balance. It seems that the older

stage with abelievable sense of space around

Iget, the more important tonal balance be-

each of the instruments. Both the spatial size

comes to me. There was atime when tonal bal-

and the body of the instruments were so real-

ance was pretty low on my list of priorities, and
other audiophiles seemed to feel pretty much

istically portrayed by the PA-1 that, had my
eyes been closed, Iwould never have seriously

the same way. Witness audiophilia's almost

considered the possibility that Iwas listening

universal infatuation with the ProAc Tablette.
That's why Ihad ahard time understanding
JGH's emphatic endorsement of tonal balance
as aprimary criterion for judging reproduced

to aminirnonitot Of course, there wasn't much
in the way of deep bass, but the midbass, upper
bass, and lower midrange were well integrated
and full-bodied.

sound quality. He thought Ihad "gone off the

Male voice was also handled with enviable

deep end" for endorsing the ProAcs. "Violins

authority. No hormonal deficiencies here either.

sound like toy violins," he complained at the

Eric Bibb's robust voice on the "Anneli" track

time JGH yearns for anatural balance without
upper-octave emphasis and an authoritative

of River Road (Opus 3, CD-8017) came through

midrange. Loosely translated, that means a

unscathed—without any perceptible attenuation of his tonal colors. In fact, after prolonged

concert-hall type of balance with afull-bodied

listening, Iconvinced myself that the lower

lower midrange. More precisely, it is the range
from about 200Hz-500Hz that has to be repro-

mida of the PA-1 (but not the Reference) were,
if anything, abit too hefty. Upon critical re-

duced with full authority. It is this region where
orchestral music packs most of its punch, body,

listening, Bibb's voice was found to take on an
exaggerated chestiness. Asimilar emphasis was

and weight. The ability of aspeaker to reproduce the gutsy "blat" of atuba or the body of
acello became critical parameters for Gordon.

noticed with the Lesley Test. My wife Lesley's
lower registers were thickened at times with
an "ooh" sort of coloration. This pointed the

And they sometimes led him to endorse speakers that were severely deficient in other areas

finger at anarrow band resonance in the lower
mida. And, sure enough, afrequency sweep of

—just because they excelled in reproducing

the PA-1 revealed a buzz centered around
300Hz. It sounded like adriver rather than a

the heft and power of an orchestra.
Remember the ESB 7/06? Lars does. The
Audio Anarchist's Swedish connection bought
a pair following JGH's recommendation in

panel resonance, and would account for the
subjective enhancement of certain vowel
sounds.

Vol.8 No.6. Iheard them first in Gordon's base-

The impression of weight and power was

ment. With abig grin, he asked me to listen to
that wonderful balance But 2111 could hear was

reinforced by the PA- l's remarkably dynamic
behavior through the power range of asym-

gobs of crud and grain through the upper reg-

phonic orchestra: 100-300Hz. While the foun-

isters. Iwas horrified that Gordon was about
to recommend these uncultured "Italian JBLs."

dation of the orchestra was missing below, say,

But no, he wouldn't listen to me. He patiently
pointed out for the hundredth time that, either
for a music lover or for a non-audiophile,
etched highs, artificial detail, and pinpoint
imaging would not be high on the list of priorities. What really mattered was the ability to portray an orchestra with concert-hall timbrai
authenticity and power. His personal yardstick
for gauging emotional reaction to reproduced
music—goosebumps—were not likely to man-

70Hz, the sense of excitement that alarge-scale
work can generate was in no way diminished
by the PA-1. The music expanded linearly without congestion or any sign of compression.
Percussion presented the PA-1 with not so
much achallenge as an opportunity to show
off its dynamic capability. Water Lily Acoustics'
CD release of Mountains and the Sea represents, in my opinion, one of the finest CDs
money can buy. The astonishing textural liquidity of the LP comes right through. Track 8fea-

ifest themselves with an anemic reproducer.

tures some percussion work that I'm sure most

Well, the PA-1 is one minimonitor that even
JGH might fall in love with. Acello sounds like

other minimonitors would choke on. Through
the PA-1, these bass transients were reproduced

acello through it. Try Offenbach's Suites Pour

with quick attack, tight decay, weight, and
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power; apotent combination one does not

phasis or etching of treble transients. The detail

expect from such adiminutive package.

flowed naturally, not forced or coerced by

In general, pitch definition in the bass equalled
that of the SL600. But the really remarkable

emphasizing the upper registers. The speakers
never beat me over the head with all of this

thing was the Ensemble's ability to match the

detail. The presentation was never analytical

tightness and quickness of the best minimonitors —without sacrificing an authoritative
tonal balance.

or hi-fi-ish. The Ensemble PA-1 simply proved
to be aminimalist to the extent that it offered

Other areas where the Ensemble's technology paid off were midrange detail and trans-

gnmdge and garbage than most box speakers.
Having come this far, you should not be sur-

parency. The articulation of this speaker was

prised to find out that the PA-1s image ex-

so good that Ihad no difficulty at all in placing

tremely well. First of all, small lateral head
movements did not produce image shifts or

myself inside the space of the recording. With

agreater slice of reality with less attendant

alesser speaker, you'd have to concentrate in

timbrai changes. To say that the placement of

order to pick up hall reverb, so the illusion of

instruments within the soundstage was precise

space and the projection of that space into the
listening room becomes less believable. Here,

does not really tell the whole story Of course,
it was easy to point afinger at image outlines.

the mids are so well behaved in the time do-

The spatial coordinates of aparticular instru-

main that transients and low-level detail were

ment and its spatial relationship to others

never smeared or obscured with fuzz. The veil-

within the soundstage were stable. That's old

ing that we take for granted with so many other

hat for most minimonitors. The PA-1 went

box speakers is almost completely absent; no
nuance goes unnoticed through the PA-1's

beyond all that in its ability to flesh out asound-

resolving eye.

stage with almost palpable realism. In this
respect, the Ensemble speaker and Air Tight

Low-level detail is generally lost during play-

amp formed asynergistic partnership. The

back through aprocess called masking. This

width and depth of the soundstage and the size

is an interference effect whereby a"masker,"

of the instruments were portrayed with the

resonances either in drivers and cabinets or
transient ringing, obscures detail that is of

utmost solidity. With the PA-1 in the chain, it
is more appropriate to talk about the expres-

lower volume. The effectiveness of the masker
depends on its volume and spectral proximity

sion rather than the impression of the recorded
soundstage. Impression implies amere sketch

to the masked detail. An analogy would be two

of the original space with rough outlines of size.

voices speaking simultaneously. There would

The Ensemble can be so convincing in its abil-

be some loss of intelligibility, with the louder

ity to sculpt spatial relationships that it strikes
me as the next best thing to being there. At

voice being easier to decipher. Also, two sopranos would mask each other more effec-

times Iwas tempted to move to the side so I

tively than asoprano and abass. The PA-1

could look around an instrument or even stand

clearly "spoke" with asingle voice.
Most box speakers mess up in the lower

up so that Icould look over asoloist.
The best illusion of space was afforded by

mids, where much hall information is present.

true stereo recordings using coincident or

Not so with the PA-1. Fragile hall decay was not
truncated prematurely, but instead was reproduced completely—down to the noise floor

nearly coincident miking techniques. The
Opus 3label is one example, most Pierre Verany releases another. Pedro Aledo singing old

of the recording. Delicate pizzicato and other

and new Spanish folk songs (Pierre Verany PV

textural details were exquisitely intact. Rossini's
Overture to L'Italiana in Algeri (Philips 6500

12793) intermingles male voice, lute, and guitar.
The lute and guitar textures are difficult to

878) features abeautiful oboe solo, lush string

resolve, but beyond that, when all else is just

tone, and nested detail—all of which was effortlessly unraveled by the PA-1. Asterner test

right, the soundstage should blossom into a3D entity Instruments should pop out from 2-D
outlines and flesh out before your eyes. The PA-

was offered by Belsbazzar's Feast (Previn/
LSO). No problem. The articulation of the chorus in full voice was nothing less than amazing.
Resolution of massed voices in general was
excellent, and without upper-midrange emStereophile, June 1990

1really facilitated this transformation.
Another favorite of mine is The Weavers:
Reunion at Carnegie Hall— 1963 (Vanguard
VSD-2150). A wealth of low-level detail was
133

clearly revealed by the PA-1, including the
audience's participation on "Goodnight Irene"

mation was dramatic. The Guarnerius began
to sing sweetly and with excellent focus. All

But what was really exciting was the degree to

grain and strain were removed from the upper

which the PA-1 cleared up any confusion about

mids. At last, the proper balance was restored:

instrument placement. Mike pickup patterns

the LP sounded better than its CD equivalent.

were so clearly exposed that it became abso-

Imissed the lost deep-bass information; there

lutely dear just how many mikes were used and

wasn't that much to begin with, but when you

where everybody was.

have none at all you notice it. But the accrued

Because the PA- 1is so revealing of spatial
information, it ruthlessly revealed the artificiality of multi-miked recordings. An indifferent

benefits were so great through the upper mids
that Icould not imagine listening to the PA- 1
full-range again. ,

studio production like Sergio Mendes & Bra-

Apparently, the designer is aware of his

zil '66's Fool On aHill (A&M SPX4160) became

speaker's subsonic vulnerability, because in the

unraveled through the PA-1. Artificial reverb

Owner's Manual the use of asubsonic filter is
recommended as it "banishes all those non-

and bits of space grafted together, sounded just
like that: horrible.

musical signals (such as record warps) below
the lowest musical spectrum, thus allowing a

The specter of subsonics

very clean bass." To be fair, Ishould point out

While the lower mids always sounded smooth,

that most minimonitors, and especially vented

Ibecame aware over time of grain and rough-

designs, would greatly benefit from the use of

ness through the upper mids and lower treble

asubsonic filter. Properly executed, the real

—but only with LP program material. Violin

benefits of such afilter should greatly outweigh
the potential disadvantages of introducing

overtones lost sweetness and smoothness. A
sense of strain would creep in that was not
volume-related. The Ensemble PA-1 appeared

another active device into the signal path.
It turns out that Pawel Acoustics actually

to be performing better with digital than with

manufactures asubsonic filter, of which Bob

LP program material. Idecided to investigate

Graham sent me asample. Idon't know what
the US retail for it might be. It consists of atiny

this discrepancy using the Wilson Audio recording of the Beethoven Sonata for Piano and

chassis with asmall outboard transformer that

Violin, Op.96. David Abel's Guarnerius on the

plugs directly into the wall. From the looks of

LP version of this was not as pure-sounding as

it, it does not appear to be an all-out design, its

CD. By comparison, the LP was beset with

circuitry being contained in an encapsulated

noticeable levels of grain and roughness rid-

module that plugs into amother board.

ing along with the violin's harmonic envelope.

The frequency response is said to be flat to

The CD also managed to develop abetter sense

39Hz, -3dB down at 25Hz, and -40dB down
at 5Hz. The output impedance is very low, so

of space the Guarnerius occupying an almost
palpable space within the soundstage. What!

that long cable runs are possible. Besides the

CDs sounding better than LPs? Ican't have that.

obvious benefit of eliminating record warp and

Naturally, Ibegan to strongly suspect subsonic energy as the culprit. With the grille off,

cartridge/tonearm resonance energy from the
amp and speakers, Pawel Acoustics points out

it was easy to see the wild gyrations executed

that any subsonic grundge picked up by the

by the woofer; the introduction of FM and IM

master during the recording session will also

distortion became real possibilities. The fact

be filtered out, thus allowing higher dynamic

that the PA- l's passive radiator is tuned high

range without stressing the amp or speakers.
Sonically, this is a good- but not great-

means that it is vulnerable to subsonic energy
The woofer is on its own in the deep bass and

sounding device, sounding its best after cook-

below, without any damping from the air

ing for 24 hours or so. It had aminimal sonic

spring of the cabinet. Idecided to test this theory. Not having a subsonic filter handy, I
introduced the Threshold PCX crossover into
the chain, using only the high-pass feed above
75Hz. The deep bass and subsonic frequencies
were attenuated at the rate of 18dB/octave
below 75Hz. This really did it—the transfor134

Ichecked thc Ensemble Reference's intrinsic distortion at
three levels, 76d13, 86dB, and 96dB (all at Im), and found that,
indeed, distortion levels in the bass were quite high. Even at
the lowest level, we are talking about between 156 and 3% flit)
between 50Hz and 100Hz, which is significantly higher than
the distortion featured by the Cekstion SL700 in this frequency
region under the same conditions. This is the natural tradeoff
of the designer's decision m use such asmall-area woofer cone,
Iguess.
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signature, characterized by aslight case of tran-

own apair of the originals to hold on to them:

sistor hardness through the upper mids and

they're still one of the best.) When it came to

lower treble. Still, the benefits during LP play-

sheer dynamics and guts, the Ensemble PA-1

back far outweighed the faults it introduced.

easily outdistanced the Quad. And when it

Bob tells me that he's hard at work on an

came to imaging skills, the PA-1 painted afar

"audiophile grade" subsonic filter/crossover

more convincing soundstage. The PA-1 also

unit that would also allow the use of asub-

had more "air" in the extreme treble. In terms

woofer with the Ensemble speakers. Iheard a

of midrange resolution and transparency, the

report that the Janis subwoofer works very well

PA-1 more than established parity, exposing the

with them. This may be so, but to be perfectly

soundstage to abrighter light source and rev-

honest, Idon't really have aburning desire to

ealing more detail. However, when it came to

experiment with amatching subwoofer. The

the lower treble, the Quad began to outshine

way the PA-1 is balanced, Idon't see asub-

the PA-1. Textures were simply more delicate

woofer as an immediate priority. But it's nice

and lifelike. Violin overtones shone more

to know that you can tackle an Ensemble

sweetly and soprano voices soared more effort-

minimonitor-based system in amodular fash-

lessly. The Quads continued to occupy center

ion. First buy the minimonitor, and at alater

stage in my listening room for acouple more

time you've got the option of adding amatch-

days, before returning to business at hand.

ing active crossover and subwoofer of your
choice to round things out.

It may be said that I'm being unfair in comparing box speakers with planar designs; acase
of apples and oranges, if you will. But the En-

Treble

semble PA-1 is good enough—certainly expen-

It's ironic that, after spending so much time and

sive enough—to merit this sort of comparison.

effort on the development of a very rigid
woofer, designer Harry Pawel opted to use a

The Ensemble Reference

soft-dome tweeter. Ibasically never cared

The Reference arrived after 1had spent several

much for soft domes. They break up at much

weeks with the PA-1, getting to know it inti-

lower frequencies than, say, metal domes. To

mately. Visually, there is very little to tell the two

their credit, they are usually well damped, so

apart. With the grille off, the pure cone design

they don't scream at you the way plastic hard-

of the Reference's woofer is the only distin-

domed tweeters do. As afamily, though, they

guishing feature. You sort of expect the two to

are not particularly detailed, featuring afuzzy

sound alike, and Iwas told by Bob Graham to

sort of sound. JA, agenius at assigning sounds

expect astrong family resemblance sonically,

to various colorations, describes soft domes

but with the Reference being about 25% better.
So Ireally had no pre-warning for the major

as having a"Mr coloration. And that's probably alot more colorful than calling them fuzzy.

improvement wrought by the Reference Don't

The PA- l's soft dome did much to change

misunderstand me: the PA -lis very good, it's

my bottom-line opinion of such devices. It is

just that the Reference turned out to be con-

certainly well-behaved and reasonably de-

siderably better, by afactor of two. The degree

tailed; it didn't offend me even after prolonged

of improvement Iexperienced is very likely

listening sessions. It's just that Iexpected more

related to my front end and choice of power

here, especially in view of the magnificent

amp. Iwould expect that in different environ-

resolving power of the mids. What Imissed

ments the differences between the two En-

mostly was the textural smoothness and tran-

sembles could shrink to as small aproportion

sient delicacy of the real thing. All you have to

as 25%.
It's important to note that, broadly speaking,

do is listen to agood ESL, then return to the PA1. The PA-1 is then heard to be coarser, less

both Ensemble speakers perform pretty much

resolving, and without the treble finesse one

the same; there is, indeed, astrong family re-

hears in live music.

semblance. It's just that in the areas where the

Itrudged out my old pair of Quad ESLs for

PA-1 excels, the Reference is even better.

just this sort of comparison. (By the way, Ifind

The gutsy tonal balance was all there, but

the sound of my old (but Koval-modded) Quads

without the occasional chestiness of the PA -

preferable to that of the new Quads, and I

1. The treble, probably because the Reference's

would advise those of you lucky enough to

tweeter is hand-selected, sounded abit cleaner
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and smoother. The retrieval of low-level detail
was just as awesome. The Reference was also
capable of pumping out detail naturally without being overbearing in the treble. For example, Reference Recordings' new release, 7kopic
Affair, lost none of its luxuriant detail through
the Reference. But instruments were more precisely localized within the soundstage. Bass
lines were also abit tighter.
The soundstage generated by the Reference
was consistently crisper and better defined.

ments give us physical evidence, but do not
offer us aclue as to their perceptual importance
Ihappen to think that asystem's impulse
response is an excellent indicator of transducer
sonic merit. The impulse response for alinear
system (one where the output is linearly related
to the input) completely describes the behavior
of the system. The frequency response and
group delay of the system may be calculated
from the impulse response. Most of us are
pretty used to interpreting frequency-response

There was less confusion about where instru-

measurements However, acomplete frequency-

ments were located. Massed voices were more
readily resolvable There was afurther enhance-

domain description must include the group
delay (the rate of change of phase delay with

ment in soundstage transparency; soundstage
veiling was reduced to the point where the sensation of being able to reach out and touch

frequency). And it is not clear from the frequency domain just how aloudspeaker might

someone became startlingly real.
The arrival of the Reference coincided with
aswitch in my phono front end from the Monster Cable Genesis 1000 cartridge to the Rowland Complement. The Complement, amaster
of the spatial nuance, has opened new doors
for me. It makes the Genesis look like ahighschooler trying to compete with acollege senior, carving out spatial relationships with aconviction I've not experienced before. The
Ensemble Reference kept pace with these
front-end developments, faithfully delivering

perform on transient signals. As long as composers refuse to use pure sinewaves, the question of how atransducer reproduces atransient
waveform will remain pertinent.
With alittle practice it is possible to decipher
the information afforded by an impulse response and gain an understanding of aloudspeaker's transient behavior. The profile of an
ideal impulse response would be symmetric
about the time axis. Full amplitude would be
reached almost instantaneously. The decay
back to the base line would also be essentially
instantaneous, with no undershoots or ringing.

the imaging goodies. At no time did Ifeel as

Real-life impulse responses are not that

though the Reference was interfering with or

pretty. First of all, the rise time is not instantane-

limiting the recreation of the original soundfield.
Measurements:

the essence of science
The science of loudspeaker design is clearly
dependent on measurements. Performance

ous, and the main peak of the impulse is spread
out in time The worse the group delay of the
loudspeaker, the more dispersed in time the
impulse response becomes. Eventually, the
impulse response can actually break up into
two or more distinct peaks. This is bad. What

predictions of various loudspeaker models

you want is aquick delivery of the energy

have to be verified experimentally. Once the
may be used to optimize adesign to agiven set

dumped into the loudspeaker. A tight impulse
response is synonymous with acohesive or
tightly focused soundstage presentation. The

of criteria. Most loudspeaker designs represent
compromises in which anumber of perfor-

sponse may be asonic aftertaste, such as sizzle,

validity of aparticular model is established, it

sonic equivalent of adispersed impulse re-

mance criteria have been juggled to achieve a

or ablurred and indistinct presentation: tran-

hierarchy of priorities that appeals to the desigber. The art of loudspeaker design lies in the
ability of the designer to choose wisely. Which

sients go on ringing and run into each other,
obscuring information. Typically, aspeaker's
impulse response undershoots the base line or

design considerations are most important per-

time axis, then oscillates or rings for awhile.
The more resonant the tweeter, the more
ringing you'll see in the impulse response The

ceptually? Which set of response glitches is less
objectionable? Most dome tweeters feature
breakup and ringing as part of their transfer
function. Which tweeter represents alesser

really good tweeters feature aslight undershoot

evil? The answers to these questions have to be
decided on the basis of listening tests. Measure-

and sizzle at you can be seen to undergo largeamplitude ringing for quite afew milliseconds.
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that is quickly damped out. Weeters that spit
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Alarge treble peak in the frequency response
of aspeaker can cause an oscillatory buildup

•.•e.
• Ale.

of the impulse response. If the treble peak is
moderate, there may only be afew wiggles in
the leading edge of the impulse response.
Figs.] and 2show the impulse responses of
the Ensemble PA-1 and Reference, respectively,
as measured with the MLSSA system on the
listening axis at adistance of around 48". Let
me put it to you this way: JA, who was in charge
of these measurements, exclaimed that he had

• o
- Baer

Fig.i Ensemble PA-1, impulse response at
48" on listening axis (4ms window)
• .110«
• .•0«
• .410«
••••«

not seen such impressive-looking responses
in years. 2 This is about as close to textbookperfect as aloudspeaker gets. The main peak
of the impulse response rises very quickly and
is tightly defined. The ringing on the leading
edge is minimal and very well damped. The
negative-going wiggle on the leading edge of
the impulse is very likely caused by atreble
peak. And indeed, MLSSA's FFT calculation of
the PA- I's frequency response (fig.3) shows a

1:0

Fig.2 Ensemble Reference, impulse
response at 48" on listening axis
(4ms window)
.

I 111
11111

1 111
11111

1 111
11111
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.
—
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11111
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11111
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I

treble peak centered at about 14kHz. This figure is actually an average of several measurements taken across a30° lateral window centered on the PA-1's listening axis. The righthand
side of fig.4 shows the response of the Reference taken under the same conditions, which
appears essentially similar to that of the PA-1.
My own measurements also turned up essentially no differences in the in-room frequency
response.
2This WU before Ilooked at the Thiel CS5 reviewed by LA elsewhere in this issue. And to be honest, the Spica TC-50 that I
reviewed last October and the Quad ESL-63 also feature excellent, time-coherent impulse shapes.
—JA

1E181z

led!

Fig.3 Ensemble PA-1, anechoic response
on listening axis averaged across 30°
lateral window
The first waterfall plot (fig.5) shows the PA1's amplitude response as afunction of fre-

Fruit flies & impulse responses
While on the subject of foam diaphragms,
Irecently ran across an interesting article,
by Dr. H. C. Bennet-Clark, in the March

iment. Breakup modes in adriver translate
into peaks and dips in the frequency

1969 issue of Wireless Wbrld. Bennet-Clark

response. And such afrequency response
corresponds to poor behavior in the time

is azoologist and an avid audiophile At the

domain. The impulse response for such a

time he was involved in aresearch project
examining the courtship of fruit flies, in the

driver will exhibit an oscillatory buildup
followed by an oscillatory wind-down or

course of which pulses of sound were play-

overhang. So he took matters into his own

ed to the flies to simulate their courtship

hands and started modifying drive-units by

sounds. This "love song" is apparently pro-

building up the cone with alayer of expand-

duced when the fly flaps its wings and con-

ed polystyrene followed by askin of alumi-

sists of asingle cycle of pressure change

num foil. The resultant impulse response

lasting 3ms. It was this sort of pulse that he

was presumably adequate to make the flies
happy. The moral of this story is that atight

wished to reproduce He discovered pretty
quickly that commercial drive-units just

well-damped impulse response is prima

did not have agood enough impulse re-

fade evidence of awell-behaved drive-unit

sponse to do an adequate job for his exper-

with areasonably flat frequency response.
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with almost all of the energy here delivered

1.10

within amillisecond. Although there appear

-adi

ble around 20kHz, at least the lower of these

to be acouple of resonances in the extreme treis actually due to the MLSSA hardware picking
up the computer's TV monitor line whistle and
should therefore be ignored. The second water-

-38ü
-4111

1 11111111
lUi

ins

1 III11111

fall plot (fig.6) shows the manner in which the
Reference's response changes as the impulse

1 HI IMI

decays. If anything, the PA- l's plot is atad bet-

aft

Fig.4 Ensemble Reference, anechoic
response on listening axis averaged
across 30° lateral window with
nearfield responses of woofer and
reflex port
quency and time. The midband can be seen to
be exceptionally smooth, without any resonant
breakup. The lower treble is also well-behaved,

ter, but Ishould hasten to add that the Reference was not as well broken in as the PA-1 at
the time. 3
Because of the limited resolution of MLSSA
31 have also found that the relative humidity affects the way
in which aspeaker's behavior is reflected in these waterfall
plots, presumably due to the surmund and diaphragm materials
acting differently when loaded with differing amounts of water.

Fig.5 Ensemble PA-1, MELISSA cumulative spectral-decay plot

dB

0.00

24.0-

0.71

10.0-

1.54

12.02

6.0
3

0.0-
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19

msec
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Cumulatiue

Spectral

1.0
Decay

log Frequency kHz

10.0

17.1 dB, 2.752 kHz (31), 0.000 mac (0)
Fig.6 Ensemble Reference, MELISSA cumulative spectral-decay plot
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in the lower octaves, Isupplemented these

bandwidth of alittle speaker into the deep bass.

measurements with in-room measurements

The decision to make the passive radiator assist
in the midbass is one that should be emulated
by more designers.

using my own Neutrik System. At 4' and centered on the tweeter axis, the in-room response
was within 3dB from 200Hz-10kHz. The only
blemish was a4dB peak centered at 15kHz.
Below 200Hz, the inevitable room modes

Figs.8 and 9show the electrical impedance
magnitudes (solid lines) and phases (dotted

roughened up the response. (For comparison

lines) of the PA-1 and Reference respectively.
No surprises here, but note that both speakers

purposes with other speaker reviews published
in Stereopbile, fig.7 shows the spatially aver-

drop to 4ohms in the upper bass. Wimpy amplifiers are best avoided. Finally, fig.10 shows

aged response of the pair of References measured by JA in his listening room some 4' out

sonic filter. Flat down to 30Hz, there is 6dB of

into the room and well away from the side-

rejection at 20Hz and 16dB at 12Hz, which will

walls.) The Ensemble's bass response, like all

usefully reduce cone motion.

the rolloff provided by Pawel Acoustic's sub-

speakers', is dependent on placement in the
room. Positioned about athird of the way into
the room from the front wall for best imaging
performance, the half-power bass frequency
was 54Hz. Measured nearfield, the Ensemble

1 11111111

1 11111111

1 1I111111

I I1

1 111
11111

1 11111111

I 1I111111

I I1

1.110

-im

Reference woofer's -3dB point was 70Hz, as
can be seen from the lefthand plot in fig.4.
Harry Pawel actually recommends aspeaker
placement of 0.1-1m from the wall in order to

-30
-00

maximize the deep-bass response. Although
Idid not measure the bass response with the
speakers that close to the wall, Iwould not be
surprised if the bass here were extended into
the 40s. Instead, Iopted for aposition that maximized the Ensemble's remarkable spatial-

111111

lib

Fig.7 Ensemble Reference, spatially
averaged, "3 -octave, in-room
response
re. Pbt 'SIC«
28/9 12.

17,7paK wrt.1.10 é /11822.,

F, r804,

26 NOV N

17.3842

resolution capability—and that turned out to
be away from the wall and with considerable
toe-in so that the tweeter axes crossed over just

47 68

46.88
1411.8.

.....

128.8.

in front of the listening seat.
One of the critical design decisions involved
the tuning of the passive radiator for the best
possible balance between bass extension, speed,
and power handling. A nearfield measurement
of the passive radiator output showed abandpass response centered on 54Hz (again see the
lefthand plot of fig.4). At sea level, rather than
Santa Fe's 7000' altitude, Iwould expect the resonant frequency to drop by acouple of Hz.

U
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MI6 ,
Ile

1111.1111.
è

se,

188

Fig.8 Ensemble PA-1, modulus of
impedance (solid line) and phase
(dotted line) (2 ohms/vertical div.)
al. flic Isle
288.88

118138. 50,101

TIN

16 lUt 88 17 38 42

Nevertheless, this rather highish tuning sacrifices deep-bass extension and causes the
woofer to unload below about 30Hz. Thus,
you would expect the Ensemble to be very susceptible to subsonic frequency overload. However, the plus side of this tuning is that power
handling in the midbass is greatly improved
and the balance in the midbass and upper bass
regions in relation to the lower mids is much
flatter than is typical of the average minimonitor. Ifeel that this is avery intelligent choice for
aminimonitor. There is no point pushing the
Stereophile, June 1990
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Fig.9 Ensemble Reference, modulus of
impedance (solid line) and phase
(dotted line) (2 ohms/vertical div.)
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little boxes, were vulnerable to subsonic frequencies. Vinyl playback was greatly enhanced
with the addition of asubsonic filter to the
chain. Pawel Acoustic's own subsonic filter was
pretty good; Graham Engineering should
shortly unveil its own filter/crossover network
that will also allow the addition of asubwoofer.
Spatial resolution was outstanding. The Ensembles were capable of recreating an illusion

LOW

It11.

Fig.10 Ensemble subsonic filter, frequency
response at 1V input

of the original souncifield better than any other
speaker Iknow of. The size of the soundstage
and the instruments, and spatial relationships
within the soundstage, were recreated with

Summary

almost palpable conviction. The imaging prop-

The Ensemble minimonitors break new ground
in that they afford the traditional imaging

erties of these speakers, as with other minimo-

strengths of aminimonitor with the gutsy bal-

nitors, are dependent on placement within the
room. The designer's recommended place-

ance of amuch larger loudspeaker. Both the PA1and the Reference mimicked the tonal bal-

deeper bass extension. Iprefer to locate the

ance of alarge loudspeaker very well. The
power range of the orchestra, rich in fundamentals, from about 100-300Hz, was reproduced with aweight and power that almost
defy belief. The orchestral foundation below
about 70Hz is largely missing, but in most cases
that did not detract from their ability to paint
aconvincing full-bodied balance. The Reference was abit more neutral and less chesty

ment compromises imaging in favor of a
Ensembles in the imaging sweetspot in my
room, which is well removed from room
boundaries. Imaging height is also afactor. The
24" Celestion SL stands worked very well, but
Ican't wait for Bob Graham's integral stands,
which should provide not only the optimal
listening height but also better coupling to the
stand.
These speakers require considerable break-

than the PA-1 through the lower mids.

in to sound their best. Aminimum of 50 hours

The level of midrange detail these speakers
retrieved is competitive with the finest planars

is recommended; be sure to take the time to do

money can buy, and is atribute to the woofer
technology promoted by designer Harry Pawel.
It's nice, for achange, to see an expensive box

so. The treble quality, midrange detailing, and
pitch definition all improve as the drivers age.
The Reference is sufficiently better than the
PA-Ito justify the price differential. In fact, in

with more than inexpensive off-the-shelf

my system Iwould estimate the differences in

drivers.
I'm not enamored with the treble. It's cer-

2. Simply put, the Reference is the best-

favor of the Reference to be about afactor of

tainly acceptable, but not in the same league

sounding minimonitor Iknow of. It is better

as the mids. If you're accustomed to ESL-

balanced and more revealing than the compe-

quality treble, the Ensembles will no doubt disappoint you in this respect.

tition without becoming hi-fi-ish through the

The woofer proved very linear and dynamic,

upper octaves. The Ensemble speakers are
never overbearing, but extremely musical and

navigating high-powered program material

natural sounding. The Reference is here to stay

without stress or strain. It rarely ran out of
headroom, and expanded linearly as if it were

in my system. It is atrue reference.

amuch larger piston. After living with the

advice: sell it. You owe it to yourself to own a

Celestion SL600s for quite awhile, Ican tell you
that it was arelief to come across aspeaker than

lifetime. Your education as an audiophile will

If you own another minimonitor, take my
pair of PA- Is or References at least once in your

not only imaged better but avoided the con-

not be complete unless you take the Ensemble

gestion that the Celestions are guilty of. The
Ensemble minimonitors, like many other vented

plunge. You'll be glad you did!
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AUDIO RESEARCH SP14 PREAMPLIFIER
Guy Lemcoe
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Audio Research SP14 preamplifier
Hybrid (tube/FET) stereo preamplifier with one phono input, six line-level inputs, and two tape
loops. Specifications: Frequency response: 30Hz-40kHz ±0.3dB (RIAA phono), 5Hz-50kHz
±0.5dB (line). Distortion: less than 0.01% at 2V output. Input impedance: 47k ohms standard,
with user-adjustable resistance and capacitance (600pF as supplied) (phono); 50k ohms (line).
Output impedance: 250 ohms (main), 1000 ohms (tape-out). Recommended load: 60k-100k
ohms in parallel with 100pF (20k ohms minimum and 1000pF maximum). Phono stage gain: 66dB
(to main out), 46dB (to tape-out). Phono sensitivity: 0.25mV at 1kHz for 0.5V output. Line stage
gain: 20dB (to main out), OdB (to tape out). Line sensitivity: 50mV RMS at 1kHz for 0.5V output.
Output level: 2V RMS 5Hz-50kHz, all outputs into 60k ohms (maximum from main output, 50V
RMS at 0.5% THD at 1kHz into a100k ohm load with 5V RMS high level input). Phono overload:
200mV RMS at 1kHz (1000mV RMS, 10kHz). Maximum input level (line): 20V. Noise: 98dB below
5V RMS output, greater than 100dB below 1V RMS input (line), 78dB below 1mV input (phono).
Dimensions: 19" W by 10 1
/ "D by 51/
4
4"H. Weight: 12 lbs. Serial number of unit auditioned:
40040018. Price: $2995. Approximate number of dealers: 60. Manufacturer: Audio Research
Corporation, 6801 Shingle Creek Parkway, Minneapolis, MN 55430. Tel: (612) 566-7570.
The name Audio Research will be familiar to

these companies offers products which force

many readers of this magazine. It belongs on

areviewer to search for new words to help

the list of that select group of manufacturers

communicate to the reader aquality of sound

who continue to offer the audiophile and

reproduction which transcends excellence.

music lover equipment which enables him or

The SP14 preamp is such aproduct.

her to truly enjoy the muse. With equipment

The last Audio Research product to grace the

of this caliber, one is no longer caught up in the
anxiety-inducing process of listening to (evalu-

pages of Stereophile was the original SP9 preamp, which got arather lukewarm review at the

ating) the equipment used in the presentation

hands of both J. Gordon Holt and John Atkin-

of the music. Instead, the listener can focus

son (Vol.10 No.8). That was 2/2 years ago! A

attention on the much more important mes-

follow-up to that review is in progress; only the

sage uncovered in the music via the perfor-

flagship SPIS preamp now remains astranger

mance and conveyed through the network of
more tubes or FETs, and more transducers, to

to Santa Fe. The SP14, being asingle-chassis
unit, shares an outward appearance with the
SP9 Mk.II, albeit with half again as many knobs

the brain. If this process has been successful

and twice the number of toggle switches.

transducers, cables, tubes or FETs, more cables,

and our sensitivities heightened, our souls will

Retailing for $1200 more than the SP9 Mk.II and

be touched. If not, not. In my experience, the

just half of the SP15's $5995, it occupies an

electronics offered by Conrad-Johnson, Mark

increasingly volatile market niche, with strong

Levinson, Quicksilver, and Audio Research

competition from both this country and abroad.

have achieved this most perfect synthesis of

The SP14 is ahybrid design, and follows in the

technology in the service of music. Each of

tradition of the SP9 Mk.II in using one 6DJ8
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dual-triode vacuum tube in an intermediate

in early- '60s reissues of recordings originally

gain stage of the phono section. The line sec-

recorded monaurally. This control will also

tion is all-FET, using acircuit similar to that in

reverse the stereo channels and send either left-

the SP15.

or right-channel information to either chan-

The onboard power supply features exten-

nel as selected. Next is the Record Out selec-

sive electronic regulation for both low and high

tor, which shares amenu with the Input selec-

voltages and an excellent, shielded toroidal

tor. Input source selection is provided for

power transformer (located at the rear of the

Phono, CD, 'Wrier, Video (!?), and Spare. With

left-hand sidewall so as to be as far away from

separate inputs and outputs for two tape

the sensitive phono circuitry as possible). Con-

recorders, Ifeel the SP14 will offer all but the

struction quality is first-rate—just what we

most obsessed enthusiast more than enough

have come to expect from ARC. Ergonomics

source selections. Independent control of

are also excellent, with highly legible markings

these functions is a handy feature, though

identifying intelligently placed controls. I

purists may look at it scornfully.

appreciate the fact that no squinting is required

Below the control knobs are two sets of

to read the black lettering on the silver front

sturdy toggle switches. To the left of the green

panel. (I wish more companies would adopt

LED are Power, Outlets, Bypass, and Mute. The

this style. I'm getting tired of the ubiquitous

Outlets switch controls power to the three

black with gold lettering. For those who want

grounded receptacles on the rear panel. Two

black, however, Audio Research components

of these are switched, the third unswitched. I

are available, at extra cost, with anodized black

did not use these convenience features during

front panels and knobs with silver-gray lettering.)

the course of my audition, though, preferring

One characteristic which distinguishes the

aseparate, computer-grade protection device

SP14 from the SP9 Mk.II is the degree of control

such as Data Shield's Model S85. The Mute

flexibility offered. For starters, it has separate

switch is not only handy when listening must

gain and attenuation knobs for optimization

be interrupted, but helps safeguard the power

of the signal gain setting. Separate input and

amp and speakers from unexpected transient

record output switching offers the listener the

signal surges. Iactivated it each time Ichanged

opportunity to listen to one source while re-

signal sources. In Mute position the green LED

cording from another. Perhaps most important,

glows faintly, returning to full brightness when

the SP14 incorporates abypass switch which

Mute is disengaged. The Bypass switch, as men-

directly connects the attenuation knob and

tioned earlier, provides essentially a"straight wire

gain control to the source selected by the input

with gain" conduit for either line-level sources

selector. All other controls and switches are

or phono. All of my serious listening was done

removed from the active signal path when this

with the Bypass switch on.

switch is thrown. Note that, unlike other com-

The other four toggles deal with taping.

peting designs, this configuration applies to the

Bidirectional dubbing can be accomplished

line inputs as well as to the phono stage. There

with ease, even while listening to another pro-

are two separate sets of outputs (for ease in bi-

gram source. Source/tape monitoring is done

wiring) and three convenience AC outlets.

with the flick of aswitch.

Six knobs grace the front panel. From the left

The only features missing on the SP14 (found

is Gain, a stepped control which normally

on the SP15) are absolute phase, phono high-

should be used around the 12 o'clock position,

pass filter, and front-panel impedance selec-

the main volume level being set by the Attenu-

tion for cartridges. This last can be accom-

ation knob next to it. This provides 6dB of

plished on the SP14, though, with alittle sol-

attenuation in each of four increments (-6, -12,

dering. Iasked Audio Research about this

-18, and -24dB). Using these controls makes

somewhat awkward arrangement for optimiz-

easy the optimization of input levels relative

ing cartridge loading; they feel that in aproduct

to output. The next knob is the Balance con-

at this price point, ahard-wired connection is

trol, also stepped. Beside it is acontrol which

the best compromise, in terms of mechanical

I feel essential to any high-end or other

stability and signal quality, between various

preamp—Mode. In addition to stereo, this con-

pin-socket arrangements and the expense of

trol provides the all-important mono position,

aprecision, gold-contact switch (as is found

which will eliminate the pseudo-stereo effect

on the SP15). Unless you're acompulsive car-
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tridge swapper, Ifeel this inconvenience to be

Iwanted to remove my critical listener's hat and

minor. My sample was loaded for 100 ohms for

just enjoy the opportunity to hear—really

my AudioQuest 404i- Lcartridge.

hear—many of my favorite recordings as if for
the first time. Each of the preamps Ilistened to

The rear panel of the SP14 is neatly laid out
with solid, gold-plated jacks. In traditional ARC

unlocked nuances in the performances which

manner, the right-channel sockets are above

had heretofore gone unnoticed. The question

the left-channel ones.

remaining for me to answer was which of these
pre-amps Ifelt most comfortable with in terms

Setup

of my own perceptions of the music they pre-

This review follows hard on the heels of my

sented. Would the sound quality of, say, the

evaluation of the Quicksilver KT88 monoblock

PV9 outweigh its lack of features? Would the

power amplifiers. The system used in my listen-

Classé sound as good as it looked? Would the

ing sessions for that article is the same as for this

SP14 carry on the enviable reputation its manu-

analysis. For those who do not have access to

facturer has earned? Which of these preamps

the May issue (Vol.13 No.5), I'll briefly recap:

would /buy if Iwas pressed to make achoice?

My front end consists of the VPI Mk.Ill turntable with the Eminent Technology Model 2

Answers to these and other questions were
slow in coming; Ifelt myself falling into re-

tonearm and an AudioQuest 404i-L cartridge.

viewer's angst. A healthy dose of Zydeco, as

Pandora interconnect from TARA Labs carries

performed by Clifton Chenier on his album

LP information to the preamp. I've been using

Bogalusa Boogie (Arhoolie 1076), saved me

the Conrad-Johnson PV9 as my reference, and

from the gloom, and Ireturned to my assign-

was also fortunate to be able to borrow aClassé

ment with renewed enthusiasm.

Audio DR-6. With the SP14, the PV9, and the

The first couple of cuts on the Chenier al-

DR-6 on hand, Ifelt Iwould get agood handle

bum (a must for anyone interested in good-

on what the sound of these $3000 preamps

time music) proved enlightening in this evalu-

would be in my system. My CD source is the

ation. The album is not an audiophile release

CAL Tempest Il SE, again connected with Pan-

by any stretch of the imagination, yet there are

dora interconnect. The Quicksilver KT88 amps

moments when the recorded sound causes one

sit behind my Acoustat Model liwo loudspeakers

to sit up and take notice. As Ilistened over and

with ashort length of TARA Labs Space & Time

over to the tunes through each of the preamps,

Phase II TFA Return connecting them. ,

Ibegan to notice subtle differences in the way
each handled the sound.

Listening

Cleveland Chenier playing the rubboard, for

With the system settled and the preamps cook-

instance, was clearly standing in front of the

ing, Iwent about the task of selecting LPs and

drummer to the right of center when heard

CDs to use in my evaluation. As Iwas to find

through the SP14. The spatial relationship

out soon enough, this was not going to be an

between the two musicians was obvious, and

easy task. It's not that Ididn't have enough

Icould perceive a certain amount of "air"
around each musician. The Classé DR-6 did

source material at hand—I did. What Ifound
happening was that with electronics of this cal-

not make this spatial separation as obvious;

iber, Ioften sat mesmerized by what Iwas

both musicians seemed to occupy the same

hearing. My yellow pad remained void of

space. The PV9 maintained the spatial informa-

listening notes as Ibecame lost in the music.

tion but failed to resolve the timbral characteris-

II'd like to put in aplug for aproduct which has made my life
easier as an equipment reviewer Irecently purchased an Arcici
Super Structure equipment stand. My Merrill Stable 'Cable was
loaded, and Ineeded another rack to house the various components Ihad in my listening room. The modestly priced Arcici
stand filled the bill perfectly. With the easily adjustable shelves,
Iquickly loaded it up with CD players, preamps, and power
supplies. If you're looking for an attractive, solid, and inexpensive rack to house your components, Isuggest you look
into the Arcici Super Structure; it might be just the thing for
you. /consider it anecessity, for there are often times when
Ihave aroom full of electronic gear and nowhere to put it. It
also goes along way toward satisfying the Wife Acceptance
Factor, thus ensuring areasonable degree of domestic tranquility.

sometimes difficult to tell which rhythm was

tics of the two percussion instruments. It was
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carried by the drummer playing the cymbals,
and which was provided by the rubboard. The
SPI4 clearly differentiated the damped, metallic
sound of the rubboard from the undamped,
metallic sound of the cymbals, making it easy
to follow their individual rhythms. The overall
sound of the rubboard took on interesting
characteristics when heard through each preamp. The Classé gave the instrument abrighter,
143

more "tinny" sound (no derogatory connota-

quality, coupled with an excellent rhythmic

tion intended). It's as if the sound was radiated

flow, caused me to become actively involved

directly off the ridges in the corrugated metal,
with no sensation of the body of the instru-

with the performance. If the PV9 had commu-

ment (which hangs down like avest over the

nicated more of the chestiness of the voices,
it would have been adead heat between it and

player's chest).

the SP14. It didn't, though, and Ionce again

In contrast, the SP14 gave me the impression

preferred the sound of the ARC product. Each

of the entire instrument as it was played: the

voice through the SP14 had that unique quality

clear, ringing sound of the scraper as it is drawn

which made it clear that agroup of men was

over the corrugations in the metal, as well as

singing, spatially separated.

the fuller, less resonant sound of the metal vest

The third song on the side features an instrumental ensemble in alively tune called

itself. The PV9 stood somewhere between the
ARC and Classé preamps in its ability to convey this information: more pleasing to my ears
than the Classé, yet not as convincing in re-

"The Kid On The Mountain." (The flute playing
of Matt Molloy is exceptional, as usual.) On this
cut, the flute's sound was captured differently

producing the unique timbral nature of the

by each preamp. The Classé gave an overall

instrument as the SP14. Each of the preamps

lighter sound to the instrument, with anoticeable lack of air. The performance lacked
rhythm, and subtle dynamic changes were

served this music well; soundstaging and lowlevel resolution were exemplary on each. The
PV9 and Classé injected astronger bass to the

hard to perceive. The PV9 corrected most of

performances, making the SP14 sound, in comparison, subjectively somewhat lightweight.
However, as Ilistened repeatedly to the tunes,

these failings, yet did not capture my fancy as
strongly as did the SP14. The air around the
flute was palpable through the SP14. 1could

Ifelt most comfortable with the way the SP14

sense the column of air vibrating through the

presented the music It sounded "right" to my
ears with each instrument, sharply focused in

instrument as it was played, as well as the
ambient space around the performer. This cut

space on awell-defined souncistage, clearly

was particularly ear-opening, as it helped me

resolved with its unique timbrai qualities.

formulate my initial impressions of each of
these preamps.

Accordion, harmonica, Clifton's voice, Cleveland's rubboard, John Hart's tenor sax, the gui-

The Classé did not sound like the solid-state

tar, bass, and drums, all sounded "real" to me,

product it is. Quite the contrary, it sounded

reproduced with an ease and naturalness
which Ihave not heard before in my system.

more "tubey" than the C-J PV9: adark sound
with alight footprint. The PV9 impressed me

Needless to say, there was alot of foot-tapping

with its truthfulness. It was not shy in present-

and head-bobbing as Ilistened to the music!

ing the music (sounding more solid-state than

'fuming to music of adifferent culture, Icued

Iwould have imagined), yet maintained the
magic heard through the best tube products.
The SP14 transformed my expectations as to

up an early album by the Bothy Band (Mulligan
LUN 007). The second song on side 1, "Fionnghuala," features agoosebump-inducing acap-

what can be achieved in sound reproduction

pella vocal ensemble. The treatment of the

at this price level. It did everything well, com-

male vocals through each of the preamps was

bining the positive aspects of the Classé and C-J

as Ihad expected based on previous listening:
the Classé endowed the voices with asome-

into one musically involving component. At
the same time, it added an element of its own,

what lean character; the chestiness which

which Ican only describe as anaturalness in
the rendering of the often diverse elements

usually accompanies the male voice seemed
attenuated; individual vocal nuances of each
singer were not as well identified with the
Classé as they were on either the PV9 or SP14;
overall, amore homogeneous sound—good,
but lacking that last degree of finesse and
believability. The PV9 excelled on this cut, giving me avery "lively" performance with perhaps the widest soundstage of the three. Subtle
dynamic changes were perceived clearly; this
144

making up aperformance. Be it vocal or instrumental, popular or classical, each musical
selection heard through the SP14 caused (in
some instances _forced) me to put down my
pencil and yellow pad to listen. It was that
involving.
Again changing musical gears, Islipped a
Columbia recording of Charles Ives's String
Quartet Nol, performed by the Juilliard QuarStereophile, June 1990

tes (MS 7027), onto the turntable With the SP14

caped my perception while listening to the

in the chain, Iwas immediately immersed in
some of the finest, warmest sound Ihave ever
experienced from this record label. Perhaps

other two units. Ijust could not imagine any-

this recording is an exception, but Iusually
have had to adjust my ears to the often strident,

way of vinyl at the SP14 —45s, mono LPs, ste-

acoustically dead sound of Columbia Masterworks. The sound Iheard here was different,

thing sounding better in the way of music
reproduction. Ithrew everything Ihad in the
reo LPs, dance singles, pseudo-stereo LPs, audiophile and non-audiophile recordings. In each
instance, Isat spellbound by what Iheard, not

though. The quartet literally "breathed," with
outstanding instrumental timbres captured in
afairly "roomy" acoustic setting. Especially

wanting to get up to do anything else. Quite
satisfied with the performance of the SP14's

enjoyable was the sound of Claus Adam's cello.
It maintained the woody quality Ihave come

reached for my favorite CDs to listen to its line
stage.

to associate with this instrument, while *providing me with ample clues as to its resonating

was the Astrée Sampler (E 7699), adisc Iurge

character. The sound was round and full, and

every reader with aCD player to purchase The

Iclearly perceived the "rosin on the bow."
It's enlightening to me that, as my system
improves, Iam able to enjoy recordings Ihad

phono section, Iput my records aside and

The first CD to be inserted in the CAL player

music is varied, the sound is, almost without
exception, marvelous, and it has served me
well as areference disc The most striking thing

previously given up as hopeless. Even in the

Inoticed when Ibegan comparing the line

grooves of these old recordings there is beauty

stages of the three preamps was that, with the

which can be retrieved, converted into musical
signals, and enjoyed. Such is the case here,
much to the credit of ARC. The performance
conveyed the emotion released through the

Classé and C-J, the sound quality was the
opposite of what Ihad heard through their
phono stages. In other words, the line stage of
the Classé approaches the best, overshadowing

music in afine manner, at one point reducing

the limitations Ihad perceived through its

me almost to tears. The beginnings and ends

phono stage Similarly, the line stage of the C-J

of the notes were not confused, and the important rhythmic flow was not interrupted. Com-

stage. The SP14, however, did not disappoint

fell somewhat short of its exceptional phono

pared with the sound with the Classé in the sys-

me. The sound quality of its line stage was

tem, it was as if several veils had been lifted,

equal to that heard through its phono stage. In

enabling me to easily approach the music. The

short, excellent! Here, at last, was acomponent

Classé coated the music with asyrupy texture,

which could hold its own with any of the com-

the cause of which Ihesitate to guess. Perhaps

petition, not needing help from any outboard
devices. Track after track on the Astrée CD re-

it has to do with the DR-6's timing. All Iknow
is Ifelt uncomfortable with what Iheard. The

vealed amusical experience which Ihad only

sound reminded me of what Iremember this

read about before.

recording to be before system improvements.
An anomaly? Perhaps. Or is this indicative of
something more significant?
The PV9 again acquitted itself splendidly in

Now this experience was being communicated to me and my listening companions in
my own room. From the delicate filigrees in
John Dowland's lute Fantaste to the subterra-

presenting the music on this recording. The

nean organ stops in the De Grigny, the SP14

soundstaging was excellent, with good depth

uncovered nuance after nuance in the web of

and width. Icould visualize the four performers sitting in asemicircle just in front of
my speakers, violins on the left, viola and cello
on the right. The body of the cello had the correct resonating character, and it was easy to

the music. The buzzing tonality of Blandine
Verlet's harpsichord in the Couperin stood in
stark contrast to the growling bass viol ofJordi
Savall in the Tobias Hume, exquisitely captured
with every detail intact. Inever felt uneasy with

hear the attack of the bow on the strings. Each

what Iheard. Icould finally listen through the

instrument had its unique sound, with the correct timbre. Yet, as Ilistened to the entire piece,

electronics to the music itself. Thoughts of bass
extension, treble roll-off, midrange warmth,

Ifell back on the sound of the SP14. It was not

direct/indirect sound, etc., did not even enter

as seductive as the PV9, but offered that hard-

my mind. Audiophile jargon seemed out of
place now, being replaced by discourse related

to-define sense of "naturalness" which esStereophile, June 1990
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to the music Irelated to the music in terms bor-

—magic Whether you prefer the type of magic

rowed from the arts instead of from electronics.

served up by the PV9 or the slightly different

Iwas able to breathe asigh of relief, releasing

magic offered by the SP14, Ifeel it important

the pent-up anxiety one stores inside when

to spell out the differences as Iheard them.

allowed to relax in the presence of the real
thing. The feeling was delicious!
ACD Iturn to often for purely musical enjoy-

Jennifer Warnes has amagnificent voice,
showcased on the CD Famous Blue Raincoat

ment is the recording of Ariel Ramirez's Misa

(Cypress YD 0100/DX 3182). Iwas only able to
get the A&M reissue of the original, so please

Criolla, featuring the tenor, José Carreras

bear with me. (I've heard the original, and agree

(Philips 420 955-2). The musical forces include

that it is significantly better. If any of our read-

alarge mixed choir along with an ensemble of
South American flutes, pan pipes, guitars (char-

ers know where Imight find acopy, please let
me know.) The title tune begins with atenor

angos), and percussion. The soloist is centered

sax and bass duet which the PV9 gets abso-

on the stage with the choir spread out behind
him. Further back and to the left side of the

ever heard, and the string bass has the heft and

lutely right. The sax sounds as real as any I've

stage are the large drums and other percussion
instruments. The sense of space captured on

body Iassociate with the instrument. It's amar-

this recording is outstanding; the drums, in par-

on you with repeated hearings. The mystery

velous introduction to asong which will grow

ticular, seem placed against the back wall of

(magic?) wears off, though, when Jennifer

the church, many feet behind the choir. The
sound of those drums reverberating off the
side and rear walls is spectacular. The PV9 was

comes in on the vocal. Her voice has aslight

the champion in soundstage presentation on
this disc The sense of spaciousness it conveyed
was unmatched by either the SP14 or the DR-6.
In fact, if it were not for the slight accentuation
of the sibilants of Carreras's voice and an overly

edge which Ido not hear on the SP14. As a
result, she seems too forward in the soundstage,
as if she is about to embrace you. Not that this
would be an unpleasant thing, but Iprefer the
more seductive sound of Ms. Warnes sans the
edge (I like to use my imagination).
Alas, with the attenuation of the edge on the

obvious rendering of breath intakes among

voice the SP14 loses something in the render-

choir members, Iwould say that the C-J, on this

ing of the sax and string bass. They just don't

disc, was the leader of the pack.
And yet, there it was: aslight coloration, a
tilt in the response curve perhaps, which over

seem as real. In the next track, the edginess on
both Leonard Cohen's and Jennifer's vocals
becomes downright irritating on the PV9,

aperiod of time Iperceived as an etched qual-

much less so on the SP14. Listening to this cut,

ity. Despite this, it was obvious that there was

Ifelt as if I'd uncovered adilemma in my own

abody attached to the solo voice The character

perception of what Ihear. On the one hand, I

of that voice seemed just about perfect, with
the right combination of chest and throat. In

liked what Iheard through the C-J —up to a
certain point. Beyond that point, Ipreferred

contrast, the Classé seemed to thin out everything on this recording, including the body

the sound of the ARC. The dilemma is that the

supporting Carreras's voice. The choir behind
the soloist seemed disembodied, merely voices

point is never constant, varying from recording
to recording. So Imust make acompromise in
my expectations and in my recommendations.

emanating from apoint behind him. The SP14
gave the soloist's body back as well as the
choirs. Individuals with their feet on the
ground (or risers) once again accompanied Carreras. The SP14 warmed up the sound abit

Conclusion
As far as value goes, Ihave to say the ARC SP14
represents the better investment. It has most,
if not all, of the features the audiophile will

compared to the PV9, yet Inever felt Iwas missing any information or detail as aresult. Ionly

want. It has control flexibility which the C-J

heard aless colored rendering of the music.

as any component I've had the pleasure to

At this point in my listening session Idecided

PV9 doesn't even approach. It's as well made
review, and is backed by acompany whose

to retire the Classé DR-6 preamp and concen-

reputation for good sound and quality prod-

trate on the differences Iwas hearing between

ucts is legendary. In my opinion, the sound of

the SP14 and the PV9. These two units seemed
to share asimilar quality which the DR-6 lacked

the SP14, via line or phono, will set new stan-
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dards for the industry. Ican see other compaStereophile, June 1990

nies using the SP14 as abenchmark by which
to judge their own products—it's that good.
It is user-friendly and attractively styled, injecting its unique form of magic into the reproduction of music to adegree I've rarely exper-

soundstage than the SP14. Accordingly, Ilooked
at channel separation of the ARC unit. Fig.1
shows the crosstalk from the left into the right
channel, measured at the main right output

ienced before. 1feel it should be included in

with a1V input signal applied to the left CD
input. (The right input was loaded with 25

Class Aof "Recommended Components." It is
avery special product.

ohms, the attenuation control was set to OdB,
the gain control to 12 o'clock, and the bypass

But so is the C-J PV9. In its own way, the PV9

switch was operative). Although separation is

also adds an element of magic to our enjoyment of amusical event. Its soundstaging is

respectable below lkHz, it rises regularly with
frequency to abarely adequate 30dB at 201cHz.

beyond reproach; its ability to retrieve the

The shape of the curve suggests capacitive

finest detail in complex passages is uncanny.
It is made to reproduce saxophone, string bass,

coupling between the channels, perhaps due
to the volume and attenuation controls, or to

male and female voice. It is convincing in its
ability to portray the weight and presence of

the line-stage circuitry itself. Switching the
bypass switch off worsened these figures by

alarge ensemble. Yet, to me, it doesn't repre-

2dB or so, and the leakage from the right into

sent aparticularly good investment. Its lack of

the left channel was identical. So, also, was the

amono mode switch alone eliminates it from

measured separation when measured at the

my want list. Ineed control flexibility and provision for optimizing cartridge loading. Not all

main outputs with an FtIAA-preemphasized sig-

cartridges sound best loaded to 47k ohms

separation of just the phono stage measured

(though my AudioQuest didn't seem to mind).

at one of the pairs of tape outputs, however,

It is aminimalist design with minimal features.
If you don't need or want the control offered
by the SP14, this could be the preamp of your
dreams. Soundwise, keeping in mind my uneasiness with the line stage, it takes aback seat
to no other product within its price range. I
agree with its placement in Class B.
What started out as asingle product review
has turned into an unqualified recommendation for one product, aqualified one for another. When Iwas given the SP14 for review,
Ithought my task would be easier, with aclearcut winner. Iwas mistaken, and perhaps abit
naïve, to so assume—it's never as easy as it
seems. However, if my examination of either
of these products has stimulated your interest,
Iurge you to try each out in your own home
in your system. Insist on this when talking to
your dealer. Only then will you come under the
spell of the magic cast upon the listener by
these products. And only then will you know

nal fed into the phono inputs. Looking at the
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small number of parameters that Guy's audifound the C-J PV9 to present arather wider
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Fig.1 ARC SP14, crossta kL-R on CD
input, measured at main outputs.
(Input level 1V, Attenuation = OdB,
V/C = 12 oc jock, Bypass In,
5dB/vertical div.)
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Postscript: measurements
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Fig.2 ARC SP14, crosstalk L-R on phono
input, measured at Tape 1outputs.
(Input level 10mV at 1kHz, signal RIAA
pre-emphasized, measurement
dominated by noise below 2kHz,
5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.3 ARC SP14, CD input frequency
response measured at main outputs.
Left (bottom trace), right (top). (Input
level 100mV, v/c set to unity gain,
0.5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.4 ARC SP14, Phono input RIAA error,
measured at Tape 1outputs. Left
(bottom trace), right (top). (Input level
0.5mV at 1kHz, 100 ohm load,
0.5dB/vertical div.)

gave the curve in fig.2. The crosstalk below

ness per se, but with aheightened sense of

2kHz or so is below the noise floor, and is

detail or life in the treble.

generally 25dB lower down in the treble. This

All other aspects of the SP14 seemed to be

confirms the idea that the volume controls and

to specification, including gain structure, noise,

line stage are responsible for the reduced sepa-

and overload. The volume control tracking was

ration.
'filming to the SP14's frequency responses,
fig.3 shows that measured via the CD input,
which is respectably flat across the band,

excellent, being within ±0.1dB from full vol-

though the left channel has aslightly higher
gain than the right. Via the phono input, and

below 1dB above 2o'clock, to 2-3dB between
11 o'clock and 9o'clock, increasing to 5-8dB

measured at the tape outputs, the RIAA error
is similar for both channels, reaching amaximum of +0.38dB at 11.5kHz and drooping by

measured as being 205 ohms at 1kHz from the
main outputs and 1010 ohms from the tape out-

almost 1dB by the time it reaches 10Hz. Iwould
expect this to be audible as aslight lack of
impact to the bass, coupled, not with bright-

ume to the 9o'clock position, below which the
maximum inter-channel error was still just
0.37dB. (The steps themselves varied from

below that position.) The output impedance

puts. Long or highly capacitive cables should
not present aproblem, therefore.
—John Atkinson

ARAGON D2A 8( PROCEED PDP
DIGITAL PROCESSORS
Robert Harley
Aragon D2A Digital Processor with dual 18-bit DACs. Frequency response: 2Hz-20kHz, +0.3dB.
S/N ratio: 110dB ("A" weighted). THD: 0.009%. Oversampling rate: 8x. Inputs: two coaxial, one
optical. Outputs: analog output on unbalanced on RCA jacks, one digital output on RCA jack.
Measured maximum output level at 1kHz: 2.45V RMS. Dimensions: 19" (483mm) W by 21/
4"
(57mm) H by 14" (356mm) D. Weight: 14 lbs. Price: $995. Approximate number of dealers: 100.
Optional Isolated Power Supply (IPS): $250. Manufactured by Mondial Designs Ltd., 2Elm Street,
Ardsley, NY 10502. Tel: (914) 693-8008.
Proceed PDP Digital Processor with dual 18-bit DACs. Frequency response: 10Hz-20kHz +0,
-0.2dB. THD: 0.004% at 1kHz, OdB. Dynamic Range: 98dB or greater. S/N ratio: 105dB. Channel
separation: 120dB. Intermodulation distortion (SMPTE IMD): 0.009%. Filtering: 8x-oversampling
digital filter, analog filter with linear phase to 40kHz. Low-level linearity: deviation unmeasurable
to below -70dB, approximately +1.7dB below -90dB (undithered, referenced to OdB at 1kHz).
Outputs: analog audio on balanced XLR and unbalanced RCA jacks, digital output on one RCA
jack. Output impedance: less than 1ohm. Measured maximum output level at 1kHz: 2.12V (unbalanced), 4.23V (balanced). Inputs: four digital inputs (three RCA, one XLR). Power consumption:
Stereophile, June 1990

25W at 60Hz, 120V. Shipping Weight: 22 lbs (9.98kg). Dimensions: 8.4" (214mm) W by 3.4" (87mm)
H by 15.625" (397mm) D. Price: $1295. Approximate number of dealers: 80. Manufacturer: Madrigal
Audio Laboratories, 2081 South Main Street, P.O. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457. Tel: (203)
346-0896.
In the early 1950s, Paul Klipsch uttered his
now-famous quote: "What this country needs
is agood five-watt amplifier." In 1990, an ap-

$995 Aragon D2A and $1295 Proceed PDP digital processors. (Next month, Iwill be looking
at new models from Wadia and Theta.) Both

propriate permutation of this aphorism might

companies have outstanding reputations: Mon-

be "What the world needs is agood $1000 digital processor." ,

dial, creator of the D2A, has an enviable history

While great strides are being made in the
musicality of CD players and digital/analog
converters, these improvements are often out
of financial reach to the majority of music
lovers. Although products like the Wadia 2000
($7800), Stax DAC-X1 ($13,000), and Krell SBP64x ($9000) are cause for celebration, they are
likely to generate little enthusiasm in audiophiles for whom such an expenditure is out
of the question.

of making affordable high-end amplification,
while Madrigal Audio Laboratories, designer
and manufacturer of the Proceed PDP, has
earned its place as one of the most respected
audio designers and manufacturers, primarily
for its line of Mark Levinson preamplifiers and
power amplifiers. Both products' design histories further increased my sense of optimism.
The D2A was designed by Mike Moffat, father
of the highly regarded Theta processors. The
Theta DSPre has been along-term reference

Ever since the first outboard processors

processor at Stereopbile. The Proceed PDP is

started appearing, Ihave been on aquest for

aclose relative of the Proceed PCD CD player
Ireviewed favorably in Vol.13 No.2. Could one

amusical D/A converter that doesn't require
asecond mortgage. What Ihave in mind is a
well-built unit, from an established company,

(or both) of these units be the realization of my
ideal digital processor?

that makes digital playback listenable and
enjoyable, all for about $1000. While the per-

Aragon D2A: $995

formance of this idealized processor is not

During Stereophile's 1988 High End Hi -Fi Show

expected to match the musicality of the mega-

in Santa Monica, fate would have it that Mondial
and Theta Digital would share adisplay room.
When Tony Federici of Mondial heard acom-

buck units, it should nevertheless convey the
musical values in arecording, exhibit aminimal amount of "digititis," and not be embarrassed in acomparison with the big boys.
It was with agreat sense of anticipation,

parison between the Theta DSPre and an expensive audiophile CD player, he was stunned
by the Theta's superiority. Although the room

therefore, that Iembarked on this review of the

featured moderately priced speakers and electronics, the Mondial/Theta Digital display was

IThe venerable Mr. Klipsch's quote is itself aparaphrase of
aquote by Thomas Riley Marshall, Vice President in the Taft
administration: "What this country needs is agood five-cent
cigar."

voted second-best sound at the show. Tony
was so impressed by the superb sonics of the
Theta that he invited Mike Moffat upstairs to his

Aragon D2A DIA converter
Stereophile, June 1990

room to discuss the possibility of Mike design-

nal. Azinc-chromate-coated steel-mesh cover

ing aprocessor for Mondial. After athumbnail
marketing analysis of why outboard digital

tromagnetic radiation, and also reduces the

protects the digital circuitry from outside elec-

decoders were destined to become asignificant

amount of radiated noise in which the nearby

product category, they decided on the design
criteria: excellent sones, multiple digital inputs,

analog circuitry bathes. Zinc-chromate plating, often used in computer shielding, can be

and upgradeable chips to keep pace with new
technology. Then Tony asked the big question:

identified by its unique, iridescent-gold glow.
The digital board's 21 integrated circuits are

"Can you keep the price around $1000?" Mike

all socketed for easy removal and replacement

did some figuring for afew minutes and an-

when new technology becomes available. The
board incorporates acircuit that reclocks the

nounced that he could indeed design aprocessor that met the discussed design goals and
maintain the $1000 price point. The result of
this collaboration is the Aragon D2A digital processor.

incoming datastream to remove jitter from the
CD player or DAT machine's digital output. This
circuit was developed by Theta and first used
in the DSPre processor. An additional benefit
of this circuit is compatibility with all digital

lechnical description: The slim, black unit
is very simple and basic in appearance, yet
incorporates several interesting features. First,
the D2A has three digital inputs, one optical
and two coaxial on Tiffany RCA jacks. A fourth
jack next to the inputs is adigital-out port for

outputs without need for adjustment. (In my
review of the British Fidelity Digilog converter,
Inoticed aticking sound from the unit when
it was fed a48kHz signal. Only after adjust-

driving aDAT machine. In athoughtful design
touch, the digital-out port is not activated by

ing the edge-detection trim pot inside the
unit did the problem stop.) The reclocking circuit reportedly obviates the need for such
adjustments.

asource from input #3. This arrangement prevents any potential feedback loops when aDAT

The DAC chips are Burr-Brown PCM58Ps,
apopular choice in high-end digital decoders.

machine is connected to this input. Another
controlled absolute polarity switch. The push-

A Most Significant Bit (MSB) trimmer is mounted
adjacent to each DAC and hand-adjusted at the
factory just before shipment. The DACs are

button switch is attached to along cable (about
25') that plugs into the back panel of the D2A.

section. Because the DAC is the frontier where

A front-panel LED illuminates to indicate inverted polarity, which, incidentally, is per-

the digital and analog worlds meet, designers
face adilemma in locating them. If placed on

formed in the digital domain. The rear panel
also holds Tiffany RCA output jacks. A male 3-

the analog board, digital noise can pollute the
analog electronics. If on the digital board, the

pin XLR connector, which mates with the
external power supply, finishes off the D2A's

DAC's analog output is again subject to corruption.

interesting feature of the D2A is a remote-

rear panel.
The front panel is very plain, with only a

located on the digital board, not in the analog

Digital decoding is performed by the Sony

source selector switch, power LED, and arow

(actually manufactured by Texas Instruments)
CXD1144B, the same chip found in the $8000

of five LEDs that indicate phase reversal, sampling rate (32, 44.1, or 48kHz), and if the de-

Sony DAS1 /R1 CD player and the $4200 California Audio Labs Tempest 2Special Edition.

emphasis circuitry is switched in. With the

The D2A uses 8x-oversampling digital filtering (like the Theta). The ROMs are not custom-

source selector switch in the Off position,
power is disconnected to the digital board, but
the analog section stays powered.

made for the D2A, saving substantial cost.
Rather than employing adeglitching circuit,
Mondial has chosen instead to test each DAC

Inside, the Aragon D2A is exceptionally dean
and well-executed, with no jumpers or after-

for glitches and use only select chips in the

thought fixes in evidence. The chassis holds
two glass-epoxy printed circuit boards, one for

D2A. Only about half the chips tested find their
way into afinished unit.

the digital circuitry and one for analog electronics. The clean interior look of the unit is

prises. First, the circuitry is fully discrete, es-

in part due to the fact that the power transformer and most of the power supply are exter-

operational amplifier chips. In addition, the ch-
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The D2A's analog section holds some surchewing the cheaper and easier-to-implement
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cuit topology and componentry are identical

contacts to prevent corrosion.

to the phono section in Aragon's 24K pream-

Build quality and finish are very good for a
$1000 unit. The panel-mounted Tiffany jacks,
"-thick front panel, countersunk screws,
Teflon internal wiring, and general neat appear-

plifier. Aragon draws aparallel between adigital
processor's analog section and apreamplifier.
The digital converter's current/voltage converter is analogous to amoving-coil stage; deemphasis circuitry has acounterpart in RIAA
equalization; and both line sections are designed to drive apower amplifier. The phono
section's low noise and high slew rate are also
important in digital processors. Furthermore,

ance of the D2A all point to avery well-executed piece of equipment. Considering its reasonable price, the D2M construction and finish
cannot be faulted.
Sound: The D2A was auditioned over afive-

both the 24K preamplifier and the D2A share

week period in my usual reference system: VTL

the same power supply.
The analog board also contains additional

225W Deluxe monoblock power amplifiers,

power supply components. These include

Electronic Visionary Systems Ultimate Attenuators (to be reviewed next month), B&W Matrix

large electrolytic filter capacitors (two 3300g),

801s on Arcici stands, aMarantz CD-94 (used

smaller electrolytic filter caps (twelve 470uF),

as atransport), and the new Esoteric PD2, a

resistors, and nine three-pin voltage regulators.

$4000 standalone CD transport. The D2A was

In all, the D2A incorporates 11 power supplies. 2

also auditioned through Martin-Logan Sequel

With this system of an external main power

Ils. Preamplifiers, when used, included the
Classé DR-5 and Audio Research SP-11 Mk.II.

supply and distributed supplies inside the chassis, AC is kept away from the audio circuitry.

Speaker cable was bi- wired AudioQuest green

The external power supply is fairly small, but

Hyperlitz, and interconnects the Expressive

can be replaced with the Aragon Isolated Pow-

Technology IC-1 and van den Hul D-102 Mk.II.

er Supply (IPS), a$250 option. The IPS is much

Other digital processors on hand for compar-

larger and heavier than the stock supply. The
D2A was auditioned initially with the stock unit

section, the Proceed PDP, the Wadia 2000, and

and later (fortuitously) with the IPS.
Parts quality is exceptionally high for a$1000

Systems Model A. The dedicated listening room

unit. All resistors are the Dale hermetically

has optimal dimensional ratios and is treated

sealed metal-film types used in military and

with Phantom Acoustics Shadows, an active

ison included the Marantz CD-94's converter
for an afternoon with its designers, the Musik

medical applications. A reported advantage to

low-frequency control system. AC power to

hermetically sealed resistors is that they don't

the preamplifier and digital processors was

change characteristics with humidity. The fac-

conditioned by an Audio Express Noise Trapper. The D2A was also driven by a 48kHz

tory that builds Aragon's boards primarily
makes military electronics. Since they buy

S/PDIF (Sony/Philips Digital Interface Format)

premium components in huge quantity, Mon-

signal from aDAT machine playing my own

dial can use this situation to their advantage and
incorporate top-quality parts at minimal addi-

original master tapes.
My first thought on hearing the D2A was

tional cost.
Excluding the filter caps, the analog board

how much digital converters have improved in
just the past year. The D2M superiority to older

appears devoid of capacitors. The few caps that
appear to be in the signal path are high-quality

evident. The biggest improvement over previ-

polypropylene types. The analog board also
includes two relays per channel for de-emphasis switching and muting, respectively. The
muting relay disconnects the audio output

processors in this price category was clearly
ously auditioned converters was in openness,
transparency, and lack of coloration. The D2A
presented instrumental timbres and textures
with clarity, devoid of acertain opaqueness that

momentarily when the input selector switch

plagues many digital processors. Another area

is turned. This prevents any noise or thump
from appearing at your power-amplifier inputs.

where the D2A excels is in soundstaging and
imaging. Instrumental and vocal outlines were

The relays are nitrogen-filled and use rhodium

tight and well-defined, helping to distinguish

2There is some controversy over the designation "power supply" Manufacturers routinely call each distributed voltage regulator a"supply.'• However, some argue that the term "supply"
is appropriate only when adedicated transfomwr is employed
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individual instruments. Soundstage width was
impressive, depth alittle less so. Although images were clearly anchored and defined within
151

the soundstage, the feeling of looking into the
back of the soundstage did not match the feel-

trol, and dynamics.

ing of width. The soundstage, however, had a

had been sluggish, were snapped tight as a

particularly enjoyable openness and clarity that

trampoline. The entire lower-octave presentation improved: Pitch distinction, dynamic

lesser processors do not reveal. However, as
much as the Aragon D2A is an improvement in

What adifference! Low frequencies, which

these areas over other similarly priced proces-

impact, and rhythmic drive all returned to the
music with the addition of the IPS. In addition,

sors, it did not match the more expensive Pro-

the IPS ameliorated my criticism of other per-

ceed PDP's performance in these areas.
One aspect of the D2A's performance that

ular. The soundstage went from being some-

was not up to its level in the areas just mentioned (or other processors; for that matter)

what compressed between the speakers to
having areal sense of depth and space. The

was bass depth and control. Low frequencies

slightly forward treble presentation was also

lacked tautness, pitch resolution, and punch.
This characteristic reduced the feeling of rhythm

rendered abit more polite with the IPS.

and drive in music. Low-frequency dynamics
were somewhat compressed, lacking visceral

cessor to a truly outstanding one. The IPS

impact. Instruments with substantial low-frequency content lacked body and weight. For
example, the Beesendorfer's lower registers on
the Reference Recordings Dick Hyman Plays
Fats Waller CD (RR-33CD) were too thin and
did not convey the power of the instrument.
Dave Weckl's bass drum on the Chick Corea
Akoustic Band CD (GRP GRD-9582), so
important to the music's rhythmic feel, was
somewhat anemic and did not punctuate the
performance.

formance aspects, soundstage depth in partic-

The D2A went from abeing avery good proshould be considered mandatory to realize the
D2A's full potential. Mondial should have
charged $1250 for the D2A with the IPS, and
not even bothered with the stock power sup-

Measurements: Like most modern digital
converters, the Aragon D2A performed well on
the bench. Frequency response, shown in fig.1,
was essentially flat across the band. In addition,
de-emphasis error (fig.2) was nearly nonexistent. Channel separation was a very good

Moving back to the D2A's strengths, Iwas
D2A's treble presentation, though not silky-

1. Illea1111
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11111
11111
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sweet, had aminimal amount of the hardness

I—

impressed by the top-octave smoothness. The

U..

sound so. ..well, digital, was substantially less
than that heard in previously available proces-
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sors at this price range. In absolute terms, the

1111,
11111

11111

midrange and treble had asmall measure of
glare in comparison to the ease and liquidity
of the 'dia 2000. The treble character was a
bit on the forward side, with HF detail assuming aprominent position in the presentation.
HF transients had afast, clean attack, further

a Me II 131,41
,2.1111111
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and grain heard so often in digital playback.
The bright edginess that makes digital audio
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Fig.1 Aragon D2A, frequency response (left
channel solid, right dotted, 0.5dB/
vertical div.)
tale PItia reeetTSP 00Intele,
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reinforcing the impression of ahighly detailed
rendering.
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After spending some time with the D2A, during which these impressions were formed, I
received the Aragon Isolated Power Supply
(IPS), a$250 upgrade to the D2A. The triangular-shaped black unit replaces the rather small
outboard power supply that comes standard
with the D2A. Iwas hopeful that the IPS would
improve areas of the D2A's performance of
which Iwas most critical: bass definition, con152
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Fig.2 Aragon D2A, de-emphasis error, left
channel (0,5dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.3 Aragon D2A, 500Hz fade to noise
with dither, left channel (right channel
identical)
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Fig.5 Aragon D2A, dithered 1kHz tone at
-90.31dB, with spuriae and distortion
(right channel dotted)

in re••••••••••
'toner, - Um*, • -1,210,

Fig.4 Aragon D2A, departure from linearity,
left channel (right channel identical,
2dB/vertical div)

Fig.6 Aragon D2A, narrow-band analysis of
dithered 1kHz tone at -90.31dB, with
spuriae and distortion. Cursor shows
2nd harmonic at -15.3dB ref.
fundamental.
hunt at. ».0«

120dB at 1kHz, with only aslight reduction in
the top octave. The fade to noise with dither
track revealed nearly perfect linearity, as shown
in fig.3, which shows the left channel. (The
right channel was identical.) In fact, the D2A's
linearity was among the best I've measured.
except for the new "1-Bit" decoders. Fig.4
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Fig.7 Aragon D2A, impulse response

shows the D2A's left-channel deviation from
perfect linearity. The right channel was similar. The spectral content produced by the D2A
when reproducing adithered 1kHz tone at
-90.31dB is shown in fig.5. Again, this is excellent, with no evidence of HF noise or lowfrequency power-supply-related problems.
although there is aslight hint of some 2nd-

11•••• - mac

Fig.8 Aragon D2A, 1kHz squarewave at
OdB

harmonic content. This was confirmed by performing anarrow-band FFT analysis of the

cant overshoot on the leading edges, some-

-90.31dB tone. Fig.6 reveals the 2nd harmonic

response.
Output impedance was a very high 855

to lie just over 15dB down from the fundamental, and there is also some 6th harmonic
present. 3
Fig.7 shows the D2A's impulse response, revealing the output to be non-inverting when
set to be so. Surprisingly, though squarewave
reproduction (fig.8) showed some symmetrical
ringing on the wave tops, due to the use of a
linear-phase digital filter, there was also signifiStereophile, June 1990

thing not to be expected from the impulse

3The difference in the shape of the high-frequency noise floors
in figs.S and 6is duc to the first being taken with an analyzer
that features aconstant. Y
r octave bandwidth. With noise that
is white in nature—has constant energy per hertz or unit
frequency—this appears to give arising 'met of noise with frequency due to the fact that Y, -octaves that ale high in frequency
simply include more frequencies than ones that are lower in
frequency With an analyzer such as the FFI type used to derive
fig.6, these feature aconstant analysis width in hertz retemiless
of frequency, which means that white noise reproduces as
being flat rather than tilted up.
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ohms at 17Hz, decreasing to amore moderate

pects of its performance: soundstaging, low-

306 ohms at IkHz and reaching 324 ohms at

frequency weight and control, and amount of

20kHz. This may account for the somewhat

low-level detail. My main criticism was asome-

sluggish bass, especially when driving apas-

what up-tilted treble balance that gave high fre-

sive control unit. This output impedance is

quencies aforward, etched character. Overall,

contrasted to the Proceed PDP's very low 0.3

however, Ifound the PCD quite listenable and

ohms across the band. The maximum output

superior to similarly priced competition, war-

level at lkHz was avery audible 1.76dB higher
than standard at 2.45V.

ranting aClass Brating in Stereophile's "Recommended Components."

Conclusion: The Aragon D2A offers amuch

of the PDP standalone digital processor, Iwas

higher level of musicality than has been available at this price point. Recalling my impres-

eager to hear what it had to offer. However, I

When Madrigal announced the introduction

sions of similarly priced decoders and CD
players, the D2A clearly excels in some areas
by comparison. Transparency, lack of HF grit,
and openness were the D2A's strong suits. The
D2A also received high marks for midrange

was surprised to learn that the PDP processor
and PCD CD player use exactly the same
boards, components, and even power supplies.
If the PDP had the same circuitry as the CD
player, they must sound the same, or at least

liquidity portrayal of instrumental textures, and

very dose, right? well, Ihave come to learn that
in all things digital, what one would intuitively

general ease of listening. However, Imust point

believe is often the exact opposite of reality.

out the somewhat ill-defined bass with the
standard power supply, the D2A's most significant shortcoming. My opinion of the D2A took

The major sonic differences between the PCD
and PDP exemplify this quandary But I'm getting ahead of myself.

abig leap forward with the addition of the IPS,
making it, in my view, amandatory accessory.
My criticism of the bass definition and
dynamics is greatly mitigated with the IPS.
However, even with the IPS, the D2A's bass

Technical description: The Proceed Digital
Processor, like its brother the Proceed CD
Player, is unusual in appearance. The narrow
front panel, deep chassis, and unusual gray fin-

impact did not match the PDP's.
High-frequency presentation lacked the

ish all add to the PDP's distinctive appearance.

bright, edgy "digititis" that plagues so many

sets it apart from the typical 19" -wide black

inexpensive digital processors and CD players.
Although the HF character was not sweet in

box. Like other Madrigal products, the PDP has
abaked-on finish that adds acertain measure
of elegance.

absolute terms, it nevertheless was listenable
and musical, without causing fatigue.

The unit has amodern, streamlined look that

The diminutive front panel holds two push-

In comparison with the reference Wadia

button switches. The centrally placed oval

2000, the D2A lacked the soundstage depth,
liquidity, fine detail, HF smoothness, and over-

switch selects among the PDP's four digital
inputs. Pressing the button increments the

all musicality that make the Wadia 2000 so

input number, and the active input is indicated

enjoyable. Compared to most similarly priced

to the user by arow of four small red LEDs. Just

competition, however, the Aragon D2A is an

above the input indicator LEDs and select but-

outstanding performer. In addition, the high

ton, asmall red window displays the sampling
frequency of the selected input signal. Another

build and component qualities, in combination
with the upgradeable chips, make the D2A a
long-term value. However, Ifound it fell short

small LED in the lower left-hand comer of the
unit indicates if the CD has been pre-empha-

of the musicality offered by the more expensive Proceed PDP.

sized, thus engaging the processor's deemphasis circuitry. Instead of afront-panel

Does the Aragon D2A meet my criteria for
the ideal inexpensive digital processor? Yes
..
but read on.

power on/off switch, the PDP's front panel

Proceed PDP: $1295

holds a"Standby" pushbutton that deactivates
the audio output but maintains power to the
circuits.
The rear panel contains a rocker switch

When Ireviewed the Proceed PCD CD player

labeled "Master Power" that shuts the proces-

in Vol.13 No.2, Iwas impressed by many as-

sor off completely. Typically, Master Power
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Proceed D/A converter
should be left in the On position, and the frontmounted standby switch used to turn the unit
off. This is especially important in the PDP due

well as three unbalanced digital inputs. Don't
be surprised if we soon start seeing CD trans-

to its long warmup time and thermally con-

ports with balanced digital outputs.
Removing the heavy steel cover brought

scious design. Analog audio is provided on

back afamiliar sight: the power supply, user

gold-plated RCA jacks (unbalanced) and two
XLR connectors (balanced). The rear panel also

interface, digital, and input/output boards are

has adigital-out port for driving aDAT machine's digital input.
Iheartily agree with Madrigal's inclusion of

nearly identical to those in the Proceed CD
player. Consequently, the following description is, to some extent, arepeat of the technical
description of the Proceed PCD. There are,

balanced inputs and outputs on their equipment. Abalanced line with XLR connectors is

however, several significant differences that at

far superior to an unbalanced, RCA-terminated

similarities.

least partially explain the two units' sonic dis-

cable. It's unfortunate that the RCA jack and

One's first impression upon looking under

unbalanced lines, chosen solely on the basis

the hood is the PDP's efficient use of space.

of price, have become the industry standard,
especially in high-end equipment. However,

Nearly the entire chassis bottom, and both
front and back interior panels, are covered by

more and more companies are providing
balanced inputs and outputs. This trend may

four printed circuit boards. The board mounted
behind the front panel, called the User Inter-

result in all audiophile equipment eventually

face Board, contains switching logic and LED
displays with accompanying drivers. Just be-

having at least the option of running balanced
lines.
In addition to being superior for carrying

hind this board is the power supply, dominated
by afairly large transformer. The transformer

analog audio, balanced lines are also better for
carrying adigital audio datastream. The profes-

circuits. The PDP's two main power supplies

sional digital interface format, called AES/EBU
(Audio Engineering Society/European Broadcast Union), specifies abalanced line with XLR
connectors. The datastream from aCD player
or DAT machine contains not only audio data,
but also the clock signal. If this clock information is corrupted by induced noise or alteration
of the digital waveshape in the cable, audible
degradation results. A balanced line has much
more immunity to induced noise than an
unbalanced line, and thus may have superior

features individual taps for digital and analog
are hoúsed on this board. The DC voltages are
then sent to 10 distributed supplies throughout the processor. Each of these supplies is
individually regulated, an improvement over
capacitive decoupling or filtering. Four of these
supplies provide DC to the analog section (one
for each rail of each channel), four supply the
DACs (again, one for each rail of each channel),
and one each for the logic and display. The
regulators are scattered throughout the PDP,
in close proximity to the circuits they supply.
Careful attention was paid to grounding, in-

sonic characteristics. In aforeshadowing of
future trends, Madrigal chose to supply the

cluding large circuit-board traces to provide

PDP with one balanced XLR digital input as

noise afree path to ground. In addition, the
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acleaner signal to the S/PDIF demodulator.
Incidentally, the signal present at the digitalout port has been processed by this circuit.
The analog section uses op-amps for current/voltage conversion and amplification. Deemphasis is passive and switched in by FETs.
To minimize interaction with the close-by digital section, the input/output board is mounted
at right angles to it, parallel with the rear panel.
This arrangement also permits the analog audio
outputs to connect to the RCA jacks without
point-to-point wiring. Relays on the input/output board disconnect the analog audio output
until astable digital input is received, preventing high-level noise from reaching your preamp. Aslight delaW750,ms)is apparent between
connection of adigital signal and audio output.
Additional relays on the input/output board
select among the various digital inputs.
Build quality, appearance, and functionality
are topnotch. The thick steel chassis and hefty
transformer give the PDP asolid, tight feel.
Since the PDP's build and layout have significant influences on its musicality, the processor's construction is discussed further in an
examination of why the PCD and PDP have
different sonic characteristics.
Sound: Ievaluated the PDP in my reference
analog and digital sections each has its own

system described above, and compared its

ground plane. Aplastic-coated metal shield iso-

sound to the D2A, Marantz CD-94 CD player,

lates the power-supply board from the adjacent

and Musik Systems Model A. The PDP was also

digital board. Remember, this is the same power supply as in the PCD, in which it is also asked

compared at length to the reference Wadia

to power aCD transport and attendant servo

for several days before any serious listening.

systems.
The digital section features the now ubiquitous Burr-Brown PCM58P DACs. The PCM58P,

2000. All processors were left on continuously
When Iplayed the first piece of music
through the PDP, an interesting and auspicious
phenomenon occurred: Ienjoyed the music

an 18-bit unit with fast-settling, glitch-free current output and aSchmitt trigger input, is gaining popularity among processor designers. A

without listening critically for the processor's
strengths and weaknesses. Only when the

Schmitt trigger reshapes the incoming signal

Initially, in areview situation, one tends to lis-

into anear-perfect squarewave, providing the
DAC with aclearer transition at the signal's ris-

ten critically to acomponent to get ahandle on
the product's sonic characteristics. By getting

piece was over did Irealize this had happened.

ing edge. After burn-in and before shipment,

out of the way and conveying the musical per-

each DAC's performance is optimized by ad-

formance, the Proceed PDP was off to apro-

justing an external MSB trimmer. The incoming

mising start.

S/PDIF digital signal is processed on the input/output board before being input to the

liked it. Iwas quite surprised by the PDP's very

Yamaha S/PDIF decoder. 4 This circuit resquar-

different presentation compared to its close

es and cleans up the incoming data to provide

relative, the PCD. Although they bear more

4The word on the street and in Santa Fe bars úthat this Yamaha
data decoder chip generally performs better than the more
common Sony.

than apassing sonic resemblance, the standalone processor's superiority was clearly evident. It is as though the PDP kept the best traits
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The more Ilistened to the PDP, the more I
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of the CD player: tight and punchy bass, excel-

Ibelieve, why digital playback is less interesting

lent dynamics, good souncistaging—and corrected the CD player's faults: aforward treble
balance and aless than impressive feeling of

and engaging than analog. The PDP is the first
affordable digital processor to reveal fine detail
with this much resolution. The impression is

depth. In addition, the processor took abig
leap forward in other aspects of musical pre-

further increased by the laid-back and relaxing presentation that tends to draw one into the

sentation.
First, and foremost, Ifound the PDP offered
arelaxed, engaging, and thoroughly involving

performance.
The PDP's ease and musicality were nothing

musical experience. In addition to amuch

best-sounding digital playback Ihave heard for

smoother treble, the PDP had asense of ease

under S2000. In some respects, it rivals even

short of amazing for its modest price. It is the

and liquidity not heard through the PCD or

the Wadia 2000. When Ireturned to the PDP

Aragon D2A. Instrumental and vocal textures

after extended listening through the Wadia,

were round, silky, and inviting, surrounded by

there was not the sense of disappointment

asense of air and space. The midrange was

experienced with lesser processors. Although

devoid of the hardness and glare that so often

the Wadia was easily superior to the PDP, the

accompany digital playback. In this regard, the
PDP was superior to the D2A, even inviting

of the PDP.

fact that they can even compete speaks highly

comparisons with the Wadia 2000.
Dynamics were outstanding by any measure.

Measurements: Like the D2A, the PDP ex-

Musical climaxes were reproduced with asense

hibited excellent performance on the test bench.

of effortlessness and impact. Bass transients,
in particular, were powerful, tight, and con-

Frequency response (fig.9) was very flat, as was
frequency response with de-emphasis (fig.10).

trolled. Acoustic and electric bass lines had an

Channel separation was very good, though not

agility and tautness that conveyed the drive and
rhythm of music. Stanley Clarke's bass on

quite as high as the D2/Vs. The left-channel fade
to noise with dither track (fig.11) showed very

Return to Forever's Light as aFeather (Polydor

good low-level linearity (the right was identi

827 148-2) is agood example. Much of this

cal), with the absolute deviation from perfec

music's energy and rhythmic drive come from
his exceptional bass work. Through the PDP,
the music assumed agreater sense of urgency
and flow. In this regard, the PDP is superior to
any other CD player or digital decoder I've
heard, except for the Wadia 2000. The Wadia's
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tailed than other processors. However, when
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After pondering why the PDP is so musically
involving and emotionally satisfying, Iconcluded that it is just this ability to reveal an
instrument's delicate nuance The tendency for
digital audio to lose or obscure this subtlety is,
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Proceed PDP, 500Hz fade to noise
with dither, left channel (right
channel identical)
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Fig.12 Proceed PDP, departure from
linearity, left channel (right channel
identical, 2dB/vertical div.)
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Fig.16 Proceed PDP, narrow-band analysis
of dithered 1kHz tone at -100dB,
with spuriae and distortion.
1

Fig.13 Proceed PDP, undithered 1kHz
waveform at -90.31dB (20kHz
measurement bandwidth)
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linearity for the left channel shown in fig.12.
Again, this is as good as standard (non-"1 -Bit")
converters get, indicating good alignment at
the factory.
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Fig.17 Proceed PM'', impulse response

The waveform of an undithered 1kHz tone

typical of high-quality digital processors,

at -90.31dB should reproduce as astepped

though the left channel did feature rather more
60Hz AC hum than the right. Fig.15 shows the

wave with three distinct levels, corresponding
to"-1," "0," and "+1." This shape can be just
made out via the Proceed processor (4.13),
though it is overlaid with audio-band noise.
Adding record dither to atone at this level reduces the level of discrete distortion harmonics

waveform of adithered 1kHz sinewave at alevel
of -100dB, below the theoretical floor of a16bit digital system. Performing anarrow-band
FFT analysis, however, reveals that the 1kHz
tone has been preserved intact (4.16), though

at the expense of increasing wideband noise.

there is some definite 6th-harmonic content

The output's spectral content when reproduc-

present at 6kHz and some higher-order har-

ing adithered 1kHz, -90dB tone can be seen
in fig.14. This performance, with no harmonic

monics between 15kHz and 20kHz.

components visible above the noise floor, is

to that of the Aragon D2A and, again, a1kHz,
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The impulse response (fig.17) is very similar
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boards have been carefully chosen to minimize
thermal interaction. The result is athermally
stable environment for the circuitry. The very
low-level analog audio signals generated by the
DAC—on the order of tens of microvolts—are
té.a.

Fig.18 Proceed PDP, 1kHz squarewave at
OdB
OdB, squarewave reproduces with alittle bit of
leading-edge overshoot (fig.I8).
The output impedance was an astonishingly
low 0.3 ohms from 17Hz to 20kHz, with the

susceptible to corruption by temperature instability. It is just these low-level signals that contain upper-order harmonics, inner detail, and
reverberation information. Loss or distortion
of these, in my opinion, subtly contributes to
digital audio's characteristic sound.
During the Proceed CD player review, I
noted that the machine sounded very poor just

maximum level at lkHz measuring 2.117V RMS

after it had been turned on. In fact, the player

(left) and 2.123V RMS (right) from the unbal-

did not sound its best until after several days'

anced outputs, this doubling as expected to
4.233V RMS from the balanced outputs.

warmup. Although all equipment needs some
warmup, the PCD's warmup requirement was

Additional thoughts: With nearly identical

the longest Ihad encountered. After learning
more about the PDP's design, specifically the

circuitry, PCBs, and power supplies, one would

emphasis on thermal considerations—shared

not expect much sonic difference between the

with the PCD —I realized that the dramatic
change in the PCD's sound confirms Madrigal's

Proceed CD player and digital processor. The
two units measure identically, even under
advanced testing procedures at Madrigal. Why,

assertion that small temperature variations do
in fact affect sound quality. Madrigal is cur-

then, the smoother treble presentation, in-

rently working on exotic temperature-stabili-

creased detail, and sense of ease with the PDP?
The answer reveals ahost of underlying factors

research into digital/analog conversion design.

that affect the musicality of digital playback.
The most obvious attribution of sonic differences is to the power supply. Since the PDP's
supply need not power atransport and servo
systems (rotational, focus, and tracking), the
analog circuits get purer DC. In addition, there

zation technologies as part of their ongoing
In addition to addressing thermal considerations in the PDP's design, the effects of vibration on reproduced sound quality have also
been addressed. Madrigal engineers believe
vibration plays arole in the musicality of adig-

is no interaction between the current demands

ital processor. If the circuitry is not mechanically isolated, the small voltages induced by

of supply and transport. Another difference is

vibration could be greater than the Least Sig-

the inclusion of the circuit that cleans up the

nificant Bit's (LSB) amplitude, effectively
throwing away low-level resolution. All these

S/PDIF, not needed in the CD player. However,
one would expect this circuit's benefit to be
outweighed by the fact that listening to the PDP
requires that the digital data must be transmitted down acable Beyond these intuitive explanations, however, lie some fascinating ideas
that are just beginning to be explored.
First, the PDP's construction and layout
apparently make asignificant contribution to

phenomena—radiated noise, temperature stability, and vibration—were major considerations in the PDP's chassis design and layout.
Conclusion: Considering the Proceed Digital Processor's modest $1295 price tag and
exceptional level of performance, it is, in my
opinion, abreakthrough product. It has no sig-

its musicality. The heavy steel chassis and

nificant faults, and many strengths. The PDP's

extensive shielding keep contaminating noise
out. The chassis design also maintains adeli-

most notable characteristic is asense of ease,
allowing one to focus on the music, not the

cate temperature balance in the unit. Madrigal

playback system. In the areas of low-level
detail, soundstaging, dynamics, bass control

discovered that even tiny temperature gradients
across the circuitry degrade sonic purity. Consequently, the PDP has no air vents that could
set up convection air flows within the unit. In

and definition, and overall musicality, the PDP

addition, the positions of components and

Only in comparison with the reference
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offers amuch higher level of performance than
one would expect from its price.
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'dia 2000 were the PDP's minor shortcomings revealed. The Wadia had asmoother, more

impressions of similarly priced CD players and

coherent treble presentation, greater dynamic

digital processors Ihave auditioned, Imust
conclude that the Proceed PDP offers an un-

impact, deeper soundstage, and more feeling

precedented level of performance at this price

of air and palpability. However, the differences

Now back to the question Iraised at the

tended to be matters of degree rather than of
type. Considering the sixfold price difference

beginning of this review: Is there adigital pro-

between the Waclia 2000 and PDP, these imperfections are more than acceptable.
Although the Aragon D2A is an outstanding
performer for its price, it nevertheless did not
match the PDP's musicality. In recalling my

cessor that provides truly musical digital playback that doesn't cost as much as acar? The
answer is the Proceed Digital Processor.

$

5When comparing reviews of digital processors written over
aperiod of time, one should remember Doug Sax's dictum,
- Every digital product that has been raved about has been
reviled ayear later"

MARK LEVINSON NO.27
DUAL MONAURAL POWER AMPLIFIER
Larry Greenhill

Mark Levinson No.27 power amplifier
Solid-state, class-AB (output stage) stereo amplifier. Rated output power 100Wpc minimum continuous sinewave power into 8ohms (20dBW), 20Hz-20kHz, with no more than 0.03% THD (FTC);
200Wpc minimum continuous sinewave power into 4ohms (20dBW), 20Hz-20kHz, with no more
than 0.3% THD (FTC); 350Wpc continuous sinewave power into 2ohms (19.4dBW), 20Hz-20kHz.
Peak output voltage: 48V at rated line voltage into 8ohms. Frequency response: 4Hz-122kHz
(-3dB). Input impedance: 50k ohms shunted by 1.5nF. Voltage gain: 26dB. Power consumption:
typically 210W at idle. Overall dimensions: 6.9" (174.6mm) H by 17.5" (444.5mm) W by 18"
(457.2mm) D. Shipping weight: 38.5kg (85 pounds). Price: $3795. Approximate number of dealers:
50. Manufacturer: Madrigal Audio Laboratories, PO. Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457. Tel: (203
346-0896.
The Mark Levinson No.27 power amplifier fol-

circuitry mounted in asingle chassis. Priced

lows the very successful No.23 model in ap-

about $1500 less than the 23, this newer ampli-

pearance, its ability to use balanced XLR or

fier has been rated at half the power, making

single-ended Camac inputs, and the dual-mono

it more suitable for loudspeakers (such as the
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Quad US Monitor) that don't require the No.

ing an audio component this way does not

23's ability to swing 67V. Jim McCullogh, Direc-

guarantee great sonics, just as adding ermine

tor of US Sales, suggested that the No.27
represented areal high-end value, for it produced much of the sweetness and bass defini-

seats and solid gold-alloy parts to aCitroen 2CV
would not improve that car's performance.'
Moncrieffs quip is typical of journalists'
responses to the earliest Levinson offerings.

tion found in the company's $12,000 flagship
amplifier, the No.20.5. Ireviewed the amplifier to confirm or deny Jim's claim.
Although the unit's $3795 price tag is high,
it is actually less expensive than all but one of
the amplifiers in Madrigal's Mark Levinson line.
Nearly 17% of the 548 basic amplifiers listed
in the October 1989 Audio "Industry Bible" are
higher-priced, regardless of power ratings.
Interestingly, over half (53%) of these 92 more-

John Nork was one of the first to pick up the
perfectionistic idealism that characterized this
"Quixotic company." He reported , that its
products elicit "diametric and highly polarized
responses from the audio community." One
side praised the company's position as the "last
fortress against pervasive encroaching waves
of mass-produced mediocrity" while the other

expensive basic amplifiers are monoblock

damned the high prices and "self-generated
Epicurean mystique" J. Gordon Holt, in Stereo-

designs, requiring two units. Thus, the No 27's

pbile's first Levinson product review, picked

more felicitous pricing and single chassis may

up on this theme. He called Levinson "a pio-

appeal to many audiophiles who would like
to own aLevinson and favor amore compact
design.

no-object audio gear; reviewing the ML-7A pre-

A bit of history
The No.27's under-$4000 cost creates an im-

neer" who proved that one could market priceamp, he taunted the unit's "construction [which
is] worthy of aUS Navy solid-state laser-activated can opener, and parts which should virtually ensure that the preamp will last longer than

portant niche in the Mark Levinson product

its owner." He warned that this durability

line, representing aprice-effective version of

would be wasted on the audio hobbyist, who
only keeps aproduct for asmall part of the
Levinson 5-year warranty period. 3

their more powerful and more expensive
models while sharing such features as appearance and power-supply stability. The Levinson
amplifiers in the past have often set the highest

Critics were just as adamantly divided about
the sonics of the first generation of Levinson

price in their power category. To many audi-

amplifiers. Take the critical brouhaha that

ophiles around the world, Levinson's ampli-

exploded around the ML-2 amplifier. John

fiers have symbolized the American audio high

Nork, writing in The Absolute Sound, gave it
amixed review: on the plus side, the ML-2 had

end. These products have had aconsistent style
over the past 15 years—thick, engraved face
plates, huge heatsinks, and handles fore and

an "addictive sonic purity. ..
[with the] best
definition of any amplifier Ihave auditioned";

aft—that breathe money, exclusiveness, and

on the negative side, the sonics were "rather

class. The prototype unit, the mold for all later

dry; lacking in richness, warmth and body, [and

Levinson amplifiers, was the 25W class-A mono-

having] an anemic coldness." Peter Aczel disagreed, calling the ML-2 "the best power amplifier in the world. .
the gold standard of ampli-

block ML-2 ($4000/pair even in 1979). This
remarkable product (now succeeded by the
more powerful No.20.5) was as big as a200Wpc

fiers; nothing equals its absolutely focused,

stereo amplifier, had front and back handles,

pristinely delineated, rock-solid and totally

and featured huge heatsinks to dissipate the

unfuzzed sound; [in comparison] the sound of
any other amplifier we know of has hair on it." 4
Bob Carver, who attempted to modify the
transfer function of his inexpensive amplifiers

tremendous heat generated by aregulated, total
class-A output stage. Self-locking, ground contact (make-first and break-last) Camac connector input jacks were standard. All of its internal components were exotic, premium-quality,
first-rate parts, so much so that the design
approach was once dubbed the "platinum
sledgehammer." Levinson bought the best
parts, passing along the sizeable bill of materials
to the customer. Moncrieff warned that buildStereophile, June 1990

1J. Peter Moncrieff, Mark Levinson ML- IReview. International Audio Review 4, pp.64 -67, July 1978.
2John Nork, "The Levinson ML-2 Amplifier," The Absolute
Sound. No.1-1, pp.I61- 164, Winter 1979.
3j. Gordon Holt, "The Mark Levinson ML-7A Preamplifier,"
Stereopbtle. Vol.9 No.5, pp.108- Ill, August 1986.
4Peter Aced. "Mark Levinson ML-2," Tbe Audio Critic, Vol.]
No.5, pp.35-36, Winter 1977/78.
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to match the sonics of high-end amplifiers,

Levinson amplifier prices did not necessarily

used the ML-2 as his first "ideal model." As we
shall see, the ML-2's sonic characteristics —

escalate as fast as the high-end competition did.

focus, definition, transparency—can be found

Ialso think the Levinson sonics have greatly
improved. A review that Iwrote with David

in its descendants in the present Levinson

Clark that appeared in Audio praised the No.

amplifiers, including the No.20.5 and 27.

20's ability to handle the toughest loads when

Although the ownership changed in 1985 to

powered from the worst AC lines; I, for one,

Madrigal Audio Laboratories, the new line of

loved that amplifier's extended dynamics, high-

"Number" (rather than the "ML" designation)

frequency extension, transient speed, soundstage depth, control of deep bass response, and

Levinson amplifiers (the line-up currently comprises the No.20.5, No.23, No.27, and No.29)

lack of midrange grain. 6JA agreed in Stereo-

adheres closely to the classic Levinson stan-

pbile, admiring the amplifier's sweetness, its

dards of mechanical quality, electrical design,
and price structure.' This design stability is no

soft treble balance, and superb bass definitron. 7
He later reviewed the No.20.5, finding it the

accident. Many of the same individuals have

"true reference power amplifier—for the rich." 8

been involved throughout the company's 18

Lewis Lipnick, also writing in Stereopbile,
favored the less expensive No.23's more vivid,

years, even though the number of personnel
has ranged from alow of 7(just before Madrigal
acquired the company in 1985) to apresent size

forward sound, its harmonic neutrality, the

of 150 employees. Ken Henderson has been

ality," and the ability of the amp to drive powerhungry B&W 801s with striking dynamic con-

responsible for the sleek black facepanels and
carrying handles and the engraved faceplate
with white lacquer fill, that can be found on all
Levinson amps and preamps. Tony Musolino
has worked on component layout and design
of the printed circuit boards. Phil Muzio has
served as Director of Operations, managing the
flow of parts, contacts with special vendors,
and coordinating production schedules. Linda
Mariano handled sales and distribution until

"amazingly lifelike. ..
soundstage dimension-

trasts. 9
With the No.20.5 and 23 holding their "A"
ratings for over ayear in this magazine's "Recommended Components," the less-expensive
No.27's sonics are of particular interest to the
cost-conscious audio hobbyist. If its musical
performance resembles either of its bigger
brothers', it would be avery hot product.

Mark Glazier (now president) came on in 1982.
Many of the early circuit designs were con-

Technical details

tributed by such outside consultants as John
Curl OC -2) and Richard Burwen, or talented

advertised their innovative output circuits, the

technicians like lbm Colangelo (ML-2 and ML-

power-supply design. As Mike Wesley, Vice
President of Product Development, explained,

7); today, the company has an 18-man engineering team, including Mark Moore, lead
engineer for the No.27 project, and headed by
Steve Taylor, VP/Director of Engineering. Kevin
Burke has been Chief of Engineering since
1985, and is currently VP/Director of Research.
about Levinson, while the audio community
has seen other companies exceed Levinson

While other amplifier manufacturers have
Levinson group has focused on conservative

amplifiers act as valves controlling the flow of
power The power supply provides astable, clean
source of electricity; the rest of the amplifier
controls its flow. The No.20.5, for example, has
one of the most sophisticated power supplies
ever used in an audio power amplifier, with
separate transformer, filter capacitor, and bridge

prices. Even amass-marketing amplifier man-

rectifier for each supply rail, and full regulation

ufacturer like Bob Carver has learned some-

of all audio stages, including outputs. Although

thing from the early Levinson philosophy of

it carries the same 100Wpc-into-8-ohms power

using exotic parts, and has produced the $24,000

rating as the No.27, the No.20.5's totally regu-

monoblock Silver Seven tube amplifier. At the
same time, the parent company Madrigal began
to choose parts more selectively, so the newer
5Despite the Levinson high-end prices, Madrigal Audio Laboratories has done well in recent years, thanks to good financial
leadership. .1 rong dealer support policies, and anew 21/W CSSiNT
sales tone. 1989 was a banner year. with gross company
revenues exceeding $8 million.
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6 Larry Greenhill and David Clark, "Mark Levinson No.20
Mono Amp: Audio, Vol.71 No.8, pp.62-76, August 1987.
7John Atkinson, The Mark Levinson No.20 Amplifier" Stereopbale, Vol.11 No.5. pp.86-93, May 1988.
8John Atkinson, "The Mark Levinson No.20.5 POWCT Amplifier" Steneopbile, Vol.12 No.9, pp.138-143, September 1989.
9 Lewis Lipnick, "The Mark Levinson No.23 Dual Monaural
Power Amplifier," Sterropblle, %bill No.9, pp 82-88. September 1988.
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producing more than adequate AC input for the
27's four separate power supplies (two per
channel). Each channel uses one supply for the
voltage gain stages and one for the output stage.
Flanking the transformers are two sets of blue,
computer-grade, triple-bypassed electrolytic
filter capacitors: alarge pair of 45,000µF caps
for the output stage and asmaller set of 1900µF
capacitors for the individual, non-tracking
regulators for both positive and negative rails.
Careful selection of bypass capacitor types
allows the impedance of the power supply to
remain low at all audio frequencies, to beyond
25kHz in the No.27. The larger electrolytic
capacitors are directly connected to the output transistors with heavy, solid, oxygen-free
lated power supply allows the 20.5 to maintain

copper bars. Capacitive triple-bypassing of the

the same voltage into very low impedance

regulator output provides high-frequency
purity. The 27's rails are maintained at ±65V.

loads, and thus it is the only Levinson amp that
doubles its 4ohm rating into 2ohms (giving

Audio signals enter at the back panel, via

400W RMS). This design permits the No.20.5

either aCamac connector (for unbalanced sig-

to act as apure voltage source into the most
impossible loads, including an arc welder.",Its

nals) or athree-pin Neutrik XLR connector.

exotic parts, the monoblock class-A construc-

mode, and uses asmall, thick shorting wire,

tion, and massive metalwork push the price of
astereo pair up to $12,000, out of the reach of

bent in the shape of aU, that slips into the XLR
socket and connects pins one and three. Other

many music lovers. Hence the attraction of the

connections can be made at this socket to run

No.27, which shares amore cost-conscious

the amp in inverted or bridged modes. A pi-

version of its power-supply design philosophy.

type RC network using ferrite beads attenuates

The unit comes supplied to run in unbalanced

The No.27's power supply is quite elaborate

RF entering the amplifier, and DC-blocking

by any standard. AC power is capacitively fil-

capacitors prevent DC from being amplified,
to the detriment of the loudspeaker voice-coils.

tered as it enters the amplifier, both in common
mode and differentially to remove radio-

DC offset is minimized by asupermatch-pair

frequency interference and other high-frequency noise. As with the earlier Levinson

input differential amplifier.
All voltage gain stages and drivers are fully

amplifiers, the 27 features asurge limiting circuit by connecting resistors in series with trans-

regulated and fully biased to run in class-A
mode. The design of these stages has benefited

former primaries for the first two seconds after

from the thermal-stability techniques used in

turn-on; then relays bypass the resistors.

the No.26 preamplifier. The thermal-compen-

The dual-mono design demands two separate amplifiers on one very compact chassis;
this explains the two large, non-potted (the
metal cans on top simply provide shielding for
the toroids inside) 729VA toroids that sit in the

sation circuits keep the matched components
on these boards operating at the same temperature. The driver stages possess high current
capability and low impedance, ensuring more
accurate control of the bipolar output transis-

center of the 27's chassis. Independent secon-

tors. Each external heatsink has five TO-220

dary windings from each transformer provide
up to 7.2A RMS of continuous current levels,

packs, athermal sensor, and four bipolar de-

10 P66 of the No.20's Audio review shows aphoto of two
0.05" steel plates welded together by apair of Levinson No.20s,
whose outputs were driven in parallel through a Iohm resistor
to get the current needed (about 100 amps) for starting and
sustaining an arc. The sidebar, labeled "Arc welding with an
amplifier: warns agairea trying this with other amps that don't
have the extensive power supply. protection circuitry, and huge
output stages found in the No 20. This "experiment' •was done
to demonstrate what can be done with an audio amplifier when
aperfectionist design approach has been taken.
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vices in beta-matched 103 cases; the two heatsinks per channel provide identical sets of these
devices, but of different "sexes" (one set PNP,
the other NPN). As with other recent Madrigal/Levinson amplifiers, the output stage uses
no output-decoupling network. This helps to
lower the damping factor, which averages
about 800, equivalent to 0.01 ohms.
163

The protection circuitry is highly sophisticated, and the 27 also features asoft-clip cir-

producing asolid, three-dimensional image of
the announcer's voice between my two Quad

cuit to prevent harshness and tweeter-eating

ESL-63s, so most of the sonic commentary will

output signals.
Component quality is as high as Ihave seen

be based on this amplifier. Soundstage width
and extended treble response were heard the

in any other amplifier. Most connections are
soldered, with the exception of the voltage-

ing its normal state of functioning.

adjustment section, which allows the ampli-

first instant of playing the second unit, confirm-

fier to be set up anywhere in the world. All the

Inow routinely audition new amplifiers by
comparison with agroup of "known" amps

No.27's double-sided circuit boards, bus bars,

both below and above the test unit's price

filter caps, toroids, bipolars, and relays have

range. For this review, the No.27 was put up

been carefully fitted into arelatively small chassis. This packaging was very critical for optimal

against aVSP TransMos 150Wpc basic amp, a
Sansui AU-X911DG 100Wpc integrated unit, a

sonics and performance, as was discovered

ca 1983 Threshold Stasis III 100Wpc amplifier,

during the No.23 project. That amplifier's circuitry was first prototyped in ahuge ML-3

and a pair of Krell KMA-160 monoblocks.
Memories, impressions, and reviewing notes

chassis; when it was moved into the much

were also reread from long sessions listening

smaller No.23 package, the sonics changed dramatically. Circuit-board layout and placement
of parts had to be redone in order to optimize

to Levinson ML-2s and No.20s. Other gear
included aDavidson-Roth Broadcast Monitor

the 23's musicality. Similar placement planning,
using extensive listening tests and measure-

FM receiver, aSansui XD-711 CD player, aLinn
turntable with aMagnepan arm, Shure V15 VMR moving-magnet, and Yamaha M-1000 and

ments, was carried out during the development
of the No.27.
The No.27 is small. Iwas thus not prepared

single-ended configuration and aMark Levin-

for its concentrated (but balanced!) weight—it

son No.26 run in balanced configuration using

seemed to be as hard to horse around as the

Madrigal HPC interconnect cable with an inter-

much larger Krell KMA-160. The appearance
is every bit as classy as the top-of-the-line

nal moving-coil module. Speaker cables were
Monster Cable and Levinson HF- 10C cable.

Marovskis MIT-1 moving-coil cartridges. Preamps included aMark Levinson ML-7A run in

No.20.5s. Madrigal has contributed awonder-

Loudspeakers included Quad ESL-63s with the

ful, glossy quality to the faceplates of both the
No.26 preamp and No.27 amp. This sheen

newer US Monitor panels, and the Snell Type

complements the solidity of the sculpted,
canted handles and the engraved, lacquer-filled
lettering. The thickness and quality of metal-

A/III Improved dynamic speaker. Both were
run full-range without external electronic
crossovers or subwoofers.
The No.27's sound defies easy categoriza-

work, which had suffered during the preMadrigal, "economy-designed" ML-10 and ML-

tion. It has superb strengths. Like the ML-2 that

9amplifiers, has fully returned with the No.27's
"-thick faceplate. The unit's power switch

No.20, it delivers aclear, grainless texture in the
midrange, with apurity that can be addicting.

and the connectors on the back panel are rugged and high-quality. The speaker outputs are
standard, five-way binding posts. They are set

It has speed, dynamics, and avividness that
resemble the No 23's. The harmonic accuracy
in the lower midrange, particularly for piano

rather low, as LL described for the No. 23, but
Ihad no trouble with biwiring.

lent, easily passing my informal test of bass-

Souks

Quad ESL-63s (without the Velodyne ULD-18

Listening tests were carried out on two samples

subwoofer's help!), the "foot stomping" mixed

of the No.27. The first had difficulty creating

in with the bass line on the Weavers' wonderful

precedes it by 15 years, and the more recent

works, can be startling. Bass definition is excelpitch definition: The amplifier must reveal, on

acentered, in-phase signal using the Ortofon

rendition of "Guantanamera" (Reunion at Car-

Test Record. In addition, the soundstage pre-

negie Hall, 1963, Vanguard VSD-2150). Only

sentation was narrow and shallow, and the

the No.20s and the Krel1KMA-160s have been

upper registers were muted. Mike Wesley rush-

this free of low-end murkiness. In addition, the

ed me asecond unit, directly off the production line. The second unit had no difficulty in

No.27 has the ML-2's smoothness throughout
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the audible spectrum, with none of the No.20s'
Stereophile, June 1990

treble softening as reported by JA. Transient
reproduction is admirably fast, with no harshness or blurring. With these sonic attributes,
the No.27 easily surpassed most of the panel in
see-through transparency, transient speed, bass
definition, and midrange harmonic accuracy.
As did Lew Lipnick in his review of the No.
23, Ipreferred the sound of the No.27 run in
balanced mode and driven by Mark Levinson's
No.26 preamp. Although the overall sonics

Madrigal gives each Levinson component.

Conclusions
Aglitch hampered the first No.27's sonics, interfering with its phasing and high-end response»
This would probably be picked up quickly by
anew owner. Anyone would be wise to audition aNo.27 before buying it, as with any other
high-end purchase. Madrigal's extensive aftersale support staff would quickly remedy such

were slightly cooler than with the older, single-

amalfunction.

ended ML-7A, detailing and transparency increased greatly using the newer preamp.

amplifier from two perspectives: On an abso-

It took listening sessions with No.20s and
Krell KMA-160s, amps that cost over twice as
much as the No.27, to reveal the latter's sonic
strengths and weaknesses. This is even truer
here where one pits the class-AB No.27 against
these monoblock, class-A units. Take Ronnie
Gilbert's soprano voice on the Weavers record.
With the No.27, her voice was well-defined,

This review approached the Levinson No.27
lute basis, the sweetness, wall-to-wall soundstaging, and midrange warmth of the Krell
KMA-160 or Levinson No.20.5 surpass the
No.27's sonic presentation. The No.27's sonic
fingerprint is its vividness, making it sound
more like the No.23. On arelative sonic basis,
however, the amplifier's power, clarity, tran-

somewhat forward, and very dynamic. On the

sient speed, overall coherence, and freedom
from midrange grain make it my first choice in

No.20s, the voice was richer, chestier, warmer,

its price range.

and seemed to have much more air surrounding it. It was easier to hear her delay as she sang
harmony with Pete Seeger, waiting just afrac-

II This glitch also made it impossible for us to carry out afull
set of measurements on the No.27 before the review had to
be set in type. These will follow in future issue.
—JA

tion of asecond after he sustained anote to find
anew harmony. Ihad to work much harder to
hear this interplay of voices on the No.27. Instruments on orchestral recordings (both vinyl
and CD) were more separated listening with the
class-A amplifiers, with more air around them
Vocal records and jazz CDs played with effortlessness, sweetness, and lack of restraint. In
addition, the soundstage of the No.20s was

PROTECTION
AND

PERFECTION

FOR YOUR SOUND COLLECTION

much wider and deeper than that heard
through the 27. If price were no factor, Iwould
say that Iprefer the musicality of the No.20s
Iwould select the No.27 for those speaker
systems, like the Quads, that either don't need
or might not tolerate the bigger voltage swings
of the other amplifiers in "Recommended
Components," the VTL 225 monoblocks ($400
more), for example Owners also may prefer to
purchase an amplifier that doesn't use Camac
input connectors; these gas-tight devices are
expensive and are used exclusively in the Madrigal/Mark Levinson line. On the other hand.
other high-end preamps now feature balanced
outputs than can feed the No.27's balanced
inputs. XLR-tipped interconnects are becoming astandard part of high-end audio. Overall.
the No.27 offers the superb parts quality, overkill power supply, and five-year warranty
Stereophile, June 1990
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4650 ARROW HWY., F-4, MONTCLAIR, CA 917 63
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ara Labs presents the most phenomenal breakthrough in
audio cable history. Presenting the Temporal Continuum", a
speaker cable which produces results that appear to be
magic. With a simple adjustment to the patented Temporal
Controller', you can optimize the damping ratio between the
amplifier and speaker without affecting the musical signal.

e lol TEMPORAL T.
' .1e 1CONTINUUM
A revolutionary transformation.

With the Temporal Continuum, you don't have to be a
wizard to extract the sonic potential now lurking unexploited
within your system.

Now You Hear It. Now You Don't.

Control your own musical pleasure. Sit back and enjoy the
only speaker cable which can optimize your amplifier and
loudspeakers. Or experiment. Vary the sound from
technically accurate to musically entertaining, and be
assured, no matter what components you may own now
or in the future, the Temporal Continuum will allow
you to interface them in perfect harmony. With
its spellbinding capablities, the Temporal
Continuum may truly be the last speaker
cable you will ever need to buy. The
Temporal Continuum comes with a
Lifetime Warranty and an Instructional Demonstration Compact
Disc. Call 1-800-762-TARA for
the dealer nearest you.

Tara Labs, Inc. 2567 Siskiyou Blvd. Ashland, OR 97520 503-488-6465

Why is the Temporal Continuum - so revolutionary?
Because for the first time in audio history, the forces at work
between your amplifier and loudspeaker can be controlled and
optimized perfectly.

QUESTIONS &ANSWERS
How is this achieved?
The Temporal Continuum Speaker Cable can be tuned to apply the
correct amount of electrical pressure (damping) to the loudspeaker.
This pressure is called Temporal Force - and is an effective and
variable damping force created by the patented conductor
configuration within the Temporal Continuum. The Temporal
Force opposes the problems created by the Back-EMF and reduces
any unwanted loudspeaker driver motion.

What is Back-EMF (Back Electromotive Force)?
This is the force that is created when the driver system in your
loudspeaker moves back after having been moved out by your
amplifier to reproduce the musical signal. When the driver system
in your loudspeaker moves back, additional unwanted electrical
force is created. This force is called Back-EMF and it interferes with
the quality of the sound that you hear.

How does the Temporal Force affect the sound?
The Temporal Force is applied after the signal path, therefore the
sound from the amplifier is not affected. Instead, the Temporal
Force enhances the amplifiers' and loudspeakers' performance by
creating a more harmonious relationship between them, thereby
allowing the best sound possible.

What changes can Iexpect to hear in my system?
Unlike other audio cables, the Temporal Continuum can be fine
tuned to make your amplifier and loudspeakers work together as
one. It can be optimized to make the sound in your audio system
both technically perfect and musically entertaining. The soundstage
will be larger and more spacious, the instruments and players will
be well defined, and the music will be alive, realistic and natural.

Will it be compatible in my audio system?
Yes! The Temporal Continuum Speaker Cable has no system
sensitivity problems and can be used to optimize any combination
of amplifier and loudspeaker. No matter what type of amplifier or
loudspeakers you have, the Temporal Continuum will always interface perfectly between them and provide the best results possible.
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man, was recently awarded the Inter
national Record Critics Awardfor bis

hings. In a concert hall a big part of the
interpretation is made by the audience. I'm

bopin recital disc (DG 423 090-2). Prestigious and highly acclaimed Concerto record-

sometimes very surprised with things I'm
doing in aconcert-1 don't mean in agood or

ings with Giulini, Bernstein, and Karajan
preceded this. Yet Zimerman is very critical of
bis discs, even to ¡be extent of withdrawing

abad sense—I mean simply the way I'm doing
something that Ididn't do the night before in
adifferent concert hall.

some of them. Iarrived at our interview,

BY: Can you sense your audience's response
before you get to the end of apiece and the
applause?

armed with portable CD player and one such
offending recording bis Brahms recital (still
available in the Schwann catalog Inotice!). ..

KZ: Ican feel it right from the very beginning.

ICrystian Zimerman: Where did you get that?
BarbaraJahn: Ibad it for review.

1U: Do curdiences differfrom country to country?
KZ: From evening to evening. Iwouldn't divide

KZ: You know, Inever released this?

it into countries. Every audience has its own

BJ: I'm tbe only person who's got a copy ?
KZ: No, I'm afraid not. [laughs] It's against the

personality, it is something unique Ioften wonder how much of this is happening in the

discussions Ihad with Deutsche Grammo-

imagination, how much the audience is really

phon; it's part of the reason why Istopped

participating. It doesn't have much to do with

recording with them for awhile. Let's not talk

applauding or keeping silent. It has alot to do

about it ...
it upsets me.

with wanting to take part in aconcert. It also

Bi: Iwas merely interested to know what it
was about the recording. ..

doesn't have much to do with audiences being

KZ: Ididn't like the sound. It could have been

this; if Icould, it would be much easier for me

anice recording, yes, because Ilike these pieces

to play. [laughs]

very much and I've played them alot, but it's
far from what Iimagine Brahms sound is like.

produce this kind of inspiration at home. So,

young or old. Ican't really find much clue to

But Idon't have the kind of skills needed to

If you compare this with the Brahms second

in fact, Inever play pieces from the beginning

concerto that Irecorded five years later, you

to the end at home—the first time Ihear apiece

will know what Iwas searching for. Also it was
made in the first years of digital recording and

is when I'm on stage. At home, Iwork out the

Ithink the sound engineers didn't have enough
experience; so the sound was harsh.
BJ: The treble does sound thin.
KZ: Yes. The whole thing doesn't have depth
and doesn't have the greatness of Brahms sound.

interpretation totally in my thoughts, but not
at the keyboard.
DJ: Presumably you have to be at the piano to
sort out technical problems.

KZ: Yes, Iused to alot when Iwas 14, 15, 16.
I'd playa lot of things which gave me clues how

10: Are you happy about recording in general?

to solve technical problems quickly. But actu-

KZ: Ihave an idea, more or less, of how all my

ally technical problems are mostly solved by

records should sound, as Irecord all my con-

imagination and thinking how to produce the

cert performances for myself, and it is very dif-

right sound. It's not the speed that is difficult,

ficult to make compromises in the studio; the

or the power, which, in fact, everybody has—

recordings Imade before 1980 were not good

we don't train muscles when we practice—but

quality. That's apity because they stay for a

it's the transmission which is deeply connected

large audience. Ihave so many better record-

to the right, precise imagination of what kind

ings at home (for my own use—I'll never produce them), from concerts—obviously with-

of sound you make when you put your hands
this way or that way.

out re-takes. It's apity not to be able to do this

1U: Were you pleased with your Brahms con-

in astudio where you can take advantage of a
far better piano, and have the time to record at
the moment when you are in the best shape.

certos with Bernstein and the Chopin with
Giulini?

Bi: So what is it that you need? Iknow the

KZ: Well, every recording can be better, so you
are never really pleased. And when you get the

audience inspires you.

recording to listen to, ayear has passed, so you

KZ: Yes, definitely. Ineed this contact because
for me art starts at the point when Igo on stage.

are adifferent person; you are looking at some-

n• mhibt
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one who is younger than you but that you
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MAGNEPLANAR
Developing
planar
magnetic and
ribbon
technologies
for over
20 years

MAGNEPLANAR MG-2.5/R

III MAGNEPAN
1645 Ninth Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110
•Speaker photographed retruhogneec structure redsts,

of the two choices (to have abad record with
him and not to have one at all), Iwould prefer

FOR ME THE ART STARTS AT THE POINT
WHEN IGO ON STAGE.
ABIG PART OF THE INTERPRETATION
IS MADE BY THE AUDIENCE.
INEVER PLAY PIECES FROM THE
BEGINNING TO THE END AT HOMETHE FIRST TIME IHEAR APIECE
IS WHEN I'M ONSTAGE

not to have one at all. And he listened to this
and, Imust say, he reacted very nicely and gave
me the option of one more hour of recording.
So we repeated the Schumann.
)bu 're worked with many great conductors.
KZ: Yes, I've been really lucky. Some I've
recorded with, others I've played with in concert. For my recording of the Liszt Concertos
and the 7btentanz, Seiji [Ozawa) and Ihad
played alot together and we decided, independently of the company, that we wanted to do
it. The Giulini recording was done entirely by
Deutsche Grammophon; they asked Giulini
and he agreed. It was awonderful experience—
the first really great conductor I'd played with
at that time. He is one of the most beautiful
figures in this whole world of music-making,

know much better than anybody else.

awonderful musician, so meeting him at that

BJ: Was it true that you were unhappy with

stage in my career was very important for me.

your Schumann Concerto with Karajan?

With Mr. von Karajan we had played other con-

KZ: It was an interesting experience for me, but

certos together and he proposed to record the

adifficult one, meeting this kind of maestro at

Schumann, so it was more or less his idea. And

that level of career. There were alot of factors

so, Ithink, was the Brahms with Bernstein.

that were very scaring for me—I had too many

le

complexes. Iwasn't ready to take this discus-

tbeir own marks on the music they perform.

They are all charismaticfigures who stamp

sion on an equal level with him, simply because

fleel this about you, too; your character comes

of my lack of experience and insecurity. So

across in your performance.

then you leave backstage at least 30% of the

KZ: Do you think so? I'm happy to hear this
because I'm in fact not trying to impose on the

quality, and that was what was missing in this
collaboration ...1 wasn't completely free.
BJ: It was very brave all the same, to say you
weren't happy with it.

character of the piece but in away it is always
slipping through. I'm absolutely convinced
that personality and what is written in the

KZ: Well, the first recording went very quickly:
it was made in September, Ilistened to it in

music go independently. In other words, you
can be 100% faithful to what is written and still

November, and Ididn't like it. There followed
afew weeks of struggle with myself. Iknew it

show your character, the subconscious side.
For me, Icouldn't imagine interpreting apiece

was very important to have such arecord, but

if Iwasn't convinced about it, if Ididn't want

on the other hand Ifelt that at that point in my

to find what's interesting in it, if Ididn't want

career Ihad enough. Imean, it wasn't really

to find what is of value for me. Iwant to learn

vital to have abigger career, Ifelt really com-

about the style, and the person, and sometimes

fortable. Another factor was Ifelt if you made

Igo to original scores. But that never interferes

arecord with such afamous conductor you get

with the emotional side of apiece.

tremendous exposure, and if the record is not
really reflecting your possibilities, you push

There have been pieces which Iabsolutely

onto the market atotally wrong picture of yourself. And then you could make five better recordings, but they would not have the name
Karajan on them so not so many people would
hear you.
So, Itold Karajan that Irespected very much
that he wanted to make this record with me and
it was agreat experience and I'd learnt alot but,
Stereophile, June 1990

I'M NOT TRYING TO IMPOSE
ON THE CHARACTER OF THE PIECE
BUT IN AWAY IT IS ALWAYS
SLIPPING THROUGH.

Cutting the Edge.
The highly acclaimed Quattro series of compact disc players set the
stage for anew Reference D/A Processor from STAX. The DAC-X 1
t
is an uncompromising design that combines the best from old and
new, east and west. Employing aclassically engineered vacuum tube
output section yet relying upon the most sophisticated digital filtering,
noise shaping, and digital to analog converting techniques gives the
DAC-X lt asound that is next to none.
Of course it is not just outstanding engineering that frees the
DAC-X lt from sounding like anything but the recording itself,
STAX sources the various components used in its production from
around the world. The 20 bit digital to analog chip set and the
vacuum tubes are made in the United States. The capacitors are
German made. While the special leadless resistors and PC-OCC
copper are custom made in Japan. All of which are pristeenly hand
assembled in limited quantities by experienced craftsmen.
The DAC-Xlt is built to last alife time. Because it will
accomodate six different digital sources and recognizes any
standard sampling frequency the DAC-X 1
tmakes the perfect D/A
converting center to drive balanced or single ended lines. Plus its
updatable design keeps you on the cutting edge of digital sound
reproduction for years to come.

Pictured DAC40 tVacuum Tube Output Reference D/A Processor
For afull-line brochure, please send $5.00 to:
STAX KOGYO, INC. 940 E. Dominguez St., Canon, CA 90746
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didn't understand: if you'd asked me in 1981

circle. At the beginning of the century audi-

about the Schumann Sonata Iwould have said

ences listened differently. People were still

I'd never played it in my life. In 1984 it was the

improvising in concert; if we listen to Cortot,
he was playing every third note. The record-

basic thing in my recitals. Suddenly the day
came when Icould identify with it, when I
wanted to play this piece and nothing else. I
can't control this, Iwish Icould ...
BJ: Why control it?
KZ: Because Iwish Icould say next year I'll
play Beethoven Sonatas and the year after. ..
It
creates recording gaps. I'm settling now on
1993 recordings of pieces I've been playing for
afew years. It's acycle of ten years. It takes two

ing of the Chopin Studies is most beautiful, but
sometimes Ican't hear the notes at all, yet the
idea why the composer wrote these notes is
unmistakably there.
1U: People accept Cortot doing this, so why the
dichotomy?
KZ: People listen differently if they know it's
an old man sitting there. Iremember this from
aperiod when Iused to travel great distances

years from deciding that I've found apiece I

by car because Ididn't like flying. Ihad atape

would like to perform until the first concert —

recorder in the car and about 250 tapes in my
trunk! (This is how Ilearned to speak English

that's probably to do with my talent, as Iknow
people who can do it much more quickly.

—listening to easy fairy-tales and progressing

Then it takes another two or three seasons to

to Shakespeare.) One of my tapes had 15 Bar-

feel comfortable with it, after experimenting
with anumber of different interpretations and

carolles recorded at competitions. Sometimes

ideas (although these will continue to change
alot). And then there comes aperiod of about

back to see who was playing. There were few
pianists whose genius Irecognized right from

five years when the changes aren't so big anymore, and that's when Icould risk going into

the beginning.

the studio. So record-making is going slowly

that time people used to play with bigger lines
and agreater sense of the music, with more

and Ihaven't found away of speeding it up
although I've alot of repertoire to record and
Ifeel that I'm not fulfilling DG's expectations
of me. My last recording contract was for 15 re-

Iwas really surprised when Ilooked on the

But Ido very much like old recordings. At

emotional content. Today, high fidelity goes
more for playing the notes, the articulation
marks, the accents, more precisely. What Iam

cords and Imade four, which Ifelt awful about.

trying to do is combine the two. We can't play

BJ: Digital processing and CD production
have been seen as great technological ad-

on the surface like Cortot because our aesthetics have changed, but Itry to make are-

vances, but when artistsfirst recordedfor 78s

cording as free, as improvised, as straight from

nobody expected note-perfection. Where bas

the soul as possible, and yet fulfill this aesthetic

this demand come from?

expectation. But Icouldn't really foresee how

KZ: It comes from not having to put up with

apiece would function if I'd just discovered it

any noise. People start to be bothered with

and immediately recorded it.

squeaks from chairs. Iremember there was one

BJ: Many artists do make records like that. ..

passage in one of my recordings when Isaid,

KZ: Yes, that's their approach if they can do it.

"I want this take because it is exactly the kind
of phrasing which is flying above the ground,"

BJ: But maybe it's only 75% successful.
KZ: Well, successful is still adifferent thing.

and the sound producer said, "No, no, there is

Some of my records were totally unsuccessful,

asqueaking noise." But we did pass this take
and people got annoyed at the noise. Are

and Iput them higher than the records that

reviewers and these kind of people aware that
they are making us search for this kind of

always parallel to what the record really means
for aperformer.

wrong perfection, a kind of unnecessary

BJ: Being true to yourself must be important,

smoothness?

won prizes. So, the amount of success is not

though?

Today, audiences know the notes much bet-

KZ: Ican't tell you. For some people making

ter too; ayoungster will come backstage and
point out where you played wrong notes, and

it's right. Maybe one should not search for the

recordings means something different. Maybe

ing professionalism from these people and

ultimate performance, or to do one's best; simply to be yourself is right. I'm always search-

when they show it we get upset. It's avicious

ing to make the best possible thing Ican irnag-

that's very sad because in away we are expect-

Stereophile, June 1990
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In aland ruled by giants, it takes exceptional
skill to create aminiature loudspeaker capable of
bringing them to their knees.
ProAc Super Tablette and Studio One
have become nearly legendary
for musical accuracy
- ,transparency, pinpoint imaging and
dynamics that belie their
compact dimensions.
But don't be fooled; all a
falling giant can do is make a
lot of noise.
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WeberWire
was created by
Jeff Weber,
Grammye winning
record producer,
as acompletely new
tral transfer path
between amplifier
and loudspeaker to
facilitate evaluation of original
master tapes
WeberWire is
superior in every
characteristic:
Resistance
0.00053 Ohm/ft.
for transmission and
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return paths combined!

nance and reduce
phase noise
Current capacity
Balanced-lamina
100 RMS amperes,
Pure silver surfacing
500 pk. amperes
on oxygen-free
copper balances skin
Inductance
effect resistance to
0.024 el/ft.
maintain constant
8 ft. lengths exhibit
Fig. 1
less than 0.2 dB loss at resistance to the
100 kHz with typical highest frequencies Transmission characteristics for 15 ft.
loudspeaker loads
Teflon* insulation
of WeberWire—IQ
Maintains a2.1 die- source, 80 resistive
Capacitance
lectric constant from load—communicat0.2 nanoFarads/ft.
dc to 100 megaHz.
enable use without
ing a100 kHz square
external "damping"
wave. The upper
High-current
networks
terminations
limit of WeberWire
WeberWeave
Gold plated conis just beginning
distributes impednection hardware
to be observed as
the extremely high
ance characteristics
exceeds welding
to suppress resorequirements
harmonics of the

overshoot from the
signal generator
(upper trace) are
noticeably reduced.
Nevertheless, the
bandwidth of
WeberWire permits
the wave itself to
be reproduced without tilt or other
anomaly.

Exclusively distributed by
InConcert division
of Threshold
Corporation
12919 Earhart Ave.,
Auburn, CA 95603.
800-888-8055
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ARE REVIEWERS AWARE THAT
THEY ARE MAKING US SEARCH
FOR AKIND OF UNNECESSARY
SMOOTHNESS?

pianos, about all the things that are vital for
making agood recording. I've built asmall
recording studio—you can't make serious
recordings but you can experiment, and I've
learned alot about acoustics. So now, when Igo
to the recording studios, I'm familiar with the
problems and I'm prepared. Iknow how to record apiece so that it will more or less sound as

WE CAN'T PLAY ON THE SURFACE
LIKE COFiTOT BECAUSE OUR
AESTHETICS HAVE CHANGED,
BUT I
TRY TO MAKE ARECORDING
AS FREE, AS IMPROVISED,
AS STRAIGHT FROM THE SOUL
AS POSSIBLE, AND YET FULFILL
THIS AESTHETIC EXPECTATION.

Iwant it. When the recording session is four
or five days long, and Istart to repeat apiece
three or four times, the picture gets distorted.
Imade two records in one shot in February
'87-1 was recording for about eight days. I
listened to the last few days and Ithought,
"How could Iplay this like this?" You do one
take after another, you are taking huge steps,
and then you reach a point that is totally
absurd, when you just can't hear the difference
That's the danger of the studio: in an attempt
to be better, you can destroy what is important.

¡ne for apiece, and that's wrong, because after

BJ: Is live recording the answer then?

ayear Ilisten to it and say, "No, it's different to

KZ: That is acompromise that is probably

that ..." So arecord will never be an ultimate

the best.

statement.
BJ: What do you think of Glenn Gould's view:

BJ: And the pianos you perform on in concert

that recording is an art in itself?

travel with your own pianos?

KZ: In away Iunderstand his approach. We

KZ: Sometimes Ido. It's pretty bad to need so

must be careful because there are artists who
can work on splicing things without making
it obvious. ..
probably one was Glenn Gould.
The tape was just akind of pie he was forming.

are presumably acompromise. Do you ever

much from the piano, after years of practice,
and not to be able to get that on stage. Isuffer
alot.

But totally different readings spliced together

BJ: Ibelieve you like to voice the instrument
to suit the program you are giving. ..

create something that doesn't have ashape any-

KZ: What Iexpect from apiano is simply to

more. Iused to have this feeling sometimes

have an even instrument with adepth to its

with my early recordings—not just for DG, but

sound and one that will give more sound when

on the radio too. Although there was nothing

you give it more power. That, strangely enough,

Icould hear, Iknew there was asplice because

is not always the case. Itry to get the maximum

never end it that way; so it must have come

out of it, then Ican see what color it is offer-

from adifferent session. Icontrol these things

ing. Of course, I'll sometimes find apiano which

very closely now. Ialways try to find takes that

Ithink is aperfect Brahms or Mozart instrument.

are as long as possible and see that the musi-

But basically agood Steinway covers most of

cal idea is harmonious; you can destroy the

these sounds and will give good Mozart colors

whole picture if you just use the best possible
takes. But Ithink many people patch, they just
don't publicize it like Gould did. And they don't
resign from the concert stage! What was more
difficult for him was to open himself in concert.

YOU CAN DESTROY
THE WHOLE PICTURE IF YOU JUST
USE THE BEST POSSIBLE TAKES

because he was always leaving alot backstage
BJ: Perhaps that's something that happens to
all artists—they are happier in one area than
the other
KZ: Yes, and for me the balance is towards live
concerts. But, in the last five years I've started
learning alot about sound producing, about
Stereophile, June 1990

THAT'S THE DANGER OF THE STUDIO:
IN AN ATTEMPT TO BE BETTER,
YOU CAN DESTROY WHAT
IS IMPORTANT.
I

The Sound as it is.
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Critical music listeners
agree that Forte components furnish alevel
of performance comparable to state-of-theart 'exotics
amplifier provi. es gain for
either moving coil or moving magnet cartridges
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these Forté products, write:
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Forté products are exclusively distributed by
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division of Threshold
Corporation.
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as well as good Brahms sounds. Finding those

culture you were born into so it's difficult to

colors is actually my business, it's not the piano's;

see how much of this is learned and how much
is in you. But there were several bells ringing
for me when Iwas listening to apianist from

that should only allow me to do it. Idon't expect
the instrument to have the character of the
composers.
There are not so many people who can work
on pianos, so at home Ido alot myself; Iwas
educated in this direction by ablind technician,
agenius. Ilearned how to listen for sounds and
colors and how to create them.
By: Mozart and Chopin colors are worlds apart.
KZ: They were playing on different pianos at

Africa playing Chopin. He played it very beautifully, in his own way, and yet it sounded so
totally different that Irealized how automatically we do things when we grow within aparticular culture. You carry so many things subconsciously.
BJ: You have a home in Switzerland, but is
Poland where your roots are?

home and Isee so clearly now how the piano
taught them to compose. In the case of Lutoslawski's Piano Concerto, Iwent to his house
and we were rehearsing it together on his piano

KZ: Yes, Ithink that will never change, but I
feel more and more that home is the place

before we actually gave the first performance

houses and places where Iam comfortable
with the people. In away, Ifeel strange when

in Vienna, and the kind of sounds he was expecting me to produce valuated the notes.

where Ilive. A country is something that we
really can't understand ...
it means streets and

Igo back to Poland because one of the most

BJ: Was it written for you?
KZ: The idea came to him some years ago, so

beautiful times Ihad there was with my class
friends; 27 were in the class and now 19 of

it wasn't really for me, but he offered me the
first performance. Ilike him as aperson very

them are abroad, so Ireturn to empty houses
and streets which no longer contain those

much, and he is apianist himself and knows the

times and those people It's just an empty shell,

physical pleasure of playing the piano. I'm absolutely sure Ican imagine the kind of piano he

an empty remembrance of something that
doesn't exist any more.

had at home, because he was always doubling
and creating these thick chords in the bass. He
needed them to have this kind of picture. It was
probably his acoustic, as well as the piano, that
was responding to these sounds.
BJ: So where does that leave you?
KZ: Well, simply to search for the truth. The
manuscript gives you alot of information, and
there are many very good Urtext editions now.
But if you see the handwriting, as in ahandwritten letter, you feel the approach. When I
see the first Chopin Study, every note is placed
in such perfect order; there's not one mistake
on the page and it shows how much he cared,
and how serious he was about his work, and
how much he thought about the people who
would have to read it. It tells you alot about the
kind of person he was.
BJ: Do you often go back to manuscripts?
KZ: Very often. Over the last four or five years
I've looked at all the manuscripts that exist of

Golden Section Stranding
mathematically eliminates
resonant multiples
in the conductor
by the association
of irrational strand masses
in an exponential progression.

the pieces Iam playing in concert.
BJ: }bu like to play Chopin, Lutoslawski, and
Szymanowski Do you feel astrong patriotic
sentiment?
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KZ: It's so difficult to talk about this because
you are sitting in your body and many things
you take for granted. It's your heritage and the
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BUILDING A LIBRARY

BEETHOVEN'S
NINTH RIMY
MORTIMER H. FRANK

any composers have left glorious
ninth symphonies, but whenever
one says "The Ninth Symphony," it
is at once clear that Beethoven's is meant. No
other staple of the orchestral repertory has
gained such adistinction, and this perplexing,
often ambiguous work of unprecedented length
—nearly two centuries after its completion in
1823—still towers as the most influential symphony ever composed. How, one wonders,
would some of Bruckner's scores have begun
had Beethoven not written the Ninth? What
innovations might Mahler have wrought were
there not the precedents of length and the
human voice that Beethoven set? In short, this
work that closed the door on Beethoven's sym-

and, of course, the concluding cantata, where
arecapitulation of all that has preceded, two
double fugues, and the use of the voice contribute to the most elaborate theme-and-variations in the symphonic literature.
Such features make the Ninth especially difficult to perform. Its first movement must have

phonic output led the way to Romanticism. Yet
for all its revolutionary strokes, it remains

grandeur, power, and drive while retaining

firmly rooted in Classical traditions.

sufficient breadth to suggest the requisite mys-

And this is at the core of the Ninth's multileveled ambiguity. For one thing, despite its

skip but with ademonic cutting edge, and ben-

exceptional length, it is remarkably terse. Fur-

efit from observance of both of its repeats. The

thermore, its primary tonality of D is never
clearly defined where such definition is most
expected, at terminal points. The initial bars,

slow movement will sound sentimental when

with their hushed rumblings and open fifths,
suggest aspatial harmonic void out of which
agrand tonal universe ultimately takes shape;

tery and majesty; the second movement must

unduly protracted, yet trivial if played too
quickly; and the finale, in addition to requiring awell-trained chorus and four distinguished
soloists, can become unwieldy if not held
together by firm rhythm. Little wonder that

yet the work's final beat lacks full harmonic

performances of this score were once, in the

resolution, consisting merely of abare unison

words of George Bernard Shaw, "extraordinary

on D. Consider, too, other striking features: the

events separated by years."

huge second movement (a scherzo in all but

Equally extraordinary, though, is that from

name, but hardly ajoke) in which the rudimentary binary form of the dance is expanded into

the earliest days of the 78rpm disc the Ninth
Symphony has been recorded with relative fre-

a full sonata structure; the most elemental
tonic-dominant harmonies of the great slow

quency. In fact, prior to the advent of LP, at a
time when many repertory staples were still

movement that yield an ethereal tenderness
unmatched in any other Beethoven symphony;

absent from the catalog, 12 editions of the work
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another two led by the same conductor, Felix

personality and conviction that places it light-

Weingartner. Today, by my count, there have

years ahead of many of today's faceless perfor-

been 151 recordings of the Ninth available at
one time or another, some, to be sure, comprising airchecics of live performances. Interest-

mances.
With the advent of LP, recordings of the

ingly, too, the most active conductor of the
extended-play era, Herbert von Karajan, left
five studio versions of the score, all currently
available.

Ninth proliferated, the new technology being
especially well-suited to awork that required
eight or nine 78rpm discs. The first two recordings produced expressly with the new medium

What may prove surprising to some collec-

in mind—those of Toscanini and Walter—
remain especially distinguished. The Walter

tors is the number of historical 78rpm perfor-

(with the New York Philharmonic) is atauter,

mances that have been resurrected on CD. Most

considerably more intense and dramatic reading than his small-scaled stereo remake of a

noteworthy, perhaps, are the two Weingartner
versions. The earlier, recorded in 1926 and reissued in England by Trax (TRXCD-125), has not

decade later (CBS MK-42014) and, despite its
current absence from the catalog, may well be

become readily available here, which is just as

reissued before too long. The Toscanini ac-

well; its sound is anemic, the orchestra inferior,

count has just reemerged in abrand-new RCA

and the singing (in English) routine at best. The

Gold CD transfer (60256-2-RC). It is probably

later Weingartner recording, recently reissued

too familiar to require extensive comment.

in amagnificent transfer by Pearl (9407), is

Toscanini's admirers sometimes term it defini-

another matter. Recorded in Vienna in 1935,

tive, aview that the conductor himself would

it boasts avocal quartet as fine as any on disc,
and features an especially eloquent account of

surely (and rightly) consider absurd. Igor Kip-

the slow movement. And despite omission of
both repeats in the second movement and

nis and Richard Schneider will soon discuss
it in these pages. Thus Iwill note only that,

some mincing attacks in the first, the perfor-

though flawed, it has moments of apt intensity
and delicacy and acontinuity unmatched in

mance has requisite tension and conveys much

most other versions. It also includes both

of the music's grandeur and ambiguity. Cer-

repeats in the second movement. For those

tainly as one of the most admired pre-LP edi-

who like Toscanini's approach, Iwould urge

tions, this recording has great documentary
value.

hearing his live 1938 NBC.performance, preserved in good sound on aMusic and Arts Pro-

Among other 78rpm accounts to find their

grams CD (ATRA-3007), which features afinale

way onto CD, that of Oskar Fried is especially

of somewhat greater breadth and the glorious

interesting. Recorded in 1928 for Polydor, it

voice of Ezio Pinza. And the first movement,

never gained ready availability in this country

if sometimes abit nervous in its rhythmic free-

until its recent reissue on Pearl 9372. Surface
noise notwithstanding, the sound is remarkably good for a62-year-old production, and

dom, has moments that are more expressive
than in the studio edition of 13 years later.
A live performance from 1950 led by Fritz

Fried's direction is taut and incisive. The soloists, however, are not particularly distinguished;

Busch has recently been reissued on an AS-Disc
CD (AS-312). Once available on Heliodor and

still, as adocument of an exceptionally talented

DG LPs, it boasts the tension and fire of the

but unsung conductor who died in Russia in

Toscanini conception, tempered by just enough

1941, this reissue commands attention. So, too,
alive 1940 Mengelberg performance recorded

breadth in the first movement to permit slightly
greater mystery and majesty. Unfortunately, it

by Dutch radio engineers on 17" transcription

includes only the first repeat in the second

discs and issued afew years ago on CD by

movement. Busch, who died in 1951, was a
major talent, and his structurally cohesive,

Philips (416 205-2). Mengelberg's many mannerisms led to his being pejoratively tagged

richly expressive reading boasts anumber of

"Mang,leberg," and his Ninth doubtless has its

virtues, among them alean, transparent son-

quirks, among them one of the phonograph's

ority and aclosing peroration that (as in Tos-

great laughers: aritardando at the end of the

canini's performances) has an expansiveness

finale's coda of such leviathan proportion it

free of the frenzy that so many conductors

produces rhythmic whiplash. Eccentricities

erroneously equate with climactic excitement.

aside, though, Mengelberg's conception has a
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Busch approach is the widely praised concep-

775-2) and Stokowski's from 1969 (London 421

tion of Furtwängler, most familiar from alive,

636-2). The former, with asuperb vocal quartet

1951 Bayreuth performance. It recently has

that includes Joan Sutherland, has been selling in shops in the New York area for as little

been reissued in the finest sound yet accorded
the effort on an EMI CD (69801). Here the

as $5.95. The recording is clean, the perfor-

tempos are very broad, stretched almost to the

mance generally expansive, yet grand, colorful,

breaking point, yet in most cases this expansiveness serves the music well. Only in por-

and propulsive, with timpani in the second
movement being especially well-focused.

tions of the slow movement (where, inciden-

Stokowski's reading is tauter and leaner, traits

tally, the brass is technically deficient) do things
threaten to fall apart. For many, this has been
the performance that best captures the music's
metaphysical mystery and most clearly reveals
its "spirituality" (whatever that may mean!).
And Furtwângler's conception of the finale is
indisputably beautiful and superbly organized,
shifts in tempo growing logically out of the
musical sense. For those who admire this per-

that mark its proximity to the Toscanini -Busch
style. Those who think of Stokowski only as
the vulgar showman who shook hands with
Mickey Mouse will find the stylishness of his
reading—its bracing rhythms and unaffected
directness—an illuminating and refreshing surprise. The only shortcoming here—as with
Schmidt-Isserstedt—is the omission of both
repeats in the second movement.

formance, Iwould recommend a 1954 live

Lost in the spate of big-name performances

Furtwangler account with the Philharmonia
Orchestra, an ensemble much superior to the

is a1965 account directed by the unsung Paul
Kletzlci, recently given asuperb CD transfer by

ad hoc Bayreuth group. This reading also has

Supraphon (2SUP-0026), atransfer that does

exceptional breadth, but hangs together slight-

full justice to the pointedly musical, distantly

ly better than the performance of three years

microphoned engineering. Put simply, this is
one of the finest Ninths available. Despite rela-

earlier. Two editions are available: one from
Hunt (34006)1 have not heard, but aRodolphe

tively expansive tempos, the performance has

transfer (in a three-CD set, RPC 32522.24)

an electric vibrance rooted in tensile rhythms,

offers clean mono sound and considerable

slashing accents, and arich colorful sonority
in which the brass of the Czech Philharmonic

presence.
Stereo has been with us for so long now that
some of the earliest two-channel recordings
qualify as historical. The most notable among
them (on paper at least) is the 1958 Klemperer
version (EMI 47189). Why this reading has

shines. Time and again, Kletzki's command of
line and voicing reveals details that heighten
the drama and illuminate structure. At full price,
this recording may seem expensive for its vin-

gained wide praise is baffling. Rhythms are

tage, but it is worth every penny.
With the arrival of the Beethoven bicenten-

often slack, chording is sloppy, and the overall

nial in 1970, it began to seem that recording a

sonority excessively blended and spongy.

Beethoven cycle was arequisite rite-of-passage

Klemperer was not in full command when he
led this performance, and it does not do justice

for every conductor aspiring to international
acclaim. As aresult, the last two decades have

to his great talent. The same might be said for

spawned anumber of Ninths that simply do

the 1960 Reiner account (RCA Papillon 6532-

not deserve preservation. Both of Solti's re-

2-RG); it has many fine moments, but is sonically opaque and occasionally too fussy.

ond is available on an individual CD (417 800-

cordings for London, of which only the sec-

In contrast, Szzll's 1961 recording (Odyssey

2), are cases in point. Unlike some of the recent

MBK 42532) comprises one of the finest readings in this conductor's distinguished Bee-

characterless efforts of Muti (EMI 494493) and

thoven cycle. The Cleveland Orchestra plays

some conception of the music, but it is one
overlaid with stodginess, thick textures, and

with stunning discipline, motivic profile is sharply drawn, and the music crackles with energy

Abbado (DG 419 598-2), Solti's does suggest

while being given ample breathing room;

heavy bass. Those who favor Solti's breadth
would do well to investigate Colin Davis's effort

throughout, the horns are especially impres-

(Philips 416 353-2). Here expansiveness is tem-

sive. As abargain CD, this reissue is asteal. The

pered with aleaner sonority and greater atten-

same holds true for two other bargain editions,

tion to detail that energize the performance and

Schmidt-Isserstedes from 1966 (London 417

give it substantially more color.
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Utterly different is Dohnányi's recording for

it echoes Solti's recent effort, but Bernstein

'Marc (CD-80120), abracing affair at once styl-

produces aleaner sonority and more sharply

ish and grand, but handicapped by asomewhat diffuse sonority that works against the

etched detail, with the ad hoc ensemble acquitting itself quite well, afew less-than-precise

conductor's admirable effort. Similar in overall
viewpoint but paced marginally more slowly
is the Ormandy reading for CBS (MYK 37241):

moments notwithstanding. For many tastes,
the prevailing solemnity may itself prove a
mannerism, and the finale, in its varying tem-

Musical and unaffected, it is marred by tape hiss

pos, is far too disjointed. But there are mo-

and the lush Philadelphia sound, utterly illsuited to Beethoven. Thoroughly respectable
is the recent Weller recording (Chandos 87501),

not recommend this performance as aprime

but it lacks the emotional wallop of the better
versions.
Anyone preferring alow-keyed approach
should hear either of the two Jochum recordings (Philips 422 464-2 and EMI 49030). Dating

ments of great beauty as well, though Iwould
choice for any collection.
ICarajan's three stereo versions, all with the
BPO, are considerably more consistent. Each
features atitanic first movement having cascading legatos that italicize the music's eerie gran-

from 1977, the EMI version offers closer, more

deur, ademonic second movement, asoaring
Adagio, and afinale that fuses splendor, ecstatic

immediate sound than the 1969 Philips disc.

joy, and cantabile lines into atightly organized

The first movement in both performances may

whole. Preferable among these three versions

be abit too neutral, but thereafter Jochum's

is the earliest (1962, DG 423 204-2). Although

lean, musical conception boasts commitment
and clarity, with the finale in both accounts
holding together especially well.

it offers the most natural sound of the three.
Furthermore, it has the (marginally) best group

It is not, of course, uncommon today for
conductors to have made more than one stereo version of the Ninth. Indeed, Bernstein and

its pre-Dolby tape-hiss is immediately audible,

of soloists, and, unlike the later versions, which
omit both repeats in the second movement,
includes at least the first repeat there. Karajan's

Karajan have each left three. Bernstein's efforts
are markedly different from each other. The

1977 effort (DG 415 832-2) is almost as good,
but the perspective is abit too close, denying

earliest (CBS MK 42224) was produced in New

the first movement some of its requisite mys-

York in 1968 and should be avoided; reverber-

tery, and the overall sound lacks the depth and
realism of the 1962 recording. This CD, in-

ant and tonally raucous (even in its improved
remastering for CD), it also suffers from avocal
quartet well below the standards of most
others. Far worthier is the conductor's Vienna
version of 1979 (DG 410 859-2); its engineering
is far more musical, the playing more dis-

cidentally, like that containing the 1962 account, is amid-price reissue, making both
exceptional bargains. The conductor's most
recent version (1984, DG 410 982-2) is certainly
impressive when taken of itself, but the orchestral playing is ever so slightly less polished than

ciplined and tautly organized, and the singing
vastly superior. Certainly for anyone leaning

before, and the all-digital engineering is less

toward aview that suggests anticipations of

transparent.

Mahler while avoiding mannerisms or excess,

Discussion of Karajan's performances would
be incomplete without mention of his two

this performance should prove most attractive.
Bemstein's most recent version (recorded on
Christmas Day 1989, DG 429861-2) is one of

monaural Ninths. The first, made in 1947 with
the VP0 (EMI 61076), has moments of white
heat and the broadest opening movement

those special-event live performances more
notable for its good intentions than for what

among the conductor's five recordings. But

it achieves. Meant to celebrate the tearing down
of Berlin's infamous Wall, it draws upon in-

ond movement lacks both repeats. Still, as

strumentalists from six major orchestras from
the US, England, France, and Germany, and
substitutes in the finale the word Freibeit (free-

its finale is sometimes frenzied, and its secthe version once considered the edition to
have (at aprice of $24 in 1948 for nine 78s),
its reissue comprises amajor document. Kara-

dom) for Schiller's Freude (joy). It is avery slow

jan's 1956 recording is available only in a5-CD

reading (78 minutes without either repeat in

set featuring his Beethoven cycle with the Phil-

the second movement) and shrouded in great
solemnity and seriousness. In many respects,

harmonia Orchestra (EMI 63310). It has afine
vocal quartet and tempos that are closer to the
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conductor's three Berlin editions. But unless
one is a Karajaniac, there is little reason to
acquire it.
Among remaining recordings deserving notice are those of Haitink (Philips 410 036-2),
Kegel (Capriccio 10006), and Wand (RCA 600952-RC). Haitink has amagnificent instrument at
his disposal in the Concertgebouw orchestra,

by Norrington (EMI 49221), Hogwood (I:OiseauLyre 425 517-2), and Goodman (Nimbus NI5134). Each offers astringently bracing timbres
that are shockingly different from those produced by modern orchestras. But the Norrington and Hogwood versions—in their frequently ludicrous tempos, eccentric balances, and
lack of nuance, continuity, and subtlety—are

and his performance is virtuosic and free of

so appallingly unmusical, they sometimes bor-

mannerisms; it is also free of any real conviction. Kegel and Wand conduct far less polished,

der on the senseless. Goodman's account, its

less tonally alluring ensembles, but each man-

is also wanting in nuance and subtlety. Doubtless, there is something to be learned about the

ages to animate the music with more vibrance.

striking timbres aside, if less ludicrously paced,

Kegel's conception—grand, structurally taut,
and filled with mystery, jubilation, and de-

sound of Beethoven's orchestra from each of

monic power—is superb, but it has inferior

similar to the kind of knowledge acquired by

soloists and is spread over two CDs (in aset that
also includes his very fine account of the Bee-

amedical student dealing with acadaver. For

these recordings, but what one discovers is

living, pulsating Beethoven, aBeethoven who

thoven 4). Wand's reading, comparative or-

throbs with passion, wit, and drama, who

chestral shortcomings aside, is one of the best

soothes with tenderness, and who remains the

to be had. Like Kletzki's, it has an electric en-

consummate artist in full control of an imagi-

ergy but is never rushed, its power generated

nation that ranges across galaxies, one must

by sharply drawn accents and the conductor's

turn elsewhere. And as all of the many aspects

sure rhythmic sense. As amid-priced CD, this

of this multi-faceted Ninth Symphony cannot

performance is one of today's major bargains.
Requiring consideration as aspecial group

possibly be suggested in even the finest of per-

are the period-instrument performances led

by acquiring anumber ofdiverseeditions.11

formances, acollector's interest is best served
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RECORD REVIEWS

Delbert McClinton does it again! See "Rock"

André Previn (here with Joe Pass and Ray Brown)
does both Dvorák and Duke for Telarc—see
"Classical" and "Jazz"

Classical

Josephine Barstow, soprano; Linda Finnic, contralto;
David Rendall, tenor; John lbmlinson, bass; City of Bir-

BEETHOVEN: Plano Sonatas, Vol.111: øp.31 Nos.1
& 3, Op.28
John O'Conor, piano
Telarc CD-80185 (CD only). Jack Renner. eng. James Mallinson, prod. DDD. TT: 6853

In this third volume of Sonatas, O'Conor continues to provide food for thought with his
temperate view of Beethoven. These sonatas
seem particularly well suited to his emotional
heat: gentle, unfussy, clean-textured, and unassuming. His dynamics never reach the extremes that Barenboim's do, but his tightly
argued comments work perfectly well within
this more moderate mean, thanks to his innate
sense of pacing. His touch is clean and immaculate; he seems incapable of drawing an ugly
sound from this Steinway, although Icould
think of many more internationally renowned
pianists who would be less careful in this
respect. His fingerwork is wonderfully even
and controlled, but never lacks fluidity; Iwas
particularly impressed by the bumpy Alberti
bass and bouncing syncopations of the "Hunt"
(0p.31 No.3). It seems that the stream of Beethoven Sonata recordings entering the catalog
almost monthly is not to be dammed, but there
is definitely room for O'Conor's persuasive
account, even though it may flow against the
current tide of over-interpretation.
—Barbara Jahn

BEETHOVEN: The Nine Symphonies, symphony 10
(ed. Barry Cooper)
Overtures: Creatures of Prometheus, Coriolan; Rehearsals: Symphonies 6& lo
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mingham Chorus & Orchestra, Walter Weiler
Chandos DBRD 6001 (6 LPs), CHAN 8712/7 (6 CDs).
Ralph Couzens, eng.; Brian Couzens, prod. DDD. Tr:
6:53:23

In one of the rehearsal sequences that fills out
the last of these CDs, Walter Weller stops the
orchestra in the fourth movement of the "Pastoral" and notes that the playing is too "comfortable." "This is astorm," he points out, asking for greater intensity. The passage is then
repeated, yet no difference is audible as Weller
continues without further comment. In this
moment one finds the essential shortcoming
of the entire production: it is too "comfortable," perhaps even atrifle polite. Nothing, to
be sure, is tasteless: rhythm is firm; tempos, if
generally expansive, never drag; and the orchestra, if not world-class, is more than adequate, with strings that can hold their own with
those of far more renowned ensembles.
Unfortunately, the one thing Beethoven is
not is either "comfortable" or polite Rather, his
music agitates, abrades, and disturbs; not, of
course, in apejorative sense, but in afashion
that—as all great art inevitably does—shakes
our consciousness and rouses our spirit. What
most accomplishes this in Beethoven's music,
even in its most tender moments, is its dramatic
tension.
It is this tension that is conspicuously wanting in most of these performances. Time and
again, the emotional content of the music
sounds inhibited, sometimes at the very moment when it should be most intense: the shift
from triple to duple meter on those eruptive
Stereophile, June 1990

diminished-seventh chords in the first movement of the "Eroica," for example, is weakly
drawn; the opening of 5is tepid, with horns too
recessed and colorless; the outer movements
of 2are merely jaunty where they should be
craggy, strongly accented, and sharply inflected; the dactylic patterns in the opening movement of 7are sometimes smeared, the second
movement of 9is undermined by blurred timpani and afailure to observe either of its essential repeats, and the soloists in the finale of the
work fall short of the better vocal quartets in
other recordings.
Ido not cite these issues to be captious.
Weller is often intelligent and always tasteful,
and Ihave heard other conductors impose vulgarities on these warhorses that his styleconsciousness would immediately reject as
inept. And at times, as in all of 4, most of 1and
8, and the first movement of 9, he is an impressive Beethovenian. But even at its reduced
price (six CDs for the price of four), this release
suggests aDavid coming up against not merely
one, but many Goliaths. In other words, the
competition is simply too strong with bargain
editions: Wand (RCA), Kegel (Capriccio), and
two from Karajan/BPO (DG, 1962 and '77) offer
Beethovens that are more dramatic lively, and,
in the case of both Karajan cycles, played with
far more virtuosity and tonal allure than Weller's Birmingham orchestra produces.
Sonically, these recordings may not be to
everyone's taste. They are distantly miked,
which Ilike, yet there is alack of the impact and
dynamic range found in the best all-digital
productions, and the sound is further compromised by considerable resonance that occasionally covers detail. The CD edition is in no
way distinguishable from the LP set except in
one key aspect: its considerable quieter background, this doubtless resulting from the superbly pressed LPs having to be mastered at a
very low level in order to hold their number to
six and to present the slow movement of 9
unbroken on the same side that contains the
work's finale.
One small virtue worth noting: Weller's
account of the one-movement torso tagged,
somewhat misleadingly, Symphony 10, is far
more stylish and incisive than the premiere
recording for MCA by Wyn Morris. But not
even the finest performance can save Barry
Cooper's realization of Beethoven's fragmentary sketches from sounding like chaotic
(though sometimes interesting) rambling. All
in all, then, Weller's often highly respectable
efforts come down to the equivalent of avery
able major leaguer trying to break into an outfield made up of Ted Williams, Joe Dimaggio,
and Stan Musial. One may admire the effort,
Stereophile, June 1990

but the exercise, given the competition, is
futile.
—Mortimer H. Frank
BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto 3
SCHU/HANN: Fantasy in C, Op.17
Benno Moiseiwitsch, piano; Philharmonia Orchestra, Sir
Malcolm Sargent
IPAM 1109 (CD only). Ward Marston, remastering eng.;
Neil Ratliff, Morgan Cundiff, prods. AAD. TT 6202
.120, available only from the International Piano
Archives at Maryland, Hornbake 3210, University of
Maryland, College Park, MD 20742

Benno Moiseiwitsch, who was born in Odessa
in 1890 and died in London in 1963, was apupil
of Theodor Leschetizky, who also taught such
pianistic giants as Paderewski, Schnabel, and
Friedman; he was aclose friend of Rachmaninoff, whose music he played, as he did all his
repertoire, with the most beautiful tonal qualities imaginable. Without question, Moiseiwitsch, whose 100th birthday fell on February
22 of this year, was one of the great pianists of
the first half of this century. His abilities in shaping and coloring aphrase, in evoking both a
score's poetry and virility, in projecting unexaggerated but deep-felt emotion are, in my
opinion, virtues that can stand with the greatest
achievements of his most important peers. It
is sad that, with few exceptions, the many discs
he made between 1916 and 1961 are no longer
available, and most listeners are not in the least
familiar with Moiseiwitsch, neither as interpreter nor even as aname. (However, APR, an
important British label, has recently reissued
some splendid examples of his art, including
his Rachmaninoff, on LP, as has Pearl; presumably the next issues will be CDs.)
IPAM, the International Piano Archives at the
University of Maryland, has produced the first
CD devoted entirely to the pianist, and in all
respects, including the beautifully written appreciation of the performer by Frank Cooper,
the release is adistinguished one and should
be amandatory purchase for any lover of the
art of fine pianism. The sources for the two
mono recordings are HMV, the dates 12/20/50
for the Beethoven, 7/20/53 for the Schumann,
the composer to whom Moiseiwitsch felt himself closest.
As aproduct of aromantically oriented musical upbringing, as well as to agreat extent an
interpretive reflection of his age, the pianist in
his own lifetime was not accorded much stature by critics as aBeethoven exponent, certainly nothing like Schnabel. He was considered too Russian, too overtly late Romantic Yet,
based on what Ihave heard him play on discs,
including the "Moonlight," "Pathétique,"
"Waldstein," and "Les Adieux" sonatas, the
"Emperor" Concerto, and the present Concerto 3, this was Beethoven that never lacked
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for expression. His sense of line and architecture, the sensitive way he shaped his musical
phrases, and his beautiful tone—try some of
the scale passages in this concerto, for examples—all make the music come to life most
marvelously; Ithink areappraisal is in order.
So far as the concerto contained here is concerned, it is immediately apparent that this is
an impressive integrated performance, effectively accompanied by conductor Sir Malcolm
Sargent, who was one of Moiseiwitsch's very
few piano pupils. But its highlight for me is the
personality-laden, bouncy, and exciting third
movement. Cadenza fanciers, incidentally,
may be surprised in hearing the unusual firstmovement contribution by Carl Reinecke. The
Schumann likewise has all the romantic flair,
contained impetuosity, virility, and poetic
innigkeit that one expects from this pianist. It
is not as technically infallible as recordings
made by him one or even two decades earlier,
but it nonetheless represents some wonderfully vivid playing. At the start of the CD one
notes that the reproduction is surprisingly fullbodied, albeit amomentarily distracting hum
prevails. At first, Ifound the strings in loudest
passages slightly strident, but that problem was
most satisfactorily and effectively solved by use
of aCD Ring, the taming of the edginess resulting in adisc that, in spite of its historical origins,
is highly listenable, as well as one for which
excuses for any sonic deficiencies seem relatively unimportant.
—Igor Kipais
CORELLI: Concerti Grossi, Op.6 Nos.1 —6
Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra; Nicholas McGegan,
maestro al cembato
Harmonia Mundi France HMU 7014 (LP), 907014 (CD).
Robina Young, prod.; Peter McGrath, eng. AAA/AAD.
TT: 59:41

In the four years Nicholas McGegan has directed the Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra,
they have indeed become one of the finest
American ensembles specializing in authentic
Baroque performance. Their tone, flexibility,
and precision of ensemble are every bit amatch
for the Europeans, and they have an infectious
enthusiasm for the music that is all their own.
Here they give us very nearly an hour of splendid playing in the best middle-Baroque style.
These concerti grossi, which were published
only after the composer's death in 1713, but
which were in fact polished over many years
of performance, represent the epitome of the
Italian style. The Philharmonia Baroque plays
them with stylish grace: the idiom may not be
as fixed in their blood as in that of, say, La Petite
Bande, but their playing is always fresh, lively,
and committed. It is fortunate for the listener
that HM is taking the time to find the best avail-
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able talent on this side of the pond, and to record varied and interesting repertoire.
Corelli's mature concerti are deceptively
simple in content, but remarkably varied in
the interplay between the two instrumental
groups, the concertino and the concerto grosso.
Nicholas McGegan emphasizes this give-andtake by his placement of the performers in
antiphonal fashion, with the harpsichord and/
or organ at the center providing the rhythmic
underpinning. His "sense of balance," if you
will, allows all the details of Corelli's writing
to be heard and followed: there is none of the
alleged "authenticity" of the conductorless
ensemble to be heard here. This is especially
obvious in the largo sections, which are exquisitely slow but never flaccid or strained. This
is worthy musicianship, deserving of many
hearings.
Please allow me abit of an editorial digression here. As "Matters of Taste" readers are
aware, Iam one of those weekend medievalists
who dress up in odd clothes for tournaments
and the like. As such, Iget asked all sorts of
questions; most are innocuous, but some are
obnoxious in the extreme. "Mead-evil? Is that
acult? Are you into that Satanism, and do you,
like, kill animals?" (I shit thee not, forsooth—
that was almost verbatim.) Because of this, Iam
just abit sensitive; thus, Iam not pleased when
one James Miller, writing in Fanfare (Vol.13
No.1), refers to audiophiles who prefer analog/tube technology to digital/solid-state as
"the wackos." Ilike digital, mind you, probably
more than the average Stereopbile reader, but
if Istill believe that high-quality analog can be
superior, then Iam not an "audio cultist" (as
he calls us) but someone who uses bis ears.
Trust me, Mr. Miller. Iplayed in acommunity
orchestra long enough to know what aviolin
sounds like, and Iattend enough concerts to
keep that knowledge current. In this case, I
hear real violin sound on the LP and not on the
CD. The latter is dry and harmonically poor;
there is all string and no soundboard. That is
what Ihear. No voodoo, no cult, no bull.
Anyway, not only is this amarvelous analog
recording, but you get aspecial bonus, in the
form of an excellent session photograph which
shows the exact relationship of the performers
to the microphones. (There was one of these
with the last Gimell/TIllis Scholars disc too. Do
Idetect atrend?) Now you can hear for yourself whether spaced omnis give an accurate
representation of the soundstage and instrumental location within it. For further audio
enjoyment, you might compare this LP to your
Favorite Blurnlein-miked recording (one of the
Sheffields, for example). You might also try
to answer the question of why the LP violin
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sound was much superior here, but not on the
Newberry Consort disc (same engineer, etc.).
If you figure it out, let me know.
In my review of the aforementioned Newberry recording, Isuggested that even if you
wanted to get the LP, you'd be unable to find
it. In the present case, it's worth waiting for it
to appear in the mail-order ads (Audio Advisor
and the like) and obtaining it that way. You'll
miss out on the booklet notes, as only aparagraph or two grace the LP jacket, but such is lik.
Well, I've got to go now. My system is sounding abit grainy in the lower treble. Time to sacrifice another black goat to the Great Triode
(may Its filaments warm us forever).
—Les Berkley
DVORÁK: Symphony 8, Scherzo Capriccios°, Notturno for Strings
André Previn, Los Angeles Philharmonic Orchestra
Itlarc CD-80206 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng.; Robert
Woods, prod. DDD. TT: 56:49

"Filled with sunlight" is the most cliched of
clichés usually used to describe Dvorák's Symphony 8, but if you allow it, then André Previn
and the LAPO give us the sunlight of late afternoon, with a roseate glow informing their
insightful performance. Jack Renner's sound
complements the robust character of the reading to excess, with its typically Telarc woolstuffed lower end.
The thick sound (which persisted through
auditions on speaker systems with both rich
and lean characteristics) gets in the way of
Previn's delineation of many details that other
conductors overlook. There are subtleties in
this reading that you may not have been aware
of before, even though the robustness of the
recording sometimes obscures rather than reveals these virtuosic touches.
The sound isn't so opaque, though, that you
miss the point of the performance. This is an
almost operatic conception of the music, infused with drama often left unexplored because the piece is supposed to be "filled with
sunlight." Not that Previn's is adark vision. It
has plenty of revelry, but this is tempered and
always placed in service to the drama.
Along with all this comes acertain homogeneity to both the movements and the sections within the movements. So while the performance is superbly unified, it lacks the diversity of character that Bruno Walter, for example,
made his calling card. Previn presents the contrasts as significant in and of themselves instead
of spotlighting them through emphasis or technique. It works beautifully. All the wonders of
this music seem unobtrusive and absolutely
natural, without affectation.
The only weakness worth mentioning is the
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subdued third movement, which doesn't waltz
with as much verve and liveliness as it might.
Always striking is the musicianship. Phrases
are shaped in fresh ways that reveal the heart
of the music. It's athoroughly captivating bit
of work by every section of the orchestra.
If this interpretation of the symphony is like
sunlight at dusk, Bruno Walter's is like high
noon. He brings out all the brightness and
diversity of the work, while molding it into a
more lighthearted whole. You might think of
it as asecular counterpoint to Previn's sacred
bent. Dohnányi and the Cleveland orchestra
also give astunning performance leaning more
toward Previn's temperament. Ifound little to
admire in NeemeJárvi's try at this work, as indicated in my Vol.13 No.2 review.
As are the two shorter works on this CD,
Previn's Dvorak 8is very rewarding. It is unlike
most others not just in the details, but at the
very core of its conception. It is never forced
or novel for the sake of novelty, but always captivating, always surprising. — Robert Hesson
FELDMAN: Three Voices
Joan La Barbara, vocals
New Albion Records NA 018 CD (CD only). Pamela Neal,
eng.; Michael Hoenig, prod. TT: 49:48

The art of Morton Feldman has almost as much
in common with Rothko, Pollock, and Rauschenberg as it does with Webern, Cage, and Riegger. Feldman's music is as flat dynamically as
any canvas devoid of perspective. It is as awash
in fields of color as aRothko painting and as
meticulous in detail as aRauschenberg construction. Three Voices, among the last pieces
Feldman completed before his death in 1987,
is testimony that music that seems merely
meditational on the surface can have amore
deeply penetrating artistry and asatisfying
sense of emotional fulfillment.
Written for Joan La Barbara, Three Voices
comprises three overdubbed soprano vocal
lines, sung mostly in vocalise but interrupted
sporadically by fragments from aFrank O'Hara
poem. A handful of small-scale ideas (simple
melodies, intervals, dissonances, temporal
phase modulations) is examined and modified
by minute variations, some akin to Minimalist
techniques. The end effect is of an almost
mantra-like surface of sound on asingle, soft
dynamic plane with superbly crafted combinations and permutations of the few simple ideas.
This music hypnotizes as do grains of sand
in an hourglass: If the mind wanders, the sand
is meaningless; concentrate, and it's fascinating.
Three Voices is not just acompanion for meditation. There is form here—musical ideas being
manipulated with intelligence and feeling. To
careful listeners, there is asubtle pattern of ten197
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sion, relief, and reprise that rounds itself out
into awarm sense of wholeness. This music,
for its outward rejection of effusiveness, inwardly achieves an appeal to the emotions on
avery elemental level.
One of the most intriguing of Feldman's
effects is his frequent use of harmonic beats
(the pulsing sound you hear when two piano
strings are coming into tune). To help achieve
his trademark sense of surface smoothness,
Feldman generally avoided prominent attack
and vibrato, but their place is taken here by the
beats created by dissonances in La Barbara's
three vocal lines. They create anatural depth
and richness that may be annoying if you only
hear them, but ale absorbing if you listen to them.
La Barbara's performance is extraordinary.
Excellent intonation and rhythmic precision
are required to create successfully the effects
Feldman attempts to achieve. La Barbara does
it without making us aware of the difficulties.
Sonically, this disc is nothing special. Each
of the three voice tracks sounds closely miked,
and there is little sense of performance space.
(Then again, this is acomposition for tape, so
I'm not sure there is any performance space,
unless it's my listening room.)
But it is to composer and singer that we are,
after all, drawn. So much ink has been spilled
on Feldman's notation techniques (eg, his compositions on graph paper) that many listeners
might not take the time to realize that his work
amounts to much more than the means he used
to get it on paper. Three Voices shapes arresting ideas into satisfying forms with both mind
and heart. And if there is adefinition of art, that
might not be too far from it.—Robert Hesson
JOSQUIN: L'bomme armé Masses
The Tanis Scholars, Peter Phillips, dir.
Gimell CDGIM 019. Mike Hatch, eng. Tt 7416
LASSUS: Aftssa Osculetur Me, Motets
The TallH Scholars, Peter Phillips, dir.
Gimell CDGIM 018. TT: 4839
Both: CD only. Steve C. Smith, Peter Phillips, prods.; Mike
Clements, cng. DOD.

It was not withéut justification that Will and
Ariel Durant titled their volume on the Middle
Ages The Age of Faith. It was indeed an age of
intense piety and pietism; and yet, it was also
an age of skepticism, in which the Church was
often forced to co-opt elements of popular culture. Perhaps it was this attitude, at once devout
and mocking, that led Josquin des Prés to write
aMass based on apopular chanson, as well as
producing the moralists who explained the
Song of Songs as an allegory of Christ's love for
the Church (thus allowing Orlandus Lassus, aka
Orlando Lasso, aka Roland de Lassus, to use its
erotic language in amotet). For make no mistake, these are works of profound religiosity,
Stereophile, June 1990

with musical language clearly subordinate to
devotional purpose A half-century after Lassus
(d. 1594), this was no longer invariably true, as
some composers used sacred works as excuses
for compositional intricacies.
In areal way, these two discs (containing
three separate Mass settings) give us aconspectus of late medieval and Renaissance styles
in sacred music. Josquin's first setting based on
the "L'homme armé" tune clearly harks back
to the 15th century, its strong melodic line at
times suggesting plainchant, while his second
(probably later) version is very evidently awork
of Renaissance polyphony. To this we add the
Lassus, a product in every way of the late
Renaissance, finishing with the latter's motets,
some of which employ achromaticism which
almost resembles works of the 20th century.
We are fortunate in having as our guides to
all of this The 'Pais Scholars. It is pointless to
heap more praise upon this accomplished
choir; Iam sure that their name on ajewel-box
liner insures sales far exceeding those of other
recordings of pre-Baroque sacred music: such
sales are entirely deserved. Icannot imagine
performances of these works that would give
me more musical pleasure. Their balance and
precision of ensemble border on the miraculous; solo lines blossom as if by magic from the
seamless blend of voices; frankly, hearing
either of these discs makes this relative neophyte to music reviewing think, "Good God,
they're actually paying me to listen to this! I'd
be willing to deposit money in the CD player
to hear it!"
These recordings are atreat on pure sonic
grounds as well. Fortunately for us reviewers,
the Lassus booklet contains an excellent photograph showing the placement of the session
microphones. As Isuspected in my last Gimell
reviews, the main pickup is asingle-point mike
(here set just above head height, perhaps 6'
from the singers). There are also, curiously,
what appear to be ambience mikes, located
behind the performers. However these mikes
are mixed (I suspect live to two-track), the
result is as good as it gets. Imaging is justas!
like it, with good specificity accompanied
by astrong sense of the surrounding space. If
you cannot manage to count the performers,
or figure out who is singing what part and
where, there is something wrong with your
system. Mike Clements's choral recordings represent one of the best arguments you will hear
for the Blumlein configuration.
If you don't like sacred music at all, you may
wish to buy the Lassus disc. The composer
arranged his Mass setting for antiphonal choirs,
and this results in asoundstaging demonstration second to none. The bonus is, of course,
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that session photo, which will enable you to
relate what you hear to what you ought to hear.
If you're going to use music as atest signal, it
might as well be as beautifully rendered as this.
—Les Berkley
MAHLER: Symphony 5
Klaus Itnnstedt, London Philharmonic
EMI CDC 749888-2 (CD only). John Willan, prod.; Graham Haines, mg. DDD. TT: 7324
MAHLER: Symphony 5
Christoph von Dohnanyi, Cleveland Orchestra
London 425 438-2 (CD only). Paul Myers, prod.; James
Lock, cog. ODD. TT: 6521
MAHLER: Symphony 5
Bernard Haitink, Berlin Philharmonic
Philips 422 355-2 (CD only). Volker Strauss prod.; Cees
Heijkoop, Willem van Leeuwen, cogs. ODD. TT: 78:44

These are the third through fifth Mahler 5s I've
reviewed in the last 12 months. So much for
recent reports of ahiatus in the Mahler CD
production line. In the face of such inexcusable
surfeit, at atime when acomposer as familiar
as Dvorak is underrepresented on CD, and even
Brahms underrepresented by performances of
distinction, these three discs would seem to
make easy targets.
This turns out not to be at all the case with
Tennstedt's new 5, recorded live at London's
Kingsway Hall. I've never cared for most of
Tennstedt's studio Mahler records, finding
them bathetic and crass without the shock of
illumination which aconductor such as Bernstein or Scherchen can bring through crassness.
Friends of mine who have heard Tennstedt in
concert have assured me that his performances
are superior to the records, that in the spontaneity of the moment his results can be inspired. This recording bears this out: I'd have
to classify it as the best Mahler I've heard from
him on record, save for his truly great 8.
Tennstedt is in manifest control of his orchestra throughout, preserving an excellent
sense of the long line even through dangerously slow basic tempos (as in most of the first
movement) and frequent bursts of the fast and
wild (as in the opening of the second). His flexible, sometimes halting line in the opening
funeral march recalls Bernstein's VPO release
of last year, though it lacks the genuine tragedy
of the Vienna interpretation: Bemstein's march
breathes the weary despair of aconflict even
now and for too long under way, while Tennstedt's remains rounded and nostalgic, as if
recalling awar long past. Abetter comparison
for the Tennstedt performance is with the
equally sentimental and also excellent Barbirolli/New Philharmonia on EMI, though
itnnstedt finds more room to explore the symphony's architecture and takes more dangerous interpretive chances.
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Some may complain about aweak backbone
to Tennstedt's conducting, but his flexibility
is exactly what makes the interpretation work,
bringing excitement to the contrasts between
the symphony's ripeness and its violence. The
failings that drop Tennstedt's performance a
notch below Bernstein /VPO are the few places
where the chance is not taken, as in the rather
breezy ending to his otherwise sweeping and
lusty Scherzo, and an Adagietto filled less with
yearning and heartache than with workaday
romanticism. Despite these small interpretive
faults, and the usual flubs in execution one
would expect from alive performance, Tennstedt's must be considered among the best
available CDs of Mahler 5.
Unfortunately, the live sound deserves no
such lofty ranking. While basic timbres are
acceptable, the image is two-dimensional, with
narrow spread and little depth. The kettledrums in the Scherzo are loud but smeared;
mandolin is often not to be heard (it must be
abitch to capture the instrument in alive recording of this work). There are also several
strange, rasping distortions to be heard in (iv).
Dohnányi's studio Mahler 5could hardly differ more from Tennstedt's: precise and clean,
much more polished, yet ultimately less successful. The reason for this cannot simply
be tagged to Dohnányi's consistently faster
speeds: for example, his brisker, less inflected
march rhythms and rocking pizzicato bass in
the opening march may be closer to the spirit
of the youthful if sarcastic Tamboursg'sell song
which is its inspiration. But some of the irony
in this sly, knowing music is missing. The sawing of low strings at the opening of (ii) should
snarl rather than glide as it does here. Dohnányi's transition to the great central march of
the movement also pales to effeteness beside
Tennstedt's bald contrasts.
There are beautiful moments in Dohnányi's
reading, as in the mandolin/clarinet/horn serenade beginning about 6:00 into (iii), tender
and simple in its refusal to tarry. But it is precisely this refusal to tarry (quite adifferent matter from the overall speed or slowness of the
conducting) which robs the movement, and
the Adagietto which follows, of their charm of
sensuality and languor. Elsewhere, unison
woodwinds end fast phrases in aclipped and
breathless manner. There is also atendency
throughout to articulate dotted rhythms as 2-1
triplets rather than 3-1 sixteenths, acommon
failing among American musicians raised
against abackground of jazz rather than Central
European tradition.
Dohnányi seems to ignore the extremes of
emotional architecture in this very personal
symphony (as opposed to the first three epic,
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rather didactic symphonies). This mistake
made, all the attention in the world paid to the
structural architecture will be of little avail.
Sound is more clear and dynamic than the
live EMI. Soundstage is decently wide if indistinct, with little depth. The recording could
do with much more air and ambience.
The BPO Mahler 5is the second release in
what Iassume will become another Haitink
traversal of the symphonies. Symphony 1, also
with the BPO, was reviewed in Vol.12 No.9.
Anyone who doesn't stand in awe of this
orchestra is either foolish or jaded. The most
amazing technique is on display: unanimous
articulation of impossibly fast runs, horn players with bionic lips, whisper-soft orchestral
pianissimos that speak as full as other bands'
fortissimos. Indeed, in their incredible control
and refinement it seems that this orchestra can
do anything they wish.
Alas, their virtuosity often means nothing as
well. Haitink's speeds are slower even than
Tennstedes, and his reading lacks the emotional
weight to sustain the breadth. Thus (iii) is distended almost into apastorale: pretty enough
on its own, but Idoubt what the composer had
in mind. The cello tune after the opening of (ii)
should speak volumes of frankly vulgar sentimentality, real Blue Angel music—but Haitink
instead refines it into atune that Idoubt would
raise an eyebrow in a19th-century concert hall.
At this stage of its history, the BPO impresses
me much like amultinational corporation: big,
powerful, able to attract and compensate handsomely the best talent in the world—yet paralyzed and ultimately defeated by the prospect
of taking achance. Save for its high technical
standards, it is precisely the kind of bourgeois
musical-social institution Mahler castigated in
his own time, which may be why they fail to get
to the heart of the music.
The good news is that the Philips sound is
the best of the three CDs: brightly lit, very precise in soundstage (quite a contrast to the
gloopy heterogeneous effect DG gets in the
Philharmonie). The overall effect is big and
dynamic, though not audiophile quality like
Philips's recent Mahler recordings in Boston.
My only complaint is the rather outsized mandolin, which has evidently borrowed Eddie
Van Halen's amplifier for the occasion.
—Kevin Conklin
MOZART: Symphonies 31, 33, 34
Charles Mackerras, Prague Chamber Orchestra
Telarc CD-80190 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng.; James
Malinson, prod. DDD. TT: 64:45

This, the fifth installment in Mackerras's traversal of Mozart symphonies, is, like its predecessors, disappointing. The major problem
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throughout is alack of nuance, shape, and precision. Not that the performances are sloppy.
But they do not have the last degree of finish
and polish that raises the distinguished above
the merely adequate. One has only to compare,
for example, the opening of the finale of 31 in
this account to arecent effort led by James
Levine (DG 419 146-2) to hear how the strings
of the Vienna Philharmonic phrase with greater
elegance, articulate with greater unanimity, and
produce more subtly graded plateaus of
dynamics than Mackerras's ensemble manages.
What's more, Mackerras's insistence on including aharpsichord is, at best, afundamentalist
nod toward history that ignores basic musicality. Listen, for instance, to how coloristically
crass the instrument sounds in its prominent
accompaniment to the joyous second subject
of the finale of 33. Mackerras also fails to clarify
the pointed antiphony with which that movement begins. Finally, it seems ironic that Mackerras, while including aharpsichord, does not
manage to expose harmonic motion, texture,
and color as fully as have Levine and George
Szell (whose LP recordings of 33 and 34 are
long overdue for reissue).
The one interesting feature here is Mackerras's inclusion of an alternative slow movement
in 31, less commanding, to be sure, than the
more familiar Andante, but one that is certainly
worth hearing. As in previous releases in this
series, the sound is close, with excessive emphasis on strings and harpsichords, and an
occasional detail-blurring resonance. Mack erras observes all exposition repeats, includes
repeats in the reprise of the Minuet of 33, and
favors second repeats (of development and
recapitulation) in the finale of 34.
—Mortimer H. Frank
NIELSEN: Symphony 2 ("Four Temperaments");
Pan & Syrinx, Op.49; Aladdin Suite
Esa-Pekka Salonen, Swedish Radio Symphony Orchestra
CBS MK 44934 (CD only). Lan, HecRi, cog.; David Mottley,
prod. DDD. rn 64:33

Salonen shows without ashadow of doubt that
Nielsen's Symphony 2is well within his grasp,
even if his previous ventures into this composer's symphonic canon have flown wide of
the mark. Inspired by apainting depicting the
four temperaments of man that hung in atavern
where he went to drink with his friends, Nielsen set about composing afour-movement
work which would depict these atavistic traits.
A natural lyricism, nudged into life by strong
rhythmic impetus and drive even within the
"phlegmatic" and "melancholic" movements,
give the work instant appeal. Salonen shows
great control and flair in pointing the best elements of both and, while there is an unsatis203
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factory edginess to this recording, with its
unbalanced perspective weighted in favor of
the strings, Iwould recommend this issue for
its vitality and the strength of its coupling: Pan
and Syrinx is adelightfully evocative symphonic miniature which prepares the way for
even more exotic turn of phrase and instrumentation in its contemporary, the concert
suite taken from Nielsen's music for Aladdin.
Both are easy on the ear and unpretentious.
—BarbaraJahn

ICHAIKOVSKY: Symphonies 4, 5,6
Guido CantcIll, NBC Symphony Orchestra (Broadcasts of
Feb.14, 1954, Marl, 1952, and Feb.21, 1953)
Music and Arts CD-602 (2 mono CDs only). ADD. TT
2:08:13

Born in 1920, Guido Cantelli, had he lived,
would have today been considered in the very
top echelon of conductors; tragically, he died
in aplane crash in 1956, but even in his early
305 he already had the highest reputation, and
many felt him to be the heir apparent to the
Toscanini mantle. The same fastidiousness
for perfection of detail, precision, rhythmic
strength, and soaring lyricism marked the work
of both conductors, although Cantelli was far
from being acarbon copy. In asmall but respectable discography, he recorded the last two
of these symphonies commercially, but the
present, NBC-derived "live" performances are
preferable for their greater degree of intensity.
These lean interpretations are not Russian in
the usual sense: the folk elements are played
down, and there is not ahint of sentimentality; at times, as in the second movement of the
Pathétique, the effect is even rather charmless.
What invariably does emerge, though, is extraordinary visceral strength and excitement
in the fast movements (the finale of 5is terrific),
as well as agreat sense of sweeping lines. The
mono broadcasts are acceptable, albeit far from
what would be considered state-of-the-art
today. ACD SoundRing helps in taming the shrillsounding brass of 4, some tape hiss is noticeable
in 5, and, throughout, NBC's typically close and
unatmospheric miking of the winds throws the
conductor's carefully balanced orchestral panorama askew. For historical reasons, howeve4 this
issue is amost valuable document.—Igor Kipnis
WAGNER: Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg
Otto Wiener, Hans Sachs; Jess Thomas, Walther von Stolzlog; Claire Watson, Eva; Benno Kusche, Beckmesscr;
Friedrich Lenz, David; Lilian Bennigsen, Magdalene;
Hans Hotter, Pogner; Josef Metternich, Kothner; others;
Bavarian State Opera Chorus, leachers' Choral Society,
Wolfgang Baumgart, dlr.; Bavarian State Orchestra,
Joseph Keilberth
Eurodisc 69008 -2-RG (4 CDs only). Horst Lindner. trig.;
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Fritz Gants, prod. Live recording, Nov.23, 1963. ADD.
TT: 4:16:33

Back in Vol.11 No.12, in areview of the EMI reissue of ICarajan's 1970 Meistersinger, Icalled it
the first studio and first stereo recording of the
work. Only half right. Keilberth's 1963 version,
recorded live the day after the deaths of Aldous
Huxley and JFK and on the occasion of the
reopening of Munich's bombed-out Nationaltheater, was, of course, the first stereo release,
and it's great to have it back in print—and at
midprice at that.
Keilberth is abit brisker with this music than
Ithought Ipreferred—ten minutes shorter than
Karajan, who hardly dawdles—but by the end
of Act III, Iwas swept up by the sheer energy,
discipline, and electricity of this single live performance. The production was obviously thoroughly rehearsed; there's barely aflubbed note
anywhere, and the balances within and between stage and pit, choral and orchestral, are
quite perfect, in both performance and recording (without spot- miking, Iheard all sorts of
orchestral details I'd never heard before). And
if Keilberth's interpretation lacks the earlyrenaissance grace of Karajan or the late-medieval darknesses of Solti and Jochum, it has its
own bracing zest, as if this particular Midsummer's Day had dawned cool but clear.
The American lovers—the deliberate, hugevoiced, majestically lyrical Jess Thomas as
Walther; the perfectly winsome, liquidly clear
Claire Watson as Eva—are ideally matched
and almost ideally recorded (Watson comes
through abit harsh on the high notes). Benno
ICusche's Beckmesser is probably the best on
record, crackling with boundlessly energetic
ill-temper, his self-congratulatory meddlesomeness fairly oozing out of the speakers. The
youthful, vocally more than adequate Friedrich
Lenz as the youthful David nevertheless misses
many atrick of comic and/or emotional phrasing that came as naturally as breath itself to
Peter Schreier (!) for Karajan, while Lilian Bennigsen's Magdalene is hooty and uncertain; the
difference in age between teenaged David and
duenna Magdalena is almost uncomfortably
extreme. A real treat, however, is Hans Hotter's
Veit Pogner, the voice of course wobbly and on
the decline, but still immense—as world-class
as is the rest of the cast, Hotter sounds 11 feet
tall as he strides among them. His singing is so
warm, so dramatically vital and in tune with the
subtlest emotional nuances, that issues of mere
vocal quality quickly evaporate.
However, like Theo Adam in Karajan's Meistersinger, there is one "problem": Otto Wiener
as Hans Sachs. As in that other recording, Sachs's
basic humanity is overshadowed by Pogner's
(Hotter here, Karl Ridderbusch there). What we
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have is ayouthful, acerbic, eccentric Sachs, no
man's—or woman's—fool; gruff, brusque,
feisty, far crustier than usual, much more like
the Sachs of Wagner's original Meistersinger
sketch, which outlined amuch shorter, more
buffa work than what was eventually written,
with afar rougher commedia dell'arte cobbler.
Of course, amore sinewy, virile Sachs makes
his and Eva's mutual attraction much less MayNovember/father-daughter, and much more
believable as lovers outright; Sachs's ultimate
stepping-aside for Walther thus becomes a
much more difficult choice for character and
audience, and makes the whole opera more
gripping, if less gemütlicb. For better or worse,
Wiener's voice is as sinewy as his characterization: it's the lightest voice on stage, and so
similar to Kusche's that their scenes together
are confusing, even when the libretto is followed closely. As this all makes for extremely
interesting choices in casting and characterization, and Wiener does extremely well with
what he's got, Ireally can't complain—my
preference is simply for amore avuncular Hans
Sachs; amatter of taste.
Right from the first bars of the Act IPrelude,
the clarity of the recording—which bad to be
minimally miked, though with spaced ornnis—
is impressive. Every part of this wonderfully
rich score, often considered Wagner's most
masterful (so to speak) extended exercise in
melody, counterpoint, and orchestration, is
audible and in its proper place in the Nationaltheater. And talk about accurate soundstaging ...! The Bavarian State Orchestra is there
in your listening room. The bass is not all it
could be, the strings tend toward dryness (but
remember, this was apacked house with little
reverberation), and the stereo is somewhat
forced, with little centerfill (I toed-in my Vandersteen 2Cis for this one), but it all sounds
very "live," with loads of ST's "palpable presence."
Owners of the original German Eurodisc LP
edition will be happy to know that what few
differences this digitally remastered version
offers are all improvements: more air, better
delineation of inner voices, and even improved
(!) string tone; Ilistened to the whole thing in
one 4K-hour session at my usual Wagner playback level (that is, loud) with nary ahint of digital fatigue 'ape hiss and edits are minimal. And
the improvements on RCA's sorry US LP edition—which had no top end at all—are vast.
This is, with Karajan's, one of the two allaround best recordings of Wagner's finest,
fullest, most warmly human work. Keilberth's
ostensibly "archival" recording, easily superior
to the well-intentioned but curiously unaffecting Solti and Jochum releases, can be recomStereophile, June 1990

mended for anyone's first exposure to the
opera. (Though my favorite Sachs remains Karl
Ridderbusch in Silvio Varviso's 1974 Bayreuth
recording, Philips 6747 167, nla.) With such a
great performance in such near-great sound,
the conclusion's obvious: highly recommended, without qualification. —Richard Lehnert
WAGNER: Der Ring des Nibelungen
Hans Hotter, Wotan/Mnderer; Astrid Vamay, Brünnhilde;
Wolfgang Windgassen, Siegfried; Jon Vickers, Siegmund; Leonie Rysanek, Sieglindc; Rita Gorr, Fricka,
Third Nom; Jean Madeira, First Nom, Waltraute (Gottetrliimmerung); Erik Saeden, Donner; Sandor Konya,
Froh; Fritz Uhl, Loge; Elisabeth Grümmer, Freia,
Gutrune; Otto Wiener, Gunther; Theo Adam, Fasolt;
Josef Greindl, Fafner, Hunding, Hagen; Frans Andersson, Alberich; Gerhard Stolze, Mime; Maria von lbs say, Erda; Dorothea Siebert, %Voglinde, Waldvogel; Claudia Hellman, Wellgunde; Ursula Boesc, Flosshildc,
Second Nom; others; 1958 Bayreuth Festival Orchestra,
Hans Knappertsbusch
Das Rbeingold: Hunt 2CDLSMH 34041 (2 CDs). TT:
2:3718
Die Walkiire: Hunt 3 CDLSMH 34042 (3 CDs). TE
3:44:05
Siegfried: Hunt CDLSMH 34043 (4 CDs). TE 4:57:21
(Includes Act III,üi of 1957 performance with Aldenhoff,
Varnay, Knappertsbusch)
Gilitterdiimmerung: Hunt CDLSMH 34044 (4 CDs). TE
5:11:12
(Includes Funeral March and Act III,iii of 1957 performance with Varnay, Grünuner, Uhcle, Greindl, Knappertsbusch)
All above: Mono CDs only. MD.

This Ring cycle, each opera available separately,
will hardly make Wagnerians hurl their current
Rings out of the window, and it certainly won't
make any converts among the uninitiated. It is
for specialists with agreat deal of patience. That
said, I'll add that it offers some real insights.
The sound is bad, but not as off-balance,
pit /stagewise, as the '57 Ring (available on
Music & Arts), where it really does sound as if
the Valkyries are screaming in your face while
the orchestra rehearses in the next room. Here
there's some hum, agood deal of murkiness,
an orchestra abit far away, and it's all decidedly
low-fl and thumpy, but it is listenable. It's not
as bad as the 1950 Furtwangler Ring, nor is it
as good as the '53 Clemens Krauss.
The reading is slow, as if sculpted out of
enormous mountains of clay rather than brushstrokes either wide or narrow. ¡fi had to make
ageneral statement, which Ido, I'd say that
it is everything but enjoyable—interesting,
quirky, at times poorly played and abominably sung, at others riveting and dynamic, occasionally beautiful, more often crude and rough,
surprisingly wayward in its musical preparation, very telling in individual performances.
There are very few moments I'd return to for
pleasure; there are many I'd go back to just to
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rehear and analyze them. At the end of many
hearings Ithink Iknow what Knappertsbusch
had in mind, but Ididn't quite get it on an
opera-by-opera, let alone act-by-act, basis. My
greatest criticism of the set is that the orchestra
almost sounds matter-of-fact throughout;
mind-bogglingly, Kna uses it as if the operas
were works of bel canto, as if Wagner's whole
purpose had not been to make singers and
instruments equals. If all of this is abit unclear,
here we go, an opera at atime:
Das Rbeingold: This is, by and large, the
most successful of the four, but the moment
the Rhinernaidens and Alberich begin to bicker
my point is made—the orchestra sounds aimless and unimportant. It isn't just the balance,
which, granted, does favor the voice; it's the
attitude. They sound casual, particularly the
string players. At any rate, Andersson is aterrific Alberich throughout the Ring (though
Neidlinger in '57 and elsewhere is marginally
more repulsive/fascinating), and here he sets
the tone. When we meet Mr. and Mrs. Wotan we
know that we're in the presence of gods; Hotter
is regal and Gorr is his imperious equal. They
have great dignity, and when Gorr begins to
age, we feel for her. Both giants are impressive,
with Greindl's Fafner showing promise of bad
things to come. Grümmer is alovely Freia,
Konya the finest Froh on discs, Stolze anasty,
non-goofy Mime. The descent into Nibelheim
manages to be dull background music, sort of
like Muzak in adescending elevator. Ilosvay's
Erda is lightish. The Rainbow Bridge sequence
is gorgeous, though it seems like adisconnected "highlight" rather than an integral part
of events, or rather, the culmination of them.
Agood prelude to the Ring, if with some dramatic orchestral moments missed.
Die Walküre: The entire first act has anot
inappropriate dream-like quality to it, but it is
anything but urgent. Though not terribly slow
as Walküre firsts go (within 2minutes of everyone except the very quick Bühm), we're never as nervous for the twins as we should be.
Vickers is young and unfinished-sounding (and
he cracks on his Aat the act's close), Rysanek
is fine (judging from when she screams—yes,
even then—it takes Vickers avery long time to
get the sword out of the tree), Greindl's Hunding is menacing. The posdude to the act, as the
kids run off into the night, is ahorror of unimportant playing and scene painting—you'd
think they were limping out for awalk.
Act II introduces us to one of the great mixed
blessings of this Ring, Astrid Varnay's Brünnhilde. Wry intense, and pretty unappealing, I'd
say. Nasty habit throughout of scooping into
notes (though eventually getting there), and the
tone is very hard. (She's only ahair better in '57,
Stereophile, June 1990

by the way.) Of course, what she does with the
text is terrific, both here and later, particularly
in the third act. And Hotter, while never as
fresh-voiced as in '53, is ariveting story-teller
—his explanation of the whole business to Varnay is ahigh point. But Knappertsbusch still
seems to be playing an odd game: even in the
second act's intro, the Valkyrie theme lumbers,
sounding like acartoon version of itself, elephants and rhinos schlepping about. Rita Gorr
is agreat Fricica in this opera, really something
to reckon with—"my, how that marriage has
fallen apart," we think. The Valkyries are noisy
but not as harmful as in '57, and Rysanek, with
her white-hot delivery, sings Nilsson (from '57)
under the table in II and III. When rnay asks
"r es so schmâhlich?," we feel her sadness
and desperation. The opera's finale just isn't
beautiful though, and it should be. In sum, this
one doesn't make it; despite some moving
moments, there are dreadful half-hours which
seem to go nowhere and fall nastily on the ear.
Siegfried: This one, for the most part, and
some genuinely ugly singing from Vamay aside,
works well. There are some disgraces: Windgassen is off-beat and clumsy in the Forging
Song (here given complete—one verse was cut
in '57), but he can't be blamed—it sounds as
if Kna is dead in the pit. The orchestral coda to
Iis sloppy and plodding to areally ghastly
degree, too. Furthermore—if Ican be petty—
the side break between CDs 1and 2 is 15
seconds into the Forging Song. Do the
engineers have any oars in the water? While I'm
at it, the sound in the dragon-slaying scene is
terrible—far worse than in the rest of the
opera. Is that aradio buzz or the stage machinery about to explode? And finally, the final
scene is conducted in anything but an ecstatic
manner; it sounds as if Kna doesn't care sometimes, and the musicians respond accordingly.
But ...
but ...
Stolze is magnificently strong
as Mime—not acaricature, but nasty as Hell
and very musical, even in the chaos of the first
act's last 20 minutes. And when Hotter the
Wanderer enters, we hear wisdom and age and
experience. The sound is mellow but still
powerful—it's his finest Wotan, to my ears.
Windgassen is fearless and in fine voice all the
way to the end, but Istill prefer him in '53 even
though he's less knowing there with the text.
Varnay's sound refuses to fall gracefully on the
ear, but she's apowerhouse and agreat actress;
she actually sounds as if she's just been awakened. The couple are obviously going to have
agood night at the end of this performance—
they sound ready to rock'n'roll (maybe because
Kna hasn't been working them too hard). This
opera makes it, but only as awhole—don't
look to excerpt this one for friends.
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Geitterdiimmerung: Here's areal problem.
It sounds awful most of the time —Varnay's
scooping has by now begun to cause hives. She
insists on beginning flat and working her way
up to anote, and her mid-voice is amass of
wobbles. The top remains laser-like, though.
Both she and Windgassen sound like they're
warming up in the Prologue, but by the confrontation scene they're both hot, particularly
Varnay, whose accusations are filled with poison. She's also wonderfully responsive to
Waltraute (a fabulous Jean Madeira); half the
time her feelings are so clear you'd swear she
was singing in English. The Immolation Scene,
however, is anti-climatic. Go figure.
Greindl is adangerous-sounding Hagen, and
his call to the vassals and their response are ugly
and lumbering—on purpose, Ithink. Grümmer is aluxurious Gutrune; her classy singing
reminds us that this woman is ahigh-ranking
Gibichung. (Otto Wiener doesn't impress similarly.) The Rhinemaidens are disgraceful, but
part of the fault is Kna's: his leadership is so
lackluster that he seems to mistake the Rhine
for Lethe, but the gals stray from pitch so wildly
at their exit that it's pathetic. Windgassen
sounds dreary in this scene too, but otherwise
he's poetic, tuneful, and youthful.
The transformation from moody Norris to
happy rock is properly enlightening—Kna
really gets the natural vs supernatural aspects
of these operas right. The Funeral Music, conversely, is an absolute failure: it lacks potency
and drama. As Isaid, aproblem. What can one
make of aperformance which sounds ugly
most of the time but makes its points more
often than not? How to explain the remarkable insights in some moments (I've never heard
the trio which closes the second act sound so
clear in its intentions) and the complete lack
of brains at others?
The operas are available separately, and judging from what I've said, Ithink it's clear that the
Walküre is the only real dud (and even that's
relative); the others require time and tenacity
and still may never pay off. No, this Ring isn't
dismissible by any means, but Imust return to
an earlier point—it's everything but enjoyable.
—Robert Levine

Classical Collections
SIMON BARERE AT CARNEGIE HALL, Vol. I
Liszt: Piano Concerto I. Sonata in b, Rapsodie Espagnole.
Gnomenreigen (2 versions), Valse de l'opéra Faust,
Funérailles. Hungarian Rhapsody 12
APR CDAPR 7007 (2 CDs only). TT: 97:19
SIMON BAREitE AT CARNEGIE HALL, Vol. II
Bach: Chromatic Fantasy & Fugue; Schumann: lbccata,
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Dutanesuirnm Rkheri ftspetuttni Mobile, Godowsky:
3 excerpts from Renaissance Suite (Pastorale after
Corelli, Gigue after Locillet, limbourin after Rameau);
Blumenfeld: Study for the Left Hand; Glazunov:
Etudes, Op.31 Nol; Scriabin: Etudes, Op.8 Nos. 10 &
12; Rachmaninoff: Concerto 2, Preludes Op.23 No.5
& øp.32 No 12, Polka de W.R.; Balakirev: iskimey
Simon Barere, piano (1946/47, 1949 live performances);
David Brockman, anon. orchestra (Liszt Concerto);
anon, conductor, orchestra (Rachmaninoff Concerto)
APR CDAPR 7008 (2 CDs only). TT: 92:27
Both: Bryan Crimp, digital remastering editor á prod.
AAD. Avaibbk from Appian Publications & Recordings,
PO. Box I, Hexham, Northumberland, NE 48 3EW,
England.

Unless you're akeyboard specialist, especially
one familiar with most illustrious giants of the
past, the name of Simon Barere is not apt to
mean much. Born in Odessa in 1896, he began
as aprodigy, played as atot in pubs to support
alarge, impoverished family, first studied with
the renowned Annette Essipova at the St. Petersburg Conservatory and subsequently with
Felix Bluementhal (one of Horowitz's teachers),
and began his career as atouring virtuoso in
1919. His life, which in 1951 ended dramatically
and tragically with acerebral hemorrhage onstage at Carnegie Hall right in the first movement of the Grieg Concerto, can best be described as ill-fated, due mainly to restrictions
imposed by political events in both postrevolutionary Russia and Germany of the
1930s. The majority of his commercial recordings, of which those made for HMV between
1934-36 were reissued on two LPs in 1985
(APR 7001), have long been considered collectors' items, as have the LPs which were released
in the early '50s by the American company,
Remington, and which contained, among
other items, some of the live performances
heard on the present CDs.
If there was any notoriety to the name of
Barere, it had to do with the most extraordinary
digital pyrotechnics and speed. Two items in
particular bear mention: the pianist's whirlwind 78 accounts of the incredibly difficult
Islamey of Balakirev, and the Schumann Toccata (the latter managed in less Man 4%2 minutes). Both pieces, which are staggering, appear
in this set as well, but, as the above heading
indicates, the sources are live performances at
Carnegie Hall in the latter half of the 1940s.
These were taken from acetates recorded at the
instigation of the pianist's son, and if the quality
of those originals can only be described at
times as downright poor, shallow in tune,
unstable in pitch, scratchy in surface, and even
distorted, the performances are something else.
Yes, there is incredible speed in some selections
(the Weber and Schumann's 7kaumeswirren),
and much that can be likened to the daredevil
tactics of acircus acrobat; but there is also so
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much that is poetically and sensitively conveyed, such as the Godowsky, the Glazunov,
and almost all of the Rachmaninoff Concerto
(until the end, when Barere seems to take off
as though stung by an insect). The Liszt album,
invariably, is exuberant, demonic, technically
stupefying, effortless in velocity, and tonally
varied—at least what one can glean through
the dim acetates. Be warned that the reproduction will be atrial for impatient listeners, but
if truly enjoyable old-fashioned pianistic virtuosity on the highest level is sufficient attraction, you simply must hear this. Splendid
documentation is included with each album
—Igor Kips&

VARIOUS: Greensleeves (English Lute Songs)
Julianne Baird, soprano; Ronn McFarlane, lutes
Dorian DOR-90126 (CD only). Douglas Brown, prod.;
Craig D. Dory, Douglas Brown, cngs. DDD. TF 68:03

This remarkable disc represents the second
recorded appearance of two extraordinary
partnerships. This first of these, obviously, is
that ofJulianne Baird and Ronn McFarlane. No
one sensitive to the relationship between singer
and accompanist could fail to appreciate that
this is apairing equalled only by the likes of
Emma Kirkby and Anthony Rooley. The second
partnership is, as you have probably guessed,
that of the performers and the Dorian recording team who are once again at the state of the
digital art.
Unlike the first Dorian lute song disc, this is
aprogram of Elizabethan and Jacobean works
which will be, for the most part, very familiar
to devotees of that period. The songs of John
Dowland and Thomas Campion form the heart
of this collection, while familiar names like
Morley and Holborne are in evidence as well
(along with some of Anonymous's finest, such
as the title track). As I, with my usual wit and
originality, remarked to my wife, "Look! All the
greatest hits!" This is, in my opinion, tbe lute
song disc to buy if you are unfamiliar with the
genre, and Ithink too that those who know
these works well will want this recording to
compare with their personal favorites.
As Doctor Sam Johnson once remarked,
comparisons are invidious; nevertheless, afew
such may not be out of order here. Kathleen
Battle and Christopher Parkening perform several Dowland songs at the beginning of EMI
CDC 747196 2; Baird and McFarlane need
not shrink from the comparison, their performance being in every way more idiomatic than
that of the more famous pair. Against other performances of the purist persuasion, the present
duo also fares very well. Glenda Simpson
(Hyperion A66003) gives asplendid rendition
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of two Campion works, "If thou long'st so
much to learn" and "Shall Icome sweet love
to thee." In the first of these, one of the few
songs written from awoman's perspective in
the 16th century (and aliberated perspective
it is), both Baird and Simpson are wonderful,
but Iprefer the Baird-McFarlane duo's simpler
approach to the latter work! And though it may
be heresy for Y'r H'bl' S'v't, Ithink Baird sings
Dowland's magnificent "Time stands still" as
well as the divine Emma Kirkby (Hyperion A
66186).
Admirers of Ronn McFarlane will be pleased
to find that he has no less than eight solos to
perform here, and comes through admirably.
(The lute appears to be undergoing athorough
revival. About time.)
Sound here is as good as on Dorian's first lute
song disc, which is to say, excellent. Ithink the
mikes are abit closer here; you get abit less hall
and atouch more clarity. Ihave to say, however,
that some of the Hyperion analog LPs Iauditioned in the course of this review are every bit
as fine as the "Exclusively Digital" Dorian.
—Les Berkley

Show Musk
ANYTHING GOES: 1989 London Cast
Music and lyrics by Cole Porter
John Owen Edwards, cond.
First Night Cast 18 (LP only). David Hamilton-Smith, eng.;
Tim Rice, Elaine Paige, David Hamilton-Smith, prods.
AAA. Tr: ca 52:00
ANYTHING GOES: 1989 Studio Cast
Music and lyrics by Cole Porter
Ambrosian Chorus, London Symphony Orchestra. John
McGlinn, cond.
EMI CDC 749848 2(CD only). John Kurlander, eng.; John
Fraser, prod. DDD. TT 74:20

What's better than anew recording of Anything
Goes? Why, two new recordings! Coming on
the heels of the recent Lincoln Center Revival
Cast (RCA 7769-2-RC, reviewed in Vol.12 No 6),
and considering how many worthwhile shows
have been neglected by record companies, this
might not seem like the most efficient use of
record companies' resources, but with such
fine efforts as are represented here, what musical theater fan is going to complain?
To those who already have the Lincoln Center Cast recording, the release of the London
version, essentially arecreation of the Lincoln
Center production, is probably dispensable—
unless, of course, you were put off by Patti
LuPone's Reno (as Iwas) and/or you're afan of
Elaine Paige (as Iam). Paige's voice and theatriIIn fairness, Imust add that Simpson's version of "Shall I
come" makes use of aperiod manuscript containing vocal
ornamentations. Baird's simplicity may not have been the
Elizabethans' cup of sack.
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cal persona are better-matched to the role, and
while she could at times use abit more Mermanesque power, she more than makes up for
this lack with an alluring seductiveness when
this is called for. (Seductiveness has never been
Merman's long suit.) Howard McGiffin reprises
his superlative Billy; Bernard Cribbins adds a
characterful Moonface, and Kathryn Evans as
Erma stops the show—or, in this case, the
record—with "Buddy Beware." Sound quality is excellent, First Night's AAA LP easily a
match for RCA's DDD CD. Make of that what
you will.
The EMI Anything Goes is, like their recent
Show Boat (CDS 749108 2), decidedly non
routine. John McGlinn has gone back to the
1934 version of the score, eschewing later revisions and interpolations, restoring cuts and the
original orchestrations by Robert Russell Bennett and Hans Spialek. Imust admit that Imiss
"Friendship," "It's De-Lovely," and "Easy To
Love," included in the 1962 and the 1987/1989
revivals, but fair's fair—these were borrowed
from other Porter shows. To compensate for
these losses, McGlinn has restored several numbers that were dropped prior to or just after the
opening; one of these is the charming "What
AJoy To Be Young." The original orchestrations
are less brass-dominated than those used in the
revivals, producing aless "jazzy" effect, and
while the changes in rhythmic emphasis may
take some getting used to, repeated listening
is likely to make you feel that this is right. The
LSO play as if they've been weaned on Cole
Porter, and you ain't heard nothin' until you've
heard the Ambrosians sing "Public Enemy
Number One." Featured chorus bits are done
by the likes of Bruce Hubbard (Joe in the EMI
Show Boat) and Rebecca Caine (Cossette in the
original Les Miserables).
The casting of the leads is, with one exception, not ideal. The exception is Frederica von
Stade, who not only makes agorgeous sound,
but also injects the role of Hope (not one of
your proto- feminist heroines) with some muchneeded strength. Reno, areally strong character,
is sung by Kim Criswell, who tries hard, but
with her far-from-Mermanesque voice, seems
fundamentally miscast. She starts off well, with
an unusually contemplative "I Get A Kick Out
Of You," but her rather thin voice gets strident
when trying to cope with "Blow, Gabriel,
Blow." Cris Groenendaal (Billy) has apleasant
enough voice, but seems content to merely sing
the notes, with little attempt at characterization.
As forJack Gilford (Moonface), he sounds even
more feeble than he did on the CBS Of Thee
Sing/Let 'Em Eat Cake.
To end up on amore positive note—for,
despite reservations about casting, Idid like
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this disc—I'm pleased to report that sound
quality is about the best I've heard from EMI:
alovely, open sound with plenty of depth and
virtually none of the "digital" hardness or confusion in loud passages that was occasionally
aproblem with their Show Boat. Iunderstand
thatJohn McGlinn's next project is an "authentic" recording of Kiss Me Kate. Ican't wait.
—Robert Deutsch
LEGS DIAMOND: Original Broadway Cast
Eric Stem, cond. Music & lyrics, Peter Allen
RCA Victor 7983-1-RC R2/ 7983-2-RC (CD). Paul Goodman, James Nichols, engs.; Jay David Saks, prod.
DDA/DDD.
65:io

The chronicle of Legs Diamond is by now well
known to Broadway musical fans: an almost
interminable number of preview performances,
aformal opening followed by scathing reviews,
and avery brief run that featured the star adlibbing (?) the line "Not even acritic can kill
me" —surely one of the prize entries in the
"famous last words" category.
There are many possible reasons for ashow's
failure, and some with effective scores but
problematic books have yielded delightful
original cast recordings (eg, Mack and Mabel).
Such is not the case with Legs Diamond. Even
without having seen the show, it's easy to get
asense of why it has aroused theJohn Simon
in even the kindest of critics and triggered ritualistic laments about the current sorry state of
the Broadway musical. Legs Diamond is an
amalgam of Pal Joey, Guys and Dolls, and
Chicago, but, unfortunately, Peter Allen is no
Rodgers & Hart, Frank Loesser, or Kander &
Ebb. The lyrics range from the trite ("When I
Get My Name in Lights") to the embarrassing
("Knockers"), and the tunes consist of asuccession of musical clichés. As one with adefinite soft spot for pastiche (I have four, count
'em,jour recordings of The Boy Friend), Ido
not automatically fault ashow for not being
particularly innovative, but Iwant evidence
that some imagination is being used in working
within awell-established formula. In Legs Diamond, one can tell within the first few bars of
every number exactly how the number will go.
Shows like this occasionally achieve amodicum of success through the sheer personal
magnetism of astar performer, but Peter Allen,
playing the title role, comes across as vocally
weak and singularly lacking in charm. The rest
of the cast tries hard, and Julie Wilson almost
succeeds in making something of her "my man
done me wrong" number, but she's ultimately
defeated by its banality. It seems almost pointless to note that the recording quality, in both
CD and LP formats, is very good. (I could not
get myself to make detailed LP vs CD corn215
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Buy the CD re-release of She Loves Me (Polydor 831 968-2) instead.
—Robert Deutsch

Mn
FIRST HOUSE: Cantilena
Ken Stubbs, alto sax, Django Bates, piano, tenor horn;
Mick Hutton, bass; Martin France, drums
ECM 1393 (839 619-2, CD only). Jan Erik Kongshaug,
eng.; Manfred Eicher, prod. DDD. TT: 37:51

Conversations among more traditional Native
Americans can sometimes take avery long
time. Someone says something, after which no
one says anything for five minutes. Then someone replies. More silence. And so on.
More than the music itself, that's what Ihear
on Cantilena: the silences of very careful listening. This was even more true of their first
album, Eréndira, which showed off the muchpraised, much-vilified ECM recording sensibility at its best: musicians recording in aspace
reverberant enough to make them choose their
notes carefully, playing to the reverb in their
cans, if you will. If reverb is fed to the players'
phones during recording, they play adifferent
kind of music: it's acompositional choice at
least as much as electronic "meddling" —a
point jazz critics and audiophiles alike have
consistently missed.
These four Brits seem too young—except
for Mick Hutton, all were born after 1960—to
be able to play so well. They've gigged, individually, with Archie Shepp, Bill Bruford, Joe
Henderson, Lee Konitz, and Kenny Wheeler,
among others. Ken Stubbs's alto and soprano
stylings immediately remind ofJan Garbarek,
but there's lots more there (see below); his are
the more "cantilena" compositions, while
Django Bates's are more like what we've been
hearing on the last few astonishing Dave Holland albums; his piano playing is as interesting
for what he doesn't play as for what he does.
Mick Hutton's perfectly controlled bass tone
is like Charlie Haden's but with good intonation, while Martin France is adrummer with
Jack DeJohnnette's taste, Jon Christensen's precision, and Tony Williams's energy. Impressive.
But they were even more impressive four
years ago on Eréndira —despite the new album's title, the first one sounds more lyrical.
Eréndira's bleak, lonely elegies for deserted
cities showed how fresh the basic acoustic jazz
quartet of sax, piano, bass, and drums can
sound when approached with awesome chops,
asympathetic producer, and, most important,
the willingness to keep listening to one another.
Ihad the sense of musicians of impeccable taste
choosing just the right silences to fill, and doing
Stereophile. June 1990

so with infinite grace—like the best of Keith
Jarrett's "Belonging" quartet recordings and
Ralph Towner's "Solstice" sessions. It's not an
easy thing to make this standard instrumental
lineup sound like an entirely new idea. Brubeck, Desmond, Morello, and Wight must have
sounded like this the first time they were heard
back in the early '50s.
ECM? Brubeck? Yeah, Stan Getz and Plas
Johnson, too. White jazz, cerebral, lyrical —
improvised, blues-based, street-smart chamber
music, and I'm not being derogatory. Saxist Ken
Stubbs's alto also has some Dave Liebman, not
to mention Wayne Shorter and Coltrane. Each
of Cantilena's tunes is agem, and none is over
5minutes long; most hover around 3:30. What
Ihear throughout is impassioned restraint:
from the torch ballad of the title tune to the
often bi- tonal "Underfelt" (it's almost over
before the bass comes in); to the hints of Dixieland in the straight-walking "Dimple"; to the
gospelish "Hollyhocks" and its endless, soaring
modulations and Martin France's world-class
drumming; the breathless ";Jay-Tee" that all of
asudden turns funky, sounding almost electric;
to the final nose-thumbing abstract expressionism of "Pablo," like the quieter moments
of Miles's Bitches Brew, not to mention Art
Lande's &Jan Garbarek's Red Lanta.
Astrologically, the first house of anatal chart
deals with first impressions, appearances, setting the tone for the soul's journey this time
around; it's ruled by Aries, which rules the
head. Well, my first—and second and third—
impressions of First House's cool, sculpted,
heady music are of sustained fires of excitement, intelligence, and clarity. Live long and
prosper, guys—you've charted another great,
serious jazz album. Highly recommended
—Richard Lehnert

KEITH JARRET!' TRIO: Cbangeless
Keith Jarrett, piano; Gary Peacock, bass; Jack DeJohnette,
drums
ECM 1392 (839618-1, LP; -2, CD). Tom McKenney. eng.;
Manfred Eicher, prod. DDA/DDD. TT: 48:56

Changeless, the Keith Jarrett "Standards" Trio's
seventh release in 13 years, consists of four
improvisations that "carne up"—"not written,
rehearsed, thought out, sketched, or arranged"
—in the middle of four different October '87
"Standards" concerts by atrio considered by
many to be one of the supplest, most telepathic
(as applied to this group, the word's already
stale) combos in jazz history.
This stuff never really goes anywhere,
though after reading Jarrett's impassioned liner
notes, I'm sure he'd assure me that it's not supposed to. Changeless gives us sonority instead
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of harmony, rhythm instead of melody; with
Jarrett, I'm used to having it all.
The layout on disc roughly follows Romantic
symphonic form: the decidedly introductory,
darkly churning "Dancing," like "Chant of the
Soil" from Jarrets Nude Ants; the cloudy, drifting adagio of "Endless," atwo-chord vamp that
builds not too high, though Jarrett's chiming,
perpetuum mobile piano sounds hardly human; the syncopated "Lifeline"; and the nearorgan effects (how does he do it?) of the ostinato "Ecstacy" (sic).
Though the elements are summoned—
Jarrett's piano the water, DeJohnette's drums
the rocks—most of the music suffers from
over-deliberation, especially at Jarrett's notorious left hand, which often spends more energy
establishing the groove's foundation than building on it.
Those who lack the trio's first recording date,
Gary Peacock's Tales of Another (1977), will
probably compare Changeless with Changes
(1983), the third release not devoted to standards. The latter comes off so much better that
you wonder why Jarrett released the former.
Oh well. The sound is wonderful, with only
the most elusive differences between CD and
LP (the latter's available only in Europe anyway). The playing is stellar, considering that
what we've got here is what three absolute
masters can come up with when they're given
absolutely no raw material—world-class woodshedding. Makes me wonder what the rest of
the concerts were like.
—Richard Lehnert

CLEO LAINE: Woman to Woman
Cleo Laine, vocaljohn Dankworth, arrangements
RCA Victor 7999- IRC-A (LP), 7999-2 RC (CD). Jack Leahy,
eng.; Kurt Gebaurz)ohn Dankworth, prods. DDA/DDD.
IT 6100

Woman to Wbman is acollection of songs with
both music and lyrics by women. After considerable research, singer Cleo Laine and her husband, arranger John Dankworth, selected 15
varied examples ranging from Carrie Jacobs
Bond's evergreen of 1906, "I Love You Truly,"
to more recent standards such as Joni Mitchell's
"Both Sides Now," Judy Collins's "Since You
Asked," and "Come In From the Rain" by Melissa
Manchester and Carole Bayer-Sager.
Acrucial link in the Wbman to Wbman chain,
of course, is Miss Laine, who brings these songs
to life in her own very personal and distinctive
way. For those unfamiliar with her work, this
means impeccable musicianship, avoice of stunning malleability and range, and the ability to
convey alyric with deeply felt conviction and
genuine understanding. Any songwriter should
feel blessed by such abevy of riches—riches
Stereophile, June 1990

which are nowhere put to more compelling use
than in Ruth Lowe's "I'll Never Smile Again,"
often tossed off as apop tune of no special distinction. Laine gives full vent to the grief and
longing Lowe felt when she wrote it following
the death of her husband in 1939.
All the songs—including Billie Holiday's
down-home blues "Fine and Mellow" —deal
with love in its many guises and disguises. Ann
Ronnel's "Willow Weep for Me" is the only one
to have achieved immortality as ajazz standard,
and its effect—along with everything else in
the album—is greatly enhanced by Danlcworth's
arranging skills and musical sensitivity. Though
Laine's phrasing is purposefully unpredictable,
Dankworth consistently provides backgrounds
that allow her room to stretch out melodically
and rhythmically. His scoring for jazz combo
and avest-pocket philharmonic of 17 strings,
four horns, and harp is also interesting and evocative in its own right; only occasionally does he
allow the sound of harp and strings to suggest
mushy pop pablum. Among his more effective
touches is the melding of bass clarinet and low
strings as amoody counterpoint to "Come In
from the Rain" and "Willow Weep for Me" Ray
Loeckle's full-bodied tenor interjections provide
an authentic jazz feel at several junctures.
Along with some glowing achievements in
what amounts to the American counterpart of
the European art song, there are afew lightweight
inclusions here as well, including Brazilian
singer/pianist linia Maria's "It's All in My Hands,"
Blossom Dearie's "Inside aSilent "[tar," and laines
own rather puckish "Secret Feeling." There's
also one decidedly heavyweight discovery (a
discovery for me, at least) in "My Favorite Year"
by the Los Angeles-based team of Michelle Sourman and Karen Gottlieb. While Imust admit
to somehow finding the line "My favorite love"
abit trivializing, the song is nonetheless ahauntingly memorable wedding of words and music
that deserves wider exposure.
The sound quality on both LP and CD is
immediate, and particularly true to Laine's
voice The CD wins out subtly in terms of clarity and presence. But musical quality is what
this project is all about, and the high level of
Woman to Wbman cries out for asequel. Hopefully, Laine and Dankworth will be so inclined.
If they are, why not carry the concept astep
further and use an all-woman orchestra? Assembling asuperb one would surely be one of
life's easier tasks.
—Gordon Emerson
ANDRÉ PREVIN/JOE PASS/RAY BROWN: After
Hours
André Previn, piano; Joe Pass, guitar; Ray Brown, bass
Telarc CD-83302 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng.; Robert
Woods, prod. DOD. TT: 6554
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Compatibility is the order of things here. For
the first "jazz" record the quite-famous pianist/
conductor André Previn has made in who
knows how long, producer Robert Woods has
placed him with two like-minded stalwarts,
guitarist Joe Pass and bassist Ray Brown, two
who know each other inside and out.
The result is an aesthetically pleasing if not
safe recording of mostly standards, executed
with precision but allowing for improvisational
corridors. "There'll Never Be Another You"
showcases Previn's fluid, obviously Art Thuminfluenced piano. This first selection is atipoff
that communication is high. The interplay
between Pass and Previn is of note, as is Pass's
solo.
The trio examines the blues on anumber of
occasions, the initial foray taking place during
aquirky arrangement of "Limehouse Blues:'
at points dominated by Pass's uncharacteristic
but successful "twang"-tinged guitar. Brown
has been known in some circles to rush tunes,
but here, and generally throughout—with the
exception of, perhaps, "Honeysuckle Rose"—
he's relaxed on the one hand, insistent on the
other, unafraid to take control. The arrangement of "Smoke Gets in Your Eyes" qualifies
it as a"bluesy ballad," laid out delicately, spaciously, and with generosity. The closing "One
For Bunz," atraditional I-IV-V blues, is medium-tempoed, shuffle-like, and reminiscent of
some of Count Basic's small-group, latter-day
arrangements, particularly when Pass's chords
and Brown's bass act as foil for Previn during
the beginning bars of the pianist's solo.
Ellingtonia is well-represented on After
Hours, with "I Got It Bad And That Ain't Good"
and the ever-popular "Cotton nil." The former
begins with an expansive Previn bordering on
the overdone before he's joined by Pass, who
then takes the lead. The upbeat, angularly presented "Cotton 'Pail" shines amid pronounced
use of unison lines, staccato, brief energetic
bursts, and another Pass solo.
While After Hours doesn't exactly break any
ground, it could be alot worse. We all know
how difficult it is to re-state such selections
without having them sound hackneyed, ordinary, or boring. Iconsider the trio's work here
a success. Telarc's all-digital CD recording
serves to amplify the proceeding's clarity, too.
—Jon W. Poses

Rock
TERENCE TRENT D'AlUSY's Neither Fhb Nor Flesh
Columbia OC 45351 (LP), CK 45351 (CD). Tim Martin,
mg.; Ibrence 'Rent D'Arby, prod. AAA/AAD. TE 5139
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Afew years ago, due to circumstances too tedious to recount, Iwas forced to listen to an inordinate amount of college radio. One day, amid
the droning guitars of the REM clones, the din
of the thrashers, and the caterwauling of the
death rockers, asound cut through that made
my ears twitch like athoroughbred's at the
starting gate. A voice, but what avoice—it
sounded like ahybrid of Otis Redding, Sam
Cooke, and James Brown, with a dash of
Smolcey. And the song—"If You Let Me Stay"—
whooped and soared with an irrepressible
groove that wasn't merely danceable, but that
required you to leave your seat and whirl like
adervish, preferably while speaking in tongues.
My hand went instantly to the phone to
ascertain the name of this breath of fresh air.
Iwas informed that it was ayoung man with
the unlikely name of Terence Trent DArby. The
album, Introducing the Hardline According
to Terence 7).
ent DA'rby (immediately purchased), contained awealth of well-crafted,
extremely well-sung tunes that all featured an
element that has been sorely missed in urban
contemporary (read "black") music of late: the
Church. The emotional power of gospel music turned toward secular expression is what
fueled not just Otis and his ilk but the rock and
roll explosion as well (see Elvis and Jerry Lee).
D'Arby's music was awelcome return to music
rooted in the Messiah rather than MIDI.
Unfortunately, sometime between his first
album and this, his second, TTD had an Art
attack. His latest effort finds him attempting to
flesh out fishy songs with artsy touches that
may have sounded good on paper but that
detract rather than add to already weak tunes.
"You Will Pay ibmorrow" takes aJames Brown
groove and dilutes it with Bartók -by-way-ofPrince strings and cutesy kazoos. On the same
tune, where D'Arby's mentors would have had
the band "break it down," he attempts to
achieve the same dynamic effect with an engineering fadeout/fadein—it sounds like what
it is: an afterthought. "It Feels So Good To Love
Someone Like You" features sitars and strings
that were experimental and self-indulgent
when the Beatles did it but are now merely selfindulgent (they didn't work for Prince either).
Only "I'll Be Alright" and "I Don't Want To
Bring Your Gods Down" have the gospel
power that made the first album stand out.
To be fair, "This Side Of Love" has an appealing Creedence-style sound but, like much of
the album, suffers from D'Arby's voice being
too dry and out front. Yet another overly selfconscious production technique, it is exacerbated on the LP, which sounds drier overall
than the CD.
For his third project, the expatriate D'Arby
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might do well to leave his current residence in
England, where artistic poseurs abound, and
return to the strength of his American roots. He
is young and perhaps needs time to learn that
the secret to great art is similar to Spencer
Tracy's secret to great acting—"Don't let them
catch you at it."
—Michael Ross

DELBERT McCLINTON: I'm With You
Curb D2-77232 (CD only). Justin Niebank, Carry Summers, engs.; Delbert McClinton, Barry Beckett, prods.
DDD?TT: 34:11

It's 1975, Saturday night. Disco is still aphenomenon of big-city gay bars. Punk? The
Ramones, man. You're way off in the hinties of
Northern New Mexico, at the Line Camp, a
huge barn of aroadhouse on the edge of Pojoaque, lurch-dancing in post-hippie beer/grass
style with hundreds of first-generation freaks
turned carpenters and adobe makers, Hispanic
Vietnam vets looking permanently spooked
and moving quietly, ranchers and their fullskirted wives doing some tight-lipped Western Swing in the back, afew ancient cowboys
limping around with deep-ploughed faces and
Camel-rasped voices, and what seems like half
the heavy-set Tewa populations of the Northern Rio Grande Pueblos.
The long trestle tables with the flowered
plastic tablecloths are yellow and sticky with
sloshed beer pitchers, and booming and echoing through the sour, smoky air is arabbitpunch rhythm section, horns so tight and dry
they sound like snare drums. Up there singing
is acompact little white dude hunching up his
shoulders at the mike spewing out some of the
best R&B harp-blow you've ever heard between the verses, and it ain't Paul Butterfield.
"Del-berrurrrrrt!!!" Some biker's chick in
tight black Levi's has hoisted her butt up over
Delbert's monitor and she's slewing it back and
forth at him like apro Her old man locks eyes
with Delbert, points at his old lady's gyrating
gluteus maximus, and, black eyebrows arching
like humping caterpillars, mouths "For you!"
The ultimate tribute.
It's 1990, another Saturday night. The Line
Camp is closed; the building's since been afeed
store and adiscount furniture outlet. Delbert's
voice is rougher, the gut's softer, those hungry,
hopeless eyes staring out of his roadhouse tan
are damn scary, and he's not having as much
fun as he used to—a hard life, the road—but
close your eyes and the music is just as gooddancin' as ever. I'm With Ibu is McClinton 's first
studio album since Plain'from the Heart in '81,
and atough followup to last year's Live from
Austin (Alligator AL 4773, reviewed in Vol.12
No 8). The band is totally new, and the producStereophile, June 1990

tion is just atad slick, but Muscle Shoals producer Barry Beckett is about as good as they
come for this kind of Deep-South R&B. Synthesizers are kept to aminimum, drums are real,
and, Iswear, it sounded almost more like alive
album from aclub with aBose 901 PA system
than Austin did—this is what it's like to be at
aDelbert McClinton gig, regardless of sonic virtues or the lack. The sound is clean, pristine,
multi-mono all the way, but most of it's live in
the studio, with great licks'n'fills by guitarist
Anson Funderburgh.
The ten tunes, like the album, are short; no
gimmicks, no frills, Delbert getting in and out
fast, nothing wasted and hardly aharp or git-tar
solo in sight. "Crazy 'Bout You" has enough
energy for three songs, and in his new originals—the first in almost ten years—Delbert's
still coppin' that ol' just-a-simple-country-boy
blarney 'bout seem' more back alleys than a
garbage truck and smellin' worse It still works,
and he still tells astory better'n any other barpounder Iknow. Like in "Who's Foolin' Who":
"I went and bought aticket on amidnight flight
/Had to get home to my baby last night /Jes'
about the time Iput the key in the do' /Iheard
somebody runnin"cross my flo'." All in about
15 seconds over aNew Orleans/Texas groove
that never stops. And he burns fast in "My Love
is Burnin": "My love is burnin' baby at both
ends /Hot on the outside and hot on the in- /
Iwant to be more to you than just afriend."
Put on I'm With You, break out the Herradura Añejo, and get up'n'dance even if you
don't feel like it. Believe me, you soon will.
—Richard Lehnert

ROD STE WART: Storyteller: The Complete Antbology, 1964-1990
Warner Bros. 925987-2 (4 CDs only). Many engs.; Gregg
Geller, prod.; Michael Ostin, compilation. MD. IT:
4:56:47

Last year the Dinosaurs of Rock hit the road:
the price was right for Pete Townshend and
The Who to cure their fears of hip injury, knee
injury, and hearing loss; one of the Stones took
achild-bride and —mirabile diau —the very
badge and emblem of middle-age macho, the
"Steel Wheels" tour, was born; ditto perennial
teens McCartney and bride, coming soon to
your hometown, and the truly horrifying
'ffaveling Wilburys. Robert Plant, on the other
hand, has always given value for money, and
last year Jeff Beck joined afew pals on alowkey outing and continued to prove that if the
night is right, nobody does it better.
Coincidentally, in the parallel universe of
what passes for fine art in the NY and LA media
capitols, Whitney Museum "retrospectives"—
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once reserved to appraise the entire careers of
those of the stature of Georgia O'ICeeffe or Max
Ernst—are lavished on the likes of art-wimp
Julian Schnabel, amiddle-aged concept artist
and dinner guest so technically inept museums
summoned him for service calls when gluedon dinnerware kept crashing off his canvas.
Likewise, aterminal illness for any dauber who
parlays spraypainting poems on the subway
into design commissions for plastic watches,
sweatshirts, and arange of couture bedlinen
is guaranteed his sell-out media show—in this
life, or pace Andy Warhol, while he's still marketable in the next.
None of this was lost on the panners for gold
at the record labels, the selfless toilers who sift
back catalog for the last few cents after the main
vein taps out. Well, fine art was never show
business, and rockers always used to claim they
wuz art, not Elvis. These days the labels know
better, and if the "talent" knows better too, so
much the better for us all; at least they'll work
their tushes off to entertain us and we'll get to
see ashow and have areal good time and not
have to make excuses for Axl and Slash and The
Replacements and what the art world is pleased
to call "temperament." ("Well, they were great
last lliesday, man, I'm sorry, Iguess Zorn just
got depressed.")
So, bango, in time for last Christmas: the
complete retrospective of aformer hit machine
who won't let that rain-forest thing get him
down, aBritish rocker who used to turn out
brand-name bubblegum funk hits with the
regularity of Magic slamming the dunk, aman
whose live shows were the best party you'd
ever been to from the second he hit the boards
in some scanty and absurd male version of
whatever Liza Minelli was making knock-out
(the great tradition of stage-show "costume"
at atime when your choices were Jethro 'fill
dressed like achicken, Jagger and Bowie trading lipstick and ¡dent -i -kit black back-up
singers), aterrific interpretative singer and nothalf-bad songwriter whose early career took
off with Jeff Beck (7)ab and Beck-Ola)and has
periodically intersected same to produce some
of the greatest work either of them have ever
done (le, People Get Ready in 1985); and, best
of all, aperforming artist whose street-cred
plummeted with the disco hit Do Ya Think I'm
Sexy, relegating him to one dance-oriented hit
and MTV-tease video per annum ever after and
aperforming-art career so far in the toilet that
the record label can kiss him off with acommemorative (expensive) retrospective before
the guy is even 45.
Here, Ideeply hope, is the last laugh: these
four CDs reveal enough performing talent and
the- rattle-of-a-simple-man songwriting skill
Stereophile, June 1990

(OK, the guy's first and greatest ambition was
to be aUK football star and to bed these leggy
blondes, and he nearly made the first and from
Britt Eklund to Kelly Emberg, he's outwed Peter
Sellers) to shame anyone who's written the man
off—including maybe Stewart himself. Furthermore, the astonishing quality flipflop (the
material gets weaker as the production improves) to which this premature retrospective
stands witness may be the spur Stewart needs
to get back on the quality-control stick. Nothing like embarrassment, envy, and peer pressure to get one back to the gym.
On the audible front, the gruesome quality
of the dated recordings combined with the
brightest digital polish since Lemon Pledge
can't wipe out the pure talent and enthusiasm
flooding out from the first two discs. Some
tracks on CD 1(which reprise the late '60s) and
CD 2(the early '70s, with the Faces: "Maggie
May" and what will stand as Stewart's signature
tune, the transcendent "Mandolin Wind") were
clearly recorded in an athletic sock, and others
suffer from the fact we were all on drugs and
somehow thought feedback distortion revealed the face of God. Still others, according
to areport in Rolling Stone, were mastered
from vinyl because the label couldn't wait to
get original masters from England and still
make the Christmas release date. Regardless,
listen to all four discs straight through and
achieve new understanding of what Stereophile
means about the relationship between digital
technology and "listener fatigue." Nevertheless, the first two CDs feature the closest thing
to soulfulness abunch of working-class white
boys will ever achieve, and the slick production values of the last two CDs elevate the outstanding tracks ("Sailing:' both versions of "I
Don't Want to 'Falk About It," "Young llirks")
far above the "product" ("Infatuation," "Passion," "Dynamite").
And yet, there are too many lackluster, haphazardly targeted, formulaic clinkers on the last
two discs to blame on awriter still looking for
his voice, or aperformer looking for the right
repertoire. If Stewart wants to be the best thing
to hit Vegas since The Pointer Sisters, that's
OK—there will never be abetter show because
Stewart takes his professional stage with the
preparation of Olivier plus maybe acoupla
drinks. On the other hand, if he wants to hand
in the red leather leisure suit, do Arsenio, and
claim takes with Booker T. and Ronald Isley are
high points in his new sample case, he'd better
get down and get tough or he's going to come
out of this mid-career crisis like Engelbert
Humperdinck with buzz-cut hair. C'mon. Rod,
get busy. It ain't over til it's over.
—BethJacques
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
Ensemble PA-1 & Reference
Editor:
Graham Engineering, Inc., and Ensemble, Inc
would both like to thank Dick Olsher for his
perceptive, knowledgeable, and lucid review
of the Ensemble PA-1 and Reference speakers,
backing his subjective listening appreciation

benefits of the subsonic filter that were
observed, the makeshift power supply was the
reason that some of the treble qualities inherent
in the speaker have not come into full play.
What gives us reason for this assumption is that
in commenting on the measurements (fig.5,
waterfall plots), Dick found the lower treble,

with much valuable technical information and

which was the area where his slight reservation

discussion, and complementing it with relevant measurements. There are afew points we

came in, to be "well-behaved."
The very favorable comparison to the class

would like to add to his observations.

of electrostatic and ribbon speakers is appre-

As more and more professionals are dis-

ciated. Of course, we agree with this; we are

covering the Ensemble speakers, they are making use of aquality that was of no great impor-

offering these speakers to be used in the finest

tance under the listening conditions of the
review; je, the Ensemble speakers' ability also

nars is limited due to space considerations, difficult amplifier requirements, or domestic sta-

to be used for near-field listening. There is relevance in this observation, however, in the

bility.
As far as the comparison to ESL treble per-

sense that these speakers are equally at home
with amixing console or in asmall control
room as much as they are well-suited to fill a
fairly large living room or bedroom.
As one particular amplifier was generally

of high-end systems where the choice of pla-

formance is concerned, I've always been
extremely partial to electrostatics and other
exotic designs. Ienjoy their clarity, although
Iam often vexed at room-placement requirements (as is my wife) and seating limitations.

used in the course of the review, it may be use-

Istill own apair of Quad ESLs, and also have

ful to underline the fact that one of the benefits

lived with more current full-range planar

afforded by these relatively efficient speakers
is that any good (stable) amplifier between 35

speakers; Ialso own some famous examples of
exotic tweeter design, including the Janszen

and 80Wpc is more than adequate. Each extra

130 Electrostatic (good, but beamy), the Decca

dollar which would be spent on more powerful

Ribbon (excellent), and what is probably the

amplification can be saved, instead buying
more quality in the all-important speaker

last word in speed and resolution (and my alltime favorite exotic speaker), the ionized-air

purchase.
The point that minimonitors as aclass would

plasma lonovac.
Listening to these speakers alone and in var-

benefit from the protection offered by aquality
subsonic filter is clearly and accurately detailed

tickets to the Boston Symphony, certainly the

ious combinations (as well as having season

in the text. The Pawel Acoustics subsonic fil-

most important comparison), Ifeel Ihave a

ter discussed was actually supplied for my own
evaluation with amakeshift transformer, as

good sense of what real detail should sound

prior to its introduction to the US market, a
quality 110V version of the proper power sup-

non-fatiguing and detailed, along with the
soundstage presentation that DO has clearly

ply was not yet available. Following Dick's

explained in the review, that first caught my

inquiry about subsonic filtering, it was supplied
with all due reservations regarding the trans-

like It was just this sense of natural resolution,

ear when Iwas investigating the Ensemble

former. Therefore, Dick will have the oppor-

speakers. In fact, upper-octave performance
is one of the strong points that has been

tunity of listening to the filter again when the

reported by users. I'm confident that the elec-

110V power supply, which may be avariant of
the power supply of the Graham Engineering

trostatic or ribbon enthusiast will, like me, be

filter/crossover, becomes available.
We have afeeling that, despite the noticeable
Stereophile, June 1990

very happy with the PA-1 or Reference occupying center stage. And you don't have to worry
about the sweet spot.
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Dick is correct in pointing out the importance of good stands. The Graham Engineering speaker stand and filter/crossover are both
under final development, and we expect that
these will be available within afew months.
Further down the road, there are plans for a

that is poorly done or inaccurate. When, as in
the case of the No.27 and PDP reviews, the
reviewer clearly likes the product, one is
tempted to just say "thank you" and let it go
at that. Still, there are afew comments that
might be of interest to your readers.

matching subwoofer system for those who

When Stereopbile's first sample of the Mark

would like to obtain the lowest octaves,

Levinson No.27 was returned to us, we imme-

although, in many cases, this may never be
necessary.

diately put it in our sound room and, after a24-

While the dealer network is being estab-

No listener would fail to pick up on its lack of
high-frequency detail and almost zero center
image. A violin sounded like asynthesizer. On

lished, we would encourage interested people
to contact Graham Engineering regarding availability of the PA-1 and Reference.

hour warmup, listened to it. It sounded poor.

inspection, it was discovered that three internal

Wed like to thank Dick Olsher for his insight-

connections had come loose. We know of no

ful comments and are extremely pleased that
he chooses to keep the Ensemble Reference in

other instance where this problem has oc-

his permanent system. That's the highest compliment of all.
Robert Graham
President, Graham Engineering, Inc.

curred, as these connections are torqued to a
specification and locked down. It is acorollary
to Murphy's Law that anything that can go
wrong ...will happen to areviewer's unit!
The wording of RH's description of the circuit boards of the Proceed PDP may lead to

Mark Levinson No.27
Proceed PDP D/A

some confusion. The audio and power-supply
boards in the PDP are the same as are used in

Editor:
It is somehow more difficult to give amanufacturer's response to agood review than to one

interface boards are unique to the PDP and
contribute to its performance.
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Washington DC
Loves the

Regarding the sound of the PDP, it should be
mentioned that Proceed products, like Mark
Levinson products, are designed to avoid colorations, even euphonic ones. Recently, at a
recording session with amajor classical record
label, we had the opportunity to compare the
unprocessed analog feed to the digital feed

mirage m4

decoded by both the PDP and a"megabuck"
processor over the same elaborate monitoring

If you haven't yet thought of
$5000 speakers as abargain,
try listening through these.

system. While everyone, including the conductor, heard that the "megabuck" processor produced awider and deeper soundstage than the
Proceed, everyone present agreed that the
sound decoded by the PDP was much closer
to the sound of the unprocessed analog feed.
(The record company is now using the PDP as

Exclusively at
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The Haven for
Music LoversTm

their reference.) While this may not be adefinitive test, it is always worth remembering, in the
evaluation of top audio components, that aperceived enhancement may be acoloration that
improves some recordings but not others. We
urge music lovers to choose their components
based on the widest possible listening experi-
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Audio

ences, and to reference to live musical experiences rather than to other equipment, to avoid
unpleasant surprises after apurchase.
J. Michael Wesley
Vice President, Product Development
Madrigal Audio Laboratories, Inc.
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woofer cone and its surround. This is present
to some degree in all cone woofers.
How JA determines that the loudspeaker is
"not particularly time-cohesive" by examining
the impulse response is somewhat baffling.
The front fascia that Ihad to remove during
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He mentioned the "ferrite-cored" coils.

material.
His mention of an "impedance dimple" is the
evidence of the termination match between the

Books •Recordings •Accessories

15 minutes from the Capital Beltway.

tion 3000 (Vol.13 No.5, p.136), there are afew
areas that we would like to clarify.
These are actually iron dust, and have asaturation level about four times that of the ferrite
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703-818-8000
Just off 1-66 at Rt. 28

Editor:
In response to JA's recent review of the Celes-

the replacement of the damaged ribbon would
seem to be loose, creating a small air gap

I

between it and the magnet systems. This is indicated in fig.5 by asmall glitch on the steadystate response.
Our engineering department can't understand why JA spent so much time trying to find
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Forte •Fried •Fontes •Jamo •JSE •Kimber Kable •Kiseki •Klyne •Magnum Dynalab •Melos •Meridian •MIT
Mod Squad •Monster Cable Alpha •Musical Concepts •Nitty Gritty •Onix •Ortofon •Precise •Premier
PS Audio •Rode •Rowland Rmexrch •SME •Sonographe •Sony ES •Sota •Stax •Systerndek •Talisman/Alchemist
Target •Tube Traps •Van Den Hul •Vandersteen •Vendetta Research •Wharfedale

AUDIO NEXUS

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 0790I—We Ship Anywhere

WE

PROUDLY

201-277-0333

REPRESENT:

Audio Prism Antennas •Audioquest •Barzilay Furniture •Castle
Acoustics • Criterion Laserdiscs • Counterparts • Dahlquist
Speakers • Eminent Technology • Energy • Elite by Pioneer
ESM • Fosgate Surround • Hafler • LCD Laserdiscs • Lexicon
Digital Surround • Luxman • McIntosh Electronics • McIntosh
Loudspeakers

• MAS Musicable

• Maple Knoll Turntables

Nitty Gritty •Pioneer Video •Proton •Rockustics •Straightwire
Interconnects &Speaker Cable • Sumiko • Sonrise Furniture
Sennheiser

• Talisman Cartridges • Target Speaker Stands
Tweek Contact Enhancer

Custom Installation
Satellite Installation
Repairs
Laserdisc Sales & Rentals

(215) 790-1300
(800) 545-5150
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the reason why aproduct which was damaged

room with known material—oh, dear.

to this degree did not measure or sound as it

The SCM2Os have just been described as the

should. As you know, Celestion products are
always made to the highest quality of manufacture.

best sound at the Bristol Hi -Fi Show by Ivor
Humphreys in the April Gramopbone.

Finally, the review shows that it is possible

the few manufacturers contributing signifi-

lam sincere in my belief that ATC is one of

to get aspeaker system to offer ahigh level of
spatial information and low coloration while

cantly to the development of quality transducers outside Japan. We are doing so on a

operating close to awall. The fact that the

limited budget and need the support of jour-

design incorporates aribbon is not without a

nals like Stereopbile.

certain amount of irony!

Iam sure you will understand if Itell you that
Barry Fox

we are wary of reviewers like Mr. Norton.

Celestion Industries, Inc.

Ashley james
ATC Acoustic Engineers

ATC at CES
Editor:

Isosonics at CES

We at ATC were slightly peeved by Tom Norton's

Editor:

"Say What? Award" in his review of the Winter CES (Vol.13 No.3, p.79). When he arrived in

We were disappointed to read Peter Mitchell's
"Industry Update" article in your March issue.

our room, he sat down in front of apair of

His endorsement of Japanese DAT machines

speakers set at avolume requested by, shall we
say, aprominent West Coast dealer. This gen-

fails to note the high cost and low reliability of
this format. It is hard to imagine that the con-

tleman stated that many of his customers com-

sumer is well served by adevice that costs

plained that few loudspeakers were capable of

$1500, sounds worse than most Nalcamichi cas-

playing at realistic levels cleanly. Ipointed this

sette decks, uses blank tapes that cost $15,

out to Mr. Norton and Ialso told him that this

won't even let you make digital copies ofyour

was one of the prime requirements of acompetent professional monitor. My question to Mr.
Norton was if asignificant number of hi-fi

own original recordings, and that still has a
tremendous number of teething problems
according to most users. Our digital tape

enthusiasts considered volume as important

recorder, the PCM 44.1, which Mr. Mitchell

as did their professional counterparts, shouldn't
he also, if the information he was giving to his
readers was to be of use.

slights, uses low-cost, high-reliability video
tape. Consumers can make unlimited digital

ATC manufactures extremely high-perfor-

hour. Mr. Mitchell refers to the "convenience

mance loudspeakers. The drive-units were on
display, and most of the technology is well

and compact size" of DAT. There is nothing
convenient about Big Brother telling you that

established. The drive-unit in the SCM20 has

you can't make acopy of alive recording of

less distortion at low levels than our Bruel &
Kjaer measuring microphone, and is capable

much money for arelabeled "professional"

copies with our unit on tape that costs 50ct per

your own band unless you shell out twice as

of playing with continuous spis of up to 108dB
clearly with 6dB headroom. We consider this

model. And my friends who have DAT tapes

to be aremarkable achievement for aloudspeaker with an 83dB/W/meter sensitivity. In

wonders of compactness; people who really
care about data integrity (eg, Federal Reserve

they can't read anymore aren't talking about the

this instance it was driven by Krell ICMA160s,

Bank) use VHS tape.

aKrell PAM7, and aKrell DIA converter, all connected with MIT cables. Prior to Mr. Norton's

Mr. Mitchell also stated that "without the
sales volume ofJapan, Inc.," Isosonics won't

arrival, we had been asked to explain to several
people why it was that, as they passed the

be able to design custom integrated circuits that
will allow price reductions. Given that all of our

doors of all the other exhibitors, they knew
they were listening to recorded music, but

founders, one of whom is an MIT EE professor,
have made livings designing integrated circuits,

when they got to ATC they actually expected

we found this conjecture surprising. Sophisticated custom chips can be built for less than

to find musicians in the room. Mr. Norton's
comment was that he was unable to make any
comment without listening to them in his own
Stereophile, June 1990

$20,000. Mr. Mitchell failed to note that "Japan,
Inc's" first digital audio recorders had 15 circuit
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TEXAS CONNECTIONS!
Your best Texas choice for top quality audio.
Spica SC-30 loudspeakers. New, cheaper Spica. $399.00/pr.
Adcom GFA-565 mono bloc amplifiers. 300 watts each. $1598.00/pr.
Proceed CD player by Madrigal. $1650.00
Mirage M-3 speaker. Son of M-1. $2500.00
Naim Nait 11. Best sound under athousand dollars. $795.00
Goldmund Cones-Isolation devices extraordinaire. $180/3
ARC SP9A update and new triode ARC Classic 30 and Classic 60.

Houston

Dallas

Austin

Audio Concepts
2200 SW Freeway
(713) 527-0774

Audio Concepts
11661 Preston Road
(214) 360-9520

Audio Systems
3800 North Lamar
(512) 451-5736

Sensible Hi-End Audio
ELECTRONICS
Adcom
Aragon
B&K
Counterpoint
Classe
Melos
MEA
Atmasphere
Magnum
Dynalab
NAD
Mod Squad
Tice Audio
Music Reference
Wadia
Barclay
Brassfield
Vendetta

If You Are Sensible About Your
Audio Needs ... Call Us Toll Free!
In MA 1-800-422-4939
Neighboring States 1-800-323-9019 ASK
Others (508) 996-5454
FOR LEO
TRADE-INS

Rte 6. No Dartmouth, MA 02747

WELCOMEDSELL

WE HAVE

ANALOGUE
Surniko-SME
VPI
Merrill
Eminent
Technology
Sota
Carnegie
Grado
Rega
Audioquest
Dynavector
Benz
Graham
Koetsu

SPEAKERS
Eminent
Technology
Celestion
Rogers
Polk Audio
Entec
Acoustic
Energy
Velodyne
Merlin
Sound Lab
Yankee Audio
Taddeo
Duntech
CABLES, etc.
Cardas
Tera
RPG Diffusors
Auchoquest
Cogan Hall
CWD
Target-Arcici
Stax
VIDEO
Lexicon
Tera
JVC
NAD
Vidikron

TRADE-INS
TO

I
'stun:01)1'01C.
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boards, cost tens of thousands of dollars, and

Employing Mr. Hall's system, based on the

required $7500 /
4 "VCRs. Isosonics' first prod3

above principles, Velodyne produces aproduct
that works quite well. Our sales and the critical acclaim we have received reflect that fact.
Chuck Turigliatto
National Sales Manager, Velodyne Acoustics

uct occupies one board, costs $1500, and
requires a$150 VCR. It can be much easier to
shrink one board into one chip than 15 boards.
We expect Stereopbile readers to be heartened by the fact that an audiophile company
has taken control of the entire digital recording process. Japanese digital audio standards

Decca/London

are over adecade old and were developed to
satisfy mid -fi requirements at the lowest pos-

As atrue Brit, JA, you surely know, but your

sible price Isosonics will eventually be able to

Editor:
esteemed readers may not, the great good

develop alow-distortion, wide-bandwidth dig-

news—ie, Decca is dead, but London lives!
The Decca name is no more, but the London

ital audio standard without worrying about

Maroon (spherical tip), London Gold (ellipti-

how to get 20 million teenagers each year to

cal), and London Super Gold (vdH) cartridges
are made under license in England to the orig-

pay $50 extra for "more than perfect" sound.
Just because the Japanese have a lot of

inal Decca design (but with recent "tweaks")

money doesn't mean that they have amonop-

by agenuine ex -Decca engineer. Quality con-

oly on imagination or engineering expertise;
engineers in Cambridge still occasionally
design circuits worth buying, even if they drive
to work in Hondas.
Philip Greenspun

trol is much improved, and each model is now
available with the new "Deccapod" mounting

President, Isosonics Corporation

if desired. Some say these are still the world's
best cartridges, regardless of price. Also available is the Decca London International uni-

Velodyne at CES

pivot tonearm in standard or Revised (rewired)
form, which must be the best bargains in arms

Editor:

currently available.

As Sales Manager of Velodyne Acoustics, Ifeel

All Stereopbile readers now need to know is

it necessary to respond to some observations

where to obtain these wonderful British prod-

by Mr. Olsher in the March (CES) issue.
It appears that Mr. Olsher has some difficulty
understanding the reasons for our success. I
will explain:
The accurate reproduction of low-bass fre-

ucts. Presence Audio of England is the world
distributor, but we would like adistributor for
your large and lovely country. Any ideas? I
would add that the Audio Annual Equipment
Directory is not correct either in its details of

quencies has always been one of the most dif-

the one cartridge listed or in the name of the

ficult goals for any speaker manufacturer. Until

distributor. We still seek one.
We are also looking for adistributor (not

Velodyne's president and founder, Mr. David
Hall, designed and manufactured his "accelerometer-based dynamic loudspeaker motional

necessarily the same one as for London car-

feedback system," no one had produced aprac-

tridges) for the remarkable, small Alexander
steel-cabinet loudspeakers, Sterling solid-core,

tical solution to the inherent problems of
reproducing low bass. To quote his white-

solid-silver interconnect and loudspeaker
cables, and the ZYP loudspeaker stands and CD

paper report from the Fall 1989 AES conven-

Enhancer—all great British products.

tion, Hall states, "A 15" dynamic loudspeaker

In the meantime, any trade or retail inquiries

employing a peak 30dB of accelerometer-

can be addressed tomcat: Presence Audio, The

based negative feedback shows areduction in

Old Posthousc Plummers Plain, Horsham, W.

harmonic and intermodular distortion by afactor of 10 over conventional designs. It is argued

891777, Fax 011-44-403-891747.

that distortion, rather than frequency response,
is responsible for the subjective qualities of

Sussex RH13 6NU, England. Tel: 011-44-403Brian Smith
Presence Audio

bass 'muddiness' or 'overhang' that degrade
reproduced music Servo feedback can be successfully applied to loudspeakers, resulting in
performance that would be difficult or impossible to achieve through conventional means"
Stereophile, June 1990
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electronics
COUNTERPOINT
NAD • DENON
LUXMAN
MOD SOUAD
REVOX • McINTOSH
PROTON • TANDBERG
ROWLAND DESIGN
loudspeakers
ACOUSTAT
MX • MIRAGE
BOSTON ACOUSTICS
B8W • SONANCE
VANDERSTEEN
MONITOR AUDIO
turntables
WELL TEMPERED
SOTA • DENON
THORENS
video
FOSGATE
SHURE HTS
PIONEER
PROTON
accessories
AUDIOOUEST
KIMBER KABLE
SIGNET • MONSTER
CWD FURNITURE

In Southern California
el1
=-1111 1101‘. ILD=11 1110
SERVICE SUPPORTING SALES
15600 ROSCOE BLVD.

VAN NUYS. CA 91406

(818) 781-4700
Audio Den offers quality Equipment and
Professional guidance to the Music Lover.
For those who seek Excellence in the
reproduction of Music — We offer Custom
Home Installation and Personal Service.
Your Happiness and Satisfaction
is our Primary Goal
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
Dealers.interested in selling Stereophile should telephone at 505 982-2366.
San Francisco
El Toro
Harmony Audio Video
Tower Records
2238 Fillmore
23811 El Toro Rd
Sounds Alive
Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision 731 Florida St
131 N El Camino
Stereo Plus
220 Market St
Encino
Sound Factor West
Tower Records
ALASKA
17265 Ventura Blvd
2525 Jones St
Anchorage
Fair Oaks
Ultimate Sound
Shimeks
Pinkerton Audio
141 Kearny St
405 E. Northern Lights Blvd 6716 Madison Ave. Ste 8
San Jose
Fairfield
Paradise Sound
ARIZONA
C8M Stereo Unlimited
860 S. Winchester
Mesa
2020 N. Texas
Hi. Fi Sales
San Luis Obispo
Gardena
Audio Ecstasy
810 W. Main St
Reference Audio Systems
786 Higuera
Phoenix
18214 Dalton Ave
Sound Alternatives
Santa Barbara
Grass Valley
Audio Vision
4126 E. Lewis
Alta Buena Stereo
612 N. Milpas
Tower Records
214 E. Main St
Mission Audio
3949 E Thomas Rd
Hollywood
215 W. Mission St
Scottsdale
World
Book
8
News
Santa Maria
Esotenc Audio
Jett Lynn Audio
4120 N Marshall Way. Ste 1 1652 Cahuenga Blvd
Irvine
5455
Esplanada Ave
Tucson
Soundquest
Santa Monica
Wilson Audio Ltd.
4255 Campus Dr #116
Acoustic Art
2900 E. Broadway
Leucadia
320 W Almena
ARKANSAS
Music by the Sea
Audio Shoppe
Little Rock
542 N. Hwy 101
1322 2nd St, Ste 22B
Creative Sight 8Sound
Los Angeles
Optimal Enchantment
400 N. Bowman. Ste B-3
Christopher Hansen Ltd
522 Santa Monica (by appt
646 N. Robertson
Shelley's Stereo
CAUFORNIA
Paris Audio
2212 Wilshire Blvd
Ammo Grande
12401 Wilshire Blvd
Sausalito
Central Coast Audio
Radio Active Sound
Music by Design
123 W. Branch
1278 Westwood Blvd
107 Caledonia St
Berkeley
Mission
Virile
DB Audio
Sherman Oaks
Videolaser
2573 Shattuck Ave
Tower Records
28451 Marguerite Pkwy
Classical Annex
Music Lovers
Mountain View
14623 Ventura Blvd
1510 AWalnut St
Sound Goods
Simi Valley
Tower Records
391 San Antonio Rd
House of Audio/Video
Classical Annex
Newport Beach
1970-4 Sequoia
2585 Telegraph Ave
Audio by Design
Stockton
Burlingame
1000 Bristol St N
Pnvate Line
Future Sound
Oakland
Home Entertainment
1118 Burlingame Ave
Pro Audio
88 W. Castle St
Campbell
383 40th St
Torrance
Sound Goods
Orange
Stereo Hi Fi Center
2627 S. Bascom Ave
Absolute Audio
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Canoga Park
1232 N. Tustin
Upland
The Laser's Edge
Palm Springs
Audio Haven
22021 Sherman Way
David Rutledge Audio
1937 W. 11th St
Shelly's Stereo
675
N.
Palm
Canyon
Dr
6836 De Soto Ave
Van Nuys
Palo
Alto
Audio Den
Upscale Audio
Audible Difference
15600 Roscoe Blvd
8381 Canoga Ave
805 El Camino Real
Venice
Capitula
Western Audio Imports
Armadillo 8Company
Cymbaline Records
4191 El Camino Real
928 California Ave
1475 41st Ave
Pasadena
Walnut
Carmichael
GNP Showcase
Audio Best
Deetes Sound Room
1244
E.
Colorado
ilvd
2411 S Joel Dr
5825 Manzanita Ave #4
Riverside
West Covina
Claremont
SpeakerCratt
Protech Audio
Audio Basics
3627 Merrill Ave
1312 Partner St
976 W. Foothill 0139
Sacramento
West Hollywood
Colma
Keith
Yates
Audio
Tower Records
Serra Stereo
2440 Fulton Ave
Classical Annex
4947 Junipero Serra
8840 W. Sunset Blvd
Neal's Speakers 8Stereo
Cotati
1728
Fulton
Ave
Westminster
Zone Audio
Audio Today
Paradyme Audio/ Video
7880 Old Redwood Hwy
14306 Beach Blvd
1720 Fulton Ave
Cupertino
Woodland Hills
Elite Electronics
San Diego
Laser's Edge
201494 Stevens Creek Blvd Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd 20929 Ventura Blvd #24
Dublin
Paris Audio
Stereo Plus
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
29037 Ventura Blvd
6767 Dublin Blvd

ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 E. Samford Ave
Huntsville
Audio Video Lab
2801 Newby Rd SW

Stercophilejunc 1)911

Wilson Auclic Video
Entertainment
20044 Ventura Blvd
COLORADO
Boulder
ADSystems Ltd.
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Listen Up
2034 E. Arapahoe
Cherry Creek
U.S. Tech
248 Detroit St
Colorado Springs
Listen Up #3
230 N. Telon
The Sound Shop
528 S. Teron
Denver
Listen Up
999 5 Logan
Sound Hounds
1575 S. Pearl
Fort Collins
Audio Junction
2727 S College Ave
Sound Hounds
646 S. College
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W. 92nd Ave
CONNECTICUT
)
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church St
Danbury
Carston Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
New Haven
Take 5Audio
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Stereo Lab
140 Bank St
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Vern's Electronics
3259 N. Federal Hwy
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
3135 US 19 N
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N Federal Hwy
Fort Pierce
Sound Insights
2302 S US 1
Fort Walton Beach
Stereo Images
24 Hollywood Blvd SW
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd #10
Largo
Sound Creations
3690 E. Bay Dr, Sude E
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912-B E. New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S. Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S. Dixie Hwy
Sound Components
1536 S. Dixie Hwy

Pensacola
Audio Distinction
5710 N Davis Highway #1
Pompano Beach
Stereo Shoppe
1650 N. Federal Highway
Tampa
Audio Visions
14306-F N. Dale Maybry
Audio Visions
3953 W. Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Music Audio
2100 Roswell Rd NE
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Stereo Video Designs
6300 Powers Ferry Landing
Ulbum
Musical Designs Inc.
4462 Burns Rd
Hamm
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
HAWAII
Honolulu
The Audio Shoppe
300 S. Beretania #207
Sounds
502 Kaaahi St
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St
20/20 Stereo
660 Ala Moana Blvd
ILLINOIS
Barrington
Stereo Images of Barrington
203-D W. NW Hwy
Champaign
August Systems
901 N. Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W. Church
Chicago
Chicago Speakerworks
5700 N. Western Ave
Clark St Midwest Stereo
2806 N. Clark St
Funtech
4041 N. Milwaukee
Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Victor's Stereo
8E Ene St
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
DeKalb
Audio Plus
866 W Lincoln Hwy
Lansing
Audio Clinic
2River PI
Lisle
Sound Choice
5328 Rt 53
Murphytboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd
20 W. Jefferson St
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AN ALTERNATIVE

PROGREmE
AUDIO
• A NEW LEVEL!
With our upward expansion to
seven listening rooms, we invite
you to experience the finest in
High-End Audio,
• NEW ARRIVALS:
Monster Cable Sigma
Sota Cosmos
Spectral Digital Reference Player II
Spectral MCR-Signature
Thiel CS-5
Wilson Watt Series II/Puppy

• CENTRAL OHIO'S
EXCLUSIVE
DEALER
FOR:
Infinity IRS Beta
Krell
Tired of dealing with the "high-end supermarkets?" Call me My name is Harry Maybrun
Ihave 18 years experience in the audio business and Ican give you straightforward advice
on the products Isell Ispecialize in selecting
products that offer exceptional performance at
very low prices, with emphasis on cables and
analog record playing equipment Ialso send
out a free newsletter loaded with monthly

MIT/CVT Cables
Mirage M-1
Mod Squad
Mondial
SME
SOTA

specials and information on my products So if

Spectral
Theta Digital

you're looking for new cables or equipment
call me before you buy and we'll talk You'll be

VP'

glad you did My phone number is 916-3451341 Iship anywhere in the world and accept
Visa. Mastercard and American Express

Thiel
Vandersteen
Wilson Watt

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR
Audioguest • Straightwire • Monster
Sota • SME • Premier • AR Turntable
Alpha Genesis • Grado Signature • Signet
Alchemist • Kiseki • Talisman • Virtuoso

[

PPOCIREssAyc

guDio-

Surniko • Nitty Gritty • Stax • BM<
Musical Concepts • Music Reference
Celestion • Taddeo • Harman Kardon
Sony • Standesign

oftto

1764ille

.

JUST CALL

916-345-1341

1015 Mangrove Ave., Chico, CA 95926

2ic,

614/299-0565
1764 N. High St., Columbus, OH 43201
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Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E Beaufort
Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E. Arcadia
Rocktonl
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oakton SI
Springfield
The King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N Keystone
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th Sr
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E. 64th St
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E. Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
HawkeYe Audio
401 S. Gilbert
Marion
The Audio Room Ltd
1426 Twixt Town Rd
KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
Wichita
Music, Inc
3203 E. Douglas
Golden Stereo
5337 W. 94th Terrace
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd
LOUISIANA
Metairie
Audio Resource
3133 Edenborn Ave
New Orleans
Octave's
112 University P1
Tower Records
408 N. Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Playing by Ear
5615 &lair Rd
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spnng Lane
Ellicott City
Gramophone Ltd
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceo
180 Stoneybrook Ct
Laurel
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Luther*Ile
Gramophone Ltd.
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Absolutely Sound!
833 E. Rockville Pike
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike

Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgia Ave
MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Tower Records
360 Newbury St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Looney Tunes II
1031 Massachusetts Ave
Dartmouth
Sound II
576 State Rd
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and MUSIC
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Pittsfield
H8S Stereo Systems
237 First St
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill Street
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
SKR Classical
539 E. Liberty
School Kids Records
523 E. Liberty
Bad Axe
Grewe Systems, Ltd.
112 S. Port Crescent
Birmingham
Almas HiFi Stereo
395 E. Maple
Dearborn
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Detroit
Audio Illusions
17920 Ten Mile Road
East Lansing
Jemstone
325 Grove Street
Farmington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
Hi -Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastem Ave SE
Mount Pleasant
Dr. Goodear's
Audio Parlor
109 Hiawatha Dr
Rochester
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
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Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St
MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
Hi End Audio
4959 Penn Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon PI
St. Paul
House of Hiqh Fidelity
157 N. Snelling Ave
MISSOURI
Cape Girardeau
Stereo Salon
1424 N. Kings Highway
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc.
1131 S. Brentwood Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co.
1341 S. Lindbergh. Ste 1
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Tiger Tech
1550 E. Tropicana Ave
Tower Records
4700 a Maryland Pkwy
Union Premiums
1325 E. Flamingo
Reno
Audio Alternatives
26 Hillcrest Dr
High End Stereo
959 W. Moana Lane
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Hanover
Hanover Audio
47-51 S. Main St
NEW JERSEY
Chester
Professional Audio
Consultants
57 E Main St
Deptford
Hi Fi Connection
136 RI 41
Englewood
Stuart's Audio
3Grand Ave
Hackettstown
Marcel Associates
57 Wood Duck Ct
Marlton
Hi Fi Connection
RD 1, Rt 73
Millburn
Professional Audio
Consultants
182 Essex St
Morristown
Sight and Sound
60 Speedwell Ave
South Street Stereo
20 South St
Northfield
Sound Inc.
900 Tilton Rd
N. Plainfield
Stereo City
950 Highway 22E
Ridgewood
Sounding Board
75 Franklin Ave

Su Girt
Monmouth Stereo
2133 Hwy 35
Shrewsbury
Monmouth Stereo
450 Hwy 35
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
Ironton
Hal's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E.
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Absolute Audio Store
1540 ATramway Blvd NE
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Rare Bear
1303 Cerrillos Rd
Santa Fe Sight 8Sound
500 Montezuma. Ste 109
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
296 E Main St
Binghamton
JSG Audio
1437 Front St
Buffalo
Speaker Shop
3604 Main St
Colonie
Mom's Music Systems
1593 Central Ave
Canandaigua
Audio Nouveaux
71-73 S. Main St
Fairport
Fairport Soundworks
30 State St
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Latham
Clark Music in Albany
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Uverpool
Audio Excellence
4974 Alexis Dr
Lynbrook
American Audiophile
373 Sunrise Hwy
Mamaroneck
Definitive Hi Fi
154 E Boston Post Rd
Merrick
Performance Audio
2064 Sunnse Hwy
Mount Kisco
Fox and Sutherland
15 S. Moger Ave
Nanuet
Eardrum Audio Video
148 E Rt 59

New `fork City
Electronic Workshop
10 E. 8th St
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc.
1221 Lexington Ave
2005 Broadway
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th Street
Tower Records
692 Broadway
1961 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Roslyn
Discriminating Ear
Harbour View Shoppes
1518 Old Northern Blvd
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc.
590 Central Park Ave
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons. RI 347
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Ede Blvd E.
Gordon Electronics
2739 Ede Blvd E.
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Ede Blvd E
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
White Plains
Harvey Electronics
236 E Post Rd
Lyric Hi Fi
146 E Post Rd
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildare Farm Rd
Charlotte
Higher Fidelity
1620 South Blvd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Pineville
Higher Fidelity
10201 Rodney St
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
OHIO
Centerville
Stereo Showcase
1516 State RI 725
Cincinnati
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery Way
Stereo Store
7842 Cooper Rd
Columbus
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Lane
Progressive Audio
1764 N. High St
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Serving LOS ANGELES with superior sound for 15 years

'At Paris Audio, we offer
gourmet feasts of audio and
video systems—from $749 to
the limits of your imagination,
from creation to installation.'
Eli Harary, Owner
In our surround sound media rooms, we ako demonstrate
multiroom and multisource remote systems each designed to your
specific needs. We are proud to represent these outstanding
companies: •ADS •APOGEE •ARAGON •AUDIQQUEST
BANG & OLUFSEN •BEYER •CANTON •CLASSE AUDIO
GRADO •KEF •KLIPSCH •LEXICON •LINN •NIEITNER
MERIDIAN •MIRAGE •MIT •MITSUBISHI •MONSTER
NAD •NAKAMICHI •PINNACLE •PROTON •QUAD
SENNHEISER •SONY ES •SONY VIDEO •SOUNDSTREAM
STAX •VELODYNE

WEST LOS ANGELES
12401 Wilshire Blvd
4blocks west of Bundy
213/820-2578

We Ship
Anywhere

Southern
New England's
Finest.
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WOODLAND HILLS
20037 Ventura Blvd
just east of Wnnetka
818/704-7677

We are committed to
providing Southern
New England's most
discriminating music
lovers with the highest
achievements in audio
offered anywhere. Our
growing collection of
world-class components
includes Aragon, Audible
Illusions, B&K, California
Audio Labs, Celestion,
conrad-johnson, Koetsu,
MIT, ProAc, Quad,
Quicksilver, Spica,
Vandersteen, VPI, VTL,
Well-Tempered and our
latest addition, KRELL
and KRELL DIGITAL.
Call or visit us for an
audition.

304 Thayer Street
Providence, RI
401-521-1140
Mon-Fri 11 8; Sat 11-6
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Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W Dublin
Grarrville Rd
Fairborn
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col. Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 N Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
605 Hebron Rd
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
North Olmsted
Maximum Compact
28883 Lorain Rd
Toledo
Jamiesons Stereo
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N May Ave
Tulsa
K-Labs Premium Audio
4715 East 41st St

OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St

PENNSYLVANIA
Berwyn
Soundex
747 Berwyn Ave
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr Stereo
1016 Lancaster Ave
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W 26th Street
Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E State St
Philadelphia
All That Jazz
617 S 24th St
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N 3rd
Discovery Discs
3417 Spruce St
Sound Service Company
8010 Bustleton Ave
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
Mook's Audio
3047 W Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N Market St
South Hampton
Classic Car- Tunes
1029 Street Rd
Willow Grove
Soundex
1100 East on Rd

Rio Piedras
On Top Audio
332-B Ave Jesus T Pilero

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Sound Source
2516 E. North St

TENNESSEE
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike Ste 900
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S.
Tower Books
2400 West End Ave

TEXAS
Amarillo
Sound Systems Ltd
2502 Paramount
Austin
Audio Systems
3800 N. Lamar
Cochran Corp
2830 Real St
Beaumont
Beaumont Sound
5925 Phelan
Dallas
Audio Insight
13929 N. Central Expwy
Krystal Clear Audio
5330 Longview
Omni Sound
19020 Preston Rd
Preston Trail Audio
17194 Preston Rd 4320
El Paso
Soundquest Inc
6800 Gateway E 1D
Garland
MJM Audio
4125 Broadway
Houston
Audio Concepts
2200 Southwest Fwy
Esoteric Ear
4230 Glenchase Lane
StereoWorks
12818 Ashford Knoll
Lubbock
The Sound Wave
Salem Village
4601 S Loop 289 a13
Odessa
Harold's Electronics
2809 Andrews Hwy
Pampa
Barry's Audio 8. Video
2545 Perryton Pkwy
Pampa Mall
San Antonio
Concert Sound
7103A Blanco Rd

PUERTO RICO

UTAH

Hato Rey
Nova Electronics
Guayama yPonce de Leon

Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington Blvd
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Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr
Le Disque
2146 S Highland Dr

VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St

VIRGINIA
Alexandria
Excalibur
323 S Washington
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Centerville
Gibed Listener
5866 Old Centerville Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products &Svcs
215 Main St
Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Audio Wealth
8047 W. Broad St
Roanoke
Audiotronics
4235 Electnc Rd
Springfield
Needle in aHaystack
Springfield Mall
Virginia Beach
Digital Sound. Inc
6519 College Park Sq

WASHINGTON
Bellevue
Hawthorne Stereo
13107 Northrup Way
Richland
Tin Ear
704-A Symons
Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
Spokane
Hals Stereo
W 313 Sprague Avenue
Tacoma
Stereo Shoppe #2
11007 Bridgeport Way SW

WASHINGTON, DC
Needle in aHaystack
1990 KSt
Serenade Records
1800 M St NW

WEST VIRGINIA
Beckley
Hi Fi Farm
1708 Harper Rd
Morgantown
Sound Investments Inc
467 High St

WISCONSIN
Eau Claire

Elite Audio
1498 S Hastings Way
Madison
High Performance Audio
402 S Park St
Wisconsin Rapids
Salon IAudio
2551 8th St S.

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Pueble Marketing
Box 24. Site One. RR1

ALBERTA
Calgary
KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Sounds of MUSIC
220 7th Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
107460 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd St

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
K&A Audio
1561 Pandosy St
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W Broadway
The Sound Room
2803 W. Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St

ONTARIO
Brampton
Audio Concepts
8Strathearn Ave
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Hamilton
Globe Audio
552y, Upper James St
McMaster University
Bookstore
280 Main St W
Thompsons Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio— West dale
1059 King St W Unit 2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Princess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multimaq
150 Dundas St #3
Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St E
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W e3
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonies
687 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2

Peterborough
the Audio Room
300 George St N.
Rend ale
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd
Thornhill
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
American Sound
315 Spadina Ave
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Executive Stereo
896 Queen St W
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
High End Audio
2216A Queen St E.
Stereo Factory
234 King St E.
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
150 Dundas St W.
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S.
Windsor
Audio Two
324 Pelissier
Audio Venue
131 Park St

QUEBEC
Anion
Son-Or
7339 St Zotique
Montreal
Cinaphonie Audio
6479 Beaubien East
Quebec
CO.R A
131-18 Rue E
Ste Fop
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thombury, Victoria
Audio OImports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122

BERMUDA
Hamilton
M&M International. Ltd
61 Church St

DENMARK
National Distributor
Granulad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4. Blistrup
Copenhagen
Hi- Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvei 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
Aarhus
Gina Hi- Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
M P Bruunsgade 36
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CHESKY RECORDS JAll SAVPLER AND
AUDIOPHILE TEST COVPACT DISC VOL. I
A Must For Any Serious Audiophile!

Chesky Records offers 45 minutes of music from its
heralded jazz series along with aunique group of tests
designed to help set up and evaluate your system and CD
player. Most of these tests have never before been
available, and all of these tests will help everyone from
music lovers to technical researchers realize their system's
potential.

"You Can Hear The Difference"

d

CHESKY

Chesky Records CDs, Audiophile LPs and Cassettes are available in Fine Audio and
Record Stores or By Direct Mail. Send Check or Money Order ($14.98 for CDs. $9.98 for
Cassettes and $16.98 for LPs) plus $2.00 postage and handling (add 8f/4% tax in New
York State) to:
CHESKY RECORDS Radio City Station, PO. Box 1268, Ne w Yo rk, NY 10101
Write for Mail Order Information. Dealer Inquiries Invited

R ECORDS

New &Improved. Truth II
Truth, it seems, changes monthly. But that's natural in this fast-paced
world of ours. Why, not too long ago we were told that CDs achieved
"perfect sound forever". And now... who knows?
We're just pleased to announce that Classé Audio has joined our
short list of quality Hi -Fi for seekers of "The Truth". Come in, listen and
believe.., your ears.
Adcom. Apogee. Audio Research, AudioQuest. Celestion
Classe Audio. Denon. Forte, Infinity Reference. Mark Levinson. Mirage
NAD, Proceed. SME, SOTA. Spica. Sumiko, Sumo. Thiel, VPI

AUDIO
Ígf

E
•

1

It's the truth...
Everybody'sfavorite rogue hi-fi store.
1060 Massachusetts Avenue
Arlington, MA 02174
617-648-4434
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HONG KONG

the Sound Chamber
Suite 1001, Dina House
11 Duddell St
YK Audio
Room 201, Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd

MEXICO

SINGAPORE

UNITED KINGDOM

WEST GERMANY

Mexico DF 06600
Audiorama SA
Marsella 71

National Distributor
Audio Suite-Flair System
06-02 Da Jin Factory Bldg
362 Upper Paya Lebar Rd
Complex
112 E Coast Rd

National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Glasgow 02
Music Room
221 St. Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Lane
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound Ltd.
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bndge St
Reading Berta;
Reading Hi Fi
Haros Arcade. Friar S!

National Distributor
6Frankfurt/M. 56
Audio International
Gonzenheimer Strasse 2b

NETHERLANDS

National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Stein' HF, S Danielsson
Skulagata 61

National Distnbutor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelweldiaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF W IStereo
Riinstraat 142-150

ITALY

NEW ZEALAND

ICELAND

National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and Music
Via Mazzarosa 125

National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
D.R. Britton Ltd.
3Sydney St

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Surte Audio Elite
Padre Jot re, 22

THAILAND
Bangkok
Focal (Thailand)
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Rajdamn Rd
Future Land
Amann Plaza. 3rd Floor
Pleonchil Rd
Pathumwan. Rumpinee

PERFORMANCE

WEST INDIES
Jamaica
Kingston
Dataline Equipment
P. Seems
25 Waterworks Circuit

ANNOUNCING:
the first annual
American Tour of the
PENTA HI-FI SHOW
in London, England
September 11-18

HAS ITS PRICE ... S399.95

The Reference Line Interface is the
premiere line stage for CD, Tuner,
Tape, Outboard Phono, etc., utilizing
our high-conductivity passive circuit
technology to achieve superb musical
accuracy and transparency. State-ofthe-art performance and value.
Inquire for Brochure ale Closest Ikaler
P.O. Box 29052 Davie, Fl
'129 i05•370-9960

efflitalk-ume

For audiophiles, manufacturers and
retailers. Departing Los Angeles or
New York. Total cost priced from $1095
(includes Penta Hotel accommodations
and round trip air fare from NY, based
on double occupancy).
Taking a limited number of reservations before July 31.
Please write or call for more info:
AUDIO EXPEDITION
650 Shopper's Lane #170
Covina, CA 91723
(818) 966-1930

FOR SUPERB SOUND
AT HOME AND ABROAD
The world's best resource books on excellent loudspeaker
sound whether your listening room is stationary or mobile, and
whether you're filthy rich or dirt poor—you can buy smarter
or build frugally Only $19.95 each (Add $1.75 P&H)
MC/Visa welcome
OLD COLONY BOOKSHELF
PO Box 243, Dept. S93, Peterborough, NH 03458
(603) 924-6371
FAX: (603) 924-9467
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THE DIFFERENCES ARE NOT SUBTLE
Amplifiers
VTL
VTL
VTL
VTL
VTL

50/50
100
120
300
500

$1095
$2650
$3300
$4900
$8000

VTL
pr
pr
pr
pr

Mono 300

r

i :, ïi 1

4 ;%._

$4900 pr.

ILf1
1

,l

1

FREE 30 DAY

Preempliners
DELUXE-mm
UTLIMATE-mm

HOME TRIAL
Buy any VTL

$1050
$3050

product. Listen

Compare sonically to Audio Research, Levinson, or Krell. We think VTL offers
superior resolution, sound stage, and anatural sense of realism -at about half
the price! You really have to hear them for yourself.

Authorized Dealer for — Acoustat, B&K, conrad Johnson, Grado, Kimber,
Motif, Sota, Sonographe. Synthesis, SME, Sony, Tara Labs, Velodyne, VTL.
To order call: 1-800-223-3020 (outside CA)
or 1-408-559-4000 (collect -in CA)
No

We cannot shop VTLItyou 1o...thin 25 mlles of an autnon:ed VT1_

Deader

381 San Antonio Rd., Mtn. View, CA 941340

=_r .r•

—

•

and compare for
30 full days. If
you don't think
its the finest
amplifier you've
ever heard —
just return it to
Sound Goods

::

_GOODfe

for acheerful
refund.

INTRODUCING TO AMERICA

FUR
716F-IT

PROGRESSIVE TUBE TECHNOLOGY FOR THE
ULTIMATE IN DIGITAL PERFORMANCE CAPABILITY
ATM-2 Amplifier
ATM-1 Amplifier
ATC-1 Pre AMP

$5950
$3450
$2900

We urge dealers to call or write
for more details and product
specifications.
etiii.C11101
330 E. Maple Rd.
Birmingham, MI 48009
313-644-8202
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by Robert

See Dick Olsher's review in the May issue.
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AUDIO MART
RATES: Private, $.60 per word, $10 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $1.90 per word, $76 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, P.O. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505) 982-2366. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear.

For Sale
"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH: featuring AudioQuest,
Barclay, Cardas, Classe Audio, Grado Signature, Koetsu,
Magnum Dynalab, Music Metre, ProAc, Ryan Acoustics,
Sansui /Vintage, Sumiko, Superphon, Target, Wavetrace, Well-Tempered. Custom cable terminations.
Audio Excellence, Liverpool, NY (315) 451 -2707.
Visa/MC/Amex.

FOR SALE: MOD SQUAD Deluxe Line Drive AG-f, new
in box, 81000 or best offer. Vortex Screen loudspeakers, 3months old, $1100 or best offer Call (414)
426-3036; ask for Ron or leave message.
SANSUI CDX 711 CD PLAYER, balanced output, new,
unopened box, $750. Wanted: Edelweiss CD. (801)
531-0672.

ELECTROCOMPANIET, MAGNUM DYNALAB, Space
& Tune, Sumo, Discern, Well-Tempered, Thomas, Barclay, Philips CD players, Rauna, Magnasphere, Benz
cartridges, many more. Straightforward guidance.

AUDIO RESEARCH SP-1 PREAMP. One of only 35
made! Brand new! $2995. Randall Goldman, (708)
256-3033 (Chicago).

Krystal Clear Audio, Dallas, TX, (214)821-2753.
Audition evaluations available.

PS AUDIO 4.6 PREAMP, $350; Stax Lambda Pro 3,
$650. Evenings, (919)493-6795 EST

FORT WAYNE, IN-QUALITY HI-FI: B&K components, Ariston, Rotel, B&W loudspeakers, Spectrum,
Onkyo, Mod Squad Line Drive and Prism, Chicago
Speaker Stands, Kimber Kahle, Audio-lechnica, Linn
turntables and cartridges. Fair prices and consultation. Three Rivers Audio, (219)422-5460.

STAX MODEL SR-44 ELECTROSTATIC headphones
and adaptor box. $65. (815)885-3971 after 6pm CDT

THE $250-$300 UPGRADE (FOR $119!). The Solid
Core Technology Cormorant interconnect provides
the benefits of sonic neutrality in all areas of performance. Prove it during 45-day risk-free audition. Available with XLR connectors for balanced electronics.
Air shipping $4. Solid am 7hcbnology, ()7)842-7316
AUDIO BEST: LA, Orange, San Bernardino, California. Hot components: Celestion 3000, TARA Labs,
Counterpoint SA100/220, PS Digilink, Audible Illusions Modulus, Music Concepts, Mod Squad, Acoustat,
Spica Angelus, Beyer, Velodyne, Magnum, Fosp,ate,
B&K, Superphon, Music Reference, Spectrum, Rauna,
Sound-Lab, Kinergetics subwoofer, Maplenoll, Systemdek, Grado, Alphason, Garrott, Monster, Straight
Wire. (714)861-5413. Appt.
SOTA COSMOS, THRESHOLD, MARTIN-LOGAN,
Quicksilver, Sumiko, Klyne, MFA, SOTA Siltech,
Linaetun, SME, Superphon, Anna-Sphere, Spica, Forte,
Philips, Rotel, BEL, Wadia, and more. Corner Audig
1204 NW Glisan, Itrtkag 0E97209. (503)227-1943.

BEVERIDGE RMI-A PREAMP, selected RAM tubes,
upgraded with Wonder Caps by R. Modjeski, $2500;
Counterpoint SA2, updated, matched tubes, $650;
Oracle Delphi MIc.11, MacMod power supply with Linn
Wok arm, AFFAK cartridge plus Randall interconnect,
$1250; Tandberg 3001 tuner, $750; Nitty Gritty 3,
$200. Cargg, (602)795-9730, weekdao only, 8-4 PST
APOGEE CALIPERS, grey, $1200 OBO. Will trade for
high-quality small monitor-size speaker. Call Zany,
(308)382-1658 (NE).
DENON 3300 CD PLAYER, 8650; Kloss 10' projection TV model 1A, 81400. (404)752-7772.
SPICA TC-50 SPEAKERS, original model, $250; DCM
Time Window la speakers, 8350; Haller DH100 preamp, $95. (319)354-7741.
MARTIN-LOGAN CLS, 81450. (508)429-8911.
CONRAD-JOHNSON PV-7 PREAMP, recently retubed,
boxed, $400; Phase Linear 3000 II, boxed, S150. Call
Mike (314)635-0705 evenings.
THETA DS PRE, all upgrades, black, cable, box, like
new, 82990. (914)723-3415.

P.S. CD PLAYER, $325; Bedini 100/100, $600; Criestion SL6, $400; Threshold S300, $1400; Synthesis
LM250, 8800. (615)928-3256.

MISSION CYRUS 2 INTEGRATED AMP with PSX
power supply and Isoplat isolation platform, $800;
Wharfedale 505.2 bookshelf speakers, 8400; MIT
MH750 speaker cables, 8' pair, 8300. (713)974-3207.

PERREAUX PMF5550, 500Wpc MOSFET power amp,
115 lbs., 220V peak to peak, 30 amps continuous current, will drive any known speaker, sealed (list 86500),
$2997. 71,d, (803)798-0994 or(803)799- 1234, SC.

SOUNDWAVE FIDELITY (DUAL MONO) Symphony
4amp, 200Wpc, $1200; Soundwave IA piramp, $500;
Carver TXI1A tuner, $400; Sony 608 ESD CD player,
$600. PA, (215) 567-4626.

MOD SQUAD LINE DRIVE, 7months old, perfect,
with original packing, manuals, etc., 8385 OBO
including shipping; also MIT 330 interconnects. Call
Tim at (915)856-4425.

RAUNA BALDER SPEAKERS, new, sealed in boxes,

ARAGON 4004, PERFECT CONDITION, asking $1200
or best offer. Call Ron at (212)818-1281.
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$875 delivered. Call (314)921-2206.
SOUND-LABS A-3 FULL-RANGE electrostatic, 6
months, and B-35 electrostatic subwoofer, new, for
sale as asystem, 88200 and will pay shipping. (619)
942-7043.
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Audio Images
Day Sequerra
Counterpoint
Naim Audio
Belles
Hailer
B& W
Energy
Lastern Permcv(turtia's Premier
Audio

Nigh End

spixiafistr

Dual
Luxman
IA-xicon
Sonanee
N'elodyne

•

Audioquest
Systemdek
Straightwire
l'r tttttt N'ideo
Monster Cable
California Audio Labs
Sumiko • Nayeom •Tweek
...and the east's exelusiye
Prophile dealer.

215-391-1200

5980 Hamilton Blvd • Wescosville, PA 18106

MMMMGOOD!
Magnum FM Tuners
Mirage Loudspeakers

MIT Cables
Mod Squad Products
Music Reference Tube Electronics

SETS NEW STANDARDS FOR
HIGH PERFORMANCE
We realize that balanced circuits are
far more revealing of the short-comings
of interconnect than ordinary,
non-balanced circuitry. Our
unique new conductor produces
out-standing signal in to
signal out characteristics
as measured on an
oscilloscope.
Until now, no cable
system has been able
to compliment and
enhance the quiet
clarity of balanced
circuit electronics. Now
there is Aural Symphonics
"Differential Balanced
System Interconnect":
Clearly state of the art.

542 North Highway 101
Leucadia, CA 92024
(619) 436 -7692
11 am-6 pm Tuesday-Saturday
Wednesday evenings until 8pm

distnbuted by

UNI VOCAL
2016 FLINTBURY CT. SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 95148
408-270-6033 FAX 408-270-6039
IN CANADA, INTERLINEAR, 41& 479-1893
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WESTERN CONNECTICUT: WE SPECIALIZE in
affordable high-end! Adcotn, Aragon, B&W 800 series,
Bedirti, Mitage M- I& M-3, Sony ES, Lexicon, Philips,
Soundstream, Harman/lCardon, Kimber !Cable, AudioQuest. Custom multi-room installations and more.
(203)748-0311.

BELLES 2AMP, $175; BELLES DMC preamp, $175; STD
305m turntable w/Grace 707, Grado Z+E+1, $250;
Speakerlab DAS 5, $200; Audio Analyst A-200X
speakers, 8100; Dahlia drivers, crossovers, $100; Mission PCM 7000, $500; Dyna Stereo 120 amp (not
working), $50. All negotiable. (914) 962- 7552.

CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We
buy and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized
dealers for B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound,
Counterpoint, etc The Stereo Huang Outlet, 320 Old
York Rd., fenkintoum, PA 19046. (215)886-1650.

HIDE YOUR CABLES! Custom wood baseboard moldings (patent pending) keep high-end performance

SCOTT ALPHA IPREAMP, lots of inputs/outputs
made in Belgium, 1100. (714)679-0173.
REVIEWER CLEANS OUT HIS CLOSET: JVC BN-5
Biphonic processor, $100; Franklin mint One Hundred Greatest Recordings OjAll Time, $1200. Prices
include UPS shipping. Write to Bill Sommerwerck,
do Stereophile 208 Delgado St., Santa Fe NM 87501.
KRELL KSA-80 AMPLIFIER, $2700; Eminent Technology LFT-III speakers, $1800. Call Gary (419)
473-2727.
MARYLAND, WASHINGTON, VIRGINIA have anew
audio shop that specializes in affordable high-end gear.
We offer Audiolab, Anodyne, Creek, Fuselier, Janis,
Revolver, Ryan, Straight Wire, Superphon,
Itibe
Traps, and VPI. Come see our custom hardwood
cabinetry and hear the fabulous Anodyne tubed CD
through Fuselier 3.8 speakers at The Audio Depot, Silver Spring, MD, (301)585-3277. (Bring this ad and
receive free CD.)

with 100% Wife Acceptance Factor. Fit any decor. For
complete information, send self-addressed stamped
envelope. Dealers welcome. The Bob Wood Organization, PO. Box 9001, Woodlands, 7X 77387-9001.
WADIA 2000; JEFF ROWLAND MODEL 5 amp;
Coherence One preamp; Discrete Technology LSI
MILV CD player; Magnum Dynalab FM tuner; Ariston
turntable with Sumiko toneami and MC cartridge; Stax
electrostics. Won in acontest, never used, must sell
to pay federal & scare taxes. Best offer (202)364-9482
or (703)875- 7033.
ELECTROMIC SPEAKERS OUR SPECIALTY! Factorydirect pricing! Full warranty and money-back guarantee. Factory sealed. Enjoy the finest at the lowest
possible price! For more information, call or write:
David Lucas, Inc, Dept. SP, 924 Hutton Rd., Oakmont, PA 15139, (412)828-9049.
ROWLAND MODEL 7s, series 2monoblocics, $6000
/pair, mint condition, sounds wonderful. (707)
964-9044.
SONY PCM 701ES, $900; IQS FFr board and software
for Apple computer, $950. Call 7bm, (213)547-3755.

The Esoteric Ear is your only
outlet for high end audio/video:
• 3 huge

dedicated soundrooms
• Only the finest AN componentry
• Afull selection of Audiophile LPs & CDs
•Friendly, honest, and expert consultation
Featuring:
VPI •SimplyPhysics •Aragon •Vandersteen
ET2 •Martin Logan •Prodigy •Audioquesi
Krell •Counterpoint •Ortofon •Philips AA'
Rotel •Krell Digital •Anodyne •Paradigm
Apogee •Straightwire •Magnum •Talisman
...and many more!
Mon/rues
Wed-Fri
Saturday
Sunday

... is part of the
Premier System One.
Audition in your home.
For details, call
1-800-346-9183 or write
Audio Concepts, Inc.
901 South Fourth Street,
La Crosse, WI 54601.
FAX 1-608-784-6367.

by are
12-8pm
10-6pin
11-4pm

13158 Veteran's Memorial Pkwy

537-8108
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Music so real
you want to touch it!

AFFORDABLE HI1ND AUDIO
ACOUS77C ENERGY AUDIOQUES7'
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
ASC
B&K
SONATA
CELES770N
CARDAS
CLASSE' AUDIO
DYNAVECIDR
KEF CUSTOM KIMBER LEXICON
EIVTEC
EPOS
MISSION/CYRUS
MAGNUM/DYNAL4B MOD SQUAD
MERLIN
PHILIPS AUDIO/VIDEO
NILES REGA SONUS FABER SIMS
S7'AX SONRISE SOUND ANCHOR
TERAIVIDEO TARA-LABS TARGET
TIFFANY VELODYNE WBT

"As for the performance of the Sapphire,
we would call it highly respectable on
all counts and just about state-of-the-art
in imaging," reviewer, Peter Aczel,
The Audio Critic.
For exceptional sound at affordable
prices call 1-800-346-9183 today to
receive your free catalog. Audition in
your home at no risk.
AUDIO CONCEPTS, INC.
901 S. 4th Street
La Crosse, WI 54601
(608) 784-4570

Audipmmt
Coinnection
AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
abig surprise
BELLES RESEARCH
power amps -high current delivery
BRITISH FIDELITY DIGILOG
successful black box
CELESTION
now with ribbon technology —SL-6, 600, 700.
7000 Ribbon, also The 3
COUNTERPOINT
electronics that speak for themselves
GARROTT CARTRIDGES
areviewer's tool
MAGNUM DYNALAB
when you're serious about FM
MERRILL
Heirloom Table E. Stable Table
MOD SQUAD
Line drive: affordable class A
MORCH
DP-6, UP-4 tonearms extraordinaire!
QUICKSILVER
agreat team! the preamp joins the monos
TARA LABS SPACE & TIME
amust with tube amps—call
TICE POWER BLOCKS G TITAN
both amust
VANDERSTEEN
the legend continues
2Ci, watch for The J
(201) 239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave, Verona, NJ 07044
Call for fairest prices on accessories

2ió

ePERT DOMESTIC & FOREIGN SHIPPING
FOR INI-OILIIATION OR APPOLVTVENT
PHONE CONSLILTATIONS

301-890-3232
FREE INFORMATIVE BROCHURE

ONE CHILDRESS CT
BURTONSVILLE,
MARYLAND 20866
FAX 13011890-3819
VISA MASTERCARD C. AtIERICAN EXPRESS

rs

le CONTINUUM
TEMPORAL
PESF4WS
INARYTRA»SFOJ JI 1TION

•RA L CON
C
A
'
RAI. co,

0

/1

IED
PORAL

CONTINUUM I
d , •UE HOME

UgeABOT17";
•

NP

rE TEMPORAL

1,7•1 ROCITURE.

0-3232

JS

Ma I
11:111

1CI 1111)8855 Cl
BURIONSLILLE,
MARYLAND 20866
(301) 890-32,32
MX (301)890-3819

MASTERCARD VISA AMES
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2McINTOSH MC275 TUBE AMPLIFIERS, best offer
(818)507-6034.
APOGEE DUEITA II with factory modification, excellent, original boxes, $1995. (419)782-6625.
JBL PARAGON SPEAKER, CLASSIC, much-in-demand
audiophile speaker system. The acoustic and visual
excellence of the Paragon have become legendary.
Good condition, $6500 OBO. Contact Fred, (708)
389-9456 (Chicago).
MIT 330 INTERCONNECTS, only 8months old, lm
pair $95; y
am pair $80 OBOE Call lbn, (915)856-4425.
INFINITY RSI1B, EXCELLENT CONDITION, $2500
or best offer. Call (314)445-6042 after 5pm CST
THE BANDOR MODULE is aminiature loudspeaker
with a 50mm (2") anodized aluminum cone and
former. Having an exceptional bandwidth of 100Hz20kHz, this unique new product has aremarkable transient response with aclarity of sound not associated
with other "coned" loudspeakers. It is comparable
only to that of the electrostatic sound. The Bandor
bass drivers have just arrived. Please call (215) 5276015 or Fax(215)668-2066, or write to Dneder Audio
Systems, 14 Rose Lane, Rosemont, PA 19010-2716.
SONOGRAPHE SG-3 TURNTABLE, $300 firm; Regs
arm, $150 firm; Grado TLZ Signature cartridge, $300
firm. All mint. Dave, (415) 820-9435.

tes
PERFECTO BALANCED FOR OVER 40 V

Vacuum Tube Logic:
Maximal preamp at $775.00.
Tara Labs: Astral Blue $2.95/ft.
Incredible value! TFA return
at $8.75/ft.
Acoustic Energy AEI:
One of the finest small monitors
we've heard.
Celestion: The latest in ribbon
technology with true dynamic bass.
The Rock Reference:
The ultimater turntable.
Soles, service and
custom installations
All major credit cards
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879-6999
879-6889
Rt 24, Chester, NJ

TEXAS, MISSISSIPPI, & LOUISIANA AUDIOPHILES
count on Stereoworks of Houston for fast, courteous
service and free shipping. Offering important components by Alchemist, Aural Symphonies, Celestion,
Eminent Technology, Euphonic Technology, Forte,
MIT, Merlin, Sumiko, Superphon, TARA Labs, Threshold, van den Hul, VMPS, Well-Tempered, and more!
Stereoworks, MCI Visa, (713)497-1114.
ACOUSTAT TNT200 AMP, $400; Orikyo M508 amp,
$600; Onk yo P304 preamp, $300; Carver 4000T preamp, $500. Buffalo,
(716)694-6040.

Ny,

AXAI GX-77 OPEN-REEL tape deck, 7", three motors,
six heads, mint condition, $300. (714)679-0173.
SANSUI SE-9 COMPUEQUALIZER, complete with
manual and factory mike, $150; SalISUi TU -717
wide/narrow-band tuner, $75. (714)679-0173
30-60% SAVING 10 PURCHASE DIRECT from Hong
Kong! DAT, CD player, amplifiers, and accessories. Ask
for pricelists with $2 postage. Winston Camera &
Radio Ca, Ltd., Mail Order Division, 55 Hankow
Road, Hong Kong. We accept Visa/MC. Fax (852)
369-9313.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! We carry:
Denon, Carver, Well-Tempered, NEC, Forté, Nalcamichi R-DAT, Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc,
SOTA, TDL Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster,
Straight Wire, Stax, Nalcamichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon,
Sumiko, VPI, CWD, and more. Professional consultation and installation. The Listening Room, 1305
Court Street, Saginaw, MI 48602. (517)792-3816.

AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET

O0 -999 171.6

MEITNER PA6i PREAMP, $1400; Madrigal Carnegie
One, good condition, $150. (609)497-0411.

Sound advice
without the price
(914) 666-0550
11:00am-6:00pm M-F

2 t"'
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CUMBERLAND
AUDIO GROUP

Upstate New York's Exclusive
MARK LEVINSON DEALER
Aragon /Arcam /Denon
Linn /Madrigal /Magnepan
Mirage M1 /Mission /NAD
Nakamichl /Soundstream
Thiel /Velodyne
Home trial program
for Monster Sigma
NakamIchl 1000 DAT/Processor
on display.

THE SOUND CONCEPT

"Don't Miss The Performance"
2314 Monroe Ave., Rochester, NY
(716) 442-6050
Mon-Fri Noon-9
Sat. 10-5
MC/VISA/AMEX/DIS

Texas Finest
Audio Store
ADS •Analogic •Bryston
B&W •Carver •Classe
Duntech •Dynavector • Encore
Esoteric • Goldring •Hales •Janis
Krell •Krell Digital •Morch • MIT
Oracle •Rega •Rote! • Snell
Sony ES • Target • Tice
Wadia Digital

Representing:
Apogee
B&K Audio
Bang & Olufsen
California Audio Labs
Celestion
conrad-johnson
Entec Forte'
Infinity Reference
Linn
Martin-Logan
Mirage MIT Cable
Jeff Rowland Design Group
SME
Shure Home Theatre
Sou
Theta Digital
Threshold
Vandersteen
Wadia
Wilson Audio plus CD's and LP's
By Appointment
Credit Cards
Financing
Delivery
Set Up
Closed Sun-Mon
11-9 Thursday
4119

Hillsboro

11-6 Tues -Wed
11-5 Fri-Sat

Pike

Nashville,

TN

615/297-4700

OMNI
SOUND
Jell Rowland Dann Group
Eminent Technology
ASC Tube Traps
Well Tempered
Kimber (able
Audioquest
Clearaucho
PS Audio
Ountech
Camber
Souther
Proton
Grado
SOTA
MIT
Sony

Analogic Design Group
Avalon Acoustics
AudIble
Monster Cable
WIlson Audio
Forte' Audio
Rely Gntly
Threshold
Spectrum
Athena
Onkyo
B&K

Sproe
Thiel
VP'
ES

For the sound mind.

e INSIGHT
Located In Dallas Texas
2141437-4167

e

OMNI SOUND

19020 Preston Road

2 i8

Dallas, Texas 75252

(214)964-6664
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THE AUDIO ENTHUSIASTis the only full-line Nestorovic dealer on the West Coast. We offer and demonstrate Nestorovic's three speaker systems, tube monoblock amplifiers, solid-state crossover and fully passive
moving-coil network. We also carry PSE, Beming,
and Creek electronics, Melos and Klyne preamplifiers,
Essence and ProAc speakers, Merrill and Resolver turntables, Morch arms, Clearaudio arm and cartridges,
Garrott and Grado cartridges, Brasfield and Kinergetics
CD players, AudioQuest and Aural Symphonies interconnects and speaker cables, the Merrill Stable
and much more. In Los Angeles, (213) 541-8177.
USED AND DEMO EQUIPMENT Martin-Logan Sequel
Il & Monolith II; Infinity IRS Beta & Gamma; Celestion
SL-700, SL-12, & SL-6s1; Audio Research SP-9 Mk.II,
SP-8 rev.7, & CL-30; Theta DSPro; Mark Levinson
No.20 & ML-2; Well-Tempered Table. Call Audition
Audio for pricing and details at (801)467-5918. Visa,
MC, Amex accepted.
RCA AND MERCURY SET SALE, Write EJaeget; 129
Barrington Dr, Oak Ridge, TN 37830.
B&W MATRIX 2, Series 2"Digital Loudspeakers," one
year old, mint condition, original boxes, full warranty,
plus Target HJ- 15 speaker stands (shot-filled, floor
spikes), 11200. (302)475-4294.
AUDIO ANARCHIST gets big Spendors so he has to
sell his pair of Spica Angeluses. Get aheavenly deal,
$795/pair. NYC area/Southern Connecticut only —
let's avoid shipping. Also one 3m pair OCOS speaker
cables, $250, will ship. Write me direct: Sam Tellig
PO. Box 1198, Ridgefield, a' 06877.

PHILIPS REFERENCE CD PLAYERS. New CD-80 w/S1
crown chip set, new Bitstream CD-840, LHH1000 Stereophile recommended components Class B (Vol.13
Na4), CD-60, CD-50, new CD-40, CDV video players
CDV-488, CDV-487. For free literature call (30/) 8903232,JS Audio, One Childress Court, Burtonsville
MD 20866. We honor Visa, MasterCard, American
Express, Discover.
CARVER, NAICAMICHI, BANG & OLUFSEN, ADS,
Crown, Rcvox, Tandberg, Hafler, Adcom, Mission,
NAD, Harrnan/Karclon, Kyocera, Yamaha, Luxrnan,
Denon, Klipsch, B&W, KEF, DCM, E-V, JBL, Infinity,
dbx, AKG, and other quality components. Best
prices—professional consultation. All products
covered by manufacturers' USA warranty. Amerisound
Sales, Inc,Jacksonville FL 32241. East: (904)2624000. West: (818)243-1168.
FREE HIGH-END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tube/ic/JFET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resista ±1% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogami cables. Old Colony Sound, Box 243S, Peterborough, NH 03458.
NEW YORK! The Discriminating Ear welcomes you
to our new showroom. Featuring Acoustat, Aragon,
Canton, Celestion, Classé Audio, Conrad-Johnson,
CWD Furniture, Duntech, Hafler, Hannan /Kardon,
Koetsu, Lexicon, Maplenoll, Monitor Audio, Musical
Fidelity, Sonographe, Spica, Talwar, Velodyne, Wadia.
At the Harborview Sboppes, 151801d ,Vorthern Blvd.,
Roslyn, NY 11576, (516)484-7204. Hours: M-S 11 6. Thurs. 11-9 and by appt.

UNLIMITED
Fine Audio Components
We offer only two classes
of components:
STATE OF THE ART
STATE OF THE WALLET
We hope you agree that
nothing else really matters.

THRESHOLD

VTL

APOGEE

MIRAGE

MUSE
RYAN

MERLIN

HALES

VMPS

CAL

FORTE

ROTEL

WELL TEMP

SYSTEMDEK

THORENS

CARDAS

BRASFIELD

SHURE HTS

VERSA DYNAMICS

BENZ

EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY

GRADO

Audioquest
B&K IModified B&K
Counterpoint
Dahlquist
Electrocompaniet
Eminent Technology
JSE Infinite Slope
Kinergetics
Lexicon
Monster Cable
Sony ES
Spica ... & More

"Established Since 1959"
"We hear Music with our Ears;
We listen with our Minds."
A. Angers, Founder

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G
Upland, California 91786
(714) 982-8110
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SOUND UNLIMITED
169 Church St., Bristol, CT
(203) 584-0131
2 19

NEW AND IMPROVED EARS BY

SERIOUSQuality 10,••
M4PROVEs

CLARITY

Besi,
F.Aps

FOCUS
0,11,1P•Isite
ce.gRP•SI

CA N
BUY

\Nee

$24"
1--

Great Gitt ,

\.0
AT HOME •CONCERTS •THEATER •LECTURES
THE ORIGINAL USTENING ENHANCEMENT TOOL
We guarantee you will hear the deference!
Send check or money order for $24.95 to:
Serious Listeners P.O. Box 565 Burlingame, CA 94011
Phone Orders: 800-3264201 Dealer inquiries welcome

Fumphwerks - is afull-spectrum audio
service for the music aficionado.
Tree progressive, complementary
membershipp
t programs
nb
efficient accessarl
t
o
Isyouri
v
f
avoyrt e
e
u
artists dmusic in CD, LP orcassette. Your precious time is cut to a
minimum in locating and purchasing
what you want.
Fumphwerks — is adedicated,
premium quality service. You can expect
peerless service in your pursuit of music.
For busy discriminating people, this is not
only arequirement but also ajoy! Call or
pen for afree portfolio of services'fees and
be on your way to your highest expectations
in music service.
Fumphwerks'
P.O. Box 606
Excelsior, MN 55331
Toll free: 1(800) 55 Futnph"

2e

-011111
SOUND THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
AUDIO RESEARCH • B & W • CWD
GRADO • INFINITY-IRS BETA & GAMMA
LEXICON

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

VANDERSTEEN 'Amu_ MPRTIn LOGPfl Er
COUNTERPOINT Well Tempered Lab

Threshold mu srpicci
InenitY audio research

•

MIT

•

M & K

• MONSTER

NAKAMICHI •ONKYO GRAND INTEGRA
PIERRE LURNE • SHURE SURROUND
SME • SOTA • SPECTRAL

• STAX

SUMIKO • SUMO • TERA • THIEL
VELODYNE • WADIA • WILSON WATT

SINCE 1968
IRS Series

SliCPPE

21 N. Market Si,. Selinsyrote. PA •717 374,0150

250

• LUXMAN

MAGNEPAN

.400£115111111111
EILEU1101111111ES
(402) 397-4434
7511 Pacific • Omaha. NE 68114
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WE DON'T
PLAY
FAVORITES
Only The Cable Company
lets you compare all the top
cables at home by mail*.
Trust your ears.
*39 Brands, 194 cable products.

*Free shipping on export orders.

(The Cable Company)
"CALL TOLL FREE FOR DETAILS:

1-800-FAT WYRE
or (215) 294-9576, or fax (215) 294-9586

MON-FRI
L

11-5 EST

VISA-MC

p.o.box 305, upper black eddy. pa 18972 j

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL CA
For heights and depths no words can reach.
Music is the soul's own speech.

FINE STEREO COMPONENTS
BRASFIELD •CARDAS AUDIO
CLASSÉ AUDIO •CLEARAUDIO
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY •HALES
MAGNUM DYNALAB •SOTA & MORE
Convenient to reach
from anywhere in California

209 298-8888
By Appointment in Fresno
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McINTOSH, AUDIO RESEARCH, MARANTZ, ConradJohnson, and other top-quality components bought/
sold/traded. Convergent Audio SL 1 Reference,
world's best preamp, now available Send $1 for large
listing of audiophile and collector records. Hi End
Audio, 4959 Penn Ave S, Minneapolis, MN 55409,
(612)924-0657.
ATTENTION AIR-BEARING tonearm users: 'lightened
midbass, improved focus, and awider and deeper
soundstage. All this with the Airtech Surge Tank/Air
Reservoir Our ruggedly built unit has an internal volume of 14 liters and is equipped with an ASME
approved air safety valve Internal damping produces
smooth, pulse-free air so that you can hear the difference. Reg $199.95, intro special $149.95. Send check
or money order and we will ship ppd. COD, you pay
charges. Airtech Audio, 11 Beaver Dam Road,
Pomona, NY 10970, (914)354-8868.
60 YEARS IN BUSINESS—WE MUST be doing something right. If it's amuch-in-demand audiophile product, were likely to have it for immediate shipment.
Consult with one of our quiet experts or just order
US-vrarranteed components directly. Visa/MC. Ask
for Steve K. or Dan W, Square Deal, 456 Waverly
Ave, Patchogue NY 11772. (S16)475-185701*(800
332-5369.
DYNACO, EXCELLENT CONDITION: PAS-2 tube,
$125; PAT-5, $145; FM-5, $125; ST-150, $175; ST-120,
$110. Fair condition: Mk.III tube amps, $225 /pair.
Good condition: Hailer DH110, $200. CallJobn, (412)
238-5171 after Gpm ES7:

CHICAGO
SPEAKERWORKS
designs & builds
LIMITED PRODUCTION
LOUDSPEAKERS
• World Class Performance
• Factory to You Pricing
• Save 30% to 40%
Counterpoint
VTL
B& K
Musical Concepts
Acoustat • Convergent Audio
Rogers • Fostex • VPI
PS Audio • Proton
& much more
5700 N. Western, Chgo 60659

312 -769-5640
251

e
Maisie & Video %,,teent for the '
,
omit. &

t

tlizutt

Aubict

F=)
A
V

JEDICD
-11_111
-

1CDN

IN NEW YORK

Consultancy •COLUOM Syslems -"lumen Treatment
Installation -Retail

Apogee •Arcici •Audio Prism
AudioQuest •Basis •Benz • Cardas
Chesky • Chicago Speaker Stand • Classe'
Clearaudio • Cogan Hall • Creek •Delos
Distech •Dorian •Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology •First Sound • Garth
Garrott •Harmonia Mundi •Klyne
Lantana •Last •Lectron •Magnan
Merrill •Mod Squad •Mogami •Morch
Nestoroyic •Neutrik • Opus3 •Pro Ac
Q E D •Rega •Reference Recordings
Sequerra •Sheffield Lab •Sims •Sumiko
Superphon • Tara Labs • Target
Tice Audio • Vendetta Research • VMPS
Wadia • Water Lily • WB T •and More

(609) 799-9664

BY APPOINTMENT

(212) 874-6904
ARISTON
MSB TECHNOLOGIES
CARDAS
MAPLENOLL
MASTON AUDIO
MOD SQUAD
MFA
MUSIC REFERENCE
RO TEL
SIEFERT
SUPERPHON
HHI

3C1)L_JF\IC)

Princeton Jct., N.J. 08550

Achieving sonic realism.
Audio by Design .%db
.-.reated by music lovers
Jnd musicians with the
simple goal of offering
:he highest level of
musical accuracy
oossible.
We offer complete
,yslems from less than
$800 to slate-of-the-art
iudiophile and roomid-room remote
ystems.
Specialists in
iesign and installation
DI all your audio'video
•ieeds

AUDIO

Arislon •BK
California Audio La;
Conrad-Johnson
Lexicon
Magnum Dynalab
MB/Quart
Meridian •Mirage
Monitor Audio
NAD •PS Audio
Rotel •SOTA
STAX •Threshold
den Hut
Well-Tempered Labs

1000 Brisk). bitter North

Newport Beach. CA 92660

252

7141851-0112

(
audic
specialists inc.
Northern Indiana's Oldest
High-end Audio Dealer
Sota •VMPS •STAX
Counterpoint •NAD
Bang ez Olufsen •Carver
Nakamichi •Wharfedale
Onkyo •Spica •Fried
Last •AKG •Straight Wire
Denon Professional
Warranted Pre-owned
Equipment Available!

the. electronics store!
401 N. Michigan •South Bend, IN 46601
1219)234-5001
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No. 1 U.S. Designer

THE BINAURAL SOURCE—Exclusive one-stop source
of true binaural recordings for startling headphone
listening (also speaker-compatible). (See Nov. and Dec
Audio.) Classical/jazz/drama/sound environments;
in all three formats, from US and Germany. Free catalog: Bat 17275, Ross, CA94957 or (415)457-9052.

o
Adcom
B&K
McIntosh
conrad-johnson
Motif
Philips
P.S. Audio
Threshold
Theta

Sumo
Dahlquist
Fried
Martin-Logan
Mirage
Rogers
Spica
Synthesis
Koetsu

M&K
Sota
VPI
Well Tempered
Micro Mega
Thorens
SME
Carnegie II
Benz

audio resource
3133 Edenbom Ave •504-885-6988 •Metairie. LA 70002

MIT CABLES, CUSTOM TERMINATIONS, Camacs,
XLR balanced, high-flexibility toneami sets, MIT and
Cardas hookup for internal rewiring; MAS MasterLink,
Alma -Sphere OTL, Clements speakers, Shallcross
anenuatots, Wonder Caps/solder/wire, Vishay, Resista,
Edison Price, Odyssey, WBT connectors, SimplyPhysics, NAVCOM, Fluxbusters ($150). Many accessories/mod parts, SI catalog ($3 overseas). Michael
Ant'', Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937, (415)669-7181.
THE GREAT CLEARANCE SALE is back! B&K, Superphon, Audible Illusions, Lazarus, Magnum Dynalab,
British Fidelity, more; San.sui AU-X701 Vintage amp,
$375. Also featuring Focus, Ryan Acoustics, ProAc,
Musical Concepts, Apature, more. Stereo Consultants,
Lafayette, IN. Phone 3-10pm EST, Mon.-Sat. (317)
474-9004.

LPs/CDs/Tapes
LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve
tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stereophile review,
December 1986, p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to
Rozoil Lubricant Ca, Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV
89132.

N. Illinois and S. Wisconsin's
Foremost

111 -FI

Dealer

ABSOLUTE
AUDIO
Featuring
•
Aiwa •Boston Acoustics
Carver •Counterpoint •Denon
Dual •Lazarus •Linn •Mission
Monster •NAD •Onkyo

411

PRESTON
TRAIL
AUDIO

ON DISPLAY
Apoge B&W Beyerdynamics Boston
CAL Classé Counterpoint CWD
Denon Infinity Lexicon Luxman

Paradigm •Soundstream
Vandersteen

Mark-Levinson Monster Phillips Rotel
Shure SOTA Stax Velodyne

In House Service of all Brands.

CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS
SURROUND SOUND

Custom Home & Auto Installation.

ABSOLUTE AUDIO
4227 MARAY DRIVE
ROCKFORD. IL 61107
815-395-1000

PRESTON TRAIL AUDIO

DALLAS,TX
(214)248-9104
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For the love of music.
Conrad-Johnson
Martin-Logan
Vandersteen
Audioquest
Quicksilver
Aragon
Lectron
ProAc
Spica

Iwas astounded by the improved clarity,
depth, and imaging prouduced by installation
of the Platter Interface. Daniel Jaccubovitch,
Modern Blues Recordings, NY.

Available for the Well Tempered Classic and
Record Player, Linn LP12, Goldmund ST4

Basis
Krell
Naim

and Studio, Michell GyroDec, Merrill, Oracle,

Rega

Rega, VP) HW-19 Mk Ill and Junior.
Platter Interface $189.
Well Damped Clamp $395
for the Well Tempered Classic only.

NAD
CAL
B&K

Audio Ensemble
2 PauIs Way (Rte. 101A )

e

PLATTER INTERFACE

Oh honey, just do it!
Michael Harvey, Upscale Audio.

Melos

o

mango audio design

Amherst, NH 03031
603 886 4742

mango audio design
1720 North Marshfield St.
Chicago, Illinois 60622

312-235-6450
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

•CUSTOM AUDIO &
VIDEO INSTALLATION
•MULTI ROOM &
REMOTE SYSTEMS
•FREE PARKING
•AUTHORIZED
WARRANTY SERVICE
•FREE DOUBLE
WARRANTY

Your Most Valuable
Component
You are undoubtedly aknowledgeable Audiophile, or
you would not be
reading this magazine. But shopping for a new
component can
be avery frustrating experience. Lack of expertise on the part of many audio salespeople is commonplace, and hype seems to have replaced
honesty. Let's change that; call me today (I answer
all calls personally) for arespite from mediocrity.
Ithink you will be pleasantly surprised with my
philosophy of doing business -Galen Carol
Convergent Audio -Vendetta -Aima -Spheres •SME •
Stax Merlin •Sonagraphe Mod Squad Maplenoll •
B& K•Quicksilver •Superphon •Audible Illusions •
Kindel ASC •Sumika •Magnum Dynalab •Kinergetics
Apogee •Quad •Threshold -Counterpoint •SOTA
•Classe •WATT -Aragon Eminent Technology •VPI
•Calilornia Audio •Meitner •Spica -and many more!
We carry virtually all cable, cartridge and accessory
lines •Free informative Newsletter •Monthly specials on
new, used and demo equipment

Galen Carol Audio
P.O. Box17562 San Antonio, TX 78217 512-494-3551
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OPERAS RECORDED ON 1800' reels of Mylar tape,
mostly Shamrock, 120 reels for $200. (714)679-0173.

NEW RELEASE!

IF YOU ARE IN CHICAGO FOR CES and would like
to buy Audiophile LPs, call Randall Goldman, (708)
256-3033 (24 boors).
CLASSICAL LP SALE: Many deleted, still-sealed
imports. EMI SLS, ASD, Decca SEE SPA, London Phase
4, CS6000, small quantity Lyritas. Pacific Vinyl, 8306
Wilshire Blvd. #856, Beverly Hills, CA 90211, (213)
28b- 3584. Also available: new Japanese rock, jazz,
soundtracks, classical LPs (including King Records
Super Analog reissues).

NOJIMA PLAYS RAVEL

AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-of-print
direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II, and Impon Pressings. Great selection of in-print rt.4....‘ds and CDs. ATR,
Chesky, East-Wmd, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Quantity discounts. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346 N. Guilford Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46220. (317)255-3446.

RR-35 (CD, LP)

Violated

Minoru Nojima, Japan's most exciting
pianist, has established adevoted cult
following since his prize-winning performances at the Cliburn Competition.
Here, at long last, is the eagerly-awaited
sequel to Nojima Plays Liszt, his file
American recording, which garnered
more rave reviews than any piano
recording in recent history. Now we
have his incandescent performances of
Miroirs and Gaspard de la nuit, both
Everests of the piano literature. No one
interested in remarkable pianism should
miss this! Recorded, naturally, by Prof.
Johnson on Digital Master compact disc
or Pure Analogue, premium-quality LP.

WANTED: CARVER CUBE AMP, model 400. Ralph,

I'LL PAY $35 FOR MINT stereo copies of RCA LSC
1817, 1893, 1900, 2147, 2183, 2225, 2287, 2400, 2405,
2449, LDS 6065; Mercury SR 90103, 90132, 90134,
90144, 90169, 90212,90277, 90281, 90305, 90313,
90316, SR3-9016. Many other titles wanted. R. Goldman, Box I, Kenilworth, IL 60043.
WANTED: ORIGINAL HI-FI NEWS TEST CD. Write
to "Completist," PO Box 5529, Santa Fg NM 87502.

11,ese

;um

For records, tapes and CDs.

did1111.10

The RACKIrm System

At better music and audio stores, or
direct, postpaid: CD or LP $16.98;
Check/Visa/MC.
Free catalogue. Dealer inquiries invited.

(412)627-9151.

REFERENCE RECORDINGS

The best record rack in America

Box 77225X, San Francisco CA 94107
TEL 415-355-1892; FAX 415-359-8721

Free mailorder brochure

In Canada:
May Audio Marketing, 514-651-5707
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(please mention Stereophile)
Per Madsen Design

(415) 928-4509

P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133
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TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR QUALITY LP and CD collections! Classical, Audiophile (RCA, Mercury, London,
EMI, Lyrita, more), jazz, rock, many others. No collection too large! USA's greatest used/new/collector
shop stocks over 100,000 LPs. Princeton Record
Excbangg 20 South Mane St., Princeton, NJ 08542,
(609)921-0881.
WANTED: SAE TWO T6 AM/FM tuner in mint condition. Will pay $100 including shipping. (203)3474748 evenings.
WANTED: TANNOY SPEAKERS, tube Marantz, vin tage collectibles—all in any condition; ARC, Levinson,
Krell. Trade: Marantz #5 Serial 2709 & 2710; Marantz
#9, front plates & logos, mint; 'army drivers & parts.
(7/8)387- 7316 or (718) 384-4667 (N)'.
WANTED: BOOTLEG TAPES 01111e Grateful Dead. Call
lobn, (816) 531-3079 after 6pm CST
WANTED: AMPZILLA AMPLIFIER by Great American
Sounds. (815)233-5548.
WANTED: TEAC 2-7000 cassette deck. Will consider
trade for Itindberg TCA 3014A cassette deck. George,
(216)773-7328 after 6pm.
WANTED: LUXMAN M300 power amp, excellent condition desired, will repair if needed. ikeirdajs, (405)
364-8550; nights and weekends, (405)329-0568.

"11
4gb

Írnere"Analogic Design •Apogee •Aragon
ASC Tube Traps •AudioQuest
Aural Symphonics • B& K
California Audio Labs • Classé
Don J. Cochran •conrad-johnson
Eminent Technology •Janis • Kiseki
Klyne • Magnan • Magnum/Dynalab
Mirage • Monster/Alpha Genesis
Muse • Museatex/Melior
Nitty Gritty • Paradigm • Premier
Rega • Roksan •Signet •SME
Sonance •SOTA •Sumiko •Talisman
Target •TDL •Wadia
80 MAIN ST. NEW CANAAN. CT 06840
(203)972-1361

WANTED: APOGEE DIVAS (with DAX and Krell
amps/preamp if possible). Calkleff G., (215)628-2000
daytime M-F; (215)646-2700 evenings & weekends.

IN CHICAGO

err

SINCE 1967

COMPARE UNDER ONE ROOF...
•MAGNEPAN, MARTIN LOGAN, THIEL, TDL, B&W, GOLDMUND, VELODYNE.
•MARK LEVINSON, GOLDMUND, THRESHOLD, MCINTOSH, BRYSTON, TANDBERG, HAFLER,
FORTE...
•GOLDMUND, WELL TEMPERED, MICHELL, THORENS, SME, ZETA, B80, SUMIKO, DUAL...
•ACCUPHASE, STAX, REVOX, MCINTOSH, SONOGRAPHE, TANDBERG, YAMAHA, NAD,
MERIDIAN...
•NAKAMICHI, ADS, REVOX, TANDBERG...
• MIT, MONSTER, CARNEGIE, SHURE, SIGNET, ATHENA POLYPHASORS, MOD SQUAD,
BEYER, JECKLIN, CWD, STAX, TUBE TRAPS, VP!, VAN DEN HUL...
•OPTONICA, PROTON, TERA, HARMAN KARDON, JVC. YAMAHA...

•IN STORE SERVICE •DELIVERY •CUSTOM INSTALLATION •

aucdo consusanTs
the finest in stereo
EVANSTON
1014 Davis Street
708-864-9565

LIBERTYVILLE
757 North Milwaukee Avenue
708-362-5594

HINSDALE
11 0East Ogden Avenue
708-789-1990
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described and are available to customers at the advertised price Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading is never knowingly accepted.
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards please write: Nelson 8
Associates, 62 Wendover Rd., Yonkers, NY 10705.

ADVERTISER INDEX
AKG Acoustics
AF1S Electronics
Absolute Audio
Acoustic Energy
Acoustic Sounds
Adcom
Apogee
Arcici
Audio Advisor
Audio Amateur
Audio By Design
Audio By Robert
Audio Concepts
Audio Connection
Audio Consultants
Audio Den
Audio Ensemble
Audio Expedition
Audio Express
Audio Gallery
Audio Haven
Audio Images
Audio Images-PA
Audio Insight
Audio Nexus
Audio Outlet
Audio Research
Audio Resource
Audio Specialists
Audio Systems
Audio Vision
Audio0uest
AudioStream
Aural Symphonies
Avalon
B&K Components
BIM Loudspeakers
Bryston Manufacturing
CE -EX
Cable Company
Gerdes Audio
Chattanooga Valley Audio
Chesky Records
Chicago Speakerworks
Clearaudio
Conrad Johnson
Counterpoint
Cumberland Audio Group
Custom Electronics
Dahlquist
Digital Ear
Digital Systems & Solutions
Encore
Esoteric Audio
Esoteric Ear
Euphonic Technology
Forte
Fumphwerks
Galen Carol Audio
Gifted Listener Audio
HCM Audio
Haller
Hales Audio
MR Music VVorld
JS Audio
JS Engineering
KEF
Kimber Kable
Kinergetics
Koetsu
Landes Audio
Lyle Cartridges
Madrigal Audio
Magnepan
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46
212
253
108
87
42
34
57
76-77, 88, 178-180,224
241
252
242
245. 246
246
256
234
254
241
190-191,224
251
249
256
244
248
230
247
36
253
252
232
240
22
64
244
54
106-107
38
86
234
251
177
244
240
251
188
62.80
93
248
250
94
200
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97
30
245
70
176
250
254
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236
259
226
216
246
188
60
28
50
189
247
210
816
170

Magnum Dynalab . .. ..
Mango Audio Design
Martin Logan
May Audio Marketing
Merrill Audio
Mirage
Mobile Fidelity
Mod Squad
Modern Audio Consultants
Mondial
Monster Cable
Museatex
Music Box
Music By The Sea
Music Hall
Music Inc
Music On The Square
Nairn
Nitty Gritty
Ocean State Audio
Old Colony Bookshelf
Omni Sound
Onkyo
Optimal Enchantment
Panther
Parasound
Pans Audio
Per Madsen Design
Plateau Camber
Polk Audio
Precision Audio
Precision Audio Utilization
Preston Trail
Progressive Audio
Reference Line Audio
Reference Recordings
Response Audio Marketing
Rogers
Savant Audio F. Video
Serious Listeners
Serra Stereo
Shadow Products
Simply Physics
Sony
Sound 8. Music
Sound By Singer
Sound Goods ..
Sound II
Sound Unlimited
Soundwave Fidelity
Stan Kogyo
Stereo Exchange
Stereo Plus
Stereo Shop
Stereo Shoppe
Straight Wire
Superphon
TARA Labs
The Sound Concept
Theta Digital
Thiel
Thorens
Threshold
Tice
Tiffany Electronics
Transducer Developments
Upscale Audio
Vandersteen
Velodyne
Vortex Acoustical
Wad's Digital
Waiters Sound Wave
WeberWire
Woodbridge Stereo

....

184
254
40
20
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32
66
82
174
84
12,18
204
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196
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52
165
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255
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2
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24
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THE FINAL WORD
"Hey Guys, It'sJust Hi-Fit"

our record-players remain, the music they pro-

Such were the words of Music Editor Richard

duce, wrenched from its creators and environ-

Lehnert in illustration of his response to the
heated debate which frequently rages in this

ment of origin, excites us, moves us to tears,
soothes our souls. The people who devote
their lives to making the machines we use are

magazine RL and Iwere enjoying dinner (along
with Ursula and Laura, our respective girlfriends —wupps, Imean we and they were
enjoying dinner), and had just finished adiscussion that ranged all the way from the mean-

not ordinary folk. It's not so much that they
possess extraordinary intelligence (though
there are quite afew who do), but that they are

ing of death to the meaning of Frank Zappa

mindbendingly committed to reaching ever
closer to an unattainable ideal.

(some would maintain that's not agreat distance, but I'll leave that for another time).

Reviewers suffer grave risk of jadedness. As
you read this, much of Stereopbile's staff will

Ifrequently have the same reaction to the
extremities we experience in this business—

my 18th CES in arow! Do you know how many

after all, we're not talking planetary defoliation
or nuclear contamination of the water supply
here, or the independence of Lithuania. We're
just trying to play back music in our homes.
Somehow, though, moderation just doesn't
ring true. Ispent 16 years of my professional

be in attendance at the 1990 summer CES —
remarkable breakthroughs that entails? Breakthroughs which survive for less than ayear?
Yet, when Iview the work of aJim Thiel (on
whose best-ever product we've expended one
third of our review pages in spite of the fact that

(post-collegiate) life fixing cars, which is

very few of you will buy it), or visit aRichard
Vandersteen (as Iwas fortunate enough to do

definitely one of the trades guaranteed not to
earn you high status in today's America.

in March), or witness the commitment of a
Madrigal—well, I'm just taken aback. Such

Nevertheless, following in along family tradi-

people are just the tip of ahuge iceberg of peo-

tion of the Protestant work ethic, Ipursued the

ple committing their entire lives to the pursuit
of the ultimate in sound quality. They persist

repair of German cars with the same fanaticism
for which their designers are so renowned
("Engineered Like No Other Car in the World").

in the face of more measurement-oriented col-

In fact, in the world of Mercedes Benz, me-

leagues who ridicule the very notion of audible
differences from wires, capacitors, resistors, or

chanics are treated like greasy-knuckled

even Armor All. They persist in the face of a

gods—the powers that be in Mercedes land
recognize their dependence on humble

country 99% of whose citizens think that all
electronics come from the Far East. They per-

fanatics such as Ionce was. Great MB mechanics—known by name if never met—assume
mythic proportions in the lunchtime conver-

sist in the face of an industry where economic
uncertainty is endemic, and virtually all of them
cut their manufacturing margins to the barest

sations of Star wrench-turners.

of bones so that you, the consumer, can afford

The same holds true in high-end audio, a

to buy the products they've slaved over.

field as far removed from "consumer electronics" as it is from washing machines. It's true

It's not uncommon to hear talk of audiophilia as akind of disease, the neurotic expres-

that what we're basically talking about here are

sion of who-knows-what unfulfilled child-

record-players, but the fascination of the high

hood needs. Icouldn't deny that that's oc-

end lies in the reducing of irreducible minima.
Music itself is evanescent, as easily corrupted

casionally true, but it's much more accurate to

by the wrong mood as it is by errant electrons
or woofer cones. Somehow we believe it's
something to be captured, transported around
in black or silver discs, and performed in our
home by machines. What hubris!

see audiophiles as people who are simply
aware of, and wildly enthusiastic about, one
of the most unusual industries in the world,
one where the movers and shakers just happen
to be as enthusiastic as the fans—or more so.

Yet, mysteriously, it works. As imperfect as
258
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HAFLE
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...one of the most convenientto-use preamps around...
it is afundamentally musical
performer at an affordable price."
John Atkinson/Stereophile Vol. 12 No. 6June 1989

Mgr,

The IRIS System. Hafler's continuing commitment to uncompromised musical sound
reproduction and exceptional value.
The IRIS Preamp circuitry replicates the
smooth sound of vacuum tubes while maintaining the very low noise and high dynamics of
transistors.
The IRIS
Remote is
intentionally
easy to use.
The rotary knobs
control volume and balaii,
with an accuracy, convenience and
feel that is unique to Hafler.

The IRIS FM Tuner is aperfect complement
to the Hailer system. It combines precise quartz
controlled tuning with infrared remote control
and aclearly legible display. That makes finding
and enjoying your favorite stations apleasure.
The IRIS CD Player completes an intensive
engineering effort to create anew level of superior performance at an "affordable price."
For the dealer nearest you call l-800-366-1619.

H

ader

ADIVISION OF «KM CCAPORATION

"The Aff miable Htgh-Enti" •

How to make an Onkyo receiver
as good as its competition.

If we wanted to make an Onkyo receiver as good as our competition,
it wouldn't be too hard.
First, we'd remove our heavy duty transformer and oversized heat sink.
Of course, this means less current capability, resulting in compromised
low impedance performance and compressed musical dynamics.
Sonic anemia.
Not to mention thermal overload.
Room to room remote capability would go. If we're not concerned with
performance, why bother with convenience.
As afinishing touch, face plates and chassis would be plastic instead of metal.
So much for structural integrity.
Now, we could do all those things to an Onkyo receiver. But we won't.
Because at Onkyo, our receivers are built to be better.
And that's adifference you can hear—and see.

ONKYO
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 201-825-7950

